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General introduction  
 

         

        From war-memory to the making of its agents 

The main question of this work has been the war and what it produces. How do 

people remember the war and why do they reproduce it on a large scale and in every 

day life.  

To deal with the question, I initially turned to the idea of exploring memories of war 

focusing on veterans’ accounts. Then, following the advice of my teacher Aleka 

Boutzouvi I modified my research and decided to investigate specifically the memory of 

war-disabled given that the experience of the war-disabled had left indelible marks not 

only on their bodies but also on their souls for the rest of their lives.  

Gathering the first pieces of information on my subject I realised that dealing with the 

memory of the war-disabled I was faced with people whose lives had been gravely 

affected by the war and in order to trace their life stories I needed to first go back and 

investigate their life trajectory.  This I found was in fact the better way to answer to my 

initial question. 

This project therefore explores the way the Greek war-disabled of the WWII 

became the agents of memory of the war they had participated in. It seeks to illuminate 

their war-experience and mainly to explore the consequences it had for their personal 

and social life. Its main aim is to examine the effects of their disability on the 

constitution of their subjectivity and social existence. It thus sets out to provide an 

indirect answer to the question: how do the war-disabled remember their experiences in 

a certain historical period. 

Remembering of course is a process that might take place in different contexts. 

In my project, a life-story is the product of the dialogue I had with my interviewees. 

Obviously my presence as a woman historian played an important role on the way the 

war-disabled presented themselves and their story. Although this parameter needs 
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further investigation I introduce it in parts of my text where I consider it’s most 

relevant. 

The historical context covers the time span between the declaration of the 

Greek-Italian war and the end of the first decade after the liberation with some 

additional information on the period that followed.  

The Greek –Italian war which broke out on 28th of October 1940 is the most recent 

major conflict in Greek history. It marks the starting point of the country’s participation 

in WWII. 

Warfare, victorious in the beginning, lasted six months and was followed by general 

mobilization and thousands of war-wounded among soldiers and civilians. Following 

the invasion of the country by German troops and the subsequent defeat of Greece, the 

conflict ended with an armistice between Greek and German army forces. Besides its 

final outcome, the “40 war” legend has up to now been a core theme in post liberation 

remembrance of the Second World War in Greece and its legend as a victorious 

defensive war has been the theme of various ego-documents such as diaries and 

memoirs. Whereas war injury might be considered as a turning point in the life of the 

war-disabled, thematic units such as medical intervention/ hospitalization, resistance 

action and finally post-liberation years of rehabilitation are also included in the corpus 

of the present book. The investigation therefore, concludes (more or less 

conventionally) with the end of the fifties when the final consolidation of the war-

disabled law took place.  

There has, thus far, been no systematic study on disabled Greek soldiers in 

Greek historiography.  There were, however, many disabled ex-servicemen and victims 

of the initial participation of Greece in the Second World War (1940-1941) as well as 

the participation of Greek troops on the front of the Middle East.  There were also 

disabled fighters of the Greek resistance (1941-1944) and soldiers who suffered the 

consequences of the civil war (1945-1949) after the liberation. Their existence is more 

than evident if someone examines the structuring of the National Confederation of the 

Disabled and Victims of the War, a central association, still active, which gradually 

received these different groups.  
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A significant contribution concerning this war experience and its impact on 

society is G. Margaritis’1 book on the social and economic development, which drove 

Greek society to rebellion during the occupation years. G. Margaritis limits his research 

to a relatively small time span, between the spring of 1941 and the winter of 1942. He 

stresses the fact that the national mobilisation to face the enemy and the sacrifices made 

marked the starting point where society realized the value of its participation in the 

political field.2 G. Margaritis’ remarks bring in the aspect of the War’s impact on post-

war society and relates it to the coming social upheaval. My project owes much to his 

work as he points out the significance of the war experience for the soldiers who fought, 

while at the same time he provides a valuable historical framework for my study of the 

post-war years.. 

A study focusing on the same subject is Robert Weldon Whalen’s Bitter 

Wounds3 (1984). Robert Whalen provides a view of the disabled and victims of the 

WWI in the German political setting during the crucial years 1914-1939.  In his study, 

he attempts an approach of the construction of the meaning of death and the myth of the 

hero. His deep interest in medical and psychological discourse and practices of the 

period serves as a bridge to study the German welfare tradition. The study shifts 

towards the institutional practices as well as the turbulent political and social 

atmosphere of the period. R. Weldon Whalen is not so much concerned about the 

structure of the veterans’ associations; he points out their political affiliations, but 

doesn’t reflect so much on the social background of their members. He presents the 

functions and activities of such associations according to a developing tendency of an 

administrative solution to the war veterans’ problem. One of the major problems he 

aimed to solve was the fragmentation of the war victims’ movement and the 

shortcomings of the German welfare state, which would gradually drive the associations 

to dissolve and embrace the national socialist principles. Attempts to integrate a social –

psychological context is described in a final chapter entitled Melancholia, Suicide and 

 

• 1 See Margaritis, Giorgos, Apo tin itta stin exegersi, (From the defeat to the insurrection), 

Athens, o Politis, 1993, as well as the article “O polemos tis Alvanias 40-41, o horos kai anthropoi” (the 

war of Albania 40-41: the space and the people), in The Greece of ’40, Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou 

Politismou kai Genikis Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991 date of the symposium), pp. 25-52. 

 
2 There is also a critical approach of the sources concerning primarily the data provided by the military 

authorities. 
3 Weldon Whalen, Robert, Bitter Wounds: German Victims of the War, 1914-1939, Cornell University 

Press, Ithaca and London, 1984. 
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Total Mobilization where he combines aspects such as some disabled people sinking 

into melancholia and suicide or the total mobilization of others as an outcome of an 

inward psychological conflict and resulting inferiority due to traumatic and social 

factors. The aspects investigated in Robert Whalen’s book concerning mostly the 

personal, social and the institutional level also appear in my own work. In my project 

however the scope is to synthesize them in a biographical context and show the constant 

on-going dialogue between war-experience and the constitution of war-disabled 

identity. 

Many of the above features also form part of Joanna Bourke’s work 

Dismembering the Male: Men’s Bodies, Britain and the Great War4. In a different way 

though. Joanna Bourke’s primary sources consist of servicemen’s memoirs, diaries and 

correspondence as well as posters drawings and cartoons. Her study is mostly a cultural 

history analysis of the wartime constructions of the male body covering a landscape 

shaped by political and medical discourse, notions of citizenship and gender relations.  

The book thus provides an “exploration into the impact of the WWI  on the male body”. 

The author provides an extended account of the “construction” of the male body in 

England before, during and after WWI. Unlike both of the previous historians she does 

not focus on collective groups or associations. Bonding, for example is examined 

through pre-war school and leisure activities and its connection or differences to war 

experience, and wartime rhetoric on comradeship. Furthermore, her study addresses the 

correlation of the war- disabled and other kinds of disablement like, for instance, 

industrial workers or children. The important area of gender relations is also given 

space. Women appear as a social group connected with benevolence, domesticity and 

labour. Femininity is also portrayed as social construction as it is associated with the 

kind of male behavior, that was considered to be feminine or effeminate. Medical 

discourse and psychology are analysed mostly as attempts to control men through 

shifting definitions of maladies, inspection and classification of the masculine body.   

The cultural parameter is also very important in my own study as I consider that various 

discourses are in a constant interplay as to the way the war-disabled identity is 

constituted throughout their life. Gender is a category particularly included in my text 

 
4  Bourke, Joanna, Dismembering the Male: Men’s Bodies, Britain and the Great War, Reaction Books, 

London 1996. 
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where I consider that it may explain parameters of the constitution of the war-disabled 

identity. 

So far the authors mentioned above have dealt with cases of disabled ex- 

soldiers trying to study their interaction with post-war society. Memory is a small part 

but not the principal explanatory basis of their accounts.  Two studies consider the 

problem of memory as being of major significance in the constitution of individual as 

well as collective identities and political decision-making5in the aftermath of the war.  

Veterans as agents of memory are the focal point for the two authors, Alistair Thomson  

(ANZAC memories: Living with the Legend6) and Paloma Aguilar (“Agents of memory: 

Spanish civil War veterans and disabled soldiers7”).  

Paloma Aguilar combines memory and the institutional aspect in Spanish 

society during the years of the civil war, the Franco regime and the period of transition. 

She is concerned primarily with the establishment and the activities of the republican 

and the nationalist disabled organizations. In the case of the nationalists, she explains, 

the organization maintained and actually reinforced its power, status and political 

influence during the Franco period when it acted as a pressure group against the 

liberalization of the regime. The republican organization on the other hand, was 

dissolved and divided into two groups, one in Spain and the other in France. Those who 

left the country suffered the experience of exile and the Second World War, they did 

though enjoy social recognition abroad. Those who stayed in Spain had to deal with 

repression and exclusion from any kind of beneficiary legislation. In Paloma Aguilar’s 

case experience and memory will play an interesting role since the shared memory of 

the republican past produced two different political attitudes according to the 

experiences lived after the war by each group. Namely, the organization re-established 

in Spain would strive for reconciliation and, after Franco’s death, for unification with 

the Nationalist disabled. On the contrary, the league set up in France by exiles rejected 

any kind of negotiation. Paloma Aguilar’s views focus on the way the associations’ 

 
5 There are numerous articles and books on war and memory as this concept has been seen as extremely 

important for the construction of identities and the interpretation of political and social attitudes. An 

important work for these studies is  Winter, Jay and Sivan, Emmanuel (ed.) War and Remembrance in the 

Twentieth Century,  Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999.   
6 Thomson, Alistair, ANZAC Memories :Living with the Legend, Oxford University Press Australia, 1994 
7 In  Winter, Jay and Sivan, Emmanuel (ed.)War and Remembrance in the Twentieth Century, Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, 1999. Paloma Aguilar tries to show the importance of memory (especially 

official and public memory and its significance on political decision making and the formation of the 

Spanish state). 
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politics and the interplay of time and space affect the formation of collective identities 

and the way memory is shaped.  

My project does not extend beyond the limits of Greek territory and there are few 

occasions for the reader to realize the significance of regional variation in the activity of 

the associations. For this to be achieved, one would need to carry out research at a 

regional level. Paloma Aguilar’s work nevertheless, made me see more clearly the 

differences between associations as well as the factors involved in the change of their 

strategies and rhetoric over the course of time. The invalids’ associations activity in my 

project is only partly examined and needs investigating further.  

Alistair Thomson explores the interaction between individual memories and the 

legend of the WWI in contemporary Australia with the aim of understanding possible 

shifts in the memory of ex-servicemen conditioned by the revival of the rhetoric on 

WWI in public discourse. In a highly elaborate oral history project, he carries out 

several interviews with former diggers and thus traces their different responses to the 

key topics of the public legend. Masculinity and national identity are two of the 

essential concepts which come to light and are systematically related to each other and 

to the narrative that the interviewees produce. Therefore Alistair Thomson does not 

attempt to investigate the impact of the war experience on Australian society. His work 

is the one that mostly relates to mine as he provides an extended account of the gradual 

construction of the public legend and an interesting examination of the interaction 

between that legend and the veteran’s narratives. His main concern is the problem of 

revealing the different layers of individual memory, which intersect the publicly 

accepted version of what the experience of war was for its protagonists. 

         

         Structure and research method 

 

The first chapter is an overview of the “40 war” in public discourse and the 

official rhetoric used throughout the warfare period and the way the 40 war legend was 

consolidated by the official state after the liberation.  

In the second chapter, I provide an account of the key topics of war-disabled war 

memory and try to discover the way they intersect with the 40 war legend. 
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In the third chapter, I explore the initial steps of the making of the war-disabled during 

their hospitalisation. Their transformation from soldiers to invalids is the subject matter, 

where hospital experience intersects with the discourse concerning their heroic identity. 

In the fourth chapter, I follow testimonies of the war-disabled commenting on their 

activities in the hospitals in Athens during the period of the occupation. I try to unfold 

the repression strategy of the state and the reaction of the war disabled.  

The fifth chapter focuses on the perception the disabled had of their body when coping 

with problems of everyday life. I discuss the way the institutional framework constructs 

the war-disabled status and establishes a set of practices concerning their rehabilitation. 

I explore the contradictions that this status brings about in the social life of the war-

disabled and the impact on their perception of self and their personal life. 

I conducted interviews with 22 war-disabled ex-servicemen most of whom (10) 

lived in Athens. My initial contact was the War Disabled Confederation. I visited almost 

all the war-disabled associations in Athens and got in touch with several war-disabled 

associations in Crete and the War Disabled Federation in the city of Ioannina. I visited 

twice the medicinal baths of Methana where I conducted three interviews. On a few 

occasions I was also referred to war-disabled  who had almost no contact with 

associations. 

I adopted a life-story approach which focused upon the invalids’ war and post war 

memories. The planning of my interviews included a presentation of my project where I 

underscored my interest on the period after the liberation and the difficulties the 

disabled encountered in their lives after the war was over. The interviewee was left to 

recall anything that he wanted to state without my interrupting. Then I came back with a 

few questions following more or less the pattern of their initial narration. The idea was 

to offer the interviewees a possibility to expand their story on subjects that they had 

underscored or that I thought were crucial from their narration. 

More sources dating from the historical period which mostly comprise newspapers, 

diaries and memoirs, photos, popular iconography, official documents and documents of 

the Amy History Directorate are enlisted together with a general bibliography. 
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Chapter 1: The ’40 Epic-A public legend of national 

unity 

 

 

 

Introduction: The ’40 Epic 

 

On 28th  October 1940 Italy declared war on Greece. At dawn same day, Italian 

troops attempted to invade Epirus and the mountainous region of Pindus above the 

Greek –Albanian frontier, while their air force bombed front and inland targets. Greek 

army troops were directed to the Greek-Albanian border in Epirus, the Western 

Macedonia region and the Pindus sector. The total number of Greek soldiers sent onto 

the battlefield called the “Albanian front” amounted to 350,000 men in a warfare that 

lasted six months and coincided with a severe winter. During the operations that 

followed the Greek army scored admirable successes. This confrontation ended with a 

capitulation between Greek and Nazi forces on 9 April, 1941 (Nazi troops had crossed 

the northern border on 6th April 1941). The total number of casualties during the Greek 

Italian and the Greek–German war were 79,743 men.8 

 
8 HAGS/AHD, An Abridged History of the Greek-Italian and Greek-German War 1940-1941, Athens, 

1997, p.298 The term casualties refers to  killed (13,325) wounded (62,663), missing (1290) and  

prisoners of war (2,465)on the battle field. 
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According to official registrations in the hospitals around the region of Athens 7,907 

soldiers had been rendered disabled.9 

Greece’s involvement in WWII, particularly the Greek-Italian confrontation, 

despite the final outcome, recapitulation and occupation of the country, has been a focal 

point, an uncontested event in the WWII remembrance in Greece.  After the war was 

over the Albanian Epic or ’40 Epic became a familiar legend, a focus of memory for the 

national master narrative, one that was addressed as a topic of analytical historical 

examination with regards to its impact on society much later.10 

The principal agent for the legend’s consolidation was the national post-war state which 

acknowledged and utilized the epic’s significance and placed it at the core of official 

rhetoric. The declaration of the war –and not its end- was established as a national 

holiday commemorating the WWII by Royal Order on 24 October 1944, immediately 

after the liberation of the country. 

Public commemoration taking the shape of a rather stiff ritual, launched a discourse on 

the legend difusing its potential to promote national cohesion. A large range of 

representations from diaries and literature to television documentaries enriched the 

epic’s narrative which gradually embraced some of its more troubling issues such as the 

adversities soldiers had to face and suffer owing to the weather conditions, mountainous 

landscape and the shortage of supplies.   

Unlike the Greek-Italian war legend, the turbulent years of the occupation of the 

country, resistance activity, gradual polarisation and finally civil war proved more 

problematic in their being incorporated in the official memory. Allusion to the Albanian 

Epic not only seemed to unify the listeners to an ideal of national unity but immediately 

after the liberation provided a point of reference about which everybody was allowed 

(and even proud) to talk about setting aside the rupture experienced during the 

occupation and, later, in the course of the Civil War. 

 
9 HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-1941 

(The army medical service during the War of 1940-1941), Athens, 1983.  

 The number refers to soldiers with a disability over 15% and does not comprise the soldiers examined by 

the Superior Medical committees in the cities of Thesalonica, Ioannina and Chania. 
10  The  most important historical works that focus on the Greek-Italian war are: Margarites, Giorgos, 

Apo tin itta s tin eksegersi…..op.cit .footnote 1. 

 and Santarelli, Lidia, Guerra e Occupazione Italiana in Grecia 1940-1943, ,unpublished Ph.D., EUI, 

Florence, 2005. 

 Both have as a point of departure an analysis on the Greek-Italian confrontation and its social and 

economic impact. Giorgos Margaritis addressses the war experience in order to examine the economic 

and further social parameters that led to the resistance activity during the first years of the occupation. 

Lidia Santarelli  sees the confrontation as a first step for the rupture of the social fabric generated by the 

Italian and Nazi invasion.  
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While, at the European level, for most of the other allied countries, what 

prevailed in public memory was resistance, occupation’s devastating consequences and 

military involvement mostly on an extra-European territory, in Greece, the ‘40 epic seen 

as a manifestation of the determination of the Greek army and population to defend 

national integrity with a temporary victorious advance, functioned as an exceptional 

contribution of Greece’s participation in WWII. At an national level, this war 

bequeathed interior politics and ideology a foundation for the obliteration of 

controversies, clashes or ruptures and became a fundamental historic episode in the 

construction of post-war national identity. 

This chapter explores the principal components of the legend in wartime and 

post-liberation years. It is not meant to be an itinerary on the way the War was or is 

remembered throughout the post war years up to now since an exhaustive analysis of 

the way discourse developed in the last decades of the 20th century is beyond the scope 

of this work. Focusing on the war months, therefore, the chapter aspires to link 

historical data with representations and attempts to provide an insight into the 

confrontation’s potential to later becoming a main subject in national narrative. At a 

second level what follows tries to outline the discourse that informed immediate post-

liberation public memory. Starting with an examination of the legend’s key features as 

they appear mostly in official rhetoric and journalistic writing, it turns the reader’s 

attention to the years immediately after liberation in order to investigate the attempt of 

the Greek post-war state to represent and “rephrase” the epic during the process of 

national state re-building which took place in the late 40s. Several references to literary 

works and speeches of the same period are intended to encompass the dimensions 

attributed to the legend and its further diffusion in society.  

The years following the occupation are crucial because those who experienced the war 

became agents of memory at the same time as the historical context and power relations 

of the era was having a critical effect on their social existence. For the war-disabled, the 

subjects of my investigation, this is particularly relevant since the decade following the 

War was the time span when the war-disabled negotiated and established their legal 

status.                

This part complements the second chapter of this work in which war memory 

narratives are examined in the way they were presented at the time of the interview. My 

assumption is that war-disabled recollection, in many respects, intersects with the 

legend. My aim is to examine the way this happens given that my protagonists’ 
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recollections reveal aspects of the conflict that do not always fit with the public 

representation. Therefore, the rest of this work is also an endeavour to specify the 

framework in which and implications whereby the invalid’ identification of self fits in 

with their officially recognized status as war-disabled of that legendary war. 

Sources in this section are mainly official speeches, diaries, war period 

(censored) press, literature and visual material.11 Thematically, I direct my attention to 

the declaration of the war, the way it is commemorated, the suggested reasons and scope 

as well as representation of the Greek soldier and wounded heroes. Finally, I delineate 

the broader context of social mobilisation seen as an interaction of experience and 

discourse that provided the background for the legend to have been established as a 

landmark of national unity. 

       

 The Declaration of war 
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The subject of the second most important national anniversary in Greece is, as a 

matter of fact, the declaration of the Greek-Italian war. The day of the liberation from 

foreign occupation, although marked by general popular exultation, never came to be an 

established subject of memorial practice. Conversely, the commemoration of the 

outbreak of the Greek-Italian conflict is a landmark in Second World War remembrance 

and became an official holiday immediately after liberation. 

The anniversary is publicly known as the celebration of “Ochi” ( “No”) as it centres 

attention on one specific episode. At 3am on 28th October 1940,  Emanuele Grazzi, the 

Italian ambassador, gave  the Greek Prime Minister (dictator) Ioannes Metaxas an 

ultimatum demanding he allow Greek territory to be occupied by Italian troops. “Ochi,” 

that is “No” was the reply pronounced by the dictator to the Italian challenge which led 

to the outbreak of the Greek- Italian war. 

 The core of the celebrated event encapsulated in the reaction of the Head of 

State was elevated by the figure of Ioannes Metaxas portrayed during the War as the 

personification of the Greek people’s “common will.” A direct bond, therefore, tying 

 
11 Attention will be paid on the fact that images like photographs, popular iconography and documentaries 

had played a significant role in everyday life especially in the capital and big towns. 
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state authority with society’s basis was established immediately. Newsletters on 28th  

October reported that  the Prime Minister together with the king passed through the 

main streets of the capital welcomed by the popular mass: 

They were welcomed with manifestations of devotion and enthusiasm while their cars 

were made to stop before the dense popular mass that surrounded them.12 

Much later, in the occupation and post-war years, a distinction would be made between 

the two “No(s),” that is the one of the regime and the other concerning the Greek 

people’s decision to fight for the defence of their country. This “double function” of the 

commemoration’s main theme hardly affected the anniversary as it indirectly 

incorporated popular contribution to the war as well as the resistance to the occupation 

forces (in times when the official government was in exile after Metaxas’ death), despite 

the fact that post-liberation state rhetoric would put resistance activity only partly, if at 

all, into the picture.13  

The celebrations of  28th  October became an official holiday in Greece by Royal 

Order on 24 October,1944. Up to the present day a major event in the public calendar of 

celebrations is the “Ochi”  parade on 27th and 28th October in the centre of Thessalonica, 

the second biggest city of the territory. Similar ceremonies take place in smaller towns 

all over Greece. On the first day, the 27th, pupils from state and private schools march 

along the central streets while, on the 28th, there is a huge military parade headed by 

disabled ex servicemen. The whole spectacle is covered by the media. This long march 

which takes place in the presence of the political, military and religious authorities, 

correlates the master national narrative shaped in post liberation years. Participants, 

successive generations of pupils, soldiers and ex-soldiers, allude to a notion of national 

unity of the Greek people in terms of time, place and action, embody the continuity of 

the nation and symbolically re-enact the general mobilisation of the people. 

Previous national commemorations included the celebration of  25th  March on 

the foundation of the Greek state after the revolution of  independence from Ottoman 

rule in 1821.Before the outbreak of the Second World War, Greek society had been 

mobilised during the Balkan Wars (1912-1913), which resulted in a significant 

 
12 Proia, 29 October, 1940, year 15. 
13 In the discourse of the left the distinction was emphatic and the regime’s response devaluated : the 

people knew very well that George’s (the king) and Metaxas’ “ochi” had the meaning of several gun 

shots for the guns’ shake and that the real “no” was actually shouted and written with blood on the 

Albanian snowy mountains by  the democratic and antifascist Greek people. Ilias Iliou cited  in 

Hatzipateras, K.-Fafaliou, M. , (eds), Martyries 40-41, (Testimonies 40-41) Athens, Kedros, 1982, p. 76. 
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expansion of Greek territory. The rituals and monumental architecture commemorating 

these wars were directly linked to religion.  The First World War was followed by a war 

between the Ottoman empire and  Greece in Asia Minor (1920-1922). This operation 

would result in a national tragedy and mark the end of Greece’s idea of national 

expansion. As G. Margarites explains, the most significant modification to national 

rituals during the interwar years would be the reduction of religious references. Rituals 

began to assume predominantly secular dimensions replacing religious ones, something 

that offered the advantage of political and ideological use of these practices.14 

The regime of 4th August of  Ioannes Metaxas had invested heavily on rituals. 

Celebrations elevating the role of youth focused on the idea of collective effort and 

Fascist and National-Socialism practices. Sport became associated with public 

manifestations of vigour, youth and the future. Relay and torch races accompanied a 

parade of EON, the National Youth Organisation. Manifestations were massive and 

targeted the notion of collective effort, or to put it differently, the “mobilization” of the 

people for a common cause.15 They provided a suitable background for the regime’s 

ideology propaganda machine. Distanced from a belligerent past, they proclaimed an 

idea of national unity and the effacement of political strife as well as the communists’ 

ostracism from public life. 

With the declaration of the Greek-Italian War a common cause, vaguely defined 

in the regime’s ideology, became specific and poignant as people sacrificed their lives. 

National unity became the epicentre of a range of discourses and re-conceptualizations. 

In what follows, I intend to provide the main traits of representations regarding the war 

declaration and will attempt to show the extent to which war experience created a 

multiplicity of possibilities for political and cultural discourses to emerge and 

subsequently foster remembrance after the war. 

 
14 Analysis on the subject is included in “Apo to Metaxa ston emfylio - ta symvola tis patridas” (From 

Metaxa to the civil War – the symbols of fatherland) in Fleischer, Hagen (ed.), I Ellada 1936-1949: apo ti 

diktatoria ston emfylio , tomes kai synechies ( Greece, 1936-1949: from the dictatorship to the civil war, 

discontinuities and continuities) Athens, Kastaniotis, 2003 pp. 121-129. 

 

 
15  Margaritis, Giorgos,« Apo to Metaksa ston emfylio…” ibid. 
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Memory and representations of Declaration Day 

 

After the declaration of the Greek –Italian war, general conscription was 

accompanied by wide enthusiasm. As long as the Greek troops were victorious, the very 

sense of national ritual, the symbolic celebration of the nation was at the same time 

annihilated and reshaped given that war was a reality, not a symbol, was a costly 

experience and at the same time a glorious present. In this sense the mobilization which 

ensued enfolded all possibilities for political discourse to create a communion, or, as 

Benedict Anderson would put it in his mostly influential term an “imagined 

community” “conceived as a deep horizontal comradeship” regardless of actual 

inequality and exploitation.  

There is great difficulty in assessing the emotions and feelings of a population 

that suffered the immediate devastating consequences following the outbreak of war: 

air-raid warnings, bombardment and killing. The poor and the needy that had been 

mostly affected left few or no written documents or testimonies which could be used as 

sources articulating their experiences. Existing written sources and diaries, however, 

mix anxiety with optimism and celebration for the victories of the Greek army.   

Newsletters of the period portrayed scenes of popular zeal with crowds gathering in 

public streets in the first days of the war: 

The crowds shaping demonstrations were passing through the central streets of the city 

cheering the King and the Prime Minister. The first and largest demonstration took 

place in front of the Propylae of Panepistimou Street and consisted mainly of students 

to whom their colleagues gave speeches on Italy’s unmanly attack against a neutral and 

non offensive country. The demonstration immediately turned from Panepistimiou Street 

to Syntagma square…16 

Public space was pervaded by people who shaped improvised parades cheering and 

moving from one central spot to another. That is the image of the above text cited in 

 
16 Proia 29 October, 1940…op.cit. 
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various newsletters the day war was declared. Photographs of the same and following 

days verified the descriptions.  

The main traits of these manifestations emphasized in newspaper columns were 

unanimity, spontaneity, vigour, general enthusiasm, determination and, as cited in the 

above texts, elevation of the Heads of the state. Even if anxiety and concern were not 

part of these pictures, representations were immediately linked to the living reality. Pre-

organized official rituals of the past planned in advance on a public stage and without 

any emotional or possible physical cost, faded. 

Motivation such as that concerning declaration day and the ones that followed justified 

the expression “absolute ritual” articulated by Margarites.17  

We cannot be sure of the way Greek population remembered the days of the war 

declaration in 1944 when the occupation was over. In official rhetoric though, which 

would convert the declaration of war into a ritual of the nation, the overwhelming 

impact of those days was called “to relive” 

In October 1944 in the Directive from the Deputy Minister of the press to Governors, 

Prefects and Eparkhs concerning the establishment of the anniversary of 28 October it 

was stated: 

The purpose of the Celebration will be the creation of an atmosphere that will present 

to the people in a lively manner that glorious era and which will make them relive, in 

the soul (psichica) those big days and also [continuing on the celebration official 

purpose] to pay tribute to the anniversary which is one of the greatest events in the 

3000 year long Greek history.18 

Between those days and the day when the above text was written, much had 

taken place. The notion of national unity had gained new and multiple dimensions away 

from Metaxa’s regime propaganda, which had attached unity to monarchy, exclusion of 

the communists and erasure of political strife. National unity formed an ideological 

vehicle for both social coherence in times of disruption of the social fabric and political 

struggle among resistant organizations. In the post liberation years, as will be seen in 

the following chapters, the national state in a process of re-building would construct its 

own official rhetoric around the “Ohi” day fashioning its memory in terms of an 

 
17 I borrow the expression “ absolute ritual” and the remark  from  Margaritis, Giorgos, “Apo to Metaksa 

ston emfylio……”op.cit. who also notes that official rituals diminished during the war months. 
18 Cited in Karakasidou, Anastasia, ”Protocol and Pageantry: Celebrating the Nation in Nothern 

Greece” in Mazower, Mark, (ed.) After the War was Over: Reconstructing the Family Nation and State 

in Greece, 1943-1960, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2000, p.223. 
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emotional communion.19 The theme of the Greek-Italian war would be subject par 

excellence elevating this idea in opposition to the civil war that tormented the country 

and  restoring  a link between the interwar and post-war years if not the nation’s past in 

the course of the centuries. Following the words of Georgios Ballis who directly 

associated  “Ohi” with the Greek soul, Greek history and the whole of humanity, this 

reply [ the Ohi] is going to illuminate  not only Greek history but the entire humanity: 

for the history of the Nation is no more than the natural manifestation of the Greek soul 

as this soul was formed throughout the centuries. ( Second Panegyric of the Greek 

Academy, 27 October 1945)20 

Moreover, given that the outcome of WWII was followed by a procedure of state 

recovery for the majority of the European states,21 it is no surprise that rejection to the 

Italian invasion seen as an affirmation of national existence, would form the nucleus of 

post-war remembrance in Greece. Official rhetoric would take the opportunity to place 

the country in the list of liberal nations despite the fact that when the celebrated war 

started and in the years that followed liberation , political ideology and practice had 

moved away from liberal options. 

As stated in the first panegyric of the Greek Academy concerning the national 

celebration : 28th of October 1940 would be honored not only by the Greeks but also by 

all the liberal nations. (28 October 1944)22 

Discourse on national unity associated emphatically both with the international 

environment of the post-war era and with the historical continuity of the Greek nation 

 
19 On the concept of national unity before during and after the IIWW see Balta, Nasi, “ Diastaseis kai 

opseis tou ethnikou kai tou antethnikou stin kommounistiki kai antikommounistiki propaganda tis 

periodou 1936-1949 – I  ennoia tis ethnikis enotitas” (Dimensions and aspects of the national and the 

antinational in the communist and anticommunist propaganda of the period 1936-1949 –The notion of 

national unity), in  Fleischer, Hagen, (ed), I Ellada 36-49: apo ti diktatoria ston emfylio, tomes kai  

synecheies (Greece 36-49: from dictatorship to the civil war, discontinuities and continuities), Athens, 

Kastaniotis, 2003 pp.130-137. 

 
20 Ballis, Georgios, “ I 28 Oktovriou enanti tou ethnous kai enanti tis anthropotitos” (The 28th of October 

before the nation and before the humanity) in Academy of Athens, Charis, Petros (eds), 28th of October 

1940: panegyrics of members of the Academy, Athens, 1978. 

  
21 On the procedure of national recovery of the Western states after the war see Lagrou, Pieter, The 

Legacy of Nazi Occupation: Patriotic Memory and National Recovery in Western Europe, 1945-1965, 

Cambridge University Press, 2000. 

 
22 Amantos, Konstantinos,« I apeleftherosis tis Elladas kai i epeteios tis 28is Octovriou » ( The liberation 

of Greece and the anniversary of 28th of October.) in Academy of Athens, Charis, Petros, (eds.) 28th of 

October 1940: panegyrics of members of the Academy, Athens, 1978. 
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was indeed fostered by the very experience of the war. The notion of total war regarded 

as a general mobilization, and the population’s contribution was to be fully utilized in 

post-war official rhetoric in order to be interpreted as the manifestation of much needed 

national unity. 

       The Greek-Italian War  

         Reasons and scope 

The declaration of the war was publicly announced by official proclamation of 

the dictator Ioannes Metaxas. In newspapers’ special editions on the morning of 28th 

October 1940 one would read the following text: 

The moment has come for us to fight for the independence, for the integrity and for the 

honor of Greece. Although we have observed the strictest neutrality , with absolute 

impartiality towards all, Italy, denying to us the right to live the life of free Hellenes, 

demanded from me at 3 o’ clock this morning the surrender of portions of national 

territory, to be chosen by herself and informed me that her troops would move forward 

at 6 a.m. in order to take possession. I replied to the Italian Minister that I considered 

both the demand itself and the manner of its delivery as a declaration of war on the part 

of Italy against Greece. It is now for us to show whether we are indeed worthy of our 

ancestors and of the freedom won for us by our forefathers. Let the entire nation rise as 

one man. Fight for your country, for your wives, for your children and for our sacred 

traditions. Now the struggle is for our  very existence. 

Ioannes Metaxas.23 

The proclamation illustrates the main traits of the discourse which highlights the 

rationale and the aims of the war repeated in the censored press throughout the war 

months. In this section I address the main aspects of the discourse on the scope and 

reasons of this war. I attempt to trace the way several key topics intrinsically 

intertwined with the development of day to day events provided justification for and 

meaning to the war. 

 

         A Defensive War: National independence and integrity 

The independence and integrity of the country would be two powerful aims for 

the Greek people to fight. Invasion of their territory signified violation of the nation 

 
23 Proia 28 October 1940, special edition. 
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perceived as a community defined within its geographical borders.  There were thus 

legitimate reasons to fight against the Italian invasion: a threat which attacked territorial 

integrity and Greek sovereignty. 

Moreover, the war interpreted in moral terms as a fair struggle, where the enemy was 

represented as the unjust aggressive Italy that invaded a small and pacifist nation, 

namely, Greece, strengthened the notion that Greek people were fighting for a fair case. 

Affirmation of national integrity as well as the emphasis on justice and violated 

neutrality, were two main components of the discourse developed at the end of the 

WWII when the victory of the allies and later pacifism shaped the background of War 

remembrance at the International level. 

Unlike previous wars this one begun as an exclusively defensive (and thus 

inescapable) fight against the Italian attack.Justification was self-evident and explicitly 

pronounced: now the struggle is for our very existence. It was indeed the first time that 

Greece risked losing and did finally lose her independence and integrity.  

Greek national territory, which had been progressively expanding since the foundation 

of the Greek state in 1832, had never been occupied by foreign forces. Before the 

Second World War broke out, Greek society had been mobilized during the Balkan wars 

(1912-1913), which resulted in a significant expansion of its geographical area. It had 

been also mobilized during the closing stages of the First World War. This last conflict 

was followed by the Greek expedition to Asia Minor (1920-1922). The operation would 

bring about the definitive end of the idea of national expansion generating at the same 

time an unprecedented situation in the interior of the country at a political, social, 

economic and cultural level.24 The period between 1922 and 1940 was a peaceful one 

and despite social crisis and political turbulence it had created a sense of identification 

of the population with a territory that had found its final shape. This identification was 

further enhanced by  Ioannes Metaxas’ regime which advocated a national rhetoric 

around the idea of historical and generational continuity and cultural unity with strong 

prominence on the new generation.25 It was precisely this age group that participated in 

the warfare and resistance in the following years. 

 
24 I am referring to the interchange of population between Greece and the Ottoman Empire which 

changed dramatically the composition of the Greek population i.e. a huge operation of displacing people 

from both countries out of their place of birth and residence and depriving them of their properties.  
25 For the purpose the dictator had established EON (Youth National Organization) an organization where 

obligatory participation and rituals gave new dimensions to the feeling of belonging in one nation.  
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Allusion to independence and the freedom won for us by our forefathers made a 

direct link to the independent nation-state. Thus this reference favoured parallels with 

the insurrection to overthrow Ottoman rule, the Revolution of 1821 that brought the 

“liberation of Greece” and the foundation of the Greek national state. In this sense 

Greek troops had fought for liberty basing their effort on a long tradition. On the 

occasion of the anniversary of the 1821 revolution on 25th March 1941, journalists  

depicted the time span from nineteenth century to 1940 as an uninterrupted procedure 

wiping out past failures and strife, political and military mistakes and defeat: The 

Greece of 1821 and the Greece of 1941. The one and unified Greece which stated her 

fight at the time like she did today and she keeps on today with the decision to finish it 

definitely so that soon after she will lay down her honorable arms and live free, truly 

free after a  hundred and twenty years of wars.26 

The above article additionally illustrated the “modern” Greece of the time 

quoting the main Albanian towns which had in fact been already occupied by the Greek 

army by then. According to the newspapers, as long as they were victorious, Greek 

troops were “liberating” the area of southern Albanian cities partially inhabited by 

orthodox Greek- speaking communities. Expansion of national territory was something 

which had almost been forgotten in the national master narrative since 1922. An 

indicative headline of on the front page of the newspaper  Acropolis on 23 November 

1940 announced  the seizure of Koritsa as: The Panhellenic Rally for the Celebration of 

the Brightest Greek Victory of the Modern Era27  

This unexpected development, distinct from national territory defence, strengthened 

aspirations for expansion and national pride since it proved the fighting ability that 

could reverse the war’s feared outcome.28 Liberation and “national liberation” (=ethniki 

apokatastasi) will be revived in the discourse of right-wing and so-called “non-political” 

(=apolitikon) organisations before the end of the occupation as a counterdiscourse to the 

left wing National Liberation Front (EAM). Reference to the idea of national liberation 

was further developed in the rhetoric of the post-war state in concert with  Greece’s 

territorial claims. 29 

 
26 “Greece” on the front page of the newsletter  Nea Hellas, 25, March, year II, issue 534, 1941. 
27 Acropolis, 23, November, year XII, period B, issue 4246, 1940 
28 The fact, was pointed out by the imprisoned leader of the Greek Communist Party who brought up the 

question of an imperialistic war that had to stop –after having publicly accepted its national liberation 

characteristics.  
29 The territorial claims of Greece concerned Cyprus, the Dodecanes and Nothern Epirus. As a matter of 

fact the Dodecanese was finally annexed to Greece in 1947. 
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             Nazi invasion, capitulation and occupation, in other words the loss of national 

integrity, came as a shock. This fact was echoed in diaries, where the sight of the 

German Nazist flag on the Acropolis rock is a recurrent theme for those who described 

the day of the occupation of Athens.30 A diary reporting life during the occupation years 

bears the revealing title: After 130 years we have become slaves a gain31. Penelope 

Delta, a well-known upper-class woman writer and fervent supporter of the national 

ideal, committed suicide after German forces entered Athens.32 Foreign occupation was 

preceded by the withdrawal of the Greek government and the Royal family first to the 

island of Crete and then to Egypt. The state had disintegrated. 

 

 

         Fighting for the home-front: engendering the war 

According to the Prime Minister’s proclamation, cited some pages above, 

fighting for the country also meant protecting family and traditions. In the King’s 

corresponding public statement, Greeks fought for hearth and home, a duty blended 

with allusions to faith and belief in God: 

With our faith in God and in the destiny of the Race, the Nation united and disciplined 

as one man, will fight in defense of hearth and home until final victory.33 

 
30 Fear and anxiety were the sentiments of the population in general. I have not though the possibility to 

draw differentiations or interpret more deeply the reactions. I have not also, till now, found diaries 

expressing  pro German or pro nazist  feelings. I guess because such diaries were not to be published 

afterwards. Newspapers reveal some information about figures who collaborated with the occupational 

forces. 
31  Dounias, Minos, “Epeita apo 120 chronia eleftheris zois imetha pali sklavoi” – to imerologio katochis 

tou Minou Dounia  (After 120 Years of freedom we are slaves again”-the occupation’s  diary of   Minos 

Dounias,) Athens, Estia, 1987. 

, 
32 On Pinelopi’s Delta suicide on the 27th of May 1941 see Petritsis, Giorgos, “Mia siopiri diamartyria” (A 

Tacit Protest) in Polemikos Typos, 9, Albertas Limited London, 2002.  

Disperse references to officers also committing suicide during the retreat, can be analysed towards this 

direction as well as through the idea of shamefulness for the loss of the state territory. Two days before 

the final end of the war, the Prime Minister, Al. Koryzis  also committed suicide.   

 
33 Proclamation issued by the King 

The prime minister announced to you a short while ago the circumstances which have compelled us to go 

to war in reply to Italy’ s threat to suppress the independence of Greece. At this solemn moment I am 

confident that every Greek man and woman will do their duty and will show themselves worthy of our 

glorious past. 

 With our faith in God and in the destiny of the Race, the Nation united and disciplined as one man, will 

fight in defense of hearth and home until final victory. Given at the Palace of Athens, October 28th, 1940.      

George II 
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The idea of protecting one’s family members was a tangible reality for every soldier and 

lent the notion of defense a much more specific activity, one that linked the battle to the 

home front.  

An illustrative example of the way protection was associated with family ties, national 

continuity and war was illustrated on two subsequent pages of the newsletter Niki. On 

the left the page under the heading: The children of our Fighters there were photos of 

soldiers’ children most of them male and dressed in typical traditional Greek 

costumes.34 On the right page there were photos of deceased soldiers untitled: Do not 

Cry for them! They do not die, but live in eternity!( =min tous klaite !Den paithenoun 

alla zoun aionia!). The main article below the photos focused on the Italian atrocities in 

Spain and Africa.35 

Associating the nation with every soldier who was protecting dependent members from 

harm, alluded to the ideal of the citizen –man, the present or future head of the family 

and enhanced the image of men as protectors of fundamental societal units. For younger 

recruits who might see themselves more as family members under dependence, fighting 

for their relatives implied an additional element: it was an urge for them to mature and 

enter manhood. Soldiering therefore encapsulated the ideal of citizen-male-national 

subject. 

Encouragement to defend family and traditions associated individual action with the 

idea of a nation as a whole and vice versa: fighting would be seen to be accomplished 

through personification of the nation into the figure of one and the same man.  

A broader cultural background defined as traditions might function as a point of 

reference for citizens independently of their place of origin and regional particularities. 

After all, the army structure, in which military units consisted of soldiers coming from 

the same regions, prevented  troops from realizing such distinctions. 

Allusions to manliness would clash with the dreadful conditions most of the 

soldiers had to bear suffering from their injuries, cold and famine. Contradictory 

sentiments were another aspect of the encounter between experience and discourse: 

soldiers, for instance, longing for letters from their beloved ones, mothers, wives, sisters 

or lovers would write back in a victorious tone making–with the help of censorship- 

 
34 Niki, year I, issue 13, Athens , 8 March 1941. Among twenty five children only four are girls one of 

them also dressed with the male traditional costume. 

 
35 The revealing heading of this article dealing mainly with atrocities against civilians is “Assassinations, 

Shameful Actions Orgies and Infamies of Fascism.”in Niki op.cit 
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their personal suffering to be of secondary importance. Injured and mutilated soldiers or 

those who acknowledged that warfare is a dangerous and fearful process and had their 

sense of masculine worth and vigour undermined might draw upon public 

representations of courage in order to articulate their experience. 

At the same time, the very character of total war created more contradictions to 

an idea of a war aimed to protect a community left behind back home. The constant 

bombing of civilians would deprive the defenders of the nation of the possibility to 

protect their homes: while they were away from home at the front, enemy air forces 

were attacking their home-towns. News of this destruction reached the borders (via 

newspapers, letters and, later, through wounded soldiers who had been taken to 

hospitals and after their recovery returned to the battlefields). Mobilised men could 

therefore never be sure of the fate of their loved ones back home. 

 In this case elements of cultural codes would be activated in public discourse. 

Following the bombing of the town of Patras a few days after the outbreak of the 

hostilities, a revealing title taken from a speech by the dictator I. Metaxas stressed: The 

whole race will take revenge for the unjustly killed in Patras.36 

Pushing for revenge as a legitimate reaction to the violations of a modern war that made 

no distinction between combatants and civilians called for traditional perceptions of 

justice that might be re-evaluated in the context of total war.  

 

 

 

         Honour and justice: re-evaluating the cultural setting  

The concept of honor in Ioannes Metaxas’ proclamation was made much of by 

the press of the time. However, its specific content in public discourse and official 

rhetoric remained vague. Honourable fight was introduced as a constituent element of 

the war for the protection of the family as well as the characteristics that typified the 

nation’s struggle, investing it with the sense of nobility. As put in words in the 

Archbishop’s proclamation:….the children of the Country obedient to its call and to the 

call of God, will rush to fight as but a single heart and soul for altars and hearths and 

Freedom and Honour, and will continue, thus the centuries old and unbroken line of 

 
36 Newspaper Proia, Friday 1 November 1940. 
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honourable and glorious struggle and will choose a noble death over the ignoble life of 

slavery.37 

Honour was a cultural concept highly esteemed in rural and urban Greece. Its 

use implied both the idea of the individual’s dignity and conformity to cultural codes 

thus linking individuals with their community.  Its association with gender was clear 

since the main agent who would convey and prove honourable in preserving the honour 

of his relatives would be the male head of the family. Again, inherent contradictions 

created by war conditions such as the mere fact that soldiering would make women 

‘head of the family’ in the absence of the male –members, might be regarded as a 

secondary issue not covered in the realms of this paper. 

Considering the nature of the Greek-Italian war with small scale operations elevating 

the role of the individual, honour and shame could present a possible motive for soldiers 

to continue their advance. The fact that, as mentioned in the previous subunit, soldiers 

came from the same geographical location might improve fighting performance.  

The notion operated both at a national and individual level bringing in a new factor 

which added cohesion to the national body. 

Juxtaposing honour and shame and its associations with the notion of revenge, 

would play an important role in public discourses. In line with this notion not only were 

the Italians shameful of having invaded another country, but they were specifically 

accused of having provoked the Greeks by torpedoing a military ship anchored off an 

Aegean island in peacetime (on 15th August, 1940).38 Since the ship was there due to a 

religious feast, the act was moreover regarded as a religious offence.  

The Greek troops had to take revenge in order to save their national pride, or, as put in 

the dictator’s pronouncement, they would have to fight for the honour of Greece. 

Implied personification of the country -Greece is grammatically feminine  - indirectly 

invigorated the manly ideal and provided through projection of a female figure, another 

parameter of cohesion of the national body. Greeks were fighting to save the honour of 

their land in exactly the same way that they would defend their family honour. 

An intermediate stage between national and individual level was the idea that troops 

would have to take revenge for the bombardments taking place in the major cities of the 

 
37 Proclamation issued by the Archbishop cited in HAGS/AHD,An Abridged History of the Greek-Italian 

and Greek-German War 1940-1941, Athens, The Army History Directorate Editions,  1997 p.45 

 
38 The torpedoing of the military ship ELLI on the 15th of August 1940 was considered a provocation and 

a message for the offensive intentions of the Italians. 
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territory. In this case “vengeance” would be justified by the fact that bombardment of 

civilians was condemned as an act violating military law revealing cowardice and 

cultural inferiority.39 In this case, enlisted men were addressed as a community given 

that at an individual level they were unable to prevent their homes being destroyed. 

More specifically, however, being asked or told to take revenge for a killed 

brother or relative was very often the subject of  letters in the press written by fathers or 

mothers in mourning, who wished their second or third son to take revenge for a 

brother’s death 40 A case in point is found on the first page of the newsletter Bradini, 

under the title  “Heroic Parents of Heroes”, where one reads among other similar 

messages: On New Year’s Eve I was told of  the death of my dear son Konstantinos 

Fakitsas, recruit, due to war injuries in the hospital of Arta. I felt the sorrow that a 

father would feel. As a Greek citizen I feel supreme pride because my son fell in action. 

My two other sons fighting on the front line will take revenge for his death. –Long live 

Greece. 

Risky operations at the front aiming at taking vengeance of a family member’s death 

were indeed mentioned in diaries. The urge for revenge might contradict the dictates for 

fair treatment of the enemy in military legislation something that, as we will see in the 

chapter on war memory, caused feelings of guilt for those who mistreated, for instance, 

prisoners of war by way of retaliation for their comrades’ death. With the passing of 

time, the destruction of war and pacifism in the post-war era increased those feelings. 

 

          A war against fascism: a  political discourse  

There were also political reasons as to why the Greeks should fight fascist Italy. 

The confrontation was seen as a combat against Fascism despite the fact that no official 

proclamation referred to Italy as a fascist nation. Alexandros Papagos, the Greek 

Commander –in-Chief of the Army mentioned the Imperialism of a Great Power,41 

alluding both to the power and the intentions of the Italian threat. 

 
39 The bombardment of the city of Larissa just after a devastating earthquake, reveals once more, 

following an article in newspaper Asirmatos, the extent of the Italian savagery. Asirmatos, 3, March, year 

II issue 622, 1941 
40 Bradini, 10, February 1941, year 17, no 6473 These letters are numerous and come into view in many 

newsletters. Some of them just express pride and sorrow (on the same section of the newspaper: I repress 

my sorrow and tears for my son gloriously fallen in action. I exclaim: Long live Greece.)  They were 

addressed to the dictator and, after his death, to the King. Name and residence of the senders are added.  
41 The remark considers the initial proclamations of  I. Metaxas, King George II and the Archbishop. 
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To begin with, Greece’s involvement in the war was not something indisputable. 

Historiography has commented and shed some light on dictator Metaxas (a Prussian 

military academy student) political decision to reject Italy’s ultimatum. The Greek 

dictator’s ideological affinities to Fascism did not prove to be strong enough to support 

the axis forces. The reasons have been found in the King’s own strong personal 

attachment to Britain, in British foreign policy and its economic influence on Greece 

and the fact that Britain was a sea power. As a result, in the provocation of the public 

sentiment that a challenge to Greek sovereignty would cause, Metaxas’ decision in 

public discourse of the time was deemed as subscribing to the will of the Greeks. 

However, accusations of pro-fascist feelings would always haunt members of his 

cabinet and would give rise to conspiracy theories, which blamed a number of army 

officers for not properly defending the antifascist Greek case.42 

For obvious reasons, such as the similarities between the Greek dictatorship and 

some aspects of Italian Fascism the war as an antifascist enterprise was not a subject 

that the newspapers addressed in detail, although they repeatedly mentioned Fascist 

Italy. The political aspect of the war was considered to be a fight of the free nations 

stressing the ties of Greece with her allies: fighting fascism would create a harmonious 

analogy with the political aims of the war as proclaimed by the liberal Great Britain.  

War, as an antifascist struggle, at the same time reflected the democratic sentiment of a 

part of the population opposed to the Metaxa regime and was probably seen as an 

opportunity for the regime to differentiate itself from totalitarian attachments.  

Despite the fact that Metaxa regime’s ideology and practice excluded 

communists who, at the time, had almost all been imprisoned, the argument on 

antifascist war provided an additional asset for their symbolic, albeit temporal, inclusion 

in the “national body” and further promoted the idea of national unity. A letter that the 

imprisoned leader of the Greek Communist Party, Nikos Zahariades sent to the 

(censored) press stressed the fact that the confrontation was one of national 

independence against Mussolini’s Fascism. The letter was published with the revealing 

title: The Communists Stand by the Government.43  

 
42 See, for example, Seferis, Giorgos, Meres (Days: 1st of January1941-31 of December 1944) Athens , 

Ikaros, 1999. Giorgos Seferis was at the time a high rank state employee of the Service of Press. 
43 Newspaper Proia, 2 November 1940 (bottom of the first page). The letter is considered to be authentic. 

It was followed some months later by another one describing the war as an imperialist operation. 
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Needless to say, after liberation, affinities of the interwar regime to totalitarianism were 

neglected, while a liberal character of the post-war state and remembrance of the 

antifascist war took centre stage despite the exclusions of political opponents and 

authoritarian practices.44 

        

 

       The war:  an on-going process 

         

         National unity 

The Greek –Italian war had many characteristics of what scholars define as 

“total war.”45 In this part, I will address the notion of total war mostly in the way it 

usually appears in Greek-Italian war discourse confirming the overall participation of 

the population in order to promote the ideal of national unity. Despite the relatively 

short duration of the warfare which lasted six months, general conscription meant that a 

large number of households would have a close relative sent to the front and that an 

equally large number of men would experience the hardships of combat. Civilians 

would offer moral and material support to the troops at an individual and collective 

level while constant bombardment of big towns, ports and ships would render non 

combatants military targets.  

Mobilization, therefore, involved society as a whole, although distinctions 

concerning groups of different social, economic and regional characteristics need to be 

addressed. 

An excerpt from an article written on 28 December 1940 illustrates the potential of the 

Greek-Italian war to become an event par excellence in official rhetoric and public 

discourse with regards to the Greek nation’s manifestation of unity and unanimity.  

 
44 More on the procedure of state re-building after the end of the occupation in  Voglis, Polimeris, 

Becoming a Subject: Political Prisoners during the Greek Civil War, New York –Oxford, Bergahn books, 

2002. 
45 For a critical assessment of the term and what it refers to, see Chickering, Roger, “Total War: the use 

and Abuse of a Concept”, in. Boemke, Manfred F.,Chickering, Roger, Forster, Stig (eds.), Anticipating 

Total War: The German and American Experiences, 1871-1914, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press 

and German Historical Institute, 1999 pp.13-28. 
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Greek history has undoubtedly never demonstrated a more complete example of 

national unity and Greek solidarity. Never before have all the national forces of every 

kind, form, and social origin moved in a more general, methodic and efficient way. And 

never before has the vibration of faith, excitement and patriotism unified the souls and 

the bodies of the people on the front and the home-front. ( Nikoloudis, undersecretary of 

press, “Our heroes”)46 

Official and journalistic writing as well as popular iconography praised the material and 

moral support of non-combatants deemed indispensable for the continuation of military 

action. The role of the state and high authorities was clearly accentuated in multiple 

ways. On 1st November 1940, an announcement appeared on the founding of the 

“Central Service for the solidarity to the front” by EON, the National Youth 

Organization. The Service collected donations to be forwarded to the front while EON 

members organised groups to welcome the wounded arriving in big cities and to provide 

entertainment for those hospitalised. The press published continuous appeals to citizens 

made by the Organisation “Fanela tou Stratioti” (= the soldier’s undershirt) under the 

auspices of Princess Federica Action taken by the high authorities was enhanced by 

constant references, photos and reports of the Royal family and the Heads of state. 

Manifestation of the home-front effort to support the national cause appeared 

transcending class, gender, religious or regional boundaries. 

Women’s participation and corresponding activities did not distance them from 

what was deemed the traditional female role thus keeping gender divisions intact at least 

at the discourse level. Newsletters’ reports and commentaries praised the contribution of 

volunteer nurses portraying their involvement as being a temporary job blurred with the 

female ideal of caring and the charity of the upper-classes.  

Women were also urged to participate in the war effort by knitting soldiers’ clothes, 

sending letters and donating material such as bed linen and blankets from their dowries 

carrying out tasks again associated with their role in household management. 

Addressing women as national subjects would sometimes efface their public presence as 

workers: In the newspaper Athinaika Nea the female workers of a textile factory were 

photographed and thus portrayed  knitting for the soldiers in the factory’s yard.47  

Special reference was made to the female peasants close to the borders in the 

 
46 Niki, year I no3, Athens 28 December 1940. 

47 Athinaika Nea, 29, December, year X, issue 3376, 1940. 
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mountainous area of the battlefront, the women of Pindos who carried ammunition for 

the troops. Again their involvement was related to everyday rural tasks. Carrying loads 

like water, wood or supplies for the household was deemed a typical task for rural 

women.  

Journalists extolled the initiatives of individuals like physicians who placed their 

clinics at the disposal of the state or of industry owners who donated material. The press 

called the public’s attention to contributions of groups of different religious faiths, while 

support and solidarity from Greek communities abroad received a lot of publicity. 

Letters written by deceased soldiers’ families to the high authorities were published 

daily in newspapers. Pride and sorrow, commitment to the nation and grief directly 

linked the home to the battlefront via emotional and psychological ties. Theatres and 

cinemas were attuned to the Greek army’s advances with performances inspired by the 

warfare, songs written for the purpose and documentaries which updated the audience 

on the progress of the war and international developments. 

Despite the contradictions and the distance between official rhetoric as well as 

public representations and lived experience, the Epic of ’40 as a legend highlighted 

general mobilisation due to the notion of national unity providing meaning for a harsh  

reality to be dealt with. In other words, discourse was fed by experience and in its turn 

enhanced a feeling of participation. In times of crisis and destruction discourse and 

images take shape and give meaning to events that disrupt and destroy people’s lives.  

At the same time the impact of such events remains strong over time. Remembrance of 

a unified effort might create the foundation of anticipated cohesion in the future even if 

or exactly because the reality of the civil war in the postwar era constituted a strong 

antithesis of social and national unity.  

The idea of the entire society mobilizing itself was produced and reproduced many 

years after WWII was over. Nowadays, in the conclusion of the Army History 

Directorate edition on The Army Medical Service during the War of 1940-1941 we read:  

All Greek men and all Greek women enlisted or not, the rural woman of Epirus who 

carried material for the combatants on her shoulders, the old or young peasant who 

was placed as mule driver, stretcher-bearer or snow-plough as well as the wealthy 

Greek woman and the youngster of the city, rendered like one person great services to 
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the combatant Nation and fulfilled the supreme duty to the Fatherland, with absolute 

unanimity and in a way worthy of imitation for the oncoming generations.48 

In analogy with society’s perception and representations of the Greek soldier what was 

created was a cohesive picture of a fighter committed to his nation that would inform 

postwar discourse. 

 

 

       The Greek Hero  

The ‘40 legend fashioned a compelling narrative of the Greek hero, a 

homogeneous identity structured in terms of masculine and national ideals. Wartime 

public discourse delineated the virtues of the Greek soldier linking commitment to the 

nation with manliness and qualities that raised the Greek fighter to the level of a 

universal human being struggling for freedom and justice.  

Adversities on the battle front and shortfalls in the organization of the army were 

transformed into qualities of the Greek soul and opportunities for an appraisal of 

national virtues. Traditional roles and stereotypes originating from social categories of 

distinct backgrounds, promoted a more or less homogenous version of the “citizen-

soldier.”   

Fear of the enemy and anxiety for family members’ lives could be temporarily 

laughed away by humor and caricature. This kind of discourse developed at the home-

front by the censored press, theatrical plays of the time, cinema documentaries, songs 

and popular iconography. The distance between home and the battle front was thus 

“lessened” through a construction of heroism easily confirmed given the victorious 

advance of the Greek army. This construction was at the same time subject to gradual 

transformation as the flow of information increased thus shortening the distance 

between the borders and the interior of the country. 

The constitutive elements of heroism in the Epic of ‘40 have been hitherto 

influential for the entire society and ex-soldiers. Disabled soldiers in the post-liberation 

years were particularly affected given that the public legend promoted an ideal that 

sustained their social and legal status. For invalids, therefore, this latter function of the 

 
48 HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-1941 

(The army medical service during the War of 1940-1941), Athens, 1983.  
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epic would be the framework of the rehabilitation procedure. The way their own 

memories intersect with the epic will be examined in the second chapter of this work. 

 

         

          A joyful enlistment: commitment to the nation 

Newsletters and diaries depicted recruits as joyful and enthusiastic; they proudly 

marched to enlistment centres amidst crowds of people cheering and singing. In the 

capital, according to the press, recruits read the conscription lists satisfied because they 

would be serving their country: …The readers[of the enlistment catalogues] recruits or 

not [who] saw how broad the enlistment  was , that is, all those who are able will fight 

for the Country’s honour, left with a sentiment of deep satisfaction: 

-Bravo! We’ll throw them to the sea.49 

Representations emphasized Greek male citizens’ eagerness to get enlisted, not 

as passive objects of a bureaucratic procedure, but as willing subjects. Conscription, 

although compulsory, acquired the characteristics of a volunteer act endorsing an 

obligatory practice with full agency. In other words self-motivation meant that notions 

of enlistment and volunteering were merged. Conscripts in public discourse professed a 

willingness to become soldiers thereby acknowledging soldiering as a masculine role 

and expressing their commitment to the nation.50 

Later in 1947 similar representations would be reproduced. That year, Kostas 

Kotzias,  in his account entitled Greece, Her War and Glory, described recruitment as 

follows:  

Thousands and thousands of recruits, singing or cheering, some accompanied by 

parents, sisters, wives and kids, all of them with the expression of joy and satisfaction 

on their faces but also with the full conscience of the ultimate cause, which they would 

have  to serve, rushed in order to put on the uniform of the Greek soldier.51 

 
49 Newsletter Kathimerini year 22, issue 8727, Athens 28th of October 1940. 
50 The construction of volunteering based upon soldiering and masculinity is further examined in Bet-El, 

Ilana R, “Men and Soldiers: British Soldiers, Concepts of Masculinity and the Great War” in  Melman, 

Bilie (ed.), Borderlines: Genders and Identities in War and Peace, 1870-1930, London Routledge, 1998 

pp.73-94. 

 The article refers to the IWW and addresses the heroic construction of masculinity through the 

comparison between volunteers and conscripts.  

 
51 Kotzias, Kostas, Ellas, o polemos kai i doxa tis, ( Hellas her war and  glory ), Athens, 1947 ( USA 

1943). 
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These representations stood out against the ones portraying Italian troops as not willing 

to fight. Along with wartime discourse, Italians did not believe in their victory or their 

leaders. On Greek war-postcards for instance, Italians supposedly dreamt of being 

captured as prisoners of war in order to avoid the severities of combat. In journalists’ 

articles concerning reports from hospitals injured Greek soldiers confirmed that Italian 

soldiers facing Greek troops just ran away.52  

Willingness to fight, additionally, associated with high spirits, stressed commitment to 

the nation and to high authorities. The joy of enlisting indicated pride for the citizens of 

a nation, while the bliss blurred with jokes concerning the enemy’s impotence operated 

as a means to annihilate fear. 

War fervour would be distanced from official rhetoric in memoirs and major 

literary works in the years that followed. For instance, a recruit’s wariness would merge 

with his family concern as in the case of one of the first and most influential 

autobiographic novels, To Plati Potami (The Broad River) by Yiannis Beratis, first 

published in 1946. The author, who actually volunteered before his rank was called, 

dedicates a large part of his book to illustrating the adversities of the War and 

explaining how disappointed and useless he felt given  that nobody knew what task he 

was to accomplish once he had reached his destination: a front unit. Following the 

introduction of the book, however, written by K.T. Dimaras, the notion of commitment 

would be fully rescued in a conceptualization where enthusiasm or joy was neither a 

bellicose expression nor an imprudent thoughtless feeling but a typically Greek 

conscientious reaction, an authentic manifestation of responsibility.53 

In 1947  Odysseas Elitis in his Asma Iroiko kai penthimo gia ton hameno 

anthypolohago tes Alvanias (=An Heroic and Funeral Chant for the Lieutenant Lost in 

Albania) would express his grief for the soldiers’ death as a sacrifice for the sake of 

 
 Kostas Kotzias . (1892-1951) belonged to the environment of the dictator Metaxas. He had studied law in 

the Universities of Athens and Rome and elected for the first time mayor of Athens in 1934. After the 

front collapsed he left for the USA and came back following the liberation. In March 1950 he was elected 

deputy of the parliament and just before he died he was re-elected mayor of Athens. The author, governor 

of the capital of Athens during the Metaxa dictatorship, composed an abridged history of the Albanian 

epic initially in 1942 in New York. In his prologue he mentions having sent an issue to King George II in 

May 1945 just before his full and completed edition which took place in Athens  in 1947. 
52 In the newsletter  Acropolis of 23 November 1940 the reply that the author takes when he asks a 

wounded soldier on how the Italians fought was “ What fighting? They have their minds only in walking 

away….” 
53 Introduction of  Plati Potami by K. Th. Dimaras. Beratis, Giannis, To plati potami, (The wide river) 

Athens, Ermis, 1999 (1973). First edition comprising only the first part of the book in 1946. 
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life.54 Successive images directly associated with the Greek landscape and cultural 

background restored the link between the sacrifice for the nation and the sorrow for a 

loss of life. Much later, in 1959, the same author would portray his comrades in Axion 

Esti (Worthy It Is)55 High spirit would be altered to a “constant rain in their souls,” a 

quiet grief for the human condition in war, the unavoidable confrontation of a whole 

generation with a fate that was based on duty for national continuity. Those literary 

works published in the first years after the liberation would not disconnect the images of 

the Greek soldier’s characteristics from the more problematic representation of war 

illustrated in their pages. The courage and the adversities on the battlefield depicted 

with possible repercussions from the WWI literary tradition would fuse to find their 

place in the literary canon of the corresponding historical period. 

          

         

          Courage: heroic masculinity 

Greek-Italian war discourse provided a privileged field where traditional male 

roles were combined with the image of a war-hero. As seen above, the idea of citizen as 

head of the family was implied in the concepts of honour and the desire to protect non-

combatants. Manliness would be further enhanced in wartime representations by 

features concerning combat superiority. At the individual and collective level, Greek 

soldiers were courageous and behaved in a manly way: they were upright, brave and 

decisive. 

The notion of courage would be further reinforced by the fact that the enemies 

were deemed to be a great power, rendering the conflict into a struggle between young 

David and the giant Goliath; a newspaper commented in the first war days:…and the 

world of free people watches with admiration the spectacle of a new David facing in a 

fearless and efficient way a fake giant Goliath.56 

Manliness, therefore, would combine youth and justice whereas the opponent 

represented brutal strength. Both notions emerged from the vocabulary of modernity, 

one stressing the significance of youth and the other pointing to the means, the 

technologically developed armaments of modern war. Superior armament, a bitter 

reality to be dealt by soldiers and civilians, seemed to lose its threatening attributes 

 
54 Elitis, Oldysseas, Asma iroiko kai penthimo gia ton chameno anthypolochago tis Alvanias (A heroic 

and funeral chant for the lieutenant lost in Albania), Athens, Ikaros, 2005 (1946). 
55  Elitis, Odysseas, Axion Esti (Worhty It Is), Athens, 1959. 
56 “ After five days” in  Proia, year 16 issue 16-2, 2 November 1940. 
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given that bravery acquired the meaning of psychic strength. Youth equated to courage 

and the value of life rendered technological advance into a dubious advantage.  

Accordingly, an elementary and old-fashioned weapon, the bayonet, was promoted to 

the level of a noble instrument; protagonist in the commentaries of the war-

correspondents, romantic in origin, it became the symbol of manliness: 

The Greek Army Seized a Bayonet Charge the Hill over Koritsa,  

was the heading of the newsletter Proia of 2 November, 1940 to be followed by several 

similar headings in other newsletters every time the Greek army dealt the enemy a hard 

blow. The use of a bayonet in man-to-man battle was in fact functional since the war 

involved small range operations from one hill to another. 

At the same time the bayonet took on the appearance of the national weapon, one that 

restored continuity in linking the present to the national past thus confirming manly 

behaviour: Because the bayonet is our national weapon: it is the weapon that expanded 

Greece. It is the manliest weapon, (Proia). 

Comparisons between the bayonet and modern armaments brought individual 

action into the picture linking physical strength to moral force, an association widely 

spread in the corresponding discourse. The comparison went as far as to invest material 

objects with the characteristics of animate beings. In the same text the commentator 

stated: The bayonet, on the contrary, is something else. It is something alive, it is a 

human being, it is bravery. Whereas opponents used their lifeless material supremacy, 

Greek soldiers fought with a weapon which had been converted into a “living being.” 

Unlike Greek manliness, the Italian army would be represented as womanish 

and coward. Parodies and caricatures were full of insinuations on the overall impotence 

of the Italians. The contrast would be extended to their uniforms. Hence, a typical 

element of Greek traditional costume, the shoe (tsarouhi) as another symbol of manly 

vigour that kicked enemies away, joined the battle against the crest of the Italian kepi, 

which encapsulated, in line with the corresponding stereotype, the feminine attitude of 

the enemy.57These metaphors would again bring to the fore Italian supremacy in 

weaponry as actual proof of the enemy’s ineffectiveness.  

 
57Papatheodorou, Giannis, “Oi Italoi kai i tsarouchovrochi: i prosopopoiisi tou echthrou sti laiki fantasia” 

( The Italians and the tsarouhi rain: the personification of the enemy in  popular imagination), in 

Polemikos Typos, 3, Albertas Limited London, 2002. 
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After the Nazi invasion and throughout the occupation years war machinery would be 

seen as the cruel uncontrollable and inhuman attack of materiality against the power of 

the soul. 

After the liberation  Dimaras , in his introduction in Giannis Beratis’ Plati 

Potami , carefully dissociated heroism  from animalistic passion that resembled  the 

mania of the monster. The author in 1946 that is in a period of civil strife, grasped the 

opportunity to condemn the Civil War and defined Greek heroism as a virtue made from 

logos and will that came from the will’s imposition over the flesh. At the same time he 

reminded his readers that the author, active both during the 40-41 War and the 

occupation resistance, was thin and sickly but was not lacking in courage.  

Much later, associations between the unequal struggle and manliness would be 

stated by the poet Odysseas Elitis who in  Anoihta Hartia  wrote: it seems that in 

loneliness and the unequal struggle  the whole man is awaking…58 

 

       

         Resourceful hardened and human: the qualities of the Greek race 

Wartime newspapers depicted Greek soldiers as resourceful, competent and 

quick-witted. These traits, as well as references to their endurance and humanity, 

alluded to standard stereotypes of the Greek race and culture while also indirectly 

replying to relevant negative stereotypes of Italian propaganda on the cultural and racial 

inferiority of the modern Greeks.59 

War correspondents attributed any victorious advances by the Greek army to the fact 

that even difficulties like a steep hillside or problems in transport would be rendered 

into assets owing to the soldiers’ inventiveness. 

Thus Greek fighters, adjusted to the mountainous landscape, managed to 

cleverly use anomalies of the terrain to their advantage and carried out small scale 

operations which annihilated the enemy’s armament. Sudden attacks due to effective 

observation and accurate timing were also factors for their success and proof of their 

 
58 Cited in Papatheodorou, Giannis , ‘To Axion esti tou polemou’ (The Worthy it is of the war) in 

Polemikos Typos, 7, Albertas Limited London, 2002. 
59 For the stereotypes in Italian propaganda see Santarelli, Lidia, “ I sygkrousi ton politismon- Giati 

prepei na misoume ton echthro: o polemos tou 40 ston italiko tipo” (The collision of cultures- Why do we 

have to hate the enemy: the 40 War in the Italian press)  in Polemikos Typos, 6, Albertas Limited London, 

2002. 
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resourcefulness. Originality in planning completed the picture. Such representations 

again contrasted with the deemed Italian ineffectiveness. 

Mental abilities were part and parcel of corresponding physical qualities and 

attitude. Agile and quick, the Greeks moved more easily and they efficiently organised 

their advance in groups. Their frugality meant they were content with small amounts of 

food akin to the ancient Spartans. Following this argumentation insufficiency of 

supplies was not a problem. Adversities were faced with high spirits and joy.  

On the first page of the newsletter Niki between two photos portraying air combat, 

Greek soldiers were depicted as dancing, having fun and taking a shower using snow in 

the place of water. The caption below the photo said: hardened to their body, with a 

soul of steel, our soldiers are taking their morning bath with snow.60 Bodily attributes 

were associated to stamina and supremacy of soul.  

Italians on the contrary were considered to be flabby. In caricatures Greeks wondered 

whether they would float if they throw them into the sea. Italian soldiers, lovers of pasta 

(“makaronades”) were considered as to be heavy languid and slow both mentally and 

bodily.  

Heroic masculinity in wartime representations encompassed aspects of soldiers’ 

adversities in a way that their endurance could be further underlined. At the same time 

metaphors based on their stamina were merged with depictions of vulnerability in a way 

that they wouldn’t look like exaggerations of fake omnipotence. Even if soldiers’ faces 

on the front-line acquire something from the figure of the Titans, and their 

characteristics have hardened in the way that they look in their hoods and panoply (sic) 

seem like mythical super-humans,61 combatants were at the same time depicted as 

suffering human beings. 

In a letter appearing on 19th  January 1941, on the first page of the newsletter 

Proia, G. Androulidakes answered the question as to how the soldiers lived on the front 

line when they were not fighting: “they live heroically in exactly the same way that they 

fight” was the author’s brief comment to be detailed in an article which illustrated 

combatants’ every day activities. In times of rest “our men find the time to look [get to 

know] at each other” commented  G. Adnroulidakes alluding to the question of 

camaraderie juxtaposed to strict discipline during battle when soldiers according to the 

 
60 Niki, year I, no 13, Athens , 8 March 1941 
61  “ I am coming from the front: what I have seen, what I have heard” Niki, year I no3,  Athens 28 

December 1940. 
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author, only obeyed their superiors’ orders. Greek men enjoyed their food no matter 

how small their rations might be since they could be content with little and even share 

their supplies. They showered regularly so that they could partly get rid of the 

bothersome lice. Washing  their clothes would become an excuse for having some fun, 

playing about and joking.  

Singing and playing music was part of a picture that provided soldiers with nostalgic 

images of their everyday peacetime life. The article concluded: Within the confines that 

conditions of one of the wildest wars permit, our soldiers seek the means to live in the 

best way possible. But –as I had the chance to mention in my articles before- there is no 

sweeter moment that the time when the postman calls their name.62 

In January 1941, the time when this article was written, victorious advance was 

accompanied by knowledge of the battlefields’ tough conditions. Letters and 

correspondents reports had reached the capital while injured and frostbitten soldiers 

were filling the hospitals of the biggest towns. Flaws in information defied idealized 

press depictions and exaggerations of official rhetoric. A report on the everyday tasks 

on the front, therefore, entitled: “A Heroic Life,” fitted in with collective understanding 

and might calm down anxiety. 

Men were combatants yet at the same time that they demonstrated a human aspect. 

Representations as such emphasized a modest and humble attitude to adversities, the 

good nature of  the Greeks and the continuity of civil life amidst bellicosity. 

Embarrassing references to e.g. the lack of supplies or war atrocities were effaced 

through the activities of those who, like playful though not unruly boys, were placed in 

the bosom of the national family. Direct links to the home-front were underlined by the 

soldiers’ yearning for a quiet life and joy on the mail they received. 

These representations would combine well with more reported information on 

the treatment of the Greek army to non combatants of the Albanian territory and to 

prisoners of war which, so distinct from their opponents’ criminal acts, illustrated the 

Greek troops’ cultural background and humanity. The images contrasted strongly with 

the aggressive and brutal behaviour of the Italian troops which did not even spare the 

Albanian population in their disorderly retreat.63 

 
62  Androulidakis, G., “A heroic life”, Proia, issue XVI, no 16-79, Sunday 19 January 1941 
63 An example of a case of rape in opposition to the impeccable treatment of the prisoners of war is given 

in two successive articles of the newsletter Niki,. “How do we treat them” and “what kind of bastards 

they are” Niki 28 December…..op.cit 
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Humanism in times of war will be dealt with later linked to the notion of free 

will. This conceptualisation would rescue the Greek –Italian conflict from 

condemnation with the criteria of pacifism mostly accentuated in the post-war era.64 As 

a matter of fact post-war discourse, highlighted the adversities of the War, but always in 

the context of a heroic activity, while official rhetoric underscored the difficulties Greek 

troops faced in order to defend their allies’ struggle. 

      

         Conclusion  

At the beginning of this chapter I tried to delineate some of the features of the 

‘40 Epic and argued that the legend’s potential emerged through the intersection of War 

experience with the way it was conceptualized in public discourse.  

Public representations concerning the aim of the confrontation as well as the Greek 

soldiers’ characteristics provided a cohesive picture with allusions to combat and the 

moral superiority of the soldiers and the nation as a whole together with clear 

distinctions of who the enemy was. To complete the picture, overall mobilization was 

depicted as the effort of an entire nation to come to terms with war.  

The Epic of 40 seen as an expression of national unity has become a key subject 

in Greek remembrance until today. The Greek Italian confrontation unfolded multiple 

developments that affected large sectors of Greek society. It was the starting point for 

large scale social and political radicalism while at the same time it constituted the initial 

phase of a rupture in the social fabric further triggered by foreign occupation. 

After WWII was over, the official state established a remembrance ceremony, a national 

anniversary. In the years that followed official rhetoric would invest on the legend’s 

remembrance in favor of its ideological prescriptions in an attempt to consolidate the 

legend’s main features. The ‘40 Epic would be re-woven into the ideological context of 

a process of state re-building throughout a devastating Civil War that endangered the 

very idea of social cohesion. 

For the war-disabled from the Greek-Italian confrontation the discourse on the 

legend as an expression of national unity was crucial. On many occasions they had been 

 
64 For instance in the introduction of Plati Potami by K. Th. Dimaras. In Beratis, Giannis, To plati potami 

op. cit.:No matter how wild, how atrocious or even petty this war seemed at times, it cannot be judged 

according to the antiwar faith that [indeed] fits the civilized man, but [has to be seen] as an unsolicited 

offer of one’s own accord. 
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actively involved in the fashioning of the Epic in order to promote their collective 

identity. The Epic shaped the background for their founding associations and 

negotiating their status. Given that war disability was a constant reminder of war 

destruction, the legend’s cohesive aspects and the link to corresponding experiences 

might, at the social level, efface any negative resonances concerning invalids of war. 

Preserving the legend was thus vital for the social existence of the disabled.   

The making of the 40 war-disabled memory that is the focus of this enquiry has to be 

seen as a process in constant interaction with the fashioning, consolidation and 

reworking of the public legend.  

In so far as the ‘40 Epic remained meaningful, it legitimized benefits for the disabled 

which on many occasions triggered criticism and discontent. Emphasis on the national 

unity that the legend evoked facilitated the long term rehabilitation of a category of 

people that would be otherwise fully stigmatised. 

Finally, additional elaboration of the epic responded to a diversity of war 

experiences which, if not included in the public narrative, might undermine a cohesive 

sense of self for the individuals who had been wounded in warfare. Unlike able-bodied 

ex-servicemen, the war-disabled might feel the necessity to preserve a cohesive picture 

of themselves in private and public life and might be therefore more susceptible in 

communicating their experiences using key topics of the ‘40 Epic.  

Before setting out to explore the making of the war-disabled in a time span that 

covers the period from war-damage to the consolidation of their official status at the 

beginning of the 50s, the chapter that follows addresses the war memory of the 

protagonists of this work at the beginning of 21st century. 
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Chapter 2: The Greek-Italian War memory at the 

beginning of 21st century. 

       

 

 

       Where memory meets the ‘40 Epic  

 

How do soldiers remember having participated in warfare given that they were 

injured by this very participation? Which are the recollections that the injured make 

public in accounts of their experience? How did consequences that this war generate in 

terms of practices and discourses affected ’40 war memory? More generally, how does 

war create the subjects of memory?  

The specific historical example of the invalids of the 40-41 Greek-Italian war offers an 

insight on the above questions and enriches our knowledge of the making of subjects of 

memory at the same time revealing  new aspects of the historical context of wartime and 

postwar Greece.  

The present chapter is an examination of the accounts invalids give in the 21st 

century concerning their participation in the War. It seeks to answer the following 

questions: How does an invalids’ memory tie in with the national legend, the War Epic? 

Where and how do the accounts invalids give move away from or verify the public 

legend? 

In other words how do invalids conceptualize aspects of this Epic and what does this 

conceptualization reveal as to their constitution as war-disabled the subject matter of 

this enquiry.   
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       The War-disabled Memory 

         

         The Declaration of War: Enlistment 

Almost all my interviewees opened their stories by referring to their enlistment. 

Some of them had already finished their military service when recruited, while others 

had been called to report several months before 28th October. The outbreak of the War 

in these cases was described as something anticipated. On all occasions military training 

and service was the issue at stake and therefore duty was not explicitly associated with 

commitment to the national body, but linked more to military service and articulated in 

the corresponding vocabulary. In this sense commitment to the nation was mediated by 

military service and bureaucratic procedures. Interviewees for instance detailed their 

placement in the army rank.  

G.A. who at the time of the interview was suffering slightly from senility easily recalled 

the number one-fifteen (1-15) which in military language meant first battalion of the 

15th regiment.65  

G.F who was called to the arms in Crete before enlistment at the outbreak of the War 

described his experience in the language of military bureaucracy: [I was recruited] with 

the G,P,R, which were letters that they [ the army]  knew what they are about. Opening 

his account he enumerated the forces that set out to the front together with the names of 

his sergeant and major of the battalion.66  

Mentioning specific names in the military hierarchy, he blurred military demands with 

personal relations. Enlistment therefore was not an entirely faceless procedure.  

G.M. who referred to his military service in 1935 started the story of his trajectory 

detailing the names and places of origin of his regiment heads.67 Another dimension of 

the above reference bears out the importance of the hierarchical structure of the army on 

a soldier’ s life, that is, the fact that recruits would find themselves dependent on their 

officers’ orders and decisions  

The idea that soldiers had been actually expected to appear before the military 

authorities implied the notion of national unity but also presented recruitment as an 

unavoidable task. I. T whose entire account stresses the idea of national unity stated:  

 
65 G.A., oral testimony, 2/2/2004 
66 G. F., oral testimony, 20/8/2003 
67 G.M., Oral testimony, 2/7/2004 
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Before the war I did my military service. Earlier I was a civilian. I was called like all 

the Greeks to serve the fatherland.68 

Emotions were hardly given voice to although on some occasions former 

soldiers reminded the first reactions echoing an initial, albeit temporary enthusiasm. 

Again hindsight might have played an important role in articulating these 

reminiscences. A.S., for example, heard the news of the declaration of War in the army 

barracks in Irakleion Crete, where he had been called up from 1st  October 1940 for 

military drill. When their major announced that Italy had declared war on Greece, 

eagerness to participate was clear: we all shouted then: let’s go! let’s go! They finally 

left, according to the author, on 4th February after assisting in the recruitment procedure 

on the island.69  

 K.M. another Cretan, had been called up for military service in March 1940. He left for 

the front with the Islands’ Division two days after war had been declared. His account 

illustrated the urgency of the preparations in an atmosphere of rush and confusion: we 

learnt it immediately in the morning, the entire regiment on a war footing, people 

around, preparations, running about: they inform us that we are leaving in two days. 

He described his departure underscoring the harsh conditions in transportation as well 

as the inability of the army to provide him with a new pair of boots. Probably hindsight 

was again an important factor given that this interviewee would later suffer from 

frostbite.70 

Almost no interviewee seemed to remember the civilian attitude at the time of 

enlistment. Perhaps this was because it was a secondary matter in comparison with their 

own coming experience.  

S.K., who happened to be in Athens at the time war was declared described the 

atmosphere as a mixture of fuss and agitation: when the war was proclaimed, in the 

morning, fuss, shouts, turmoil, “ we are at war” and so on. I went to the shop, I left 

from there and we set out.71  

An inhabitant of Pireus was “informed” by the sound of the general alarm which 

probably interrupted his daily routine: we set out with the alarms. Not knowing what it 

was about, we found out later that war had been declared.72 

 
68 I. Ts., oral testimony, 13/2/2003 
69 A.S., oral testimony, 20/8/2003 
70 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 
71 S.K., oral testimony, 2/1/2004 
72 E. B., oral testimony, 10/9/2003 
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For A.K, a peasant, it was the aircrafts flying overhead that broke the news interrupting 

his rural task: we were picking olives and the planes passed and we came here. It was 

on a radio in Kalithea and we went there and we  listened to Metaxa’s speech and so 

on; and from then on we set out and went to [not audible] and there came a truck, 

collected us  and took us to Kalamata. Up there we were recruited. 

For other ex-servicemen the call to arms was less hectic. I. S. started his account with an 

explicit denunciation of war in general and immediately after, when asked where he was 

when the outbreak of war was announced, he simply replied: at my place, in a way 

which implied both that this was self evident and that it had made him abandon his 

home.73 

Shame was the subject matter for two of my interviewees when they opened 

their stories providing reasons for their recruitment.  

In the first case, D. A. tried to explain why being a reservist he volunteered as a soldier 

for the forces sent to the island of Crete: as his brothers had fought at the front, he did 

not want to fall short: and thus I found myself in Menidi where with the collapse of the 

front I felt ashamed because I had two more brothers who fought one on the Albanian 

front and the other on the German (sic) front on east Macedonia, Thrace, somewhere 

over there. And this is how I considered my duty to leave and go to fight as a volunteer 

in Crete.74 

K.D., a blind ex-serviceman, with bitter memories of the war, referred to his enlistment 

with an ancient Spartan dictum often repeated in official discourse: he left “to win or 

die”. He then specified with a half sarcastic smile that he would feel ashamed to have to 

go back defeated. (K.D., oral testimony, 25/1/2004) 

 

 

         Warfare  

Because the war is not about shooting. It is the instinct of self-preservation, it’s 

the privations, the hunger, the thirst, the snow, the mud over there….75 

 
 
73 I.S., Oral testimony, 3/9/2004 
74D.A., oral testimony, 16/9/2003. 

  
75 Scarry , Elaine, “Injury and the Structure of War”, Representations, Issue10, Spring 1985, pp.1-51. 
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In the life stories I gathered much of the excerpt above is confirmed. Indeed, accounts 

of the War deal more with the hardships on the front than with firing and killing so 

often accentuated in public discourse. Explicit reference to injuring or killing was rare. 

In this sense the interviews followed the line of what Elaine Scarry affirms as “the main 

purpose of war is injuring” but this injuring “may disappear from view simply by being 

omitted.”76 

I would tend to see two obvious reasons for these omissions. First, killing is an 

experience that violates ethical and religious laws, and therefore protagonists tend to 

refute memories on the subject. Second, pacifist discourse, influential in the post war 

years dealt with the disastrous consequences of subsequent conflicts and left a negative 

image of the war in general. This might affect the very social existence of the invalids 

themselves, whose status was bound to a legend of glorified advance vaguely defined 

and definitely associated to the idea of being injured but not of injuring. Omitting 

details in general, particularly the ones concerning war slaughter, signified distancing 

oneself from direct incrimination. On the contrary, mentioning the hardship of war 

implies the protagonists suffered. 

 There are however, moments when interviewees refer to fighting activity. In what 

follows I provide an outline of the way they articulated their views and feelings on the 

subject in their interviews. 

. 

         Fighting 

Elaine Scarry in identifying the ways ‘injuring’ disappears in written and spoken 

record of the war notes that this happens through an active re-description of the event:  

“the act of injuring or the tissue that is to be injured or the weapon that is to accomplish 

the injury [are] renamed.” Following the war-disabled life stories I found several 

patterns substantiating this remark.  

One way to achieve re-description was to present fighting as something common 

and trivial. Depictions of warfare were usually brief. Battle was seldom detailed. In 

many occasions it was limited to the phrase: “there we gave a battle” or “a battle took 

place”. This is one way to omit causing injury from the narrative although several 

interviewees completed similar accounts by enumerating on comrades killed in action 

focusing on the victims and forgetting their role as perpetrators: When we reached Psari 

 

76 Scarry, Elaine, “Injury and the Structure of War”……op.cit. 
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[a location] we started the battle. There a big battle took place…77  The names of 

comrades who had been killed followed. 

On many occasions articulation was stereotypical of public discourse and 

appeared as a means to describe an attack. Gun sound with the battle cry  aera (= air) 

for instance, substitute the actual fight in  S.K.’s testimony thus providing a vivid albeit 

brief image of what happened after the enemy troops had approached: bam! boum! bam! 

boum! Aera, aera and we made them set out and leave and drew[sic] them inside.78 

[probably meaning pushed them away towards their line] 

On other occasions battle is depicted as a movement onwards and backwards, or 

a chase alluding more to the notion of a game than of one human harming another: 

We had been entrenched;  in the beginning we  moved onwards; afterwards they 

invaded;  we went backwards and reached the trenches line…According to the 

interviewee reaching the line of the trenches was the limit as to how far the enemy could 

proceed he would have to walk over our dead bodies79in that case. 

Chasing might be combined with movement from one place to another, a gradual 

advance that involved “cleaning out” the space.  

A.K. summarized: Tepeleni is a village with few inhabitants, there were a few houses 

over there. Then we started the attack. We chased them from there fighting and further 

down there were two villages….80 

In all cases description facilitates a vision on warfare where the protagonist was 

not clearly in a fight. 

 In one illustrative albeit blurred example, where the use of tenses shifts the account 

from the general to the more specific, it is not even clear whether the interviewee fought 

in the battle he gave evidence of: …you go [proceed] like a drunk and enter the battle 

and so on and you do not realize what is going on. You see the bullets whistling and this 

is [not audible] where the big offence took place. Exactly there in Tria Auga, there was 

a church, what was its name? Agioi Theodoroi. And you could see the night becoming a 

day…And there was where the big battle took place and in the meantime we had been 

stationary because we expected the Germans to attack…..81 

 
77 Oral testimony, 2/7/2004 
78 S.K., oral testimony, 2/1/2004 
79 I.Ts, oral testimony…op.cit 
80 A.K., oral testimony, 23/8/2004 
81 E.T., oral testimony15/9/2003 
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E.T. describes the mental and psychical condition in battle as one of drunkenness. Being 

drunk means or suggests having no control over your own actions. The metaphor, apart 

from wiping out agency, strongly contrasts the idea of rational and meaningful response 

to a threat so much emphasized in public discourse and literature. 

Recalling fellow soldiers who died in action was a usual theme in many 

accounts. The subject also emphasized the notion of sacrifice. Furthermore, it disclosed 

the sorrow for a comrade’s death and an occasion to express pride in an indirect way. 

Such was the case of   P. K. who sustained injuries on his way to see what had happened 

to his major. The major, as my interviewee pointed out, was killed in action after having 

advanced with the gun in hand82 

 

         Enemies 

Enemies in the personal narratives were by no means as cruel or ridiculous as 

depicted in the wartime press. In a few interviews, nevertheless Italians were 

characterized in a negative way (as stinking metaphorically) but the destruction of war 

generated ambivalent responses in their evaluations. The same person who depicted 

Italians as “stinking” would later on express his pity for the prisoners of war who were 

suffering from frostbite equating their condition to his own and placing his account in 

an antiwar context. It is worth mentioning that this particular interviewee denounced 

war in the first place, introducing his narration as: war has no good results (sic) in my 

opinion. 

Ch G., another war-disabled soldier insisted, that the Italians did not fight. In 

this case his statement was meant to provide the reason for Greek successes and was 

amalgamated with the notion of the Greeks’ impulsive (wild) courage one that was 

incited by the Italian offence: Italians did not fight. But we, with the courage that we 

had , with what happened to us - that they invaded us- we became wilder and we 

confronted them [fought them]83 Evaluation of the enemy, in line with the public 

discourse, was still negative, but Greek bravery  was discursively set within certain 

limits marked out by the inability of the Italians to fight. 

Stories of one to one encounters revealed even more compassion for the 

adversary. The previous interviewee was ready to shoot an injured soldier when he 

 
82 P.K., oral testimony, 3/2/2004. 
83 Ch.G., oral testimony, 28/2/2004. 
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realized that the wounded man was just trying to hand him a photo of his wife. He 

decided to finally “save” him. He notified the incident and the man was picked by the 

Greek forces. Stories of compassion might emphasize the feeling of kindness and thus 

the superiority of the Greek soldiers supporting a cohesive and morally superior self 

image. These incidents merged with acts of violence and on occasion disturbed the 

protagonist’s conscience especially when they had to face their own injuries due to 

fighting activity. Unlike the previous interviewee, G. K. recalled the guilt he felt when 

by accident, as an act of self defense, he shot an unarmed Italian soldier. The incident 

was related in an ambiguous context which vacillated between pride and guilt.  

 

         Killing and Atrocities 

Killing, as I argued above, was hardly mentioned in the interviews. There were 

nevertheless, a small number of accounts where slaughter was cited and actually 

constituted a bitter lasting memory that incited guilt even if it concerned men defending 

their country. When I asked one of my interviewees what was the most exceptional 

thing that he recalled from the past, he replied bursting to tears: Listen. Sometimes I 

“see” those whom I have killed. And I ask myself: why would I kill them? Don’t they 

have a wife, don’t they have kids, don’t they have a mother? Why should I kill them all? 

This happens to me many times and I feel sorry.84 

Guilt appeared in the context of identification with the enemy; the annihilation 

of the dichotomy between ‘self’ and ‘other’. It is not clear when this identification comes 

about or if it affects everyone to the same extent. One may assume, however, that it is 

an integral part of war when it comes down to face to face confrontation. It might be 

further elaborated on by protagonists of war, later on in the course of their life as 

civilians and possibly enhanced by antiwar feelings and rehabilitation problems in the 

postwar years. 

 Remorse would be part of the invalids’ constitution as subjects of memory and on 

occasion would be disclosed and give evidence of an internal conflict. 

The above mentioned interviewee refused to comment on his family life, unlike the rest 

of the invalids I interviewed. He had been an active member of the war-disabled 

association and found a job based on his status but, at the same time, he did not even 

want his name to be mentioned in my enquiry. Before I left the establishment of the 

 
84 Oral testimony2/7/2004. 
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medicinal baths where our interview took place, he invited me to lunch and gave me a 

small wooden cross for my protection. His account although not including a downright 

denunciation of war, lacked any explicit statement of national pride. 

Later historical events and the overall denunciation of WWII crimes and atrocities 

shaped a mirror for ex-servicemen to reflect their acts in a context distinct from the one 

formed by the War Epic. Interestingly in the few cases mentioned here the public legend 

did not provide an excuse, disavowal or alleviation even if the incidents stated were 

placed in the context of defensive actions. 

Killing as a violation of ethical and religious or moral codes is also reflected in 

the idea that what somebody had done, resulted in what he subsequently suffered. 

Hence, the act of killing was bound to the injuries ex-servicemen suffered and which 

they considered to be punishment for their sin. An abiding reminiscence concerning 

killing in defence that functioned as a recurrent subject can be seen in the life of K.D. 

who was blinded and who defined what he did as a “crime”: I did a crime once, I killed 

two Italians.85Punishment and guilt were interconnected in his testimony which 

generally lacked cohesion owing to his slight senility. One might even doubt whether 

this story was a real incident, yet, no gaps in memory or hesitation interrupted the flow 

of the narration. 

Unlike the public discourse that had elevated the bayonet to the most manly 

weapon of all, alluding to the bravery of man-to- man fight, the interviewee exemplified 

that proximity in the battle actually decreased the distance between self and other 

leaving an indelible mark on the memory. 

K. D. was sent to the river borders to check enemy movement when he got involved in a 

fight with two Italians whom he finally killed with a knife. 

On arriving back at his unit, he explained what had happened and then returned to the 

location of the fight to look for the corpses. It was then that he received a gunshot 

wound on the head which caused unbearable pain that accompanied him all along his 

journey to the capital hospitals. He had lost his sight. In the course of the narration he 

kept repeating how painful the stab of his knife would have been for the man whom he 

had killed and concluded: If you get killed with a gun you do not realize it:  bam!  it 

comes, you fall down, it’s over! But the knife is horrible. The knife hurts a lot.  

 
85 K.D., oral testimony,  25/1/2004.  
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Pain and suffering as well as guilt could eradicate distinction between self and the other 

making more clear the final result of war which is injury and death.  

Violations such as plundering or rape would arouse similar feelings. The cultural 

background of the participants plus codes of honour with feelings of revenge overrode 

war regulations. Pillage, for instance would bring punishment. 

 Ch. K. mentioned this in hindsight. In the course of his interview he argued that he knew 

from the WWII veterans that whoever plundered would later be killed. His affirmation 

vacillated between admitting that he broke the unwritten law and that he had committed 

a minor offence: …if you do this you get killed. If you plunder. You get killed. And 

indeed I did not do it. I got a handgun from a major who owned  it, I took it with some 

bullets and put it in my pocket. This was all I got. And my crime was that I hit him with 

the rifle stock. Not the bayonet. The rifle stock (Ch. K., oral testimony, 13/1/2004) 

 

Rape carried out by Greek soldiers never appears in testimonies. What did 

become clear was the feeling of shame for the enemy’s criminal activity. D.P., a 

Peloponese peasant, who gave an extended account on the issue, described how the 

Albanian women embraced and kissed the Greek soldiers on their arrival given that they 

(the women) had been raped and tortured by men in the Italian army. 86The 

interviewee’s disgust for what the enemy had done in analogy with public discourse on 

Italian atrocities, alluded both to the idea of war as a means of protecting civilians and 

the notion of Greek troops as liberators.  

The same interviewee, however did denounce Cretan soldiers in his unit 

assassinating prisoners of war. In line with his interview, the notion of revenge, present 

in the public discourse of the time, was not a legitimate reason for killing unarmed men. 

A similar issue also appeared in the interview given by G.F. from Crete, who denounced 

a fellow soldier for trying to kill an injured Italian. According to his testimony, the 

incident brought conflict into their unit as another serviceman prevented the soldier 

from killing the Italian threatening to kill him in case he did.87 

 
86 D.P., oral testimony, 4/9/2004. 
87 G. F., oral testimony, 20/8/2003. The issue needs more exploration but the actual practice was 

confirmed by various interviewees. I tended to inscribe these acts  in the cretan honor code which 

included vengeance given that most units  had soldiers from the same place of origin. In a couple of 

testimonies it’s clear that servicemen  not only knew each other but they were also relatives . Such is the 

case of G.F.’s interview. Revenge thus  could be functional also in the sense that it was vengeeance for a 

relatives’ death. This incident, however, reveals that these reasons were not fully accepted as they 

contradicted the notion of manliness or  military law.  
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Fear 

Fear was also a tricky issue for disabled ex-servicemen as its explicit admission 

undermined the notion of bravery and courage. With time, acceptance of this sentiment 

as a natural reaction in the course of war, offered many ex-soldiers the possibility to be 

more open on the subject. 

Several interviewees expressed their anxiety in various ways.  

I.Ts., who kept repeating that Greeks fought with the help of their Greek soul, a 

common theme in the official legend, confessed: In the beginning we were indeed a 

bit….it was the first time that we went to the war [we had] some dismay [the actual 

word is agonia meaning anxiety]. Now then even if you enter somebody’s house, you go 

somewhere and you have a certain dismay. Now with the war that the other declares 

and moreover an empire…. 

The contextualization echoing the battle between David and Goliath rescued Greek 

bravery as it would place fear within the limits of everyday human reaction. 

A more explicit statement on fear was provided by E.T: before I started to fight I was 

afraid. The interviewee declared his fear at the beginning of his account just after he 

referred to his being wounded. (E.T. , oral testimony15/9/2003) 

 

Another context within which fear was circumscribed without undermining the 

notion of bravery was the fact that the enemy possessed superior armaments. This 

deficit in arms was to become strongly experienced during air-raids that ex-servicemen 

recalled with a sense of weakness, a feeling that they had been unable to really fight 

back. 

The subject of superiority of armaments (=huperoplia) also an issue in public discourse, 

was fully confirmed in the interviews and appeared in order to emphasize bravery: the 

Greeks as a race of cultural superior qualities. I.T. after mentioning Greek political 

strife, stressed: However, when our fatherland is in danger we unify our souls (=tha 

enothoume psychica). And we will get organized to defend our fatherland. This is the 

Greek man. And this is who we were at the time. Of course without means, with the 

machine-guns and the weapons that we had. They had the tanks and all these…..88 

 
88 I.Ts., oral testimony…op.cit. 
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Unlike the previous interviewee, K.Ch. would recall weaponry inadequacy with humour 

and a touch of scorn towards military hierarchy. Armaments were, after all, the main 

responsibility of the military organisation in which plain recruits had no part.  

When he brought his major in command a ‘spoil’ of war, he did not even know what it was: 

Mr. (sic) major what the hell is this? I tell him [laughing] He tells me, very, very eager 

to inform me: “this”, he tells me “is a mortar”  “And we,” I reply, “we do not have this 

thing?” I said it this way , with a bit of  grievance [laughter] ( K.Ch., Oral testimony, 

25/7/2004) 

 

 

         Needs and hardship 

According to most of my interviewees, the lack of provisions was one of the 

main causes for discontent.  Famine was depicted as an everyday torture in the ex-

servicemen narratives, an indication that Greek soldiers’ frugality which newspapers 

boasted of, was in actual fact an unavoidable necessity. A.K. praised the soldiers’ 

endurance only to explain how they managed to survive with scarce food rations. Lack 

of proper food was mentioned implicitly blaming the army organization as in the case of  

A.K.: we did not eat, they gave us an amount of  army bread (= kouramanes) , we were 

left starving, starving! because the troop transport delayed…89 

For another interviewee the issue of starvation was so crucial that it became the topic 

that provided the cohesion for his entire narrative. E. Mp. associated his first stay in 

Albania with a pie that they were given by a Greek (speaking) teacher who happened to 

accommodate them. The long four days’ march they had had was described basically as 

an operation in food hunting”: we found some leeks that the Albanians had covered but 

we found them out, we uncovered them and ate them. We found corn hung in several 

houses, we ate them. We found apiaries which we destroyed with our boots and ate the 

honey. We went on and gave a battle…[no further details on the battle] 

The same interviewee referred to the food that he was served after his arrival at the city 

hospital of  Ioannina  and its immediate consequence, severe diarrhea. (E. Mp., oral 

testimony, 10/9/2003 ) 

 

 
89 A.K., oral testimony, 23/8/2004 
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On another occasion, as in the case of G.F.,90 hunger led to theft, as the group of 

soldiers who occupied a room of an Albanian family took advantage of their status and 

bit by bit, ate an entire chest full of grain.  

Hardship such as severe cold, long marches in the mud, lack of water and 

fatigue were a major part of the picture in interviews and generally in line with the 

public discourse of the time. Even when mentioned with a critical tone suggesting 

resentment towards the military authorities, authorities were never denounced fully. One 

of the reasons might be because war-disabled status and possibilities for rehabilitation 

had been directly dependent upon military authorities, unlike able-bodied ex-servicemen 

who became civilians after the war.91 

 

         Injuring and abandonment 

In one of his articles G. Margarites92 addresses the war experience focusing on 

the issue of betrayal. Low rank soldiers, he assesses, felt that the high political and 

military authorities had absented themselves throughout the six months’ warfare. While 

enlisted men had to abandon their homes and places of origin in order to fight for the 

fatherland, military and political heads neglected their duty and impeded soldiers’ 

activity via erroneous  decisions, bad organisation, delays in supplies and general 

inefficiency.  

As I have tried to explain, earlier hints of this kind of criticism were brought up 

by the war-disabled in their life stories. Hardship and adversities were accentuated and 

culminated in the experience of their being injured. What most invalids illustrate 

however, when they refer to their injuries is the feeling of having been completely 

abandoned as a consequence of the war conditions. 

G. A. for instance recalled that he had been left in the hospital of his hometown, 

Ioannina, unconscious while his father only found out about his son by chance. A friend 

of the family informed him that his son had been brought from the front and was now 

hospitalized.93 

 
90 G. F., oral testimony, 20/8/2003 
91 Their pensions up to now are administrated by DEPATHA  a service answerable to the Ministry of 

Defence. 
92 Margaritis, Giorgos, “O polemos tis Alvanias 40-41, o horos kai anthropoi” (the war of Albania 40-41: 

the space and the people), in The Greece of  ’40, Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou Politismou kai Genikis 

Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991 date f the symposium), pp. 25-52. 

 
93 G.A. oral testimony, 2/2/2004  
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For D. A. who was lucky enough to be taken to a hospital close to his place of residence 

after the front had collapsed, the situation was similar. The interviewee, who was unable 

to speak owing to the wound on his face, recalled writing his name on pieces of paper 

and handing them to anyone who might notice of his presence. He was finally 

recognised by his brother only because he also used to go up onto the hospital’s roof 

and try to make himself noticed.94 

This sense of having been abandoned was on many occasions described in 

concert with the theme of companionship. Ch. G. recalled: when I got injured there was 

nobody. They left and the rest died…He started shouting and finally somebody passing 

rescued him.95 The same thing happened to D. P. who had to keep shouting and was 

finally found and picked up after a couple of hours. A. S. remembered with gratitude 

and relief that he was carried to safety by a fellow soldier who came from the same 

village. Ch. K. had been left at a medical station when the Italian advance reached him; 

he thought he would kill anyone who might approach him and then he would commit 

suicide.96 He justified his decision by saying that war breeds hatred.  

K. M., suffering from frostbite, was left behind in a hut. He stayed there several days 

suffering from severe pain. As he explains his only companions were animals (agrimia). 

Eventually, he was picked up by another unit which was passing by; he recalled in a 

burst of tears that he used to exchange his cigarettes for food given that there were no 

spare rations for him.97 

I.S., another invalid, confirmed the above: if you did not know anyone you would not 

survive.98 

The war-disabled of the 40 War suffered an experience that disrupted the sense 

of self they had before the war began. Their accounts echo less the feeling of 

commitment and fighting ability than military duty, fear, guilt and hardship. They do 

not cast doubt on the war legend, at least explicitly, since the war epic was still 

significant for their social existence and still valid at the time of my interviewing them.  

In a way their life was decided for them by the War. What I tried to explore in my 

research was less their memories of the war than their making as agents of a memory. 

 
94 D. A., oral testimony, 16/9/2003 
95 Ch. G., oral testimony, 28/2/2004 
96 Ch. K. , oral testimony, 13/1/2004 
97 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 
98 I.S., Oral testimony, 3/9/2004 
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In the chapters that will follow this unit I address the way war and post-war period 

affected the lives of the war invalids. I do that highlighting different stages of their 

“making” as war-disabled from the front to the hospital, throughout the occupation 

years and the postwar period up to the point when their status was officially 

consolidated. I stress on the fact that official memory and therefore the war legend had 

been of crucial importance for people whose social professional and personal life 

depended on this status. Rendering invalids into national symbols was of crucial 

importance for their living whereas might generate practices with ambivalent results as 

to their rehabilitation and incorporation in the social fabric 
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 Chapter 3: Becoming disabled: hospitalization and 

mutilation 

 
 

       Introduction 

References to the medical care and hospitalization of the wounded and 

frostbitten abound in war-disabled oral testimonies as well as in published memoirs of  

World War II in Greece. In fact “the war-disabled” as a topic might constitute one of the 

privileged fields for the study of the history of medicine in modern Western society if 

war is used as a starting point. 99   

Out of the 350,000 participants -soldiers and officers- in the Greek-Italian War 

at least 75,000 wounded soldiers, ill or frostbitten underwent medical treatment.100 

Many of them went back to their combat units becoming, thus, a source of information 

for their comrades as to what hospitalization and the home- front was like.101 Others, 

severely wounded, ended up in military and civilian hospitals. The number of those who 

died, as a result of injury or poor health amounts to 61,179 (table 1) while  wounded and 

frostbitten soldiers considered disabled by sections of the Army Medical Board 

amounted to more than 7,442.102  

In what follows I will begin with an account of the structure of the army medical 

services during the six months’ war. I will try to analyse the various encounters of 

soldiers with different sections of these services, such as the recruits’ medical inspection 

procedure, their trajectory from the battle-field to the medical stations when injured and 

their admission to home-front hospitals. Finally, their hospitalization.  

 
99 The bibliography encompasses the topic mainly referring to the issue of rehabilitation and public policy 

or the psychological effects of the war (see general bibliography) For a brief introduction on the main 

issues concerning war-disabled in recent historiography see the introduction in  Gerber, David A., (ed.) 

Disabled Veterans in History, University of Michigan 2000, pp.1-54.  
100 HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-

1941….op.cit., p.175 
101 The restored to health by three months were 8 out of 10 according to the above source. 
102 The number offered is however incomplete as the evidence does not take into account the results of the 

medical boards of three big cities: Thessalonica, Ioannina and Chania . To this incomplete number there 

is an additional group (465) concerning those who were officially deemed disabled owing to diverse 

illnesses like tuberculosis. 
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Close attention is paid to the hospital “environment”, namely, doctors, nurses, members 

of the philanthropic organizations priests and family members visiting the hospitals.  

I then focus on the cases of soldiers who underwent surgery which often resulted in 

parts of their body being mutilated. Those undergoing surgery form the background of 

analysis on the impact of surveillance and surgical interventions upon the patients in 

question since it is the act of surgery which lies at the core of their “metamorphosis” 

from able bodied to (war)-disabled men. 

Accordingly, emphasis is given to what this alteration basically meant; what the impact 

of this  painful experience must have been for the patient and his surroundings. In what 

way did the war-disabled constitute themselves as such within the hospital time and 

space. In this chapter I argue that medical treatment during the war reveals an activity 

conditioned by the war that had an effect on the invalids’ subjectivity.   

Table 1 

Casualties (killed, Wounded, Missing in action, prisoners, non combat casualties) 

During the Greek-Italian and Greek-German War 1940-1941(source: 

HAGS/AHD,An Abridged History of the Greek-Italian and Greek-German War 1940-

1941, Athens, 1997, p.298) 

 

Casualties Enlisted men Officers total Total 

Killed in action 12,636 689 13,325 

Wounded 61,179 1,484 62,663* 

Missing 1,237** 53 1,290 

Prisoners of war 

(on the battle field) 

2,364 101 2,465 

    

Total 77,416 2,327 79,743 

 

Notes: 

*includes approximately 25.000 frostbite cases 

**during the Greek-Italian war. There are no substantial facts on the Greek-German war 

 

The Army Medical Service 

Organizing the army medical services implies a huge operation carried out both 

at the battle and home front and which extended far beyond the narrow confines and 

possibilities of the military apparatus of a country.103  

 
103 On the organization of medical services and their relationship with the modern state see Cooter, Roger, 

War, Medicine and Modernity, Stroud, Sutton Publishing, 1998, introduction.  
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As the Greek-Italian conflict bore the typical features of a 20th century war, G. 

Margaritis confirms,104 “its total character would leave untouched no branch of the 

Greek society.”  The general mobilisation of people, economy, institutions and state 

apparatus was also reflected in the organizational plan for the medical services. The 

whole effort involved medical officers and civilian doctors, professional and volunteer 

nurses, soldiers, university professors of medicine, civilians, philanthropic societies, 

international institutions (like the Red and Blue cross), local industries and the 

coordination of different ministries.105 

A detailed account of this need for coordination is found in the history of the 

medical army service of the Greek-Italian War, which reflects the official version of the 

history of the War and inscribes the whole endeavour within the bounds of the “national 

union of souls.” 106 The original plan for the medical network consisted mainly of 

medical stations, mountain or field surgery stations positioned close to the battlefields 

and home-front hospitals. These were to be units to receive soldiers in need of medical 

treatment; transportation to the above units would take place with the use of stretchers 

carried by men, mules and donkeys. For serious cases and when there was a need to 

evacuate places, the soldiers were transported to the nearest hospitals by vehicles, when 

available. If necessary, soldiers would be transported to the central hospitals of Athens 

and Thessalonica over land or by sea. 

The whole procedure would be an effort to intensify medical surveillance. The 

reality of the war, however, brought about a whole range of other pressing problems. 

Shortages in material and lack of personnel were obstacles which arose immediately 

after war was declared. According to the  official medical services of the army, 

shortcomings  in the provisions of medical supplies and lack of doctors with specific 

medical specialties appeared during the medical examination of the conscripts, their 

hospitalization and transport. Medical stations often had to be shifted, that is relocated 

out of sheer necessity, whereas more space for hospitals had to be created in order to 

 
104  Margaritis, Giorgos, Apo tin itta stin exegersi - Ellada, anoiksi 1941 - fthinoporo 1942 ( From defeat 

to resurrection, Greece, spring 1941-autumn 1942) Athens, o Politis, 1993,, p.34 
105 Information for this subsection is mainly taken from HAGS/AHD,  HAGS/Army History Directorate, I 

Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-1941…op.cit.. The description therefore, 

reflects the views of the army. 

 
106 “All the Greeks […] like one man came in the service of the fighting Nation and fulfilled their 

supreme duty to the country with absolute union of souls and in a way worthy of imitation  by the coming 

generations”  in the HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo 

tou 1940-1941 …op.cit..p.180. 
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accommodate the increasing number of wounded soldiers and civilians. In the capital of 

Athens, in the city of Thessalonica as well as in several of the bigger towns close to the 

combat-field, public and private buildings were converted into hospitals. 

Apart from these initial problems, new setbacks emerged as the war went on. 

The major issue, according to army documents, was that soldiers faced severe 

consequences from exposure to frost.  The first preventive measures for this were taken 

after the convocation of the High Sanitary Military Board on 19/12/1940. “Nature” was 

deemed mainly responsible for this situation by the authorities, but the suffering was 

accentuated, by a lack of the necessary military equipment and food provisions. A 

persistent and recurrent issue in narrations by the war-disabled is indeed the lack of food 

and inappropriate footwear.107 The accounts, as also stated in official documents suggest 

that, in general, military authorities had found it hugely difficult to organise the whole 

operation; they lacked coordination and were slow to react to unforeseen problems.  All 

this albeit the soldiers’ unfailing efforts: the Greek army had been victorious until the 

Nazi invasion.  

The Greek-Italian War,  has been  officially remembered –the army document of  

1983 being indicative- as a superior effort, a superhuman struggle against an 

overwhelming power that threatened the country.  Moreover it was seen as a national 

mobilisation, proof of the nation’s superiority and cohesion. Any deficiency in military 

organization -or rather the superiority of the enemy forces- far from casting doubt on the 

nation’s potential to fight, shaped a background argument for the general mobilisation 

of civilians enhancing the idea of cohesion, at least during the post war years.  

However it does seem that any kind of weaknesses in medical procedure during warfare, 

recurrent in the narrations by the war-disabled, might have been the starting point of the 

soldiers’ distrust towards the military authorities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
107 The problem of the foot gear is referred by G. Margaritis, who mentions that entire units had been put 

out of combat for being “shoeless”. Some of the most valuable spoils of the Greek soldiers were the shoes 

of the dead. Margaritis, Giorgos, -“O polemos tis Alvanias 40-41, o horos kai oi anthropoi” , in The 

Greece of  ’40, Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou Politismou kai Genikis Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991date of 

the symposium), p.35 
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Table 2 

Ex-servicemen with 15%-100% disability owing to the 1940-1941 war 

according to the Superior Army Medical Board. (source: HAGS/Army History 

Directorate, The medical Service of the Army during the Greek-Italian War 1940-1941, 

Athens 1983, p. 188) 

 

Causes 15-24% 25-50% 51-75% 76-100% Total 

1.Injuries 

2.Frostbite 

3.Injuries &     

frostbite 

4.Tuberculosis 

5.Various 

diseases 

709 

156 

 

6 

8 

 

24 

3,078 

830 

 

7 

136 

 

64 

919 

660 

 

15 

157 

 

12 

405 

632 

 

25 

56 

 

8 

5,111 

2,278 

 

53 

357 

 

108 

Total 903 4,115 1,763 1,126 7,907 

  

Notes: 1.Numbers on the first line defines percentages of disability. 

2. This table does not include results of the Superior Army medical Board of Thessalonica, Ioannina and 

Chania. 

3. Number of deceased in the hospitals or at home owing to injuries or illness: 943 

 

 

         The Patient-Soldier 

Medical services and hospitalisation during the war cannot be equated with what 

medical treatment in peace time would be. This chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive 

investigation into war medical activity, but is an analysis of several of its aspects. 

Having the war-disabled as my focal point, I start with a reflection on the military 

identification and definition of pathology. In other words, I put forward the assumption 

that there is no immediate answer to the question ‘who is the fit or the patient soldier in 

1940 Greece.’  

In what follows I set out to examine the notion of “pathological” applied to 

soldiers in its historical and social context. In order to do this, I scrutinize different 

categories of suffering soldiers in the course of the war, drawing on interview and 

published memoirs’ material. I intend to address this issue treating narrations as a 
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testimony, as a residue of the past, and fruit of the present. Narration as in recalling the 

past, is seen as a product of an on-going process where the memories of many people 

become intertwined with the time and social structure shaping them.   

In the process of conscription, soldiers had to be examined by the Medical 

Board and found fit for  battle or were declared unfit for conscription if they suffered 

from a serious illness. In many cases, but particularly for a number of men who had 

been called up for basic training some months before the war, conscription’s rules had 

been observed. At the outbreak of the war, however, this kind of initial examination 

proved to be unsatisfactory. As the official army argues, measures had to be taken to 

avoid delays while finding new staff proved necessary. Some weeks after the outbreak 

of the war, the shortage of material and trained personnel became an urgent issue. In 

several hospitals, doctors had to deal with cases beyond their medical expertise and 

more volunteer nurses had to receive basic training before they could contribute their 

help. 

 Besides the practical problems, owing to the overriding idea of total mobilization, 

conscription might now include citizens who in civilian life were less than healthy. 

In a war memoir108 published in 2002, a recruit already destined for the front stated that 

he was suffering from tuberculosis. The physician who examined him decided not to 

grant him exemption from service until he received an official document from the 

general administration. According to the author, who was a fellow soldier, the physician 

vindicated his judgement with the argument that humanism and war are two things that 

cannot fit together (den pane mazi). The author, however, linked medical profession 

with the highest humanistic values throughout his memoir. 

In the above example, one discerns the contradictions when war imposes its “rules”: an 

unhealthy individual might be considered a fit recruit.  

Furthermore, there appears to be a paradox in the relationship between medical science 

and war: recruits, in theory, need to be healthy so that they can enter the battle field, 

namely, risk their health. Once sent to the front they may sustain an injury or suffer a 

serious disease.  

The paradox, however is less obvious if we introduce a class criterion. The needy and 

the poor in the inter-war years had very few possibilities of receiving proper medical 

 
108Haikalis, Dionysios-Giannis, 3B Oreino cheirourgeio TT912-M91-Pikres mnimes, (3B mountain 

surgery station – Bitter memories) Athens, Govostis, 2002.pp..28-29 
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treatment. Especially in cases of life-threatening illnesses such as tuberculosis a large 

part of the population would suffer stigmatization and would end up in a hospital 

environments where conditions were anything but human.109 

Soldiering considered to be a service to the nation, somehow modified this latter 

picture. Institutionally, the army medical services were part of the military forces, which 

they actually represented. Functioning in the broader realm of an authoritarian state 

(with corporate characteristics) the ability of the military forces to organise reflected the 

efficiency or inefficiency of the state to fulfil its role in times of war. This meant that 

the dominant criterion was war, that is to say, the ability to fight. In other words, the 

whole system would ideally function as a carefully planned activity or a highly 

organized industry, which was to recruit ‘fit’ soldiers, provide treatment to an 

excessively high number of patients and send them back to the front. Practically of 

course, people involved in this procedure, mainly doctors, nurses and patients had to 

fulfil the above principles responding at the same time to their inherent repulsion to do 

so plus the pre-existing problems in medical services and every day emergency 

situations. 

In the course of the war before any kind of medical assistance was necessary, 

soldiers had to be deemed in need of it. Who was then a patient at the front? 

The patient-soldier par excellence would be the one wounded in battle, or the 

serviceman a victim of bombardment. In these cases no ambiguity or doubt could 

possibly arise about the soldier’s state. The wounded were carried as soon as possible to 

a nearby medical station and from there to the closest hospital. Several of them ended 

up in the medical centres of Athens and Thessalonica. Recollections of this trajectory 

again reveal the low standards of the medical establishments, especially when referring 

to places near the front.  One of my interviewees characterised the first hospital he was 

taken as a “stable” while another soldier, whose father was a military officer, claimed 

that he was lucky to be taken to a medical centre under British command110 In his point 

 
109 For a stirring account on the conditions of life of civilians suffering from tuberculosis in the main 

sanatorium of Athens see Stournas, Kostas, I “Sotiria” : topos martyriou ton fthisikon (1936) ( “Sotiria”: 

place of martyrdom of the consumptive), Athens, Society of  friends of   “Sotiria” hospital patients, 2010. 

. 
110 In Kifisia, a district nearby Athens, there was the British General Hospital, a medical centre under 

British command. The hospital was primarily destined to the British soldiers but had also many Greek 

inmates.    
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of view, reflecting perhaps pre-war hospital conditions, in the Greek hospital they 

wouldn’t take care of you.111  

Frostbite, was the second major reason for soldiers to be deemed seriously ill 

and therefore unfit for action. Military authorities had not realised this would be a 

serious matter of concern from the beginning: 

At the beginning of the winter, when the first cases of frostbite appeared to men at the 

front, irregularities in the medical attendance due to the lack of experience of the 

medical officers, were observed as the case of frostbite had not been foreseen and 

therefore the question of medical attendance and treatment had not been scrutinized.112 

On 19 of December 1940, therefore, by command of the Ministry of the Army and the 

Ministry of Welfare, the High Medical Council of the Army decided to impose 

additional measures concerning mainly footwear and the treatment of those with 

frostbite.113 At the same time the Ministry gave instructions to all officers to pay 

exceptional attention to soldiers who complained of acute pain in their limbs. The 

urgent measures and the relevant comments of official army documents reflect what the 

initial reaction to the problem of frostbite was.  It seems that servicemen insisting their 

limbs were aching had not been taken seriously or had been treated with indifference at 

least until the consequences proved disastrous. It is indicative that from army statistics 

on disability percentages, almost one third of the total number of war-disabled referred 

to cases of frostbite. (see table 2.) 

In a war diary published in 2001,114 the author, a training soldier in a regimental depot 

close to Athens, cites part of his conversation with some nurses during a funeral of 

wounded soldiers on 7th  January 1941:  

It’s only now, he says, that the military authorities have started to take care of the 

frostbitten.  

On 3rd  January, that is some days before, he describes his visit to a nearby hospital. He 

quotes then that, as said by the frostbitten patients, the officers had not believed their 

 
111  P.K, oral testimony, 3.2.2004 
112HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-1941 

…...op.cit. p.90 
113 Frostbite, nevertheless, had also been a problem during the 1919-1922 war. A document referring to 

the same subject, the measures against frostbite and with similar content  is quoted in HAGS/AHD, I 

Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ti Mikrasiatikin extrateia 1919-1922  (The medical service of the 

Army during the Asia Minor Expedition, 1919-1922), Athens, 1968,  p. 287.  
114 Loukatos, Dimitrios, Oplitis sto alvaniko metopo - imerologiakes simeioseis, (Soldier on the Albanian 

front – diary’s notes) Athens, Potamos, 2001, pp.44-45 
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complaints concerning painful limbs; they had called them cowards and in cases 

abandoned them to find their own way.115 The memoir unveils the ambiguity of the 

notion of “patient” in warfare and the magnitude of the army officers’ neglect. Non 

medical officers were necessarily and directly involved in the process of defining ‘who’ 

the suffering soldier was. 

Frostbitten soldiers had received medical care often too late as, in the very 

beginning, their situation was deemed the equivalent to dereliction. Frostbitten soldiers 

were not victims of the enemy, but of nature. The notion of natural elements as an 

enemy to be fought is an idea also found in army documents, when frost is the subject 

matter.116 It seems, however, that these “elements” became officially recognised as such 

with some delay.  On occasions, the soldiers had hardly reached the front before they 

started suffering from the condition and even if they had fought, their wounds were not 

the result of fighting. For the above reasons their status was initially “lower” than that 

of a “wounded warrior.”117  They “could not narrate their war stories” as Dimitrios 

Loukatos points out touching upon a crucial matter on the constitution of a war-disabled 

person as a wounded-hero.118 To put it differently, they would not be able to adopt the 

status of a hero in their everyday civilian life so easily.119  

Conversely, frostbite,  “brave-less” as it might be, could indeed function as a means of 

dereliction. Following an account of the activities in a surgery station, written by the 

army doctor in charge, 120 there is a brief reference of 16 cases of soldiers pretending to 

have frostbite. The doctor notes: dermatitis in the limbs provoked with the use of bush 

leaves. 

 
115 The case is also recognized in another testimony of a frostbitten soldier: K.M. Oral testimony 

12/8/2003. Before he was found by the passing soldiers and unable to walk, he was abandoned in a 

hutment for, he could not recall how many days. 
116HAGS/Army History Directorate, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia tou stratou kata ton polemo tou 1940-

1941…..op.cit. p.88. Frostbite was not an unknown case to the medical services of the army as reports 

from previous wars illustrate: during the Balkan wars, for instance, cases of frostbitten, although not very 

serious, can be found in HAGS/AHD, I Ygeionomiki ypiresia kata tous valkanikous polemous 1912-1913 

(the  Army Medical Service during the Balkan Wars 1912-1913) Athens 2001, pp.121-122 
117 It is indicative that in the newspapers there is less  reference to cases of frostbitten although  the 

weather conditions are highly emphasized and commercials for ointments against frostbite started 

appearing very early. 
118 Loukatos, Dimitrios, Oplitis sto alvaniko metopo….op.cit.p.44 
119 This did not affect however their official status as war disabled. They shared equal privileges and 

benefits according to their percentage of disability. 
120 Kremmydas, Vasilis Polemika symmeikta tou 40-41, (War 40-41 miscellany), Athens, Dimos 

Athineon - Politistikos Organismos, 1997, , p27 The writer refers to a total number of 22.000 frostbitten 

in the war. Unfortunately he has not accepted to be interviewed.  
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The above physician also treated 647 cases of “sick soldiers”. Who were the sick 

soldiers? In the army statistics appearing in table 2, the largest category of those sick is 

the one concerning servicemen with tuberculosis. In fact tuberculosis had been one of 

the main medical problems in interwar Greece and a large part of the population was 

suffering from the disease and the resulting stigmatization. When the war was over 

many disabled soldiers who at the same time were consumptive, were also recognized 

as war-disabled. Later, one of the associations for the consumptive war-disabled was 

created in Athens.121 

Consumptive soldiers might have a problem in “telling their war-story” as well. 

Not only because their illness could be partly reduced to pre-war living conditions and 

was thus not directly connected to fighting activity, but also because being contagious 

made it unpopular. It is indicative that the association mentioned above, had to change 

its name eliminating the word “consumptive” not to “defame” its members. 

Furthermore, it was suspected that some ex-servicemen suffering from the disease had 

managed to get a false certificate claiming that their state of health had been a 

consequence of the warfare.122  

Medical reports of the time refer to more diseases such as pleurisy, bronchitis, 

meningitis, typhoid fever and more. Illness, in general, would also function as an excuse 

to avoid action. Difficult as it was for somebody to pretend that he was suffering from a 

disease, in the case of “light” ailments, there was always the chance of “exaggeration”. 

In light of this, the dipole “pathological non- pathological” created a scale according to 

which one was able to negotiate the possibility of a leave.123  In one of the oral 

testimonies a war-disabled serviceman complained that his lieutenant tried to get a 

transfer by pretending that he had high temperature. The testimony is indicative of the 

fact that higher rank officers might be considered sincere and thus have it easier.124   

Venereal diseases would cause inconvenience to military authorities. Obviously, 

venereal diseases had consequences for the armed forces too. In army documents 

 
121 The association still exists.  
122 This is a view of one of the interviewees and is not checked. I think however that it is valid. As I said 

tuberculosis was linked to pre-war and of course post-war conditions. Even if false certificates had been a 

rarity of the Greek post- war bureaucratic system, suspicion only could hang over, affecting the 

consumptive’s status. 
123 Margaritis, Giorgos,  in “O polemos tis Alvanias 40-41… op.cit. p. 40 actually attributes the increase 

of disease rates towards the end of the war to this tendency for “overstatements” owing in turn to the 

overall fatigue and low morale of the troops. He builts his argument on the fact that most of the cases had 

recovered in less than three months.  
124  G.A., oral testimony, 2.2. 2004. Later, according to the same testimony, he was accused of being in 

favour of the Italians and was condemned for the same reason. 
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venereal disease was not associated with soldiering and was mainly attributed to “bad” 

behaviour and lack of abstinence. Prevention was thus considered to be more a matter of 

personal than military responsibility. The military authorities used a line of 

argumentation that covered lots of aspects, from the personal well-being of the soldier 

and his surroundings to his fighting capacity. In a “highly urgent” general order of the 

4th of January of 1941, we read that medical officers had to insist that venereal diseases 

generated danger both for soldiers and their families. Medical officers also needed to 

mention that “abstinence is an element of mental strength and endurance.” For those not 

convinced, the order ended by asserting that entrance to hospitals would be prohibited 

for these soldiers. They would have to face punishment instead (which equated their 

state to a form of dereliction).  Furthermore, measures were to be taken to segregate 

“morally suspicious” women or the ones who transmitted the disease. 125 

Mental disorder was one of the most ambiguous pathological states. Throughout 

the memoirs we cannot usually estimate the extent of the problem as there are hardly 

any references on the subject matter. Most of the patients with conditions defined as 

“mental disorders” were, according to a testimony, directed to the Public Mental 

Hospital (Dafni)126 and were not mentioned in the published army documents. Similar 

cases had to be dealt in the neurological sections of the public General Hospitals as 

another testimony states: 

Neurological cases had psychological consequences. At that time, to be clearer, you 

would not dare to say that you are psychologist. I had dealt with thousands of cases in 

Evaggelismos [name of the hospital] and their psychological effects, but the section was 

“neurological” and we were “neurological-psychiatrists.” We used to call ourselves 

neurologists, because people considered visiting a psychologist a stigma. This “story” 

 
125 File 672/9 It is not quite clear if these measures had been generally applied and what kind of 

punishment they ensued. Surveillance together with strict medical control had been a common practice 

for prostitutes who had been considered a source of social risk since the 19th century. In this sense 

segregation here might equate women with prostitutes. For the control of prostitutes in the turn of the 

century see  Korasidou, Maria, Otan i arrostia apeilei- Epitirisi kai elenchos tis ygeias tou plithismou stin 

Ellada tou 19ou ai. (when illness threatens: surveillance and control of the health of the population in 19th 

century Greece), Athens, Typothito, 2002 pp.125-132. 

 There is legitimate  reason to believe that part of the  women who were  involved in this circle of 

contagion had also been victims of rape by Greek or Italian troops, or were civilians who, suffering the 

consequences of war, were in urgent need of money and food. Only one of my testimonies, however, 

refers explicitly to “ rape”, especially by the Italians and hints cases of rape by Greek soldiers. Incidents 

of sexual intercourse of various kinds are also dispersed in G. Haicalis memoir…..op.cit.  
126 The testimony is given by the General Director of a Mental Clinique with a semi-public status in 

Athens (Dromokaeitio) and is quoted in Fafaliou, Maria S., Iera Odos,343: Martyries apo to 

Dromokaiteio, (Iera odos, 343: Testimonies from Dromokaitio hospital) Athens,  Kedros, 1995, p. 147. 
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went on till the 50s and even later. At the time, to go to the psychiatrist you had to be 

mad… 127 

The extract makes it clear that a mental disorder was a stigma for Greek society of the 

time. In this sense, there was almost no context to disassociate mental disorder from 

“madness” and people (also interviewees) would find it difficult to reveal their 

condition in public. There was nevertheless, an additional issue regarding servicemen in 

the course of the battle. A disorder would be difficult to prove and therefore could be 

easily associated with shirking and/or simple fear.  

“Fear”, understandable as it might be in peace-time, would not be a valid 

argument for any offence as indicated by the preamble of the military penal code.128 

Fear would furthermore, undermine the masculinity ideals of the time as I will show 

further on. 

An oral testimony129 mentions a case of a head of a squad who, during a march, stated 

that he was unable to lead the group to its destination. The soldiers informed the 

lieutenant, and he, arriving on the spot, put a gun on the leader’s temple and threatened 

to kill him. Saved only after the intervention of the rest of the soldiers he explained later 

that he had just no idea of what was wrong with him. According to the lieutenant, he 

would be deemed “suspect” from then on. The example is also interesting because the 

head of squad tried to save his reputation sending a letter, months later, to my 

interviewee and describing his war activity afterwards. My informant added this last 

detail so as not to leave this person open to criticism: The man recovered and fought 

until he was wounded… 

Disorder during the battle could arouse suspicion of betrayal. In contrast with a 

physical illness eg. frostbite, a mental condition could be taken to mean cowardice as in 

the case above. There is legitimate reason to believe that disorder was not recognized as 

such even by the individual who suffered it. The subsequent weakness, incompatible 

with the ideal of the fighter and with the model of masculine self-control, generated 

shame and fear. It was probably a condition too serious to be dealt with and not as 

 
127 Oral testimony by the psychiatrist K . Lyketsos, quoted in  Fafaliou,Maria S. Iera Odos ...op.cit. p.147. 
128 Official Gazette, 21/2/1941 no 49. The penal code existing till February 1941 was the one of 1860.  
129 Oral testimony with G.F. 20.8. 2003.  
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obvious as needed to be deemed as neurasthenia or madness.130 Or to put it differently, a 

situation placed on the borderline of reason and insanity.  

In a previous chapter, I argued that mental disorder was also irreconcilable with the 

model of the 1940 Greek soldier that public memory would create. The Greek hero was 

seen as someone who used reasoning to oppose the “animalistic” or “mechanical” force 

of the enemy. 

Cases of insanity are rarely found in war accounts of any kind as I said, also 

because they would undermine the very idea of war opposing an enemy. G. Haicalis, in 

his memoir includes a revealing commentary given to him by the doctor at a surgery 

station. When the doctor reached the Monastery of Agios Andrianos converted to a 

medical station he describes what he witnessed:  

What we saw defied description. In a large hall, the “coenobium”, more than a hundred 

injured, ours [Greeks] and Italians; and they were incessantly bringing in insane 

[soldiers], tied, clasped together, ours with the Italians, whom they initially put in the 

yard 

It is remarkable how the description accentuates the link between insanity and both 

Greek  and enemy soldiers lying side by side in the same space: if illness and wounds 

permit the housing of enemies under the same roof, with a clear dividing line, insanity 

dissolves this line and allows them to “stick together”. It is not betrayal; it is 

(legitimate) insanity. In this sense war is made legitimate through reason and vice versa. 

People who reason are able to recognize what separates enemies; insanity does not see 

these sides at all.  

Nevertheless, in several accounts interviewees would identify warfare with “insanity” 

and their activity with the inability to think, to use their own power of reason. It seems 

that the connection between war and   insanity goes back a long way. 

Pathology in the context of war is an issue that passes through medical 

“territory” and directly links up with the army “apparatus”: if the background of what is 

pathological and what is not, is already somehow defined in a given society, it is the 

military context (mainly the medical services inscribed into the hierarchies and overall 

structure of the military world) that maps the space in which a pathological status can be 

legitimised as such and the seriousness of a case decided. This space is not fixed or 

 
130 A similar example given by an American volunteer ambulance driver would refer to a soldier whose 

hands were almost destroyed from an explosion. The writer recognised the symptoms of mental disorder 

and mentioned that the soldier was afraid that he would be accused of trying to inflict injuries to himself.  
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rigid. The conditions of the war contribute to its shaping.  This is, for instance, how 

frostbitten soldiers had to be taken seriously since at some point their number exceeded 

that of the injured. Ignoring them would have meant serious losses for the armed forces.  

On the other hand soldiers with symptoms of mental disorder were treated with 

suspicion and considered in need of treatment, if not seriously (sic) insane, when their 

attitude opposed to military, national, social or cultural codes.  

One important issue of this enquiry will be to trace the way soldiers themselves 

constituted their subjectivity in accordance (or not) with what was regarded 

“pathological” since the meaning of their illness had been a social one.  This is the 

starting point of the following section that tries to trace the same procedure in hospital 

space and for categories of soldiers whose pathological situation is not questioned. 

Table 3. 

Hospitals during the 1940-1941 war.  

(source: HAGS/Army History Directorate, The Army Medical Service during the Greek-

Italian War 1940-1941, Athens 1983, pp.199-200) 

I Existing Hospitals 

City Number                      Hospital 

Athens 

 

 

      

      3 

A General Military Hospital  

2nd Military Hospital 

3rd  Military Hospital 

Larissa       1 B General Military Hospital  

Ioannina        1       Military Hospital 

Tricala       1       »    

Eleftheroupoli       1       » 

Thessalonica 

 

      2 C General Military Hospital 

    Military Hospital 

Veria       1       » 

Kilkis       1       » 

Sidirokastro       1       » 

Serres       1       » 

Xanthi       1       » 

Drama       1 D General Military Hospital 

Kavala       1     Military Hospital 

Komotini       1       » 

Alexandroupoli       1 E General Military Hospital 

Mutilini       1     Military Hospital 

Florina       1      » 

Kozani       1      » 

Kerkyra       1      » 

Patras       1      » 

Nafplio       1      » 

Korinthos       1      » 

Halkida       1      » 

Hania       1      » 
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Total  

 

    27       

 

 

Some of the already existing Military hospitals had to be extended to other buildings owing to 

the growing needs of the war. Examples include towns like Kozani (School of Agriculture), 

Florina (3rd nursery school of Florina, Municipal hospital, Agricultural school etc.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II Established Hospitals 

 

City added new          hospital established in 

Athens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   17  4th Military Hospital 

5th              » 

6th              » 

7th              » 

8th              » 

9th              » 

10th            » 

11th            » 

12th            » 

13th            » 

14th            » 

15th            » 

16th            » 

17th            » 

18th            » 

19th            » 

20th            » 

Ippokratio hospital 

Psihiko131 

Loutraki132 

Red Cross hospital 

Varvakio school 

M.Iliadi gynaecol. clinic 

Fraier School 

Leontios School 

Loutraki 

Polytechnic School 

Iosifogleio Orphanage 

University Club 

7thHigh School of Pagrati 

Marousi schools 

Zapeio-Military Club 

College of Hellenikon 

Voula 

Lamia 

 

       2 1st Military Hospital 

2nd             » 

133 

Larisa 

 

   2  1st Military Hospital 

2nd             » 

 

Edipsos 

 

    2 1st Military Hospital 

4th Military Hospital 

 

Kam. 

Vourla 

    1      Military Hospital  

Volos     1      Military Hospital  
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Thessalonica 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   7  1st Military Hospital 

2nd             » 

3rd              » 

4th              » 

5th              » 

6th              » 

7th              » 

 

Preveza     1      Military Hospital  

Ioannina 

 

 

   3  1st Military Hospital 

2nd             » 

3rd             » 

 

Arta     1      Military Hospital  

Agrinio     1      Military Hospital various 

Mesologgi     1      Military Hospital  

Tripoli     1      Military Hospital  

    -     1 S1 Military Hospital Transportation hosp. 

    -     1 S2 Military Hospital                  » 

    -     1 S3 Military Hospital                  » 

    -     1 S4 Military Hospital                  » 

Total     29   15                  

Gen Total                                                         44  
New hospitals in the following table  are the ones founded in towns where there was no existing military 

hospital. Added are the additional to the previously existed. 

To the number of hospitals added to meet the needs of war, we have to include the ones under British 

command   that received also Greek soldiers, mainly the one of Athens. 

Moreover an additional temporary hospital was established in Koritsa, that is in Albanian territory.  

Finally a number of soldiers entered in private clinics) 

 

 
1 Psihico is a district of Athens. The hospital  had been established in a High School.  
1 Loutraki is a health resort close to Athens. The hospital had been established in different buildings, 

among them the “Pigi” hotel. 
1 There is no indication in the table as to where the hospitals were established . From the army documents, 

however, we know that municipal , private and public buildings were used. Indicative is the case of the 

town of Agrinio, initially established in a private school and later in the civil hospital, a tobacco industry 

storage, a public school and a private ( Mavromati’s)clinic, F 678/ΙΒ. 

 In cities like Thessalonica things were not always easier: The 7th Military hospital was partly established 

in the French school and French hospital and partly in a barracks near the train station, all buildings prone 

to aerial  bombardment due to their  position. F 678/IΓ. 

The S1 transportation hospital was in Florina until the 8/4/41 and then to Vasilika until the 13/4/41, 

finally to Agrinio to 8/5/41. While in Florina it was extended to 3 different buildings F 678 
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Hospitals: time, space, people 

Medical treatment in hospitals was not rare before the war. The city of Athens as 

well as Thessalonica had a number of hospitals, private clinics and several military 

hospitals (seen in table 3-I). During the war their number increased dramatically to 

satisfy the needs of soldiers and civilian victims of bombardment (established military 

hospitals are seen in table 3-II) 

In this section I will try to address the issue of experience and medical treatment 

focusing on the medical institution par excellence,  that is the hospital in times of war. I 

would like to stress however, that my main purpose is not to contribute to the history of 

the hospital as an institution or to find out the main modifications of the institution 

during the war.   

The text that follows explores the experience of the injured soldiers during their 

hospitalization in a number of medical centres. I consider this to be of particular 

importance because: a) it covers the period when the soldier “obtained” his disability, 

practically in cases of mutilation and theoretically when recognized as war-disabled, b) 

hospital becomes the critical social space where the injured soldier constitutes a new 

self perception, and invests it with meaning. 

The question I address therefore is how this process came into being. In my point of 

view, the hospital is the crucial space where the serviceman became an ex-serviceman 

and war-disabled in social and historical terms. Similarly it is also the place where one 

can see the soldier’s initial reaction to his “metamorphosis” through the memory of this 

experience. 

For the above analysis I use testimonies and therefore, representations of the 

soldiers’ hospital life as well as data regarding their social profile; also information on 

the organization, number, location and function of  hospitals in the course of the War, 

especially military hospitals. Finally, I take into consideration public discourse on the 

matter using newspapers of the period.  I try to open out the analysis, to separately 
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examine different categories of people who form part of hospital life and whom the 

patients met while the war was still going on. 

 

        ‘Entering’ the hospital. 

As I mentioned in the previous paragraphs, hospitals were not uncommon in the 

pre-war years. Apart from the two main cities, Athens and Thessalonica, smaller towns 

used to have a municipal, civil or military hospital.134 Those last ones attended the 

needs of military officers or policemen in times of peace and, as seen in table 3.I they 

amounted to 27 in the pre-war period, three of them being in the capital.  

Hospitalization was not a rare phenomenon but at the same time was not a 

practice as common as we know it nowadays, where hospital treatment is linked to post-

war social insurance schemes. In Greece such schemes were initiated in the late 1920s.  

Given this fact, hospital and hospitalization as a citizen’s right was not yet embedded in 

Greek social life. Especially in the countryside, where the presence of physicians was 

infrequent, hospitalization for the poor might cover only emergency cases. Conversely, 

in the cities, hospitalisation was also linked to the poor and needy, usually those 

suffering from contagious diseases and who would be considered a danger for society. 

For the poorest ,  hospital would be seen then more as an asylum and less as a place of 

medical treatment. The extent to which a hospital was considered a place for urgent 

cases or a space meaning social exclusion explains why people would not choose to go 

there   willingly for treatment.135  

           Hospitals and what they stand for was initially connected to private philanthropy. 

Most of the big medical centres were the product of private initiative and funding. The 

role of the state, however, grew increasingly after the 1920s when the arrival of a huge 

number of refugees from Asia Minor sharpened necessity and enhanced possibilities. In 

1922 the Ministry of Sanitary and Welfare started founding popular medical stations 

including 32 medical centres for the refugees,136 while some improvements were made 

 
134 Athens by the end of the 19th century had already at least 12 medical centres of various specialties and 

one military hospital.  Hospitals had also been founded in Pireus, Patra, Mesologgi. The information has 

been taken from  Korasidou, Maria, Otan i  arrostia apeilei…op.cit.2 In the interwar years I assume that 

apart of the new established hospitals one had to count the military centres of the annexed regions after 

the Balcan wars and the WWI. 
135 An interesting survey could include death rates in hospitals. Considering the main sanatorium in 

Athens the death rates are very high. The case however might not be representative. 
136 Stavrakis, Giorgos, 1902-2002: a century of Sotiria, Athens 2002, p.69 
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to existing public ones.137 Medical stations’ main goal was therapeutic although in 

specific cases inclusion and control were important parameters.138  

           If state activity in the public health sector was on the increase immediately after 

the First World War, the Second World War, the subsequent conscription and the 

growing need laid emphasis on the military authorities’ presence.139  In this sense 

medical treatment became closely linked to a kind of dependency of civilian bodies that 

the declaration of the war ensued. Recently enlisted soldiers had passed a more or less 

close medical examination at least in theory  and after the first months of the war, some 

might even have become  familiar with the medical treatment offered, as  fellow 

soldiers spread information on the subject from first hand  experience. 

           Given the fact that the male population put themselves under the controlling eye 

of military command and their lives in grave danger as a result of conscription, they 

might expect, if wounded, the state to provide them either with decent medical 

treatment and render them able-bodied or give them the title of the war-victim. An 

example illustrating this is the case of a war-disabled man who, with a piece of mortar 

shell in his leg, was told that he would not have it operated, his case not being critical:  

....my father has a demand [he said to the doctor while pulling his pyjamas]…you are 

going to take what I have in here off before I go back to him.140 

            At the beginning of the conflict, an emergency scheme by the army proposed 

several hospitals in different towns of Greece be established. The plan had been 

generally fulfilled and 44 military hospitals were added to the existing ones, 15 in towns 

where there had previously been no military hospital (table 3.II). These medical centres 

were placed in various public or private buildings, mostly schools, as the case of Athens 

indicates. Their structure was not always the appropriate for the needs of a hospital and 

therefore increased the feeling of receiving poor care and treatment.  It is indicative that 

in soldiers’ memories their complains and justifications are intertwined. The critical 

 
137 One case is the sanatorium  of Sotiria . Stavrakis , Giorgos, 1902-2002……op.cit. pp.90-106 
138 The conditions for instance in the biggest sanatorium of Athens, Sotiria were miserable. Stavrakis, 

Giorgos…..op.cit. The sanatorium had also the function of a poorhouse Stournas, Kostas, I 

“Sotiria”…..op.cit. 
139 I do not take it as a given that this activity was a consequence of the war although I strongly support 

the idea that the state’s intervention was highly emphasized in general after the arrival of the refugees. It 

is not yet decided if quantity surpassed the possibilities of private initiative and stressed the need for 

central administrative planning, or an already taken direction towards intervention found a privileged 

field of activity. 
140 Oral testimony:  K.Ch. 25.7. 2004 

The interviewee actually was trying to have an operation or manage to negotiate his disability percentage. 

The answer he had been given was that he would either have his leg (unnecessarily) cut or leave the 

hospital. 
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character of the situation and the poverty of the Greek state is usually mentioned as the 

main excuse for the lack of organization. Modern-day developments in medical science 

has increased our notion of progress and hence the “expected” inadequacy of the 

treatment during the war. 

           Hospitals, particularly those in the two major cities, were identified as the end of 

a tough trajectory from the front. This was also due to the hospital’s location between 

the front and a soldiers’ hometown. It is interesting that in many oral testimonies the 

arrival at the hospital is considered as the end of the story and the interviewee asks what 

else they should say.  

In fact arriving at a hospital is usually regarded by the interviewees as the end of the 

war, even if the hospital is starting point of a whole new adventure. This is not always 

the case however; from the point of view of someone who had been mutilated or 

disabled entering hospital might be equated with death. A memoir published in 1959 

gives us a meaningful example in which the frostbitten and mutilated author stresses his 

impression of the white walls he saw when he arrived: they seemed like the snow of the 

front, that is death itself, he says.141 

           In theory, the process following the admission of the patient, conditions 

permitting, would involve a long, almost ceremonial procedure of disinfection described 

in a medical report of 1942: 

After taking off their clothes and leaving their belongings, they would have a haircut, a 

shaving and a hot shower and soap with the help of the nurse […]Professional or 

volunteer nurses would rub the hairy parts of their body with pure petroleum and 

(olive) and the rest of their body with a solution of 10% camphor-oil or naphthalene.  

142 

Soldiers treated in this way might also feel disinfected by the effects of the war and  

prepared to heal the traumatic situation they had suffered. In terms of hygiene, the 

procedure aimed to ‘cleanse’ them but such measures did not always work because they 

were either ineffective or the procedure did not take place.  

An “amusing” recurrent theme in the testimonies concerning the initial phase of hospital 

life would be the lice. It seems that this bothersome insect was tough enough to… 

 
141 Markakis, Petros, Kai epi ges irini-hronikon polemou, Athens 1959 

 The author states that the memoir was written just after his operation and then underwent some editing 

for the publication.  
142 F 678/IB the repot refers to the selection and transportation centre of the town of Agrinion. 
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withstand disinfection seeing that it appeared in most hospital centres and reminded the 

soldiers of where they had been: lice were present in all kinds of testimonies, memoirs 

etc. as the triumphant protagonist and encapsulated in the most innocuous way the 

misery of war life. Conversely, reference to lice might offer the opportunity for a joke 

and a relaxing chat. In these terms it proved that lice endured time and survived in the 

construction of heroic ideals.143. Lice were sometimes permanent inhabitants of the 

medical stations or centres, the circulation of soldiers being constant. A soldier 

confirms: 

We had lice on our bodies. But also the bed where I was tossed was… full of them!     

(he laughs) And the lice were eating me alive!144 

          A military hospital was only an extension of and not the end to dependency of 

military life. This feeling is stronger in testimonies of the war-disabled who had been 

far away from their hometown and would not be visited by relatives. 

Successful or not, the process of hospitalization and medical treatment began with a 

kind of catharsis that seemed to bring soldiers back to an every-day routine. After all, 

one had to consider that the trajectory from one medical station to the other, later to the 

home-front hospital delineated the way back to normal life as it had been before the 

War. It was a metaphorical voyage from war to peace, even if peace was highly 

questionable at the home-front. One interviewee for instance could really only 

remember watching bombardments and air- fights close to Piraeus port from his 

window as part of his hospital life:  

At six o clock at night, at midnight (sic), […] they made it look like a day. There would 

be 53 airplanes. I counted them one by one. […] a German, from there above, 10,000 

metres, how did he…..how did he do it? cr,cr,cr,cr and there he goes, straight above the 

ships and he bombs; all the ships on fire! They got burned! 

        For those who did not experience the bombing of the medical centre they found 

themselves in, the hospital would seem to be a more or less protective environment. 145   

 
143 It is amazing that most testimonies, written, oral published or unpublished refer to lice. A similar thing 

that needs further examination happens with donkeys and other animals used for transportation. Donkeys 

were probably starving as much as the soldiers did and they were extremely useful for the transportation 

of the injured. In some occasions they had been left unburied or had fallen in the deep gorges of Albania 

landscape. Not in oral testimonies but in published memoirs and literature they are a recurrent subject.  A 

separate section of the medical army services was concerned with animals that would be seen as 

contributing their efforts for the Greek nation. 
144 Oral testimony  K.Ch. on the 25 / 7/ 2004. 
145 On bombing civilians as an extended practice throughout the WWII see  Burke, Joanna, The Second 

World War : a People’s History, New York,Oxford University Press, 2001 pp.25  
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gradually find out about the consequences of total war on civilians’ lives, the feeling of 

protection might turn into a deep psychological need. Keeping the above as a 

concluding remark, I will try in what follows to deal with the impact that the discourse 

on the war and relevant public practices had on hospitalized soldiers. 

         

         Coming back 

On arriving back home from the front, soldiers found themselves more and more 

in contact with representations on themselves dominating the public sphere. Letters, 

newspapers or radio rarely reached the front and censorship was strict.  Conversely, at 

the home-front articles with photographs and war correspondents’ texts, popular 

iconography, documentaries and speeches filled public imagery to the extent that a 

historian of the period would equate this activity to a kind of “ultimate ritual” in 

itself.146 Wounded soldiers, on their arrival in the urban areas of the home-front, had to 

“enter” the legendary context, playing their part in the “theatre” of practices taking 

place around  public discourse which was developing simultaneously.  

Some interviewees tend to remember disembarking from the hospital-boat, 

which transported them to the port of Piraeus. One interviewee remembered being 

welcomed by  the members of the dictatorship’s youth organization (EON), took the 

opportunity to introduce praise for Metaxa’s dictatorship.147 Memory, I guess, must 

have been facilitated by the wide variety of photos used in the newspapers of the time 

and the history books later on.  In the case mentioned above the interviewee was also 

grateful to the girls of the youth organization, seeing that they restored contact with his 

relatives after sending a telegram to his family.  Another interviewee would remember 

 
There are quite a lot of cases of bombardment of medical centres. According to the army, the medical 

stations in Kouts and Agioi Saranta had been bombed by the Italian air-force regardless of the Red Cross 

signs they bore.  
HAGS/Army History Directorate, The army medical service during the Greek-Italian War 1940-1941, 

Athens 1983, p.122 The same goes for hospitals at the home front like the Military Hospital of Ioannina. I 

have little knowledge as to the activity of the Greek air forces. 
146 Margaritis, Giorgos, “Apo to Metaxa ston emfylio-ta simvola tes patridas”in Fleischer, Hagen, 

Greece, 1936-1949: from the dictatorship to the civil war, discontinuities and continuities. Athens, 

Kastaniotis, 2003, pp.126.   In the sense that there was no need for a national celebration as the news from 

the front had been converted to a celebration in itself.  

 
147 Oral testimony with Ch. K.13/1/ 2004. The interviewee was born in 1918 in the island of Kefalonia  

the dictator’s place of origin.   
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the “Metaxa girls” with indifference albeit underscoring that later, during his hospital 

life, the people in Athens  cared much about them 148  

Both examples show differentiations between what I call the “public image” and its 

trajectory through the following years: wounded soldiers carried by the youth 

organization members, was actually part of the machinery of public exposure that would 

contribute to the official image of the war- hero according to which the protagonist 

deserved every attention from state and society. 

To what extent this image would become part of the protagonists’ self-

perception as a sign of general recognition, is problematic. After all the perception of 

Different, sometimes opposing, aspects of the way the wounded were received during 

the war months, are illustrated by Demitrios Loukatos149 in his diary. The writer states;  

With the first injured arrived in Athens there were welcoming receptions organized. 

They were carrying them along Stadiou street on parade and the people on the 

pavement greeted them. Spontaneously; nobody refuses that. 

This paragraph, nevertheless, comes only after he has explained the unwillingness of the 

people in the street to help the wounded on another occasion. 

In the following subsection I will get back to the space of home-front hospitals 

and deal with the encounters servicemen had there. I consider an analysis significant 

given that these encounters form part to the subjectivity of the wounded during their 

hospitalization. 

 

        ‘Visitors’ 

People greeting and praising the wounded is a topic in the testimonies which 

leads to another aspect of the soldier’s experience for the duration of his stay in 

hospital. Recruits coming from the tough environment of the front encountered or 

listened to the triumphal greetings at the home-front. A direct extension of this 

welcoming reception would be by the visitors in the hospitals who were not the ones 

usually expected by a patient during hospitalization.  

 
148 Oral testimony with A.K. 23.8. 2004: the comment was the product of my question on how the 

disabled were treated and referred to the period after the war. It is therefore important that my interviewee 

had a flash back and he answered with tears in his eyes. 
149

 Loukatos, Dimitrios, Oplitis sto alvaniko metopo….op.cit. p.41. It is important to mention that the 

author had not been wounded, so it is difficult to equate  his view with the experience of the war-disabled 
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In fact many, if not most, of the wounded were not visited by their relatives (some 

might have no visitors at all).  This was due to delays in the flow of information,150 

problems in transportation -mostly for the enlisted from islands– or poverty: not all the 

families could afford the trip to the capital. 

Given this fact, any person-to-person encounter such as one of a patient with other 

patients, nurses, doctors or other visitors acquired further importance.  

Among these visitors, those representing the state, the upper- classes, the church or 

philanthropic organizations were an exceptional group as their mere presence in the 

hospital space was attributable to the warfare. They represented the nation and the 

nation’s debt to the servicemen’s sacrifice. They expressed the recognition of the 

soldiers as heroes sacrificed for the nation. 

The link of the above groups to the medical institutions is detectable in previous 

periods when hospitals were the centre of philanthropic activity of the middle-upper 

classes.151 Philanthropists, usually of the female sex, would perform a similar albeit less 

frequent activity for the poor. The association of the above activity to the war can be 

clearly seen when compared to the Balkan wars, when the Red-Cross together with 

well-off citizens and Greeks living abroad as well as women organizations and the royal 

family tried to coordinate their efforts.  

The royal family as a protagonist accentuated its paternal or rather maternal 

role152, while the interest of the state which developed in the interwar years somehow 

changed the landscape of “social care”.  

It is not, nevertheless, the aim of this text to analyse the possible continuities or 

discontinuities that the War generated in philanthropic practice since then. After all, 

philanthropic practice had been a more complex and broad field which contained 

 
150 In Athens newspapers there were lists published almost everyday to inform about the people entering 

the central hospitals. Other sources however, insist on the difficulties relatives had on learning about their 

people. This was also due to the fact that soldiers were sometimes not recognizable as I mentioned later. 

An injured, for instance, transported to the hospital of Ioannina, his home- town close to the front, 

remained for several days lying on a bed before his parents learn –by chance- about his fate. 
151 On the subject matter see  Korasidou, Maria op.cit. p.99 
152 On the role of the royal family in the “rituals of care” see Quataert, Jean, “Mobilizing Philanthropy in 

the Service of War: the female rituals of care in the New Germany, 1871-1914”in Boemeke, Manfred F.  

Chickering, Roger and Förster, Stig (eds), Anticipating Total War-The German and American 

Experiences, 1871-1914, German Historical Institute and Cambridge University Press, 1999.  

The author addresses the subject of militaristic values and mentalities in German polity and explores the 

rituals of care in the context of the mobilization of Philanthropy for the aims of war and the instillation of 

loyalty to the nation. Although the context in Greek society might be different, similar practices 

accentuated the role of the royal family and upper classes towards the same direction. The dominance of 

the Grand Idea (Megali Idea) in the period before the WWII in Greece poses questions as to the 

importance of these practices and its impact in the Greek society of the time. 
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various features throughout WWII.153 In general the practice served to instill 

identification with a caring state and affirm notions of community and solidarity. In a 

way, it went in the opposite direction to what soldiers felt as abandonment and 

indifference. 

Public discourse, as shown in the newspapers, promoted the idea of national 

union and stressed everything that dealt with the nation’s care for the wounded.  It is 

difficult for example, not to see, the constant, almost daily mention in newspapers with 

the following phrase: Her Highness, the Princess of the Successor of the Throne visited 

…[name of hospital].  

Photos of female members of the royal family were indeed published in Athens dailies 

where one might read articles on women’s role and services.154 

For the entertainment of the soldiers there were concerts and theatrical plays organized 

either by private companies or by the EON youth. Upper-class ladies as members of 

women’s organizations or privately paid visits to hospitals and on some occasions 

offered their services as volunteer nurses. The whole endeavour alluded to the idea of a 

large family ensuring the physical as well as emotional well-being of its members. The 

church was represented by high officials and women from church organizations. 

Published memoirs refer to speeches by priests mostly at the front, but as army 

documents inform us, this activity was continued in the hospitals of the home-front: in 

Loutraki for instance, priests gave speeches on a regular basis following the Bishop of 

Korinth’ s order. 155 Several political figures were also announced to have visited the 

hospitals.  Finally, municipal and army bands played music for the patients , as in the 

case of Ioannina,  and cinema evenings with war movies reminding the wounded of 

recent episodes of their life ( represented  in a “screen” version of course). 

No reference to a royal family visit was made in my oral sources. This might be 

a mere coincidence or due to the fact that royal state representatives in Greece no longer 

exist in the form of monarchy which was abolished in 1975 (with the referendum of the 

 
153 To give an example indicative also of the conditions of living of the enlisted families: in Athens there 

appeared the need for additional food banks. According to the newspaper “Proia” of the 1st of January 

1941,  20,000 meals were prepared daily and distributed all-over the city. Priority was given to the 

families of the enlisted. Before the war the number of meals was 3,000. and concerned the paupers of the 

city. D. Loukatos referring to the same banks states that the day of Metaxa’s onomastic day people were 

promised to be given meat. D Loukatos, Oplitis….op.cit. p.47 
154 For instance the first page of “Proia” of the 1st January 1941 appears with a photo of the Successor’s 

princess and her children on the top (with no article covering it), followed by an article: “Let’s think 

about the Greek woman”, another one, explaining why the war is a new national starting point for the 

country and next page  a photo with princess Alexandra in a hospital with an entertainment group. 
155 HAGS/AHD, The medical service of the army ….p.180 
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8th December 1974). On the contrary allusions to other visits during hospitalization are 

quite often made both in oral testimonies and in published accounts.  

The visitors referred to, are usually upper-class women from families eminent in 

political and economic life. Those who had personal contact with these women seem to 

remember them by name or better by reference to their famous husband, brother or 

father. In mentioning these women, they also created a point of reference with the 

person listening (that is me) as these women had a name easily recognizable and maybe 

because of the fact that I happened to be a woman. In other words, I attribute these 

allusions to the need to create a common space.  

However, the central idea is not so much that those women helped the soldiers because 

they were in need, but that important people estimated their value and thus cared about 

them as they “recognized” the soldiers’ sacrifice to the nation, they being its primary 

agents. This way both sides seemed to benefit: visitors who affirmed their hierarchical 

status and soldiers, as they were given a reason for their present state of health. The 

interesting point is the frequent association of this particular recognition to the general 

one as if the visitors themselves needed the reference to a broader background.  To take 

a case, Ch.K, a wounded soldier, linked people’s enthusiasm for volunteering to help, 

by referring to the wife of a ship-owner: 

His wife and others were there; there were ship-owners’ wives offering their services 

[…] to the wounded. People had… were enthusiastic with the …result that we had from 

the battle (sic)  

The visits further enhanced the idea of (national) cohesion as they shifted away 

from the notion of philanthropy to the creation of an imagery family: as relatives would 

come to the hospital to see their loved ones so did the ladies and, above all the queen 

and the royal family.  The interviewee mentioned before goes on:  

…and two girls, I remember, took us to the bath and washed me with soap, they cleaned 

me, my leg up of course, so that I would not wet it, lice, a whole heap; Lice! (he laughs) 

and they changed me out of my clothes, they washed me afterwards, they gave me 

another set of clothes and went on changing my bandage. 

 

         Nurses 

The impression was very strong when women served also as volunteer nurses. 

The biological sex of the volunteers apart from associating harmoniously with the idea 

of serving (women serve men), alludes to mother-care and corresponds directly to the 
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need a soldier might have after a traumatic event: they are thrown back to an imaginary 

childhood, a turn around of time. To this protection-dependency state, there also comes 

a reversal of roles: soldiers are served by the upper-classes (here, as in the previous 

example the lice actually strengthen this notion). Only in an unusual way: after the men 

have potentially “become” children.156  

The strong presence of the female sex had an additional function: it legitimatized 

the sacrifice made for the “protection of women and children” and, thus, re-established 

the otherwise “injured” masculinity of the wounded. 157  

A.K. a frostbitten and mutilated soldier, was moved by the presence of a high ranking 

army officer’s daughters:  

There was a general, his name was Bakos. Bakos. He had two daughters like you, I 

remember once they came and they took me to a cinema, carried me upwards on a 

terrace, in Ampelokipoi [a district of Athens], two girls, long live them, if they live.158 

The service of the nurses as well as their key- role in the hospital space is 

recognized by many interviewees who sometimes remember them by name and do not 

link them to a certain social category. Nurses can be familiar and do not embody a 

(direct) link to army life. In one of the interviews I took, the protagonist recalls a nurse 

who died during the bombing of Ioannina. In fact in his continuous recourse to memory 

he mentions the episode trying to remember something which has no link to 

hospitalization. Another nurse is also recalled again and again in his narration. 159 One 

more interviewee talked to me about a nurse who had the same name as his wife 

(Ismene) but only after the encouragement of the (female) secretary of the association 

where the interview took place and who seemed to have heard the story before160:  

We had a nurse whose brother was a pilot and had been killed those days during an air-

fight. And she came, and by coincidence my wife’s name was also Ismene, [he smiles] 

and she embraced me and read various books to me…. 

 
156 Interestingly this kind of mother or sister role is given emphasis in the public discourse. In an article of 

the 31st of January 1941 in the Newspaper Proia under the title: “Volunteer nurses: real Greeks” which 

praises the work of the nurses’ service, we read: …the hospital is their second house and the wounded  

their second family. And as a conclusion: The fatherland has taken you from your houses, from your 

family, from your husbands, from your friends. And  placed you close to your brother’s bed. You care for 

him. You spend the night close to him. You offer him consolation. You are his mother. 
157 About the idea of protection and its use by the official rhetoric see chapter on the meaning of the war. 
158 Oral testimony, Α.Κ. 23.8.2004. 
159 Oral testimony  with  G.A.  2.2. 2004. The interviewee had indeed problems to recall certain  events 

and presented vacuums but was always able to inform me if he thought that he could not recall something. 
160 The secretary was a person more familiar than me and knew intimate, less official incidents. 
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The same interviewee goes on: And here [means in Athens] …there were lots of 

volunteers from the aristocracy who considered it an honour to offer their services to 

us.  

In public discourse nurses appear to have proved their courage and be worthy of 

their role as Greek women. Hence, their status was elevated. An article in a daily 

newspaper concerning volunteer nurses stated that the Greeks had to apologize to those 

ladies and girls whom they believed only cared for entertainment. Indeed such ladies 

and girls did not offer their service only to “show off”, the author confirms. They had 

stopped thinking only of themselves. A visit to a military hospital whatsoever makes the 

visitor halt with respect in front of the women with the white uniform. The above 

comments, echoing military life, “recognition” (in a period when women had no right to 

vote)161 might be indicative of the limits of the possibilities the historical context 

offered. The author of the article would question aspects of femininity, like coquetry 

and freedoms such as managing leisure time, to emphasize duty through military 

metaphors (halting in front of a uniform). At the same time he insinuated that both 

denied aspects and new activities belonged to a certain social category: upper class 

women.   

Such volunteer activity, however, would cover all social strata without reference 

to class specific categories:  women would offer clothes and linen, they would knit for 

the soldiers, write letters to them, and carry ammunition to and up the mountains. Thus, 

they too were part of the nation. This activity was not far from the traditional role of 

serving. It was not a job since service to the nation bore the clear characteristics of the 

volunteer contribution. Moreover, women presented as a feminine incarnation of 

“nationhood” needed to acknowledge their masculine complimentary: their being 

recognised as “nation” implied the recognition of the soldiers as heroes of the nation or 

the sacrifice they made for the Greek women.162 Both views would create a potentially 

fruitful field as a foundation of loyalty to the nation. 

 
161 Starting from the interwar years -and ironically connected also with reservists demands for more jobs 

since the 20s-   a discussion promoted also by the regime after1936, would enhance the idea of the 

“appropriate roles” of the women far from the professional sphere. In this context we can  put for 

instance, the absence of references to women workers in industries during the war. For the discussion on 

women and labouring in 1940 see also  Avdela, Efi, “Fysikos proorismos” kai o rolos tou kratous: mia 

protasi gia tin ergasia twn gynaikwn tou 1940, in The Greece of  '40, Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou 

Politismou kai Genikis Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991date f the symposium), pp. 125-152 
162 The remarks of this part of course do not consider women’s remembrances  which might differentiate 

from the public discourse on them. For an interesting analysis on the very same subject which explores 

both official demands and women’s testimonies see Kate Darian-Smith, “Remembrance, Romance and 
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       ‘Recognition’ 

  Maternal protection, gratitude or sexual appeal was also encapsulated in the 

idea of recognition. Some of the stories I gathered included an episode concerning the 

difficulty or impossibility of relatives to literally recognize their men either because 

they were too weak and ill, or because they had bandages everywhere or were 

disfigured. Recognition, thus, in its most conventional sense of identification, had been 

a crucial issue for those who enlisted. In this sense public, later official recognition of a 

person as a man not to say as a hero, could provide an identity to those who had 

experienced the front and sustained injuries. Given the fact that nurses or women 

visitors were also the link to the rest of the people and sometimes to relatives, wounded 

servicemen in contact with these women would associate two aspects of time, the pre-

war past with the post- war present. This link would contribute to the soldiers’ personal 

cohesion. 

Recognition also meant being reincorporated into the world. The “war hero” was 

the person who, along with official argument sacrificed his physical integrity for the 

nation.  Invoking a whole community would alleviate the possible lack of solidarity or 

isolation that soldiers especially from the countryside might have felt. Even if they were 

with people of the same origin at the front, in the hospital that was much unfamiliar and 

strange.163  

For the seriously wounded, being included in the national body would serve as a 

solution for the expected stigmatization of the “cripple” in the future: that is, while 

disability undermined rehabilitation in local communities, the quality of the war hero 

suggested a transcendence to something larger. Furthermore, it alluded to an existing 

historical reality in the Greek and international context: the veteran, the war- disabled.  

In the hospital space where the injured were dependent and hierarchically below the 

rest, this alternative immediately “improved” their status, namely, it produced a direct 

result. After all hospital was a small community in itself. 

A funny episode, illustrating the sociability and familiarity that might develop, 

took place in a hospital in Athens, when one of the patients decided to flirt firmly with 

 
Nation: memories of Wartime Australia”, in  Leydesdorff, Selma,   Passerini, Luisa,   Thompson, Paul ( 

eds), Gender and Memory, International Yearbook of Oral history and Life Stories vol IV, Oxford 

University press 1996. 
163 The testimonies reveal that the moments-hours when soldiers suffer an injury or realise that they are 

frostbitten are moments of isolation.  
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one of the volunteers who, by the way, was from a very well-off family.  Another 

interviewee insisted that they usually had some fun with the personnel in the hospital. 

Finally, one of my interviewees married his nurse and a second one arranged the 

marriage of a friend of his, also war-disabled, with a hospital nurse. 

As I tried to show in the subsection before, public discourse promoted the idea 

of national unity during the war. After the liberation, the ritual formed by the image of 

the nurse (usually a red-cross nurse) who helped a war-disabled soldier in his wheel 

chair during the parades of the national anniversary, reproduced the same idea every 

year: the disabled as a national symbol fully integrated in the national body, the nurse as 

the woman who offered a service, elevated but still stuck in her traditional role, the 

cohesion of the nation was certified, the public memory re-informed. 

I did not expect to find many of the war-disabled I interviewed rejecting the above 

invitation for this new recognized identity. There are reasons, nevertheless to believe 

that not all soldiers welcomed the idea of being disabled and articulated their resentment 

in some way or another. Indeed, I have not found e.g. statistics on the number of 

soldiers who committed suicide either before, during or after their treatment. My 

sources necessarily concern those who survived. One testimony though reveals that this 

reality too was present and could not be simply ignored. A blind man, having been 

injured in the head by a mortar shell, told me: 

I thought of committing suicide….because it hurt. It took time for the pain to stop. Too 

much time. It [the shell] was close to the brain and it hurt very much…164. 

Another interviewee referred to a fellow patient, who gradually lost his sight while in 

hospital. For him the possibility of recognition as a war hero would by no means 

facilitate his return home: 

He was crying, the poor guy, during the night he was crying, crying “Where would I 

go”, he was telling me. “To see whom? To see my wife and child?” He had lost his 

sight completely.165 

A similar description comes from the interviewee who had been transported to the 

central hospital of Athens after the Nazi had entered the city: 

We were so many, so many,…some with their legs cut, crying, shouting, others with 

their arms mutilated, with their eyes taken out, I saw these people, I lived with these 

people.166 

 
164 Oral testimony with  K.N , 25/1/ 2004 
165 Oral testimony with  Ch. K 13/1/ 2004. 
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Another category who might have problems incorporating the heroic identity or 

just pretend to accept it would be soldiers trying to shirk. Those who might not consider 

their wounds worthy of the heroic ideal e.g. those frostbitten might have similar 

problems to position themselves in the post war period especially if their frostbite had 

not been so serious. The same goes for victims of bombings or those injured by accident 

who might accept the warm welcomes with a certain degree of embarrassment. 

Not all soldiers were happy with the nurses’ help or the presence of others. The 

blind man referred a few paragraphs above, recalled:  

what could the nurses do for you? […] They took you by the hand; one wanted to go to 

the toilette another something else… 

In D. Loukatos diary, the wounded were trying to persuade a dancing group of girls to 

leave them alone. The author emphatically opposes this kind of entertainment to the 

“real work” of the nurses.167 On another occasion (21 of January of 1941) he describes 

the visit of the mayor who saluted the soldiers and offered them cigarettes. One of them, 

according to the text, protests:  

would you Mr Mayor lay aside all this philanthropy and send clothes and socks to the 

guys freezing up there? And some brandy to warm them? 

In oral testimonies there is no reference to priests which is quite strange as 

priests visited the hospitals not just to hold speeches, but to perform their duty for those 

who were about to die or had died, which was quite often. This link of the church as a 

representative of death is probably one of the reasons why the interviewees and most 

published memoirs omit their presence. Priests, when not linked to the warfare (some of 

the memoirs mention priests’ speeches before the battle), are associated with  coming 

death, mortal sins and confessions, not with any kind of recognition.168 In a memoir 

published in 1959, the author narrates how he received the priest sent to him:  

Later a priest came together with a soldier, holding a sacred cup. I understood 

everything. The end was coming. I did not want to believe it and refused to receive 

communion. But the others insisted that they had sent for the priest so that I would get 

better.169 

 
166 Oral testimony with P.K, 3/2/.2004 
167 D. Loukatos….op.cit. p.39 
168 Interestingly the link with religious figures is found in the public imagery of the war by a famous 

poster depicting Virgin Mary who covers with her clothes in a gesture of protection a soldier at the front. 

The image links directly to the idea of motherhood. 
169 Markakis Petros, ….Kai epi gis eirini….: op.cit., p.164 
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By analogy when the writer, finally surviving, was visited by two aged women, 

members of a church organization, he assured the reader that he preferred to go to hell 

rather than to have them for company in paradise. In answer to their accusations of him 

having committed serious sins –instead of admitting possible guilt- he sent them 

literally to hell.  

The relations, however, of the war-disabled in  the post war years would become 

closer with the official church, for example,  in the official rituals but also because the 

participation in the war would, in religious terms, always be linked with mortal sin. 

One of the interviewees who actively participated in church life told me, when I asked 

for the most important thing of his past life, that he regretted the killing of the people he 

had done.170 

 

         Doctors 

What the interviewees remember concerning their doctors reveal the ambiguous 

feelings they had towards them: in fact what the testimonies describe is an account of 

the physicians’ attitude along with the medical care provided and servicemen’s  reaction 

to it. Through this interaction, I intend to explore the patient – doctor relationship171 in 

order to illustrate aspects of the wounded constitution as war-disabled. The issue is of 

crucial significance given that doctors had a wide authority over their patients which 

extended beyond their competence to decide which medical treatment to be given, as I 

will try to show in what follows. 

Sympathy and respect are less often mentioned in the testimonies I listened to. 

When  satisfactory treatment was offered, soldiers might remember the doctor with 

gratitude but this was just a part of a more general assessment. What I propose here is 

that treatment was not the only framework in a soldier’s experience and memory of their 

physicians. Their account discloses more than just approval or rejection of the medical 

services they received. 

 
170 Interview on the 2nd of July 2004. The interviewee, when asked, told me not to use any citation from 

his interview. I will not therefore, cite his initials either. 
171 “Relationship” here is dealt in a conventional way: an interchange of words gestures and gazes. For the 

development of this interchange to new meanings on doctor – patient relationship see  Armstrong, David, 

“The doctor patient relationship, 1930-1980, in Wright, P, Treacher, A, The Problem of Medical 

Knowledge: examining the social construction of medicine, Edinbrough University Press, 1982, pp.19-

122.  
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Worthy of note is an example given by an interviewee who insisted on being 

moved to the Red Cross hospital in Athens after having spent some time in another 

medical centre. The case provides an insight into the patients’ evaluation of self.  

In opposition to his previous physician who was “in favour of the Germans”,  “passed 

by and merely looked at the patients from a distance”, my interviewee praised the 

director of the hospital he arrived at:  

There, he [the doctor] passed, of course, with a group following him; professor Maccas. 

God save his kind soul and his children and everything he has. He was a man of 

science.  

And he sits in his office –the other [doctor] I told you about looked from a distance. He 

sat in his office, on my bed (sic), took my leg, put it on his knees, looked at me and said 

to the people in charge: tomorrow prepare him for the surgery.172 

Professor Mathios Maccas, a military doctor,  had been an eminent figure, his 

name linked with all the wars Greece had been involved since the Balkan wars of 1912-

1913. In 1930 he became the director of the Red-Cross clinic in Athens.173 

At the time he examined my interviewee, he would have been 61 years old, would have 

enjoyed a high social and professional status and would have become a very 

experienced doctor, one who actively participated in the war –he was, for instance, the 

person who organized blood transfusions. 

For my interviewee the professional expertise and fame surrounding the doctor 

are expressed when he refers to the group following him and the set phrase: “he was a 

man of science.” But just what was “a man of science” for my informant? 

Instead of giving details on M. Maccas’ professional life and activity, the protagonist 

underlined the physician’s approach: the doctor had put the soldier’s leg on his knee in a 

gesture denoting protection and care –even respect and even reminiscent of  the 

religious meaning of Christ’s feet.174 He looked at my interviewee, had visual contact 

and he articulated a clear order to his followers. Here the narration implies a kind of 

reversal of attitude: the “followers” had to serve both patient and doctor, the doctor 

having “shared” his authority with the injured soldier. Moreover, the representation of 

 
172 Oral testimony with Ch. K. 13/1/2004 
173 M. Maccas (1879-1965)  studied in Athens and Vienna. Since 1914 he had been the director of the 

surgical clinic “Evangelismos”, one of the biggest hospitals in Athens. He was the one who organized  the 

blood transfusion  in Greece during the WWII.  
174 The image of the Christ is even more accentuated here as the crucifixion implies the idea of sacrifice. 
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the scene contains tones of paternal attitude which means much more than mere control 

over a patient. In the following lines the protagonist gives details of his operation:  

Next day they took me to a vestibule for the operation. In the vestibule they made me 

….gave me the afioni [narcotic drug] to make me sleep. Eh…and it did not have an 

immediate effect on me; [there] I see professor Maccas - the door had been left open. 

He enters the surgery -his office, or whatever it was- takes off his suit jacket and puts on 

his blouse.  And he stands in front of the icon and crosses himself. […] he went to the 

icon and crossed himself! This impressed me. Because, at the time, they considered him 

a God. Maccas [I mean]. [He was] one among the most important [doctors] He used to 

go abroad to perform operations. 

The interviewee recalls the moment when the doctor, putting on his surgical blouse, is 

invested with the highest control over the patient who is supposedly under aneasthetic. 

No matter how distinguished the professor is as a person and a surgeon, that people 

consider him a god according to the account. The doctor proceeds to the second reversal 

of what his social – professional position could offer him: he concedes his authority to 

(and shares responsibility with) God. Again the patient-doctor relationship develops into 

a less hierarchical structure, this time, without the physician’s intention. 

When this wounded soldier had been operated on, recovered and discharged, he 

started going out for a walk. He needed, however, two walking sticks. On one of his 

strolls (the very one that he actually recalled in detail) he came across professor Maccas, 

with whom he exchanged a few words. Before they parted, the doctor took one of the 

two sticks and told him:  from now on you are going to walk with the other, using [only] 

one. The interviewee obeyed and described, smiling, how much he suffered on going 

back to the hospital: his leg swollen.  

In this case the professor used his authority only now the situation was different. The 

space had been the open space of the street and the doctor had officially no power over 

his former patient. The interviewee received the gesture as one trying to empower him, 

a paternal disinterested gesture. At the same time, the effect strengthened the feeling of 

independence, a step towards rehabilitation, hence placing him closer to the masculine 

ideal, represented fully in the physician’s personality.  

The story of professor Maccas brings out issues concerning doctors’ authority 

and its impact on patient self-perception. Far from being a mere agent of medical 

treatment, the doctor in my interviewee narration becomes an interlocutor that 

recognizes his patient’s wounds as a sacrifice for the nation and through his approach, 
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softens hierarchical tensions and alternates control with paternal affection..175 For the 

interviewee the professor is always a person of authority and, considering his 

biography, also a kind of national hero. What took place therefore was a kind of 

recognition exchange.  

In what follows I will introduce the framework of a doctors’ institutional, 

professional and legal function during the War in order to illustrate the different ways 

they might have control over their patients but also the limitations that they themselves 

might encounter in this precise historical place and time. 

 

         A military logic 

Doctors, though not all of them military doctors, represented the army. Some 

were high rank military officers. In this sense they might reflect the enduring 

hierarchical divisions for the enlisted men injured or ill. A number of physicians had 

graduated from the Military Academy of Medicine. Army documents estimate that one 

third of regular officers in the medical service who took part in the 1940-1941 War 

came from that school.176 This Academy, initially founded in 1926 operated in Athens 

along the lines of its prototype, the Military Academy in Lyons, France. Its purpose was 

to provide the Hellenic Army with the necessary career officers for the medical Corps 

(second lieutenant doctors). Young men  could study there, provided they met the 

qualifications and had class one degrees from equivalent schools. The cadets attended 

classes in medical subjects at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Athens. 

In short, physicians institutionally were linked to the army and most of them had been 

trained in army medical institutions. 

As I stated before, servicemen’s dependency on medical institutions is 

exemplified by the mere fact that the notion of what was “pathological” had to be 

certified by the agents of the medical service; military or not. This feature continued in 

medical practices during the War. A physician might for instance doubt the sincerity of 

the soldier, something that would rarely happen in times of peace. 177 A case in point is 

 
175 In another interview (Oral testimony with G.K., 16/.9/2003 ) the same doctor encourages the patient 

who was suffering  from nightmares: they injured you but you also gave them a lesson . The interesting 

thing is that the very interviewee was also feeling guilty for having shot an Italian in defense. It is not 

clear therefore, what his dreams were about. The framework however offered by prof. Maccas produced a 

symmetry with the fighter ideal: the battle exchange. 
176 HAGS/AHD, The medical service of the army……p.2 
177 Generally the tracing of symptoms are a co- product of patient and doctor, in the sense that the latter 

has to listen to the “problems” his patient has. Of course the possibility of a tension owing to the doctor’s 
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illustrative of the above remark: a soldier obviously (sic) injured on his face by a bullet 

which crossed his jaw, was transported to a military hospital after the front had fallen, 

where he encountered the disbelief of the doctor:  

In the beginning, they put me [there] and when the doctor came to examine me, “why 

you do not speak?” he says. “I can’t” I wrote to him. “You are lying”. But when he 

took me to the surgery to take off the wire, he told me: “you were right chap” [that you 

couldn’t speak]178  

In this episode the doctor prioritized a general stand that he had adopted converting 

examination to a kind of inspection: the soldier had no reason to pretend-as the front 

had collapsed and he wouldn’t get back- nor could the physician be absolutely sure of 

his diagnosis as the end- result demonstrated. 

To this kind of authority which discredited the soldiers, they would show 

distrust if not hostility especially if the military organization had failed to restore their 

health or neglected them.  For A.K., a frostbitten soldier, who said he saw his legs 

“removed” when he took off his shoes at the hospital, the physician’s contribution was 

limited to a remark:   

…the doctor came, he told me “second grade frostbite” or I do not know what the hell 

he said…and I returned. 179 

In another interview the protagonist smiled self-reflectively in recalling that the doctor 

insisted he did anything he could. The whole extract reveals why: 

…he writes down my ticket and tells me: “you are going to go to the mountain surgery 

station”. “And how am I supposed to go, I tell him, since I cannot walk?” [and the 

doctor replied] “I did anything I could.  Now as for how, you have to find your way.” 

Inefficiency reversed the idea of military obedience: a soldier’s duty was to fight and 

the authorities’ duty to treat him. If left to his own devices in the event of an injury, the 

authorities could be discredited (here through the meaningful smile of the narrator).   

 

         Medical expertise and social status 

Even if this aspect of military power was not always evident in the course of 

personal interaction, a physician’s authority stemmed from his “medical expertise.” 

Even though in some military hospitals doctors had to deal with medical cases other 

 
expertise, social status or the involvement of other parameters (like the possibility of a compensation in 

case of industrial accident) cannot be excluded. 
178 Oral testimony with D.A., 16.9.2003 
179 Oral testimony with A.K. 23.8.2004 
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than their special field,180 expertise constituted an important parameter of control. 

Soldiers usually lacked  the knowledge  doctors had and, at least  initially, did not know 

how critical their case was or what kind of suffering they had to face: K.M. tried to 

understand what  “third grade frostbite” was, the physician’s diagnosis, by referring to 

the only analogy he found:  the frosted fingers of the cold winter.   

Another interviewee avoided an operation by questioning this very expertise. When the 

doctors saw the card (ticket) with information on his case, this is what followed:  

He takes the card, he looks at it and says “we will have an operation here”, “no, you 

won’t  operate”, said I. “Yes, we will operate you.” “No you won’t operate me.” 

“Why?” he says “What do you have? [what’s wrong with you?], what do you know 

about this?” 

“You will not operate me because I feel my organism fine, I said. I do not have any 

symptoms, nothing inside here. Nothing!  How is it that you say you are planning to 

operate me?”181 

Protest might also be about neglect and the medical authority encountered at the 

same time. A narrator having been promised to be transported to the hospital where he 

could have surgical treatment, considered that the doctor apart from cheating him as he 

would not fulfil his promise, was using his expertise in an authoritative way. One day 

when the physician tried to change his bandage the patient did not let him: 

I said: “no” And he told me -I would not hit him- but he told me: “there is nothing you 

can do, he tells me, and we will tie you.” Hearing that,  I do this [gesture] with my arm 

and there was the bed table, and I find a pot with yogurt, the pots were ceramic at the 

time…and I do “dan” and  throw it at him and I hit him there….182 

Some interviewees refer to the way they had been examined associating 

expertise and a feeling of cold professionalism doctors had given them: P.K. depicted 

his examination by the doctor who did not even talk to him:  

My leg had been inflated and had turned black and that day….some day,  passed an 

assistant professor from there, who, when he saw my leg, he  did that gesture over here 

[he makes the gesture] that is : “cut it here” he said to those following him.183 

 
180 HAGS/AHD, The medical service of the army…  op. cit. p.164. 
181 Oral testimony with K.Ch. 25./7/.2004. The interviewee had several pieces of mortal shell in his leg.; 

saying “nothing” means that he was feeling all right. 
182 Oral testimony with K.T. , 10/1/2004. 
183 The same interviewee would praise the British doctors who treated him years after because they sat on 

his bed and explained to him in detail what  his problem was. 
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Other patients described the perception of them being literally “objects” of inspection 

like D.P. who remembers the physician trying to find whether the nerves of his leg were 

alive:  

There came a doctor […] with the nippers    [doing] like this on the leg. [He used] all 

the power he had and wanted to see if the nerves were working (sic) or they were 

damaged. He touched here. “Does it hurt?” he asks me. 

• -Eh, a bit. 

• -Does it hurt there? 

• -No…. 

At the same time the very state of warfare might improve medical expertise for 

the doctors involved.184 I refer to the opportunities of observation / inspection of a large 

number of people given in times of war. Professor M.S.Vagliano dedicates his 

monograph on frostbite published in 1948 (under the title La Gelure: etude clinique-

traitement, physiologie-anatomie pathologique), “ to the Greek Heroes, victims of the 

cold in 1940-1941.” 185 In the introduction of his work  he stressed that from the 

beginning of the war he had been deeply moved by the problem and started to scrutinize 

all its phases for many years having seen more than 4.000 cases of frostbite.186  

Close observation however did not necessarily mean successful treatment. In fact 

doctors themselves later acknowledged lack of sufficient scientific (theoretical) 

knowledge and skills. Professor M.S.Vagliano in his monograph recounts the 

appearance of frostbite throughout the centuries, to conclude:  

On a donc eu recours comme unique therapeutique a l’amputation,  methode aussi 

unhumaine qu’illogique, tandis qu’au point de vue theorique on etait plongé dans une 

chaos veritable. 187 

Professor Vagliano attributes the application of this “inhuman and illogical method” to 

the fact that  recent conflicts did not contribute to the practical examination of this kind 

 
184 A review article presenting the relevant literature is written by Harrison, Mark, “The Medicalization of 

War-The militarization of medicine”, Review article, Social History of Medicine, 9/1996, 267-276. 

 
185 M.S. Vagliano ( professeur agregé des Facultes de Medecine de Paris et d’ Athenes), La Gélure-etude 

clinique-traitement, physiologie-anatomie pathologique, Masson & Éditeurs, Paris 1948. The work starts 

with a dedication : Dedié aux Heros Hellenes victimes du froid en 1940-1941.  
186 Aussi, dès le début  des hostilités me suis-je trouvé , sur le front d’Albanie, profondement éemu par l’ 

extension terible de ce mal et me suis-je mis avec acharnememnt a en scruter toutes les phases, pendant 

plusieurs années consecutives, sur un total depassant 4.000 gelés. M.S. Vagliano.....p.10 
187 Vagliano, M.,La Géllure…op.cit. p. 10 
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of illness. He puts forward an almost circular argument: the war had to produce enough 

frostbitten soldiers for frostbite to be examined.  

The opportunity given for observation provided him and more physicians with credits of 

medical expertise and offered them an elevated social and professional status. 

Social status indeed is another significant factor in the relationship between 

patient and doctor. Doctors in interwar Greece were usually from the upper-middle 

classes and their position in local society granted them additional authority and respect.      

Age implying increased experience, deepened the overall impression of superiority. 

Documents of the army note that older medical officers were preferred for medical 

stations close to the front because of their experience, while younger doctors were 

posted in home-front hospitals.  

Such qualities might also be linked to differentiations as, for instance, the one 

concerning regular officers, reservists and private doctors. All three categories were 

involved in medical activity during the war. Unfortunately, interview material and 

written sources do not provide sufficient information concerning changes in treatment 

or attitude when social status of the patients is involved. There are some hints though. 

An interviewee, who, according to his daughter, received some “special treatment” 

during the war due to family acquaintances and economic strength, said with a certain 

amount of relief that he had been operated on by a private doctor. 188  Another case in 

point is mentioned in P. Markatos’ memoir where the author’s wife learning that her 

husband is to be mutilated, calls an eminent private doctor to see if he can offer 

alternative therapy.189  

Doctors experienced as they might be, were not exactly soldiers in action. Their 

main task was to treat the patients, some of them close to the battle front and others in 

remote hospitals at the home-front. This is not to underplay the doctors’ significant role 

at this time or pretend that the medical services had no victims during the war; 

according to military documents for example, 23 medical officers died in the 40-41 

war.190  

 
188 Oral testimony with G.A., 2.2.2004. It is not clear whether the physician was actually called in the 

hospital or he was offering his services there but the important thing here is that special treatment 

matched the private local doctor according to the daughter’s memories form her mother. 
189 Markakis, P…..op.cit.  
190 The account offered by the army documents does not,, as I think, refer to the reservists so it is not the 

overall number. HAGS/AHD, The medical service of the army….p190 
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         A political dimension  

The issue at stake here, the interaction between doctors and patients in the given 

historical context, leads me to define the figure of the doctor schematically based on 

remarks above.  Physicians were identified as being able-bodied, upper or middle class 

men, of high social esteem and usually linked to the army; a portrait often the reverse to 

what the patients had been or become and, therefore, one which they could no longer 

identify with. This lack of identification nevertheless might achieve unexpected 

dimensions. 

It may have been difficult to prove that doctors, “being in favour of the enemies 

(=usually the Germans)” neglected their patients, but it is that much easier to find this 

story in testimonies, written sources and various ego-documents.191 Here I am not, 

however, trying to detect the truth behind narration.  I intend instead to contextualize 

this story, see how it survived in personal reminiscences and what it meant for the 

interviewees’ perception of self. 

The outbreak of war would reinforce discourse on espionage and “fifth column” 

activity along with other countries where rumours of the same kind arose. In the case in 

point, the above discourse can be linked to a dimension that was stressed throughout the 

occupation and the post-war era: the fight against the fascist regimes.  In this sense, the 

war also implied a form of resistance against the Greek regime of the time. Complaints 

on the way the army organized things seemed to have increased aversion against army 

and state. Rumours about traitors abounded and even took in the governments 

members192 as well as military officers who were believed to be–and maybe were 

indeed- in favour of the fascist ideal.193  

The suspicion, therefore, or even direct accusation of doctors being “traitors” 

can be seen in the framework of this political dimension which would be found 

throughout the warfare. 194 The capitulation to Germany by a number of Greek army 

leaders and the subsequent “occupational government” strengthened the link of the 

 
191 Five of my interviewees referred to the subject without being asked about it and without expressing an 

overall aversion for their physicians. Only two of them had suffered mutilation. I would propose that the 

very subject underlines the significance of ego-documents in history as they reveal what I will later call 

“shadow topics” either to be checked and/or to be interpreted as traces in public memory.  
192 G.Seferis’ diary 
193 Metaxa himself used to see with sympathy the political options of Italy and Germany -he himself had 

studied in a Bavarian military school. 
194 D. Loukatos in his diary discredits the story attributing the rumors  on doctors-traitors to ( illiterate) 

women. D Loukatos…op.cit. p.47 
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traitor-story to army authorities and certain politicians and expanded it to 

“collaboration”, an issue highly debated after the liberation. One of the reasons 

therefore, for accusations of doctors’ medical practice being associated with their 

possible political affiliation is to be found in the historical context of the War which was 

“fed” in the post war years.  

Of course, as I tried to show some pages before, the feeling of betrayal converged with 

criticizing the ineffectiveness of the medical services. People who did not recover their 

health had a much more serious reason to remember possible neglect together with 

excessive authoritarian powers of the medical agents.  

           The very existence of the metamorphosis of the doctor into a traitor, in my point 

of view, reveals more about the soldiers’ transformation into a war-disabled victim. It 

discloses primarily a soldier’s resistance to medical and subsequently to army authority. 

In practice, some of my interviewees who objected strongly to being operated on, 

risking, according to medical diagnosis, their lives obviously survived. Furthermore, the 

mutilated resisted their later perception of self as war-victims (albeit not war-heroes) 

for, if they had not been “unfairly” mutilated, they would not have to suffer the stigma 

of the cripple for the rest of their lives (and enjoy only the triumph of participating in 

the war).  

            Conversely, those whose heroism had been questioned by the medical services 

would now question agents of these very services. The story on traitors brought about a 

complete reversal of roles: doctors who represented military, social and / or professional 

control over the soldiers, were now downgraded to “enemies” based on the traitor- 

image, which in turn elevated patients to the true protagonists of a war left untouched as 

to its meaning and significance.  

           What soldiers remembered harmonized, to a certain degree, with the meaning the 

war attained in the occupation and post-liberation era. The extent to which praise of the 

Greek troops had been promoted in public discourse as a motive for the construction of 

coherence, the military authorities’ incompetence in personal memory would lead to 

individuals discrediting state and army thus shattering this coherence. Ironically, the 40-

41 war elevated the “people” who undermined the importance of their leaders. After the 

war, the “asymmetry” of this situation had to be dealt with. Hence the emphasis on the 

superiority of the Italian army, the poverty of the country, the toughness of the climate, 

the rough landscape and related subjects always blended with the moral supremacy of 

the Greek soldier. Accordingly, the 40-41 war was never discredited as such, not only 
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because it had not resulted in a defeat, but owing to the fact that it embraced part of its 

negative aspects into a generally accepted “body”. The notion of the doctor-traitor, 

nevertheless, could hardly be included in the overall image as it implied specific 

liability. It was incorporated however, as a shadow - a legendary fact (sic) never 

explicitly mentioned in official history but nevertheless present.  

          Another reason for the strength of these memories is the aversion against the 

outcome of the war: the number of mutilated had been a shock for Greek society at the 

time. Images of mutilated limbs thrown into the rubbish (or “eaten by the dogs” as one 

of my interviewees said) corresponded to a very realistic and concrete idea of what the 

sacrifice of the soldiers was: dead pieces of their bodies: rotten, anonymous, 

unrecognizable. Their ‘owners’ had not been buried on or near the battle-field, but were 

coming back having literally lost part of themselves: human cripples or, as a Greek 

adjective has it, ‘miseroi’ (= half- men). This aversion however did not become a 

condemnation of war, because these ‘cripples’ would not then (psychologically and 

practically) exist. It turned out to an indirect query for the “responsible”.  

 

         Legal authority 

Patients who did not completely recover were examined by the medical board to 

be assigned war-disabled benefits and attain official recognition of their disability. 

When the front collapsed, official recognition proved necessary –albeit not sufficient-

for the soldiers’ survival. As we will see further on, wounded ex-servicemen had a  right 

to compensation and, therefore, the possibility for material ease, essential for those in 

need, and as time proved, vital for everybody in the occupied and economically 

destroyed Greece. Physicians therefore possessed a legal authority affecting not only the 

present of those disabled but more importantly their future. To exert this authority 

however, doctors had to take into account the state legal regulations. 

Official “recognition” came as a derivative of its legislative articulation, its 

principal agent being the state. In the History of the Hellenic Army195 we read: 

In May 1941 severely handicapped invalids –war victims, career and reserve officers 

and soldiers- were deemed “ honoris causa” to be on active service and were allowed 

to bear the insignia determined for invalids. Included in this list of invalids were those 

who, as a result of war wounds, had total loss of vision, lost both lower or  upper limbs, 

 
195 HAGS/AHD, A  history of the Hellenic army, Athens,, 1999  p. 208. 
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were paraplegic or quadriplegic, and other categories of injuries at the discretion of the 

Supreme Medical Council. 196  

At this point I will limit my analysis to how the actual practice of the law was 

performed as this practice is an extension of the hospital experience directly associated 

with the way soldiers invested themselves of the quality of the hero. This time the 

procedure is more specific and the “investment” implied a literal measurement. To 

exemplify the process and offer some insight into its limitations  and possible 

contradictions medical agents, doctors were up against, I will use the example of a 

borderline case, namely an injured soldier whose state of inability had been questioned 

as his wounds were not considered serious enough to be deemed worthy of 

compensation.197 

In February 1941, the Ministry of the Army brought out a small booklet, which 

had initially been published in 1922. The booklet included a list of disability 

percentages and, during the War, became known as ‘Metaxa’s booklet’. Inside, there 

were instructions as to how examinations had to be carried out: politely and accurately 

for the benefit of the soldiers.  

That is exactly how one of my interviewees deemed he had been treated after his 

physician refused to introduce him to the Supreme Medical Court. Consistent with the 

law, the patient had to have 25% disability to be considered (partly) unable to work. In 

this sense, the letter of the law associated compensation with working ability.  

My interviewee, asking for surgical measures that would remove the pieces of shell he 

had in his leg, was actually negotiating for the right to disability compensation. He 

knew that the operation would not be performed since his state was not critical enough. 

The physician, on the other hand, insisted on not operating him given the fact that the 

patient would be able to work anyhow. My interviewee decided then to negotiate his 

case in another (the II Military) hospital. There he met a commander, member of the 

Supreme Medical Board:   

….immediately he looked at my papers, rings the bell, the vice commander comes. 

“Come here, he tells him. Take this man and Metaxa’ s booklet […]read it carefully 

 
196 In November of that same year, it was decided that active sergeants major who had health problems 

because of war injuries or the hardships of 1940-1941 war, could be promoted to the rank of second 

lieutenant and, depending on their disability, be retired or remain in the service as auxiliaries. 
197 The soldier was finally assigned 15% of disability, percentage that, at least initially, did not ensue any 

benefits. Later there came a new law, which included his case and enabled him enter, as he said the 

“family of the (war)-disabled” 
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from the beginning to the end,... to see where we can step, in order to be useful to this 

man”, he tells him. 

[....]  we went  with this person , we sat for one hour, one and a half, he read it from the 

beginning up to  the end and after examining these things –they were all doctors there- 

“I cannot find anything he tells me, It is not....things are complicated” he says. “Let’s 

go to the commander.” We go to the commander again and he tells him: “sir 

commander” he tells him “the law”, he says “is blind.  For the case of this man it 

doesn’t consider anything.” [The commander] stood like that [makes the gesture] 

“bring a surgeon to examine him” he says. “That is”, he now tells me,” I want you to 

leave this place not with the bitter grievance on your lips that there have been people 

who treated you wrong. Now,......if the law treats you wrong...”and he made a gesture 

lifting his arms up and said “I am lifting my arms [in a gesture of impotence] I cannot 

do anything for you” And he calls a surgeon,, his name was Kabouris [in Greek means 

crook-back] and he was indeed a crook-back, a young boy [ironically] of some thirty 

five years old198 [.....] He grasped me, he took my clothes off, he threw me to a surgical 

bed, with some rules with some scales, with this and with that, he searched me out, he 

got me crazy.[Finally] he dropped everything down. “I cannot find anything” he says. 

[the interviewee laughs] “They might have converted you to a sieve [Greek expression: 

means shot all around one’s body] but I cannot find anything, he tells me, nothing chap, 

he tells me. Indication of inability, he tells me, is excluded.”  

This extract turns our attention to the inner inconsistence of the law’s rationale: injury 

was more than evident to the doctor (the patient had been like a “sieve”) but inability 

could not be proved. Although an injured soldier is always a soldier whose sacrifice has 

to be recognized, the percentage of the sacrifice has to be calculated in terms of his 

(in)ability to work, that is he is deemed a worker. What is more, the inability percentage 

is defined by the law of the time, which is in turn based on the state’ s decision and 

legislative tradition.199  

The obvious need of the interviewee to negotiate in a territory based on inconsistency 

resulted in the reaction of the commander, who might subscribe more to an application 

of the law closer to the idea of military values, i.e. duty-sacrifice. The commander tried 

to negotiate as well but stopped making an effort when the “law’s” authority appeared. 

 
198 My interviewee at the time would have been 28 years old. 
199 The law had been modified afterwards during the occupation to 15% to change again in the post-war 

years to 25%. In this case I use the word state as the case concerns occupational government, that is, the 

government has not even people’s affirmation. 
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Finally, the vice commander was the one who finally realized and accused the law:  the 

“Law is blind” did not mean that legislation is equal for everybody following the 

metaphor of the Justice who has her eyes blindfolded, but that law suffers 

from…..100% disability ( according to the booklet). 

 

        Disability 

Authority and dependency in the hospital environment was not the only feature 

that might remind the soldier of his conscription. As soldiers were still risking their life 

and health, hospitalization seemed more like a continuation of the battle. Reactions, 

protests or accusations against doctors were directly linked with serious cases when 

death and mutilation were the issues at stake. Usually the wounded who had been in 

need of an operation were given no alternative. Not to accept surgical procedure might 

mean death. Conversely, death was a possibility even when surgical intervention 

occurred.  

Death was not an unfamiliar experience for the enlisted of 1940. Death rates had 

been high in Greece, especially in poorer sections of society.200 In fact, some of my 

interviewees had brothers or sisters who had died in their infancy. Fear of death might 

be combined with concern for a beloved one and  preoccupations around it. Those who 

went to the front had in some occasions left behind wives and children or their aged 

parents. For most parts of Greek society at the time, a male child  had  special treatment 

but also bore high levels of  responsibility towards his family, ageing parents, unmarried 

sisters etc. this fact was now accentuated by the emergency situation of war.  

One interviewee recalled the reaction of his father who cried with repentance 

begging that his only-23 years-old son would survive. The protagonist remembers 

fellow patients in the hospital reproaching this father for not having “pulled some 

strings” to help his son avoid immediate conscription, although he could have done so; 

the father loyal to the national imperative wanted his son to “fight on the battle line.”201  

 
200 The average life in Greece was 34 years. I take the information from  Margaritis, G., “O polemos tis 

Alvanias 40-41, o horos kai oi anthropoi” , in The Greece of  ’40, Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou 

Politismou kai Genikis Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991date of the symposium), p.41 G. Margaritis states that 

in comparison, for instance, to the number of consumptive (250.000) at the time, the number of frostbitten  

(25.000) were to be added to an already  diffused image of sorrow. Considering , however, the fact that 

the casualties of the war raised the daily mortal average to 30% - something that he also mentions- I 

would argue that the consequences of the war had provoked a shock. I would not however disagree with 

G. Margaritis following argument that the image of the frostbitten then might gain attraction owing to its 

initial cause. 
201 Oral testimony with Ch. G, 28/2/2004 
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The possibility of death (and disability to a lesser extent) apart from the emotional 

weight, would bring a collision of different elements surrounding masculinity ideals: 

duty to the nation and the subsequent risk, potentially collided with the significant 

“irreplaceable” role that male members played in their family. The absence of a son or 

his partial inability to fulfill his duties after the War might put the whole family in a 

position of dependency. 

For those who reached the home-front hospitals, death was an even closer 

experience they already had on the battle-front. Many interviewees, for instance, 

recalled the time when they got injured together with memories of a fellow-soldier who 

was killed by the same shell explosion. Very few mentioned injuring or killing 

somebody else but we can logically assume that this often happened. One interviewee 

remembered with tears in his eyes his reaction in a surgery station when the people in 

charge presumed that all the soldiers were dead. “I am here!” he shouted at them 

realizing that he was the only person who had survived.202 Some soldiers did not survive 

surgical procedure. K.Ch. after having seen somebody next to him dying in the hospital, 

would find out that another chap who had been in surgery when he arrived, died two 

days later.203  

Mutilation was one of the most questioned issues since it did not tie in with the 

idea of curing or healing and produced horrible consequences. In this case, the options 

for somebody seemed to either become a “cripple” or die. In fact the mutilated person or 

the one who would not recover his health and would remain with an obvious disability 

for the rest of his life had to undergo a violent change of identity. Moreover, and 

leaving space for further examination as to what disability was in the historical context, 

the mutilated person would be a dependent person. In this sense his situation in the 

hospital would extend to the future.  

A testimony of the interviewee with an injured jaw (see above) reveals this dimension 

with a note of humour: when his physician was finally convinced that he could not 

speak, as a result of his wound, the protagonist gave an account of what his thoughts 

were:   

At that moment I confess that I got scared. I said [to myself]:  “Am I to listen and not be 

able to speak??” 

 
202 Oral testimony with G.K., 16/9/2003  
203 Oral testimony with K.Ch., 25/7/.2004. 
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Several interviewees refused the option of amputation risking their life. 

Sometimes the refusal was so strong that doctors and nurses were unable to convince 

them.  

The doctors kept telling me that “you need to be operated on because you have 

gangrene and you are going to die.” “I won’t have my legs cut off no way!!. No, no. let 

me die, I said, It doesn’t matter”.204  

The soldier who related this episode to me finally accepted the fact that his legs were 

“rotten” and they would never be “alive” again. To convince him, the people in charge 

sent for somebody, probably an officer, who having managed to convince him that he 

was from his place of origin, persuaded him to have surgery. The issue reveals that lack 

of confidence was one of the reasons for a negative response. The other might be either 

the fear of death during surgery and/or the certainty of becoming a cripple.  

Another interviewee sees the question differently underscoring the masculine ideals: 

refusing amputation was seen as an extension of courage and a triumph of both a strong 

organism and willpower. Family support was also involved. P.K. had been visited by his 

father, a military officer: 

… the doctors told him [the father] that they would cut my limbs off. And he asks me: 

“what do you think about that?”  “I won’t have my limbs cut off, father, I told him, I 

have the strength, I have the will, I am young, I think that I will manage without them 

amputating my limbs.” And that’s how I managed, without them cutting off my leg, after 

being “tortured” by a fever for thirty eight days, fever of 38-40 degrees! Incessantly 

that is. Day and night. I was getting sweat, I ate regardless of the fever so that I would 

remain alive, keep my strength. I was “made” by these kinds of thoughts [ideas] and I 

am still “made” by these. 

For P.K. therefore, avoiding amputation meant combining the rejection of “visible” 

disability (the interviewee had also shrapnel in various parts of his body) with manly 

behaviour and courage. His choice, risky though it might be, was endorsed by his father. 

For another soldier refusing to let the doctors “cut off one of his limbs” meant that he 

saved his legs although the inner bone had to be removed. He thus rescued his able-

bodied appearance albeit not his “independent” existence as he would thereafter be 

paralysed. 205  

 
204 Oral testimony with K.M. 12/8/2003 
205 Oral testimony with E. T., 15/9/2003 
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Although not all the interviewees, referred extensively to surgical intervention (one 

interviewee who had undergone amputation only mentioned that he “got operated on” 

and then went on to explaining how he was transferred to a hospital in Athens.)206                                    

Amputation or a serious surgical operation far from being silenced, could be added to 

the overall framework of suffering and courage the war demanded. This of course 

concerns those who survived. A. K., who had seen his limbs being taken away with his 

shoes when he tried to take them off, underlined the pain and suffering of his surgery 

some months after. 207  

G.K. gives an account of his operation as he could see what the mirror of the 

surgery room reflected.  According to his testimony, nurses had forgotten to cover his 

face and he was able to follow the surgical procedure. As soon as the operation began, 

the doctors realised that they could not use the saw, since it was blunt. At that moment 

they heard with astonishment the protagonist asking what was going to happen next:  

…and I ask them: “what now?” And they all looked at me, when asking this thing: 

“Cover the patient!!”[Said the doctor] And the nurses over me were crying, when I said 

that [he is crying]208 The incident reveals hints of the bravery of the patient –watching 

his own amputation and “recognition” of that bravery  through the sympathy of the 

nurses.209 

Another account indicative of the kind of future disabled ex-servicemen had to 

expect, was narrated by a blind man. The interviewee referred to the attempts made by 

the blinded to move around the hospital:  

…they took us by the hand, the nurses that we had there, we walked a bit, but what can 

you do, can you walk? These are stories [lies]… They take you to walk; [they] took you 

by the hand … now if you take me by the hand, I walk. But if you do not, I will go on 

trying to see you [=find you] and instead of going here, I go there. What? Is it possible? 

If you cannot see? Can you take a chair and sit down? This is the thing [=question] 

Question: Later on, did you get  used to…. [walking alone]? 

Answer: A! Five or six of us, we took  each-other by the hand, and we went on walking, 

there, ahead…they  laughed there…people were coming and looked….[at us] 

 
206 Oral testimony, A.S. , 20/8/2003 
207 Oral testimony, A.K., 23/8/2004 
208 Oral testimony, G.K., 17/9/2003  
209 G.K. had also been a very handsome young man as I realized from the photos he showed me during 

the interview. 
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Several of my interviewees and certainly many more of the war-disabled might 

have seen other patients trying to cope with their disability. Images like these were part 

of hospital everyday life. Gazes or gestures of “recognition” would intertwine with 

those of sympathy, pity and/or mockery. Testimonies show how even the blind could 

perceive them. In this sense, what patients with serious problems envisaged as their 

future was the state of a prolonged dependency affecting various parts of their lives.    

Dependency of any kind was not a ‘manly’ feature and undermined citizenship. It 

contradicted the notions of modernity and individualism which emerged in the interwar 

years. On many occasions it opposed traditional roles. In terms of gender it was , at least 

in theory , a “womanly” or “childlike” trait. To diminish the social stigma, the disabled 

would add the fight to their memories as a sign of manly behavior; later, they would 

“adjoin” the word “war” to at least attempt to balance the asymmetry of not being 

worthy citizens. In this fashion they might at least theoretically recover their status, 

dedicating a part of their body to the nation which adopted them.210  

 

 

 

 

                                                       

 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
210 A collection of photos taken during the hospitalization of disabled people at the time saves “gazes” of 

the disabled themselves. Very few of these pictures have reached public display, generally the most 

“cheerful” of them.  In a very extended collection I found in Benaki Museum, I realized that the 

photographer, Voula Papaioannou had  made lots of pictures some of them without people portraying for 

her. It was a surprise to realize how many photos had been taken and the fact that very few of them were 

publicly known. 
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Chapter 4: The war-disabled during the occupation 

years: between resistance and repression 

 

 

Introduction 

This chapter is an attempt to follow the trajectory of the lives of the war-

disabled throughout the occupation years (1941-1944) and trace interconnections 

between their past experience and their present memory. 

Invasion and occupation of the country found a large number of invalids in the 

hospitals of the capital. The 40-41 war had ‘converted‘ medical centres into a broader 

social space where different people met, moved, and faced the consequences of warfare. 

Medical activity during the war combined military needs and medical principles in a 

framework of emergency that forced people to deal with difficulties and contradictions. 

At the same time, the position of the hospital literally and metaphorically between the 

battlefield and the home front would transform it to a site where discourse concerning 

its patients would convene and fuse.  

Accordingly, practices of hospitalisation acquired new meanings as they 

intertwined with discourse emerging in the context of the war. It is thus, for instance, 

how established hierarchies linked to medical expertise and high professional and social 

position intertwined with military status and led to medical activity being re-

conceptualised. Or, how, gender and class-specific aspects had passed through the prism 

of the nurse-patient relationship to diffuse into a spectrum of diverse correlations. Such 

processes provided space for a deluge of emotions able to shed light, reorganise or 

break hierarchical categories, extend the bounds of gender roles and activate 

psychological processes. I tried to show the way war-disabled memories emerged 

through these procedures in the previous chapter. 
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In what follows I attempt a new approach of the war-disabled experiences during 

the occupation years.  I refer less to aspects of their life in other small towns of the 

territory and focus more on their life in the capital of Athens. The reasons for this 

preference are manifold. First, a matter of quantity: the war-disabled who remained in 

Athens’ hospitals were large in numbers. Inhibitions regarding or difficulties in 

transportation linked to their own decision to remain or the seriousness of their case 

forced them to stay in or close to capital medical centres.  This fact leads to more 

specific qualitative parameters: the war-disabled in Athens congregated in places, 

“marked out” by the spaces of the hospitals. Hence the war-disabled extensive 

possibilities to proceed to take collective action and therefore an increased likelihood to 

react in response to the conditions that foreign occupation produced. 

 The presence of the war-disabled in the capital was more than visible. They joined in 

its social life, or rather, experienced with a big majority of Athens’ inhabitants a life 

previously unknown: the life of war, bombing, terror, famine and social protest. 

Their activities gave rise to much discourse part of which is reflected in sources of the 

period. The disabled soldiers themselves left little written evidence of what happened. 

Oral testimonies therefore, preserve their experiences and the way they gave meaning to 

them. Their response to challenges and contradictions in this tough period not only 

highlight a better understanding of their life choices but also renders their narrations 

more meaningful.  

In the text below, I therefore had to follow an analysis that moved back and 

forth: through sources and oral testimonies to approach the life of the war-disabled in 

occupation years and via this approach to try to explain the construction of their 

memories.  

 

       After the front collapsed 

 

         Soldiers in Athens 

…Some time later war with Germany was declared and everything stopped. You 

could see the army that flooded Athens, in rags; in greatcoats…they moved to the 

garrison headquarters asking: what now? And nobody knew what to tell them. The 

headquarters did not give them furlough. “Put on civilian clothes and leave” [they told 
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them] […] Look how the Greek army sank: a stray thing. Later they somehow resisted 

and held on. They gathered them, they led them to several places, but soon they [the 

soldiers] broke through and disintegrated…211 

This extract, part of the reminiscences of a 96-year-old soldier, depicts in a rather 

confusing way the withdrawal of the Greek army. The interviewee, who at the time was 

hospitalised in Athens, tried to explain in a narrative of time contraction the chaotic 

situation after the German invasion.  The remnants of the army coming to Athens stood 

in stark contrast to the image of the victorious troops that had faced the enemy for such 

a long time. Soldiers who stayed in the hospitals of Athens would see their comrades 

coming to the capital in dreadful conditions. The extract provides the image of disorder, 

uncertainty and even betrayal for which the main responsibilities were to be assumed by 

the authorities.212 

The withdrawal of the army some days after the German attack (6th of April 

1941) and the collapse of the front was, according to military sources, preceded by a 

“decline in morale” and the belief of several higher rank officers that the continuation of 

the fight was futile. Although the war had come to a dead end, nobody, including the 

king or the high commander of the army, wished to assume responsibility for the cease-

fire. The Prime Minister A. Koruzes had committed suicide. The anomalous political 

situation, which resulted in a capitulation on 20 April 1941, ended in a complete 

vacuum of power. On  23  April the government and the king left for the island of Crete 

where the war continued till the occupation of the island on 1 June1941. 213 

On the front, cases of insubordination occurred and men abandoned their troops 

either on their own or in small groups and hastened back to their homes.214  Several 

units returned as entities, but most of them arrived back disorganised and anxious about 

the new circumstances that they might have to face.  The feeling of having been 

abandoned and the lack of organisation already experienced during  warfare was for 

several days a shared and general feeling. Soldiers who had spent so many months with 

scarcely any food and inadequate clothing, with the echoes of their “epopee”, but no 

 
211  I.S., Oral testimony, 3/9/2004 
212 Many oral testimonies reveal the same. On the feeling of abandonment and betrayal  among soldiers 

and civilians see also  Margaritis, Giorgos, Apo tin ita sten exegersi: Ellada, Anoiksi 1941 - fthinoporo 

1942, Athens,  O Politis, 1993 pp.52-53. 
213 With the occupation of Crete , Greece passed definitely to German occupation, while the King and the 

government fled to Cairo, Egypt along with remnants of the Greek forces ( Crete paid a heavy toll 

through reprisals especially for the decimation of the choice German parachutists) 
214 HAGS/Army History Directorate, An abridged History of the Greek-Italian and Greek-German War 

1940-1941, Athens 1997, p. 230 
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information about the progress of the operations, would probably have felt desperate.    

Accordingly, for the war-disabled who lost their limbs, capitulation and occupation of 

the country potentially meant the invalidation of their sacrifice and a weakening of their 

image as “heroes”.  In a diary written during the war (published in 2002) we read: 

Now we believe it, that Greece does not exist any more. In vain our effort, our aims, in 

vain has the blood of the killed run and in vain have thousands been condemned to live 

their lives without legs, without arms…215. 

Soldiering needed to suddenly switch to civilian life. For a population that had 

lived for months suffering the damages and trumpets of the warfare, this proved to be a 

new and difficult task. Practical problems arose immediately. A number of soldiers 

managed to find and wear civilian clothes to avoid the possibility of being captured by 

the German forces, while moving towards the capital or their home towns. According to 

a published oral testimony, 15,000 soldiers were ‘converted into’ civilians in the city of 

Ioannina.216 Before they entered Athens, a large number of reservists were given clothes 

by friends, relatives or just anybody so that they could enter the city. Military uniforms 

had been prohibited and soon after the German invasion of Athens, any soldier wearing 

one would have to be arrested.217  

In Chr. Crhestides diary we read: Since yesterday they have started to gather the 

soldiers who move around in Athens: a police motorcycle, a track full of German 

soldiers and three to four empty tracks following. In these they were collecting our 

soldiers, those who were in uniform. Some of them were crying. It seems that several 

civilians took off their suit jackets and gave them to the soldiers so that they could stay 

free [avoid capture].218 

Athens, would remain a city inhabited by a dismantled army for a long time. Regardless 

of the prohibitions and measures taken, several testimonies refer to dispersed ex- 

soldiers, trapped for months in the environs of Athens, begging in order to survive.219  

 
215  Lianos, Konstantinos, I  zoi mou kata ton italoellinikon polemon, (My life during the greek-italian 

war) Patra, Peri Tehnon, 2002 .pp.131-132. 
216 Oral testimony of Ersi Hatzimichali in Hatzipateras, K – Fafaliou, M., (eds) Martyries 40-41, Athens, 

Kedros, 1982.   
217 The same happened with the armament. In order to avoid any reaction the forces of the axe issued an 

order according to which all kinds of armament, including shotguns and swords would have to be handed 

over. 
218 Christidis, Chr., Chronia Katochis 1941-1944: Martyries imerolg iou (Years of Occupation 1941-

1944: Diary’s testimonies), Athens 1971, p.8 
219 In other areas like the mountains of Northern Greece, soldiers who kept their armament would, 

several months later, be spotted forming armed bands.  “During the autumn, resistance briefly took on a 

new dimension with the appearance of armed bands in the mountains of northern Greece. There had been 
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       Evacuation of hospitals 

  Most military hospitals disintegrated. Military documents state that on 23 April, 

after the capitulation, hospitals in Northern Greece, in the regions of Thessaly, Sterea 

and on the islands stopped functioning. In the town of Agrinio, the Peloponese and 

Crete hospitals disintegrated in May. The above information concerned military 

hospitals and referred to Greek patients, who had to be moved elsewhere. The soldiers 

less seriously injured were given leave, while those in need of further treatment had 

been moved to the medical centres of Attica –the broader region around Athens. 

The operation was by no means easy or without consequences for the patients 

involved. Along with a physician’s testimony, some days before the departure of the 

government, an order was issued, by which the less seriously injured should be given 

leave and the hospitals emptied. The doctor refused to obey considering that, since 

transports had been interrupted, the ex-soldiers would be abandoned in the city. More 

than anything else he was worried about public order:  

Where would they go? Who would provide for them? Like vagrants they would flood the 

streets and trigger serious riots and disorder.220 The physician underlined that the order 

concerned all the military hospitals, and concluded that the whole situation seemed to 

be a systematic collapse of any order and public security (law and order) established by 

high quarters. 

The physician was later proved to have been right and had seen in advance an issue that 

would take on huge dimensions in a city already “overloaded” by homeless, injured by 

bombing or families from the country side, who had moved into the city out of fear for 

the consequences of the war and occupation. 

Several ex-soldiers tried to leave the capital and reach their hometowns. This 

again proved to be a very difficult task. Even when vehicles were available the ongoing 

conditions generated new risks.  

One of the injured soldiers, who managed to abandon Athens before the German troops 

enter, took a ship destined to the island of Crete. In the course of the voyage the ship 

 
a clash in July , near Kozani, in Macedonia, between a group of demobilized Greek soldiers and a 

German detachment resulting in the burning down of two villages in reprisal” in Mazower, Mark, Inside 

Hitler’s Greece: The Experience of Occupation 1941-1944, Yale University Press, New Haven and 

London 1993. According to the author, resistance faded away in the winter months. 
220 Geroulanos, Marinos, ‘ Anamniseis 1867-1957”, in Hatzipateras, K.- Fafaliou, M., (eds) Martyries 40-

41, Athens, Kedros, 1982. 
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was bombed, sunk and the people were recollected by a British, vessel. Holding onto a 

plank and floating on the water, the man I refer to was saved by sheer chance as, even 

when localised and recollected, a German plain attacked them.221   

A patient who had been moved to Thiva,222 a town north of Athens, remembers the 

desperate situation of the soldiers who had no money to survive or get back to their 

families. At the same time the civilians, afraid of the German troops moving south, 

abandoned the place. In several cases doctors volunteered to collect and give the injured 

money to facilitate their escape. That is how my interviewee reached his home village. 

Bombardments, confusion and the coming of the foreign troops provoked 

general bewilderment. In one of the hospitals, in Loutraki, a small town close to Athens, 

the patients had been left to their fate. This time the soldiers, coming back from the 

front, would be the ones to find their comrades hopelessly abandoned:  

In Loutraki we faced a tragic scene: hundreds of wounded were being abandoned in the 

hospitals by the medical staff that were leaving for home. The wounded with 

indescribable anxiety and despair , without limbs, arms or toes, with bandages on their 

heads and the flame of fever, were creeping on the pavements, hanging from the 

windows and begging to be removed and not left alone. 223  

Several medical centres passed into the hands of the foreign authorities that had 

occupied the country and were used to meet the needs of the German and later Italian 

troops.224 In Athens, certain hospitals such as the one for those with frostbite, remained 

open with permission of the German authorities. 

For one of my interviewees the situation in hospitals did not change much. The German 

forces moved several patients to make space so that they could accommodate their own 

soldiers in need of treatment. The interviewee stayed for a short period in Athens and 

then moved to his town where he participated in the foundation of the war disabled 

association. What might seem to be a gradual transition, nevertheless, was not a general 

 
221G.M., Oral testimony, 2/7/2004 Recalling the incident the man referred by name and with emphasis to 

a fellow-traveller, a woman, going to Crete. She was carrying all her dowry and finally lost it in the 

shipwreck. In my interpretation the dowry might stand for a future –peaceful- life which was finally gone. 
222 D.P., Oral testimony, 4/9/2004 
223 Testimony of Dimitris Maganas, cited in  Hatzipateras, K.,- Fafaliou, M., (eds) Martyries 40-41, 

Athens, Kedros, 1982. In a medical report of 1942 concerning the hospital , or rather hotels of Loutraki 

converted into hospitals, there is a direct accusation of the chief medical officer  who laid blame on the 

director for abandoning the place pretending that he would leave in order to arrange the  evacuation of 

the patients although he actually left because of the bombardment. HAGS/AHD, file 678/Ia 
224 The German army entered Athens on the 27th of April 1941 while the Italian on the 24th of June. 
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rule. Further disarray in the lives of both civilians and the enlisted, wounded in the war, 

appears in other sources.  

When the hospitals of the capital were evacuated, a large number of patients were 

moved and ‘piled up’ in public buildings where no proper treatment could be provided.  

One more interviewee, P.K. recalled the awful conditions in Zappeio, a formerly 

luxurious building converted into a hospital and filled with wounded soldiers:  

They had transformed it into a municipal hospital and it was huge! But there was no 

medical care. We had very bad medical care. That is, they could not …we were so 

many, so many …some with their legs cut off, crying, shouting, others with their arms 

mutilated, with their eyes taken out, I saw these people, I lived with these people. And I 

saw the degradation, no, not the degradation because there was no alternative. There 

were no doctors. There were no nurses […] Anyway. After the Germans came, they 

turned us out and we left, and I returned back to my hometown, here in Ioannina. I 

came back here.225 

The hospital in Zappeio had 800 beds and no lavatories; each section had 140 to 160 

beds and the whole place was heated with stoves.226  

P.K., the narrator of the above testimony, managed to return after being examined by 

the medical board as did some of the war-disabled, those who were not in urgent need 

of medical care.  

This was not the case for those who had no money to pay for their trip in a 

period when inflation was growing at a whirlwind speed nor was it possible for  those 

seriously injured who had to stay in order to be given proper treatment as G.K.  recalls: 

…and then the Germans wanted the hospital for themselves. And they give an order for 

the hospital to be evacuated. They took the patients down was it possible for us not to 

obey? They were dogs! And they all leave, they take all the injured down and [started] 

distributing them to hospitals. When the Germans came to check, they said why is he 

[still here]? The doctors translated to them:  he cannot move, we cannot move him, he 

has this disease… he is in this situation. And they [the Germans] came to the point, so to 

say, and said: tell him to stay with ours [our soldiers] here. And the doctors translated 

to me. They said “you know what they say? [That you] stay here with them.” “No!! I 

 
225  P.K., Oral testimony, 3/2/2004. 
226 Interview of Anna  Alevra in Tachydromos, 29.10.1987 in Hatzipateras, K.,- Fafaliou, M., (eds) 

Martyries 41-44, Athens, Kedros, 2002, p.64 
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say No!” I was shouting, I was shouting. Ok, Ok, ok [they answered] we’ll see how to 

carry you out.227 

This extract illustrates the fear and anxiety of the patients themselves in face of the 

possibility of co-existence with an enemy whose intentions were unknown. 

Italian forces entering the town also needed the hospitals for their own soldiers 

and asked for additional evacuations. According to the narration of a volunteer nurse in 

one of the biggest hospitals in Athens, Italians ordered the hospital be evacuated in six 

hours. The nurse obstinately refused to remove the patients and at least achieved a 24 

hour extension. The hospital had 680 beds and offered treatment to very serious cases of 

mutilated soldiers.228 

The consequences of the above situation are evident from a legislative decree 

issued on  14 June 1941. The decree imposed a sentence of six months and a fine of one 

thousand drachmas on the war-disabled begging in the streets. At the same time the 

person condemned for begging would be deprived of his pension “by the Polity”.229 The 

circumstances that the decree unsuccessfully tried to cope with are exemplified by R. 

Milliex. In his diary R. Milliex, a writer and, at the time, teacher in the French Institute 

of Athens describes, five months after the legal act, on 7th November 1941, his 

encounter with a disabled soldier: 

I rush to look for a young boy who fainted some 50 meters far from my house. He was 

asking for water. The flies were gnawing him. His feet swollen and black, his arms 

open, trembling. Old warrior with frostbite, he was caught in Crete. They turned him 

out of the hospital to put German casualties in his bed. 

He is talking about his village; he is talking incessantly about it. He drinks water like 

mad; he grasps the bread and olives that some neighbors bring him, [he grasps the] 

raisins. He tells us that he sleeps in an empty train-waggon in Piraeus. He is full of 

worms; he has no change of clothes. He needs five hundred drachmas to take the boat 

 
227 Oral testimony,  G.K. 16/9/2003 This extract also  illustrates the  fear and uncertainty of the patients 

themselves in face of  the possibility of co-existence with an enemy whose intentions are unknown. 

 
228 Testimony of Eleni Koukou in  Hatzipateras, K.,- Fafaliou, M., (eds) Martyries 40-41, I Athina tis 

Katochis, V 1, Athens, Kedros 2002 

 
229 Legislative Decree no 166 of the 12/14 June 1941 cited in Sifneos Konstantinos, Pandektis Nomon kai 

Diatagmaton, (Pandect of Laws and Decrees) vol. XVI, Athens 1941. The decree provided a sentence of 

one year and 1.000 to 3.000 drachmas fine for those who relapsed into the action.  

“Greek Polity” is the literal translation of the title given to the new regime. It stands for greek state, 

avoiding the word republic and implies the fact that the regime is not ruled by a king.  
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home. Sophia hands him fifty. I am looking [for him] to tell him to come back tomorrow 

so that we can give him the rest…230 

After the front collapsed, soldiers who could not go back home or find 

accommodation somewhere might become beggars or vagabonds. A large number had 

been captured by the Italian forces and enclosed in the concentration camp of Larissa (a 

town in central Greece) where around 500 died from hunger and hardship while others 

were later executed.231Many soldiers found shelter in the hospitals, where their injured 

comrades had gathered. Those who did not have the means to go back, stayed in the city 

together with marginalised urban population: the first social strata to be affected by the 

famine to follow. There is no doubt that some of them died. 

         

         The “Greek Polity” 

        

         Contradictions  

The collapse of the front was followed by the establishment of an occupational 

(collaborationist) government on 30th April 1941. Lieutenant General Georgios 

Tsolakoglou, the person who finally took the initiative to sign the capitulation of the 

war, was appointed prime minister. The cabinet was dominated by people from the 

military forces, who had participated in the war, among them several officers well 

disposed towards the German Nazi regime.232  There was no minister of Foreign 

Affairs, something which invalidated the government’s possibility to establish foreign 

relations, further “proof”, in political terms, that the country had lost its national 

independence. 

Forming a government would in appearance fill the gap of the political vacuum 

caused by the inexistence of the state after the departure of the king. Its legitimacy, 

 
230 Milliex, Roger, Imerologio kai martyries tou  polemou kai tis katochis,( Diary and testimonies of the 

war and occupation) Athens, Themelio, 1982, p.36 
231

Epesan gia ti zoi- Iroes, martyres laikon apeleftherotikon agonon, [They have fallen for the life-

Heroes martyrs of the people’s, liberation struggles]  Vol.III, Greek Communist Party, Athens, 1998, 

pp.271-272. 

 Reservists had been a problem for the authorities in general. On one occasion, the Italian authorities 

gathered a large number of enlisted Cretans in a central stadium and created kitchen soups for the 

purpose. The place was soon converted into a battlefield. The incident, begun with a clash, when Cretan 

soldiers attacked an Italian and what followed was a collision with many dead from what was before the 

Cretan reservists.  

 
232 It is indicative that six out of ten ministers of the government belonged to the military authorities. 
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however, was by no means a given. Although the presence of a government was 

associated with the end of a hopeless war and its existence linked with a vague effort to 

maintain national integrity, its priorities mirrored  the priorities of the occupational 

forces.  After months of a victorious war, with Greek soldiers still coming back 

exhausted and the battle of Crete still in progress, the population had to deal with an 

authority imposed by the enemy. What is more, the composition of the new cabinet was 

a constant reminder of and emphasised the presence of a “fifth column”, the traitors, 

about whose activities so many rumours had been spread.233  

Establishing administrative and military rule in different regions of the country, 

where, except for the Nazi Germans, Italian and Bulgarian forces took part, signified the 

disruption of national integrity. Such rule, therefore, deprived the government of one 

more reason for its existence. When the defeated Italian troops entered the capital, on 

24th  June 1941, the feeling of aversion towards the occupiers became even stronger. 

The memory of the victorious war against the Italian troops was strongly at odds with 

their presence in Greece. 

This situation would generate more confusion as one example of Greek soldiers 

brought from Crete, illustrates. One interviewee had been re-enlisted on the island of 

Crete, where he had arrived from the Albanian front on leave. Seriously injured and 

caught by the German troops, he was taken to a hospital in Athens. There, he soon 

discovered that the government considered him and his comrades to be prisoners of war 

because he had fought with the king’s forces. The matter was solved, according to the 

testimony, with the intervention of the Red Cross: 

… at the Polytechnic school, the yard downstairs was filled with soldiers, prisoners of 

war and upstairs the rooms had beds for the wounded. We stayed there for 34 days, 

prisoners to the Germans as the Greek government, the occupational government of 

Tsolacoglou, would not recognise us, since they considered us “ partisans” who fought 

after his [Tsolakoglou] capitulation, the one that he had signed.234 

 
233  As explained in the previous chapter it was not just a rumor.On the militarist pro-german section of 

the greek army its relations with the nazi state and the greek political world see Andrikopoulos, Giannis, “ 

I politiki tis sinthikologisis kai i katarrefsi tou metopou, Aprilios 1941” ( the politics of the capitulation 

and the collapse of the front, April 1941) in Fleischer, Hagen -  Svoronos, Nikos ( eds), Ellada 1936-

1944: Dictatoria Katochi Antistasi, Practika A’Diethnous Synedriou Sygchronis Istorias (Greece 1936-

1944:Dictatorship-Occupation-Resistance. Proceedings of the 1st international Congress of Contemporary 

history), Athens, Cultural Institute ATE, 1989 

 
234  K.T,, Oral testimony, 10/1/2004 
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The account, I think, is indicative of the existing disruption, since the war-disabled and 

ex-soldiers, already considered heroes, were now deemed prisoners of war by the 

“Greek government” or, following my interviewee’s definition, possibly affected by 

subsequent events: “partisans.” The fact that official recognition was denied them 

deprived the government of legitimacy in the eyes of public opinion. In other words, the 

ex-soldiers who had, even temporarily, won the war were considered much more 

legitimate representatives of the nation than the government itself.  

The existence of the war-disabled was a living memory of the war, which was also a 

reminder of the exact ‘position’ of the country by the allies.                                                      

Apart from the political implications and consequences for Greek national 

integrity that the occupation brought, the crash of the economy and the spectre of 

famine hovering over the country disrupted further the texture of legitimacy that the 

government had tried to create. The famine affected the population of the capital 

principally the weak and ill. On 20 October 1941, Chr. Chrestides on dealing with the 

arrival of Kurtulus”, a Turkish ship bringing provisions for the capital inhabitants, 

added: It seems that it brought 1,100 tonnes of food supplies half of which will go to the 

popular messes and the other half to the hospitals. The situation in the latter is long 

since tragic. In “Sotiria” [name of hospital] last week the dinner of the ill was fifteen 

chestnuts all in all.235 

Although the war-disabled, still in the hospitals, were in a relatively protected 

environment, they soon had to face problems parallel to those felt by the rest of the 

population. Manoles Roumeliotakes remembers in his memoir written in the 60s: 

The meat became vegetables and the vegetables gradually were cooked without olive 

oil. With the lessening of the food the indignation and various protests grew. […] Two 

times we threw the food together with the plates from the hospitals windows. The 

direction grew uneasy but the “laurels” had not yet faded and they took no measures 

against us.236 

An interviewee, who found himself in one of the hospitals at that time, remembers the 

protests of the patients: 

 
235 Christidis Chr., Chronia Katochis 1941-1944…p.151.  I gather that the number refers to the whole 

week. References to Sotiria, a hospital for the consumptive, abound in the testimonies. Should we gather 

that consumptive were the first group of patients to be neglected? 
236 Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tis Alvanias) (letters to my son: from 

the Albanian war), Athens, Plethron, 1981 p.112. 
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We were indignant because we were hungry in the hospitals. . We were hungry at the 

time in the hospitals. [Fancy that] once, they served us cooked apples. Apples! They had 

cooked them. And we took them…there was then somebody named Bakos237  and he had 

the ministry. [He was] a Greek. And he had the ministry. The ministry at the time was 

where today they have the euzons [presidential guard] and people go to watch them. And 

we go to the minister and … [I mean] a committee. And we were holding the plates with 

the apples. With no olive oil nothing…apples, boiled apples. And we told the minister, 

we told him two things: you have either to decide to execute us or send us back to our 

place of origin….238 

Both extracts show clearly that shortage of food had become a crucial problem for the 

patients, who were ready to protest.  

On the other hand, they found themselves in an unclear situation: they had been 

considered war heroes but now the war was over and the country they defended, 

occupied. The fact that they could not go back to their families generated even more 

anxiety among them with regards to their status.  

The war-disabled had to face even more difficulties: in his memoirs, one of 

them, recalls their attempt to form a committee of Cretans and ask the authorities for 

permission to leave for their island. German authorities gave consent only to those who 

were able-bodied and declared fit enough to work in the island fortifications. The war-

disabled were after all disabled and therefore useless as manpower.239 

 

       The war-disabled:  institutional status 

 

The text that follows refers to an institutional scheme not very different from the 

one of the pre-war years yet sufficient to corroborate the status given to the war-

disabled of the 40-41 war during the occupation years. It is by no means a presentation 

of the overall legislation passed at the time. It is meant to be a brief introduction for a 

framework concerning laws enacted for the war-disabled of the 1940-1941 war. As my 

 
237 Georgios Bakos was the minister of Defense appointed by Georgios Tsolakoglou government. 
238 A.S., oral testimony, 20/8/2003 
239 Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou…..op.cit. p.117-118 
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intention is to emphasise the response of the ‘wounded’ to it, special attention is given to 

measures concerning laws on war-disabled, their public presence and material support.   

Official “recognition”, came as a derivative of the legislative articulation passed 

during the interwar years. In the History of the Greek Army we read: 

In May 1941 severely handicapped invalids -war victims, career and reserve officers 

and soldiers- were deemed “ honoris causa” to be on active service and were allowed 

to bear the insignia determined for invalids. Included in this list of invalids were those 

who, as a result of war wounds, had total loss of vision, lost both lower or  upper limbs, 

were paraplegic or quadriplegic, and other categories of injuries at the discretion of the 

Supreme Medical Council.240    

The extract refers to the legislative decree of 12th May 1941, which would also define 

those who could bear the war-disabled brooch, a small model of the war iron cross in a 

wreath of gold-plated laurel and the inscription “war-disabled”.241 According to the 

above scheme anyone who was war-disabled would be ensured recognition as a national 

hero and would obtain the resultant benefits. Similar to the war-disabled in the interwar 

years, the 40-41 war-disabled had the right to medical treatment242 and a pension. They 

were also entitled 243 to food supplies.  

Continuity of the legislative precedent might offer more credits of legitimacy to 

the existing political regime. The resulting contradiction due to the fact that the state, 

vehicle of this recognition, was  represented by a government collaborating with the 

invaders of the national territory, could be counterbalanced by the idea that military 

values and previous legislative frameworks were, at least apparently, alive and well. 

The war-disabled were, for the time being at least attached to the occupational status 

quo and military apparatus from which the confirmation of their institutional status 

 
240 HAGS/AHD, A History of the Hellenic Army 1821-1997, Athens, An Army History Directorate 

Publication, 1999, p.208 

 
241 Legislative Decree 27/41 of the 12th of May 1941.  
242 Another legislative decree  (N.D.1040/42) would extend the entitlement to medical care to the whole 

family of the war-disabled in the public hospitals. In this case however, there was an important exception: 

war-disabled who were tuberculars and had got married after the diagnosis of their illness could not take 

advantage of this right for their families  

 
243 With the use of the word  “entitlement” I refer indirectly to  Amartya K. Sen’ s work Poverty and 

Famine: an Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation. Oxford 1981. I owe the idea of this term to Lidia 

Santarelli who is   referring to Amartya Sen’s work in order to analyze the famine in Greece during the 

occupation especially concerning  hyperinflation and the degradation of the wage-earners and public 

servants. I found the term useful in order to show how this entitlement becomes a right through 

legislation. Also how the war-disabled shifted it to the rest of the population in cases when they shared 

their supplies e.t.c.  
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emerged. At the same time, however, in having their status confirmed, this meant they 

could make further demands. 

In the broader social milieu of a city under occupation, the somehow 

“privileged” position of the war-disabled, the result of this official recognition, offered 

them a spectrum of possibilities to interact with the city inhabitants: from disruption and 

vexation to sympathising and new opportunities of communication. An example 

illustrating the first case is given in the memoirs of M. Roumeliotakes (written in early 

60s) where he voices the shame he felt at witnessing an invalid who insulted an old 

woman when she tried to jump the queue in a shop. The incident, enhanced by the fact 

that the woman was a dead soldier’s mother, made the author hide until everybody had 

left so that nobody could see that he is an invalid too. 

War, invasion and the consequences of occupation triggered frictions at the everyday 

level. The incident, I think, apart from personal attitudes, discloses the contradictions 

that the official status of being war-disabled could generate in occupation times. This is 

important in order to understand individual and collective attitudes of the invalids 

during these years.     

 

The above does not, however, deny another crucial fact: that the war-disabled 

were in desperate material need and therefore, in need of whatever the state could 

provide. When the formalities of the law met the reality of the occupation, the result 

unmasked the insufficiency of the former and the destructive consequences of the latter: 

in the previous unit of this work, for instance, we discovered what the fate of invalid 

beggars was. They would be severely punished and lose their entitlement to a pension. 

In the same light one might be able to see minor violations, which gave a hint of how 

war-disabled as individuals or groups would handle ensuing problems in war-time 

conditions: in another legislative act issued one year later, punishment of one year 

imprisonment would be imposed for those who wore the brooch without the official 

recognition of being war-disabled.244 It is not clear why this happened. We can however 

assume that the brooch, entitling the person who wore it to food supplies or certain 

benefits, had been converted into a “tool” for more people or disabled persons with 

lower disability percentages to take advantage of those benefits. In other words being 

 
244 Legislative Decree 1862/42 of the 23rd of September 1942.  
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‘disabled’ became a strategy to broaden the impact of what official recognition entailed 

as a means to cover an individual’s needs.  

In June 1941, another decree would provide maidservants for several war-

disabled in need of assistance. The maidservant could be appointed (and dismissed) by 

request of the disabled person and would receive a month’s salary.245  This decree, apart 

from the actual needs that it covered, offered women a possibility to work 

professionally during the occupation period, but at the same time introduced high 

degree of dependency of the employee on the patient via the state. However, it might 

allow a disabled person with serious problems to leave hospital and go home. The same 

degree also promoted a scheme for soldiers who might have married before the war but 

might now be abandoned by their wives due to their critical situation. Indeed from the 

testimonies we can gather that several disabled men named their own wife as a 

maidservant. In the case of those who were not married, it might offer them the 

opportunity to get married or obtain the permanent company of a woman.246  

The marriage –assistantship scheme did provide an alternative for the war-disabled 

encouraging to lead a ‘normal life possibly linked more to their collectivities (i.e. 

associations) thus distancing themselves from other activities.247  

On the other hand the link to the female population, which strengthened the masculine 

identity of the disabled, might add to further consolidate fusion with the rest of society 

and reinforce the need to emphasise the masculine gender and the related heroic 

ideal.248I will try to deal partly with the matter in the next chapter on everyday life. 

 
245 The salary in 1941 Greece was from 2000 drachmas (in Athens) to 750 drachmas for those who lived 

in towns of less than 10.000 inhabitants. 
246 The situation of the women population during occupation is not fully analysed as most of the research 

concerns those belonging in the resistant network. It is however, evident that women had found 

themselves in great difficulty if we consider the unemployment,  the destruction caused by war bombing 

and the number of dead during the warfare. The foundation and immediate function  of war victims’ 

associations gives a hint of the problem as well as of the fact that women grasped the opportunity to 

organize themselves and take advantage of the entitlement offered by the state. 
247 Manolis Roumeliotakis a war-disabled, communist and resistant activist, complains in his memoirs 

seeing many war-disabled accompanied by women who, in his view, took advantage of the fact that they 

could benefit from the free entrance to theatres and cinemas. His overall evaluation of the fact is negative, 

as he considered this “exchange” an impediment for the war-disabled fight for better living conditions. 

The issue, I think, can be broadly seen only in the light of sociology of the emotions.  Roumeliotakis 

Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tes Alvanias) (letters to my son :from the Albanian 

war), Athens, Plethron, 1981, p.115  
248 This remark has to be seen in the broader context of the changes in gender  relationships during and 

after the war, the fact that most of the disabled gathered in hospitals came from the countryside and a 

closer  examination of the legislative framework . 
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 An additional legislative decree (N.D.1040/42) would extend medical care to the whole 

family of the war-disabled in the public hospitals.249 In this case however, there was an 

important exception: war-disabled who were suffering from tuberculosis and had got 

married after the diagnosis of their illness, this was because their situation was 

considered incurable. 

I will not attempt to examine the legislative framework on the war veterans 

further. What can be said in a more general way, is that when the front collapsed, 

official recognition  and what it involved proved necessary -albeit not sufficient-for the 

soldiers’ survival. They obtained the institutional status that the prewar disabled had 

had, which signified material ease or a soldier’s right to material ease. Living conditions 

during the war however converted this material support to a minimum contribution as 

will be seen later, especially in the first occupation year and for those who lived in the 

capital suffering from the terrible famine. 

This institutional status on the other hand, would provide a background for the war-

disabled associations formed during and immediately after the war and offer a starting 

point for further negotiations and demands. 250 It could, at the same time, create an 

approximation of war-disabled associations and the government. After all, this kind of 

direct link between associations and the state was a given for pre-war Greek (and 

German) society. This is partly illustrated in the case of those who left the medical 

centres of Athens and went back to their home towns. Further research is needed in 

order to highlight this aspect. In the remaining text I will try to offer various reasons on 

why the official identity emerging from the war-disabled institutional framework as 

well as their connection to the official state became fragile.  

        

       Athens Hospitals 

 

The war-disabled who did return to their hometowns together with those who 

stayed in the capital were given a pension corresponding to the percentage of their 

 
249 Legislative Decree 1040/42 article no5. 
250 The importance of such collectivities like cooperatives or professional organizations was crucial 

during the occupation years for the survival of broader strata of the population. On the issue see 

Margaritis, Giorgos, Apo tin itta stin exegersi-Ellada, anoiksi 1941 - fthinoporo 1942, Athens, o Politis, 

1993, pp.102-105.                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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disability. Considering inflation and the crisis in the provision of food they managed to 

survive but with difficulty. Most of the disabled managed to carry on through family 

networks and sometimes availed themselves of the opportunities offered by the law 

such as the possibility to set up a small shop or obtain a plot of land.251 Some even had 

the chance to get involved in professional activity unless their disability was very 

serious.252 

Many of the war-disabled decided or had to stay in Athens. Treatment was only 

one reason for this decision and concerned those seriously ill. One might see additional 

reasons such as the stigmatization of the disabled person in local communities, where 

pride in soldiering did not always counterbalance the image of a “cripple’ particularly if 

this disability prevented the affected people from performing their everyday and 

professional activities. In contrast to the hospitals, where the wounded had found some 

protection, public recognition, a certain degree of affection, and perhaps even a possible 

sense of community life, their hometown might hide unpleasant surprises. Hospitals, 

after all, had become a place, where disability and its causes would be directly 

associated. 

 Difficulties in transportation often prolonged the stay in the capital of those, less 

seriously, disabled as in the case of Manoles Roumeliotakes who tried unsuccessfully to 

abandon the city. There were of course some cases which disclose that the city life itself 

might actually have been an attractive option for young people as the case of Ch. G.  

This man, having his limbs amputated and suffering from tuberculosis, found the 

opportunity to work in a musical theatre and earn some extra cash, while practising his 

favourite activity: singing. It is also important to mention that many non- disabled 

reservists had found shelter in the same hospitals for a long time.  

 
251 I have no evidence as to what extend and under which conditions, had these measures been effective. 

For those coming from villages and very small towns with peasant families, survival   had been  easier as 

their pension had been an additional income to the one given by the family network.  
252 Those who were involved in the foundation of the local associations or had been active members of 

them, additionally used the possibilities given to by the existence of a collective body, which provided 

chances for negotiation with the authorities. As several of my testimonies reveal, being a member of a 

war-disabled association also entailed the possibility to demand goods like humanitarian help coming 

from the Red Cross. Networks like that would be enriched by its connections with army officers and the 

police as two testimonies reveal.  The fact that some organizations involved also victims of war that is 

soldiers’ widows enhanced the associations’ leverage.  To what extend these connections went as far as to 

be deemed collaboration demands a separate research on the field. These remarks concern mostly invalids 

living in the capital or those who could reach associations in other cities. Generalizations in the attitudes 

of the war-disabled all over Greece are impossible in the present work.   
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In the previous chapter I addressed the issue of invalids inside the social space 

of the hospitals in the War. Given the fact that many soldiers remained in the capital and 

were in regular contact with the medical centres or even kept living there, I consider the 

hospital a significant point of reference since it was mentioned again and again in all 

interviews I got from those who remained in the capital. For them keeping in touch with 

the hospital space would actually improve communication among all the invalids. 

 I will now try to take closer look at the patients in the hospitals and examine 

their characteristics. At the same time I will seek to analyse the conditions, which made 

the war-disabled get out into the public space, enriching the inner space of the hospital 

with new possibilities of action. This double presence of the war-disabled in hospital 

and public space started during warfare as explained in the previous chapter.253   

To begin with, I would like to underline the fact that most hospitals were located 

in the middle of the city and were therefore close to the centre of action, decision and 

the social or economic activity of the city’s inhabitants. Any decision concerning 

medical centres would soon be common knowledge among the population and those in 

close touch with the hospitals could be easily informed. A hospitals’ connection to the 

War meant that they were now even more visible than they had been before the War. 

Hospitals became the nuclei of the “heroes” in the urban environment of the home-front 

and the point where the front had been “transferred.” 

Hospitals in Greece with their philanthropic past and their therapeutic role as 

institutions preserved, even in war time conditions, a character of a protected 

environment, given also that most medical centres in the interwar period were state-

owned institutions. Hospitals were places where a fragile part of the community, the 

sick, would find shelter: a place of protection and control at the same time, since   

patients would be under close observation. In the case of the poor, a hospital would be 

synonymous with the alibi of a society for the existence of its weak population but 

definitely a place legitimized in everybody’s eyes as concerned its formal therapeutic  

function.  

Military activity strengthened these characteristics since enlistment itself 

provided a strong link between state institutions and the population since a national war 

 
253 . The analysis does not concern, of course, the totality of the medical centers. The military hospitals 

that kept injured soldiers were twelve. 
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of course created victims, soldiers as well as civilians.254 This, apart from rendering the 

hospital a kind of social nucleus, meant that patients in general, the war-disabled in 

particular, stayed in the hospital or kept in touch with it by right. What is more, 

considering the fact that war and militarism was a form of common ground between 

occupational forces and a collaborationist government, the rights of the war-disabled 

were not affected by the interruption of political and national continuity. On the 

contrary, more than the rest of the population, soldiers, victorious during the warfare, 

had been converted to victims par excellence.255  What hospitals ‘contained’ therefore 

had took on new and enhanced meaning and  significance due to the war-disabled 

demanding their rights and organizing, setting up associations.  

Another result of the recent warfare was that patients from various parts of the 

Greek countryside but mostly from the islands, represented a variety of nuances in 

cultural background from their places of origin. Such soldiers may not share the same 

high cultural standard as city inhabitants but the fact that they came from the 

countryside did make them different. One tends to think that identical or similar ideas 

and visions would strengthen the bonds of a community and enhance trust among the 

disabled and the rest of the reservists sheltered in the hospitals. Indeed in many 

testimonies invalids from the same place tended to form groups of friends, sometimes 

helping each other since they shared the same social background. 

Local cultural codes, on the other hand, merged with the ideal of the national hero 

produced in the urban space. The best example to illustrate this are the large number of 

Cretan soldiers who remained in the city and whose fighting values could combine in 

various ways with the public image of heroism fed during the war. This ideal had been 

present in the public and, more often, official discourse on the War during the warfare 

and was reinforced by the rhetoric of the resistance afterwards. Nevertheless, this ideal 

contained contradictions as a result of its own construction and the conditions of war-

time everyday life. Precisely for this reason however, keeping recognition alive might 

be crucial not only for the war-disabled constitution of self but also for their survival in 

the city. 

 
254 In this direction I tend to see the previous legislation, as well as the one issued in 1941, as a 

confirmation of this link. It is important to mention here that the legislation concerning the war-disabled 

did not differ much from the German one.  
255 On the other hand, the state that recognized this right in institutional terms was represented by a 

government, which owed its very existence to the support of the occupational forces, ie. the enemy. There 

appeared then a paradox: an occupied state recognized an army that fought its source of legitimacy. 
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Economic and professional status have to be regarded as ambiguous variables in 

the formation of collectivities. The few with a well-off family in Athens might find 

support there and be less connected to the war-disabled communities. Families of the 

well-off that were in the capital  would take care of their war-disabled members. War-

disabled with no such support and serious health problems, on the contrary, would have 

material needs but additionally would suffer from the degradation of not being able to 

work as the rest of the population.. Those who had obtained professional skills or a job 

before the war even if their disability was less serious would rarely be able to continue 

their previous professional activity. In their case the need for a job during the 

occupation would put  them either in touch with associations and the possibilities 

offered by them or/and in touch with the city environment and its job market. Ch. G. for 

instance, as seen above, found a job in a musical theatre. Others took advantage of the 

closer access to provisions in order to get involved in small-scale black market business 

as M. Roumeliotakes describes. 256 

Active presence of the war-disabled in everyday life in the capital had been 

already facilitated by the legislative framework. The measures for the disabled, 

including pensions, the possibility of having a maid-servant or free entrance to theatres 

and cinemas opened the way for the less seriously injured to participate to a certain 

degree in city life. One more feature, therefore, of hospitalization that might have 

changed was the fact that patients, who were able to walk, with or without artificial 

limps, had a social life alongside their hospital life or in close relationship with it. 

Several testimonies, indeed, reveal that those disabled who had a relative or just friends 

in the city used to visit or sleep in their relatives’ houses and spend some time with 

them.  In this way such ‘mobile’ invalids functioned as vehicles of information, 

sociability and activity for those patients who had few or no occasion to go out.  

Others who found a place to stay and even a job often continued to visit the hospitals to 

benefit from the free meals provided and receive medical care. In other words the war-

disabled had made their presence visible in the social sphere, not only as beggars in the 

streets, but as association members and citizens of an occupied capital.  

A complete picture of what a hospital looked like in the inside is still missing. It 

is stating the obvious that young mutilated men had an everyday routine and huge 

 
256 Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tes Alvanias) (letters to my son 

:from the Albanian war), Athens, Plethron, 1981 p.114 

On the extension and significance of everyday black market activities  see Margaritis, Giorgos, Apo tin 

itta stin Exegersi-Ellada… 
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personal and emotional needs. The way they handled such needs given their suffering 

and the fact that it was their actual weakness and suffering which confirmed their status, 

will give us a better insight as to their overall constitution. With this in mind the next 

unit will deal with a crucial issue concerning the way the war-disabled organized 

themselves in the hospitals. 

          

         The war-disabled and the urban public space  

        

          National Anniversaries 

National anniversaries, mainly the Greek Independence Day, formed only a 

small part of the rich repertoire of public ritual politics introduced by Metaxa’s 

government. Ceremonies, even the ones dedicated to the glory of the past, were to 

emphasize the strength of youth and the bright future of the nation via collective 

practices and efforts.257 A large majority of the recruits in the Greek –Italian War would 

have actively participated in these rituals as members of the dictatorship youth 

organization. They remember them as something exceptional in daily public life 

especially if they lived in small towns.258  

What difference would there be then if a national anniversary referred directly to 

a recent war-experience? What I put forward in this subunit is that national anniversary 

ceremonies in the occupation years following the “modernist” public celebrations of the 

1936 regime were marked by the heritage of the six months’ war.  The future, an 

ultimate value in the late interwar years now depended on a gloomy present: the 

immediate outcome of a very specific past. The sacrifice of those loved ones recently 

lost was too close to be seen as a remote precedent. The famine in the present was too 

real to be seen as a step towards a brighter future. It was the present that counted or else 

the future might never exist. 

The war-disabled found themselves caught at the crossroads of discourse presenting 

them as fighters, sacrificed victors and victims at the same time. Their presence in 

 
257 For a first approach on the issue see Margaritis, Giorgos, “ Apo to Metaxa ston Emfylio-ta simvola tis 

patridas”in Greece, 1936-1949: from the dictatorship to the civil war, discontinuities and continuities. 

Athens, Kastaniotis, 2003. 

 
258 I considered indicative the fact that one of my interviewees, when asked about his participation in 

parades and while the conversation was moving around the post-war years, he went as back as interwar 

anniversaries and parades. (oral testimony with H. S. 3/9/2004) 
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public ceremonies linked past to present but also underlined the rejection of an 

undesirable reality: the final defeat shortcoming of the past. Sources of the period 

emphasize the impact of the war-disabled appearing in commemoration ceremonies 

which tended to dwell on the impact of national defeat and discrediting the 

collaborationist government.  

         An indicative example is given by Chr. Crhestides in his diary entry for 28th 

October 1941: the first anniversary of the Greek-Italian war. Chrestides refers to the 

disabled in wheelchairs who placed a wreath at the monument of the “unknown soldier”   

together with many people visiting the site. Moved by the act, he then describes the 

arrival of the government: 

Following the emotive scene [means: of the disabled] there arrived the comical. The 

police showed an incoherent  [sic] confusion: gathering the previous wreaths and 

flowers, arresting the first visitors, allowing afterwards, preventing later, allowing 

again, there came the turn of the company of Dolmetscher (the generals-minister that 

is) to arrive ashamed at five o’clock in the afternoon and lay their wreaths “in honor of 

the dead Greeks and Italians of the Greek-Italian war”259 

The war-disabled seemed to have two choices:  between a notion of fatherland vaguely 

present in the official ceremonies of the local and foreign authorities and a more specific 

one in spontaneous manifestations of the people who lived the consequences of the  

occupation and linked it to the  loss of national integrity.  

It is exactly this co-existence of the disabled with the rest of the population -through 

which they also justified their quality as national heroes- that made the difference. 

Through this co-existence a ceremony could become a protest.  In a description of the 

first anniversary of the war in October 1941 by P.M. Mihaelides, the author narrates the 

departure of the war-disabled from the municipal hospital. The Italian forces made 

space for them to pass and they attacked only when a group of students tried to join 

them.260 

 
259 Christidis Chr., Chronia Katochis…..p.162 There is no evidence that representatives of the war-

disabled were also present in rituals like that. This commemoration created indeed confusion. Giorgos 

Theotokas , a writer, notes in his diary that the order for the people to be given permission to approach 

and leave some flowers at the monument had changed ten times in one day. Theotokas, Giorgos, Tetradia 

imerologiou (1939-1953) [Diary Notebooks 1939-1953], Athens Estia, (s.a.) 

 
260 Michailidis P.M., Agathoupoleos 7-Mikres istories apo ti megali katochi, (=short stories from the 

grand occupation)  Athina, Estia, 1991. In another source concerning the same anniversary , that is of 

1941, we find an account of the same procedure. The source refers to the speech the war-disabled made 
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Apart from the official press, the authorities’ official commemorations are 

generally not mentioned in ego- documents. On the contrary, national anniversaries 

becoming an expression of a large public and obtaining a subversive content abound in 

diverse testimonies and the underground press. What this character of subversion 

mostly reveals is the appropriation of a ceremony, the dominance of improvisation and 

the spontaneity in ritual procedure. 

In his diary Roger Milliex refers to the anniversary of the war on 28th October 

1942 where he was present accompanying a blind man. In a church full of mourning 

women and invalids, the ritual, after its prohibition by the authorities and the refusal of 

the clergy to officiate, took a spontaneous character. An invalid gave a speech on the 

dead of the Albanian front and called for revenge. He finished cheering Greece.  

Subsequent to the impromptu speech, the recitation of poems, the singing of the national 

anthem and religious hymns, one more war-disabled person accused the clergy of not 

following the example of the national heroes who had fought for the independence. The 

unification of time in R. Milliex’ narration is complete: past, remote and recent, is 

channeled to the present for the fulfillment of the future. What follows is, according to 

the author, a unification of bodies, dead and alive: 

The laurel wreath destined to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, changes hands. 

Everybody kisses it –everybody’s eyes fill with tears and everyone cuts a laurel leaf and 

places it on their breast. 

Considering the situation in the middle of which these manifestations took place, 

one might trace their potential function. Continuous prohibition, traffic restrictions, 

seizure of goods, requisition of real estate and the imprisonment of civilians were what 

occupation had brought to the capital. Together with the murderous famine of 1941-

1942 these were circumstances enough to promote social disruption, a rupture in time 

and space and, most of all, the degradation of the broader social strata. Rituals as 

described above, therefore, could also serve the need for repairing  the social tissue of 

disruption.261 In the underground press rituals had been constantly represented as 

 
when bringing the wreath to the tomb of the unknown soldier: they promised to continue the war that 

their dead comrades had started. 

 
261. Diaries underline the solidarity of the inhabitants in the capital. In my view it is important to 

remember the context of this production: most of them had been written by literate middle class writers. 

There is however, lots of evidence for phenomena typical of disruption and inmoral behavior as it 

happens in most social crisis less serious than the 41-42 famine. They could concern more “lower” classes 

who had no chance of leaving any testimony on their life before or during the war. They could also refer 

to middle-upper classes who usually “ forgot”  to mention them in their diaries especially  in the post war 
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serving this purpose with the emphasis on the idea of the nation.262Hence, stressing a 

national ideal –redefined and broadened- obtained a potential to support social 

cohesion.263 

In the public ceremony mentioned above, there were no demands, still the manifestation 

had been prohibited and ended with Italian troops attacking the crowd: 

Suddenly a firing breaks out and beating rained down. The cowards! As they could not 

beat the disabled they fell on the women…They arrested quite a lot. [of women]264 

This last extract is indicative of the fact that independent of their number the war-

disabled contributed to the legitimization of the whole protest. After all, their role in the 

public ritual of anniversaries was a given. 

 On the other hand, the incident might reproduce the wars’ contradictions: Italian troops 

attacked and arrested the women of a supposedly fighting nation the invalids unable to 

defend and protect them. Their sense of impotence could thus be stressed but their 

feelings concerning the side they belonged could become stronger. The ensuing 

repression in manifestation created thus analogies of their soldiering experience, 

confirmed their link with the protesting population and consolidated their present 

position. 

We do not know the exact numbers of those who participated in public events 

and those who did not.  In oral testimonies there are reminiscences of these events but 

usually the interviewees do not clearly remember their motive. Data also show that 

anniversaries had on some occasions been linked to protests concerning material 

 
years. The issue, in my opinion raises the problem of how social coherence has to be defined in the pre-

war Greek capital. I am not giving a full answer to this question but I do take as a given that the emphasis 

in national unity given during (and even before) the war is a safe starting point. In this sense an 

interesting question might be to what extent the National Liberation Movement (EAM) with its call to the 

“people” enhanced the given idea of national unity and to what extend national unity as such had been a 

powerful potential for various social strata before and during the war. 
262 An extended analysis of the discourse and circulation of the illegal press during the occupation would , 

in my opinion  shed much light on its ideological function.  The same anniversary for instance is 

described in Doxa  a newsletter of the liberal resistant  organization PEAN. Doxa emphasizes the 

importance of the unanimous participation stating that this anniversary kept its “national 

character”DOXA: elliniki icho,  Athens, year A’, November 1942, no12. On the other hand, Rizopastis, 

the newsletter of the National Liberation Front (EAM) would call for participation to honour the dead of 

the Albanian front but underlines in its main article the need to fight for the food supplies, reminding 

them the courage of the Russians in Stalingrad. Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 15 

October 1942, no.27. 
263 Giorgos Margaritis writing on public anniversaries in the occupation years notes that fatherland rather 

than a given became a claim with an uncertain albeit rich new content. My assumption follows this 

direction trying to define parts of this content. Margaritis, Giorgos, “ Apo to Metaxa…...op.cit. pp.126-

127. 

 
264 Milliex, Roger, Imerologio kai martyries….op.cit., pp.90-91  
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demands. National anniversaries and protests are often confused by interviewees and 

that may be exactly what matters in the way these events are approached. While other 

written sources state that these rituals are a clearly specific albeit spontaneous 

expression of the national cause, interviewees tend to connect such public rituals with 

public protest. There is no reason to doubt that many invalids assessed their demands 

for food and medication in the same way as they expressed their belief in the nation. 

After all, confirming a discourse concerning national values would be an affirmation of 

their status as national heroes. On the other hand, national defeat and the ensuing social 

wreckage offered protesters enriched content and increased their leverage.  This content 

fitted in perfectly with the demands of the war-disabled who were asking for more 

provisions and full recognition as national heroes.   

To counterbalance this fusion, the official response started labeling every protest 

activity as “communist”, a characterization that divested the war-disabled of their 

symbolic capital (a communist might also be considered a traitor in the Greek interwar 

context) and could potentially distance them from participating in events against the 

status quo. This happened for instance on 17th March 1942 only eight days before the 

national anniversary, when the war-disabled visited the prime minister of the 

collaborationist government. They were violently repressed.265 The incident (most 

probably the same) is mentioned in a newsletter by the underground press, where the 

issue concerned the salaries of the government members. The article, under the title 

Polity of Traitors, ended: 

After avoiding  the danger of being beaten by the honoured war-disabled, who are 

starving  when at the same time he[the prime minister] lives like a lord, he sent them a 

letter expressing his sorrow because they … had become the mouthpieces of Moscow 

and the enemies of Greece.266 

National anniversaries became an issue of diverse conflict as time passed and 

polarization became clear. In a testimony, referring to the celebration of national 

independence in 1943, in Piraeus, the association which got permission to celebrate the 

anniversary is said to have been followed by “communists” who threw fliers into the air. 

In this case the interviewee himself referred to “communists” differentiating them from 

his group.267  

 
265 St’ armata, st’ armata-chroniko tis Ethnikis Antistasis 1940-1945,  Athina , Gnoseis, 1986, (1967) 
266 DOXA: elliniki icho, no 1 Athens, April 1942 
267  D. A., Oral testimony,  16/9/2003 
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         Organization 

The “high society” volunteer nurses finished their duty. Their visits were spaced 

and very soon stopped completely. Food became less and less and the “heroes” started 

to be considered as “anarchists and trouble makers”. They began discharging  patients 

restored to health. The wards were emptied of those who could go out and live in Athens 

and Piraeus and came only for lunch.268 

This is how Manoles Roumeliotakes, communist and later member of the committees of 

the VIII Military Hospital sums up the end of a procedure started in the warfare months 

in war-disabled hospitals. He notices an end of what he considers the not so authentic   

interaction between hospitals and broader society, as well as the degradation of the true 

position of the war-disabled by lessening their food. He refers to the way in which the 

disabled left hospital and went out into public. Finally, he points out how discourse 

seemed to change: how is it that the war disabled turned from “heroes” into “anarchists 

and trouble makers?” He goes on to explain how in the following pages of his memoir 

referring to the way the war-disabled organized themselves. 

Several sources, oral testimonies and memoirs mention the fact that invalids in 

central hospitals had created committees that took care of food distribution, supplies and 

the hospitals’ overall function. Their starting point has to be seen in the establishment of 

the War-Disabled Federation, which was a given before the occupation began.269 The 

possibility to set up committees had probably emerged as the outcome of negotiations 

between the patients and the government.  

M. Roumeliotakes recalls: 

The Federation had achieved the recognition of the hospitals’ committees, the members 

of which were elected by the totality of the patients. Every ward appointed one or more 

representatives according to its power. They, on their turn, elected a five member 

secretariat with president, vice president etc. This committee alone administered the 

hospitals affairs and under the Federation’s guidance the general war-disabled 

affairs.270 

 
268 Roumeliotakis Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tis Alvanias) (letters to my son :from 

the Albanian war), Athens, Plethron, 1981, p. 109 
269 Spyros Kotsakis, in his memoirs refers also  to the Federation of the war-disabled in Didotou street.  

. Kotsakis Spyros, Eisfora sto chroniko tis katochis kai tis ethniis antistasis stin Athina,  Athina, 

Sygchroni epochi  1986 p.64 
270 Roumeliotakis Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tes Alvanias) (letters to my son :from 

the Albanian war), Athens, plethron, 1981 p.120. 
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Committees indeed dealt with practical matters such as controlling food distribution and 

supervising of provisions delivered to hospitals. The issue was important if we consider 

the famine and the black market networks spreading in the urban environment as well as 

the individuals attempting to embezzle the authorities in the hospitals. After all,  

medical centres had been among the few institutions that could function as warehouses. 

A case in point is recounted in M. Roumeliotakes’ memoir when the author himself 

detected misappropriations of the hospitals’ provisions, which gave him the opportunity 

to inform the patients. This, according to his memoir, created a rift between him and the 

director of the hospital, while enhancing the confidence of the war-disabled in his 

person.271 

The incident is indicative of the fact that occupation conditions altered once 

more the usual function of the hospital. Material needs, a gathering of large numbers of 

war-disabled with a recognized institutional status and the possibility to act collectively 

brought discourses along with new practices in the hospital space. These in their turn 

made space for a different understanding of how problems could be handled. The war-

disabled took advantage of the changing situation and some fought to shift 

responsibility to themselves thus enhancing their agency. 

Membership in the war-disabled associations opened the way to a close 

connection to the federation and, indirectly, to the resistant network. The intention of 

the National Liberation Front to extend its influence to various collectivities during the 

occupation years played an important role.    

The above procedure introduced a political game into the hospital space, which was not 

without consequences: given hierarchies were tottered and new faces were invested with 

power. An illustrative example of the microcosm of the hospital is given again by M. 

Roumeliotakes who describes not only the conflicts he had with the director of the 

hospital but also the break with the previous representative of the Federation whom he 

had denounced for abuse of power.272 

Resistant discourse and activity gained in impact on war-disabled activity that 

persisted in time. To give an example of how the war-disabled involved defined their 

doings, I quote two extracts from interviews on the matter: 

 
 
271 Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tes Alvanias)…op.cit.  p.121-122 
272 Roumeliotakis Manolis, Grammata sto gio mou (apo ton polemo tes Alvanias)…op.cit.p.119. 
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…where [in the hospitals] we had many manifestations at the time. It was the hospitals, 

since the occupation, when the war was over, there existed the resisters [resistant 

fighters], and that is, they continued the war.273 

Or as an answer to my question on the way the disabled had been organized: 

The disabled were simply patriots who carried on the war in the mountains. They said: 

the war for us is not over, the conqueror is here. 

Occupation resistant discourse on the fighters of Albania encompassed the war-disabled 

and encouraged them to participate. What is more, the call to a fight against the 

occupiers together with the emphasis on youth that various organizations put in their 

texts, fitted well with an identity of masculine active life. The legitimacy of resistance in 

the Post War years was crucial for such discourse to continue. 

Being able to organize themselves inside the hospitals, apart from the possibility 

it gave to the war-disabled to defend their rights, offered them an additional potential to 

preserve their status inside the hospital and distance themselves from acquiring the 

possibly inactive role of patients in a medical institution.  

 

        Protests I 

In the first protests, the war-disabled asked for more supplies and medication. 

Although hospitals had been given priority, when food supplies reached the capital and 

big cities, the situation was still deplorable. 

By the end of December 1941, central hospitals were in a terrible plight. 

According to Minos Dounias’ diary the worst tragedy is the one of the ill. They have 

been left to the mercy of God. No care has been given to our injured who have 

miserable days given the way Tsolakoglou government treats them.274 

The author goes on to mention the case of those with tuberculosis whose fate is even 

more tragic. To explain his view, he refers to one of Sotiria’s (the tuberculosis hospital) 

wagons, full of dead bodies, which provoked general protest when crossing one of 

Athens’ main streets.275  The incident is indicative of the obvious fact that the poor and 

 
273  K.T., oral testimony, 10/1/2004 
274 Dounias, Minos,“Epeita apo 120 chronia eleftheris zois eimetha pali sklavoi” – to imerologio            

katochis tou Minou Dounia  (After 120 years of freedom we are slaves again”-the occupation’s 

         diary of   Minos Dounias,) Athens, Estia, 1987., p.109.  
275 The situation in Sotiria hospital had been however deplorable throughout the interwar years. Maybe in 

this case we have to deal with the fact that the author had been unaware or indifferent on the subject 

matter and paid attention to it when he felt the consequences of hunger himself. For details on Sotiria 

hospital during the interwar years see Stournas, Kostas, ….op.cit. 
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sick, tubercular being the representation of both, were the first victims of the 

occupation’s famine. It is similarly indicative of the fact that the collaborationist 

government would not meet even the most elementary needs of the people. 

The first protests made by war-disabled, as S. Kotsakes, a communist activist, 

notes in his chronicle, started very early:  by the end of December [1941], the disabled 

and injured , thousands in the hospitals of Athens,  had started the big fight for their 

survival going on hunger strike for food and medication.276 

As the author says, the protest went on via manifestations on 8 and 26 January. On 8 of 

January, the war-disabled held their first demonstration demanding to be saved from 

starving to death. On 26 more than 6,000277 disabled and injured servicemen and many 

other people reached the small square, where the offices of the Central Committee of 

Distribution were located. The Committee accepted all their demands. 

 

In line with a more detailed account these protests began at the end of December 

when the disabled went on hunger strike in the hospitals.278 This kind of strike would be 

repeated, as we shall see further on, and its impact on memory was intense as my 

interviewees prove. What they actually recall is linked with an image of the hospitals 

with black flags hanging from the windows. Black flags had been the sign of anarchy in 

the interwar years but they might also have substituted the Greek flag. Black flags also 

symbolised and stood for death. The combination, thus might suggest: anarchy - nation-

death.  

The overall result of negotiations was poor while famine was plaguing the city 

and there was still a huge insufficiency of medical supplies.279 On 17 March 1942, 

several war-disabled servicemen went to the office of the collaborationist prime 

minister to protest. They were violently thwarted back by the Italian “carabinieri”.   

In the testimonies, these protests alternate with more general demonstrations on social 

demands which involved large numbers of people. All my interviewees, who spent 

 
276 Kotsakis, Spiros, Eisfora sto chroniko tis katochis kai tis Ethnikis antistasis stin Athina (Contribution 

to the chronicle of the Occupation and the National Resistance in Athens), Athens, Sygchroni epochi, 

1986, p. 69  
277 I cannot check the number. 
278 St’ armata, st’ armata-chroniko tis Ethnikis Antistasis 1940-1945,  Athina , Gnoseis, 1986, (1967) 

p.103 
279 If we follow the greek sources, the priority given to the needs of the foreign troops resulted to an 

absolute inadequacy in medical stuff. (Gatopoulos). Hospitals, however, would later be the first to receive 

food supplies from international organizations and the red cross  
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some time in the capital, remember protests of this kind. For those who were in the 

resistance network there is always a lot of emphasis on the subject, with the image of 

the “fighter” prevailing in their accounts. The following is an account from an 

interviewee not involved in the resistance; this is what he recalls: 

Eh…what do I remember…eh, normally we had a fight there because our food was by 

no means good. And we fought  - there were committees of course in the hospitals, 

committees-and we fought for a good pension and for our survival till the liberation. All 

hospitals had been organized. In others there was a left wing organization, in others a 

right wing one. In the place where I had been,[not audible] there was a right wing 

organization. I was not involved at all, I say: I have enough with my disability I do not 

want to get involved in anything. Eh, I stayed; many times we fought for the  good. We 

took part in strikes, in demonstrations, people demonstrated for their interests and we 

went down and helped.280 

The case, I think, illustrates the extent to which war-disabled pubic activity had gone 

beyond the limits of political affiliation. In fact the narrator expresses two ideas that 

seem contradictory: on the one hand explaining that because he was disabled he did not 

want to get involved in anything (else) yet stating at the same time that he demonstrated 

to “help” the rest. 

 We will come back with this idea of helping the people,281but at this point we should 

perhaps mention that what seems to be a contradiction is in fact an obvious reality; the 

similarity of demands: the war-disabled helped people to defend their right to survive 

and at the same time ‘helped’ themselves. The other way round: the similarity of the 

needs might have been a factor for the close attachment of the disabled to the urban 

population.282 

This is not, however, a complete explanation of the matter in itself. 

The narrator goes on to state that he often participated in demonstrations and that the 

confederation used to place disabled persons in wheelchairs at the front.283  Although 

 
280 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 
281 This idea is spread in more testimonies and is a prevailing topic in Oral testimony, Ch. G. 28/2/2004   
282 The remark fits Lidia Santarelli’s observation concerning the social strata primarily affected by the 

occupation famine: Quando la fame assunse le proporzioni di un fenomeno di massa I primi ad esserne 

colpiti furono I degenti degli ospedali, I reduce dal fronte allo sbando, il proletariato delle barancopoli ai 

margini delle citta. pp.358-359 
283 It’s important to remember that wheelchairs mean that there are almost  always nurses, who 

accompany the disabled. I have tried to approach the effect of this image on the public imagery in the 

previous chapter. 
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we are not given the reasons behind of this practice, there is good reason to believe that 

the respect shown to war-disabled corroborated  their quality as national heroes and 

went to underline the national (and collective) character of the demands. In the case 

mentioned, however, and on further occasions the disabled were violently repressed. A 

protest that, according to the author, concerned demands relating to food supplies, 

ended abruptly in an attack by German soldiers on motorcycles: 

… we had gone down and demonstrated and there came the Germans with their 

motorcycles, they ran after us [and we] with the wheelchairs did this…and I, in order to 

avoid them- because you never knew if they would come and run you down with the… 

with the motorcycle…and as I was at the end of the road, next to the pavement, I had 

put the artificial legs…..284   

Unfortunately the interviewee did not give the date of the incident.285 It is, however, 

clear that any tolerance which had been shown to the disabled came to an end. 

Demonstrations were no longer safe and this complicates the question of the eagerness 

of those who had enough to do with their disability to participate. The answer becomes  

clearer if we analyse the foundation of their official status. 

The official status of a war-invalid did in fact have no point of reference. The 

authorities represented a disrupted if not non-existent national unity. They were 

additionally held responsible for the downgrading and starvation of the public in 

general. This public was included in the population of reference the war disabled needed 

in order for them to be recognised as national heroes. Consistent with official wartime 

discourse, they had fought for the Greek nation - an ideal society. A more specific 

society, however, the population of the capital had been the field and measure of their 

self assurance as soldiers, when they came back and put into the hospitals. What is 

more, the recognition they had experienced and probably needed most was the 

recognition by this very society, the man in the street. They would hardly achieve full 

rehabilitation within their associations (although war-disabled associations could be a 

starting point offering material support).286 In other words, war-disabled in need of a 

 
284 It is interesting to note that the interviewee was able to walk with artificial legs and stick. It is not clear 

therefore wether  wheelchairs were needed in order to emphasize the state of disability or useful for those 

who could not walk for a long time. 
285 Another remark on the case is that in my interviewee’s account it’s possible that there is a conjunction 

of two different events remembered as one and the same.  
286 Let’s not forget that many disabled had been part of local societies where acceptance in a community 

was very important, which raises the point of the significance of individualism in local and urban 

communities. I would prefer to argue though that acceptance is becoming an important feature of war-

disabled lives. Common sense being the background of my argument, one can also see it in a very similar 
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social context and material support would probably opt for not just their own social 

category but a broader community as a group of reference.287 

Invalids’ resisted by their refusal to follow an insufficient (in all terms) official ideal 

image of the war-disabled and by their fusion with the protesting urban population. 

Through this participation they could at least find themselves at the head of a popular 

movement.288 

Bearing the above in mind, it is not difficult to understand the idea of “helping 

the people” or the  repetition of the phrase we kept on fighting both reflecting the full 

adoption of resistance discourse that invalids involved in the resistance, underlined.289 

Both utterances independently of how much they reflect post-war discourses and 

conditions, offer a key to the question of the war-disabled perception of self that 

persisted overtime. In the following subunits I will try to focus on the consequences of 

the activity of the disabled manifest either in terms of control, repression or violence. 

 

Protests  II 

On 3 August 1942, the war-disabled and injured in the hospitals of Athens 

proclaimed a hunger strike protesting for the measures announced by the minister of the 

Army. Consistent with the minister’s decision they would have to leave the capital and 

return to their home towns while the seriously injured remaining would have their 

provisions cut to one fifth of the initial amount. Sanitary personnel took part in the 

strike and black flags waved (once more) at the hospital windows.290 The whole plan 

was soon abandoned yet the government tried to send some of the invalids to Methana, 

a place with medicinal springs away from Athens.291 It is quite possible that the plan to 

 
case, the war-disabled of the IWW. Deborah Cohen, in her book compares the british and german case of 

war-disabled with their corresponding insurance schemes. She gathers the conclusion that british disabled 

had had an easier rehabilitation because they were closer to civil society. Cohen, Deborah, The War Come 

Home: Disabled Veterans in Britain and Germany 1914-1939, University of California Press, 2001 
287 As said before in many occasions disabled would appear as leading figures, something that 

strengthened their need for recognition. On the other hand ideological dinstinctions might have played a 

role for the disabled who did not want to be considered as a dinstinctive social category.  
288 War-disabled and veterans as citizens par excellence  is a smouldering idea in veterans practice and 

rhetoric in interwar Greece as seen in the prologue chapter. It is also met with much emphasis in interwar 

France as seen for instance in Prost, Antoine, In the Wake of the War: les Anciens Combattants and 

French Society 1914-1939, Berg Publishers Limited, Oxford, 1992 (translated from the French) 
289 Protests seen as a follow up of the war had been used in the illegal left-wing press since the occupation 

and, of course,  fitted  in the social and political environment of the post- war  years. 
290 Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 5 September 1942, no.20 and St’ armata, st’ 

armata-chroniko tis Ethnikis Antistasis 1940-1945,  Athina , Gnoseis, 1986, (1967) p.113 
291 It seems that a number of  invalids were actually sent there as I learnt in a conversation I had with one 

of them in Methana. Unfortunately I did not know the context of this transportation  by then and, 

consequently, did not insist on the matter. The communist party underground press mentions that the first 
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actually evacuate the hospitals was due to the fact that the war-disabled were considered 

a potential threat to “public order”, a “burden” for hospitals and presented an element of 

doubt for the collaborationist government. Furthermore, it implied that hospitals were 

no longer under the government’s control, and this made them nuclei of resistance.292 

In the year 1943, one of the most important protests that my interviewees 

remember and emphasize, was the one against civil enlistment. Rumour on the issue had 

been in the air since the beginnings of 1943. The German authorities had previously 

tried to apply a program of volunteer work, which had obviously failed. Enlistment, this 

time, would be obligatory. This measure affected a large number of the male population, 

especially the young. It would deprive the resistance movement of new members. It 

might also endanger people’s lives.293 Soon walls in Athens had been covered with 

graffiti by members of the National Liberation Movement equating: enlistment=death-

everybody a guerilla fighter.294 

Mobilization started on 7th February with a memorial service for a demonstrator 

who had been killed. Two days later, one thousand public servants went on strike and 

during the following week there was a protest of some a kind or another almost every 

day. During the last week of February, on 22nd, municipal civil servants stopped work 

and two days later a massive demonstration by public servants, students and workers 

was violently repressed by the police, who opened fire. The same day the sanitary 

personnel started protesting against insufficient food rations in the hospitals. Finally, on 

28th, February 3,500 people gathered in Omonoia square to protest against the New Nazi 

Order and in the closest church the mass ended with shouts: “Long live Greece” and 

“Long live the Red Army”.  In another central church, mass was interrupted when 

several war-disabled soldiers started making speeches against civilian enlistment.295 

 
to be sent were the members of the hospital committees. It connects the issue with  protests in July of the 

same year (Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 5 September 1942, no.20). 
292 Here I refer to the conventional meaning of resistance. It is important to repeat that hospitals sheltered 

-permanently or temporarily- able-bodied ex-soldiers. 
293 According to Mark Mazower, workers who had come back from Germany  described  the awful 

conditions of living, thrashing, and some cases of executions. The author dedicates a whole chapter on the 

matter explaining that by 1943 only 11.000 workers had gone voluntarily to Germany. He attributes the 

low number mostly to the antinazi feelings created out of the awful conditions of living and political  

brutality. Mazower, Mark, Inside Hitler’s Greee…pp.99-104 
294 Most of the material I use for this part is taken from Mark Mazower’s book, Inside Hitler’s Greece-the 

experience of the Occupation , 1941-44, Athens, Alexandreia, 1994, pp.140-146 and St’armata, st’ 

armata ….pp.142-145  
295 The information given by Mark Mazower is taken  from Italian sources, i.e., T-821/248/349-50, 

“Notizie dalla Grecia”, USA National Archives,  Mazower, Mark, Inside Hitler’s Greece….p.419 
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Similar occurrences took place in other Greek cities, in several of which war-disabled 

soldiers were also present.296 

What followed after the general unrest was a rally against enlistment on 5th March. The 

demonstrators with war-disabled soldiers and students at the head, clashed with the 

police.297 Five of them were killed and around fifty were injured, while several entered 

the Labour Ministry and burned the electoral lists so that there could be no way of 

finding the names of those to be enlisted. The next day there was a public 

announcement that enlistment would not take place and that no Greek would be sent 

abroad.  

 

One of my interviewees, D. A., the general secretary of his association recalls 

the participation of the association in the protest against enlistment. The case distances 

us from the centre of Athens since it has to do with an association of the municipality of 

Pireus. The account is given by an interviewee who formed part of the association’s 

board and, at the time, he was not hospitalized as he had been only slightly injured. D. 

A. lived and worked in Pireus and was never involved in the resistance movement. The 

example therefore, highlights an aspect of disabled activity far from the hospitals in the 

capital. 

D.A. referred to a meeting with somebody who presented himself as the general 

secretary of the reserve officers in order to propose that he participate in the protest 

against enlistment. My interviewee after complaining that, although a meeting with the 

association of reserve officers was arranged, nobody came, he recalled that the members 

of the association, went to the demonstration by themselves, had a confrontation with 

the police but managed to enter the municipality hall and leave their 

“memorandum”(=list of demands). On leaving the building, they saw the person 

mentioned above, with a group of people applauding and holding flags with hammers 

and sickles. Along with my source, this man had cheated the association by pushing its 

members to take the initiative of the protest. 

 It is interesting that my interviewee remembered the list of demands, which he had 

written as general secretary:  

 
296 In Kalamata and Thessaloniki there is clear information on the participation of war invalids, while 

demonstrations took also place in Sparta, Korinth and several smaller cities of Peloponese. 
297 Mark Mazower states that around 11.00 o’clock they were around 7.000. Another source (st’armata, 

st’armata ) offers a total number of 200.000 people. 
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We won’t have -we, the war-disabled-, our brothers ending up in our pitiful state 

working like slaves for the conquerors. 

The demonstrators were thrashed since the mayor immediately gave the demands to the 

German authorities. The whole incident, following my interviewee’s account, had 

severe consequences for the association. The board was asked to go to the German 

provost marshal’s office, although their president had been rescued by the commander 

of the Greek security services so that he would not be considered as having had any 

involvement in the act. After an intense discussion, the members of the association 

decided not to reveal the “communists” in their group as this, according to my source, 

would aggravate their position. When they presented themselves to the provost marshal’ 

adjutant my interviewee was “barked at” as he said, by the authorities plus accused of 

being a “communist” in opposition to the “good president” of the association. He denied 

the fact and added:  

Sir, I am sure that if you were in our shoes, you would do the same or even more, since 

you are a patriot as well. 

Consistent with my interviewee’s narrative, this “patriot” did not send them to the firing 

squad only because they convinced him that they were not “communists” since anyone 

allegedly a communist was shot. The narrator concludes by mentioning a police 

commissioner who was main link between the war-disabled and the German 

authorities.298   

I have no way of checking the above episode. However, it is important to 

mention that the massive demonstrations against enlistment with a clear political 

character against foreign forces ’ demands are still considered a major event in the 

history of Greek resistance even today. My interviewee did perhaps over- emphasize his 

own role in the whole incident in wanting to share in the prestige of being involved in 

this act of resistance. What the story does do is to offer some insight into the operation 

of the war-disabled associations. For example, it discloses their connections with Greek 

and foreign authorities, mostly evident in the case of association board members, gives 

hints of the influence military officers or reservists exercised as well as the ‘games’ and 

strategies the resistance movement played and reveals the internal tensions in 

 
298  D.A., oral testimony, 16/9/2003. And afterwards for anything we wanted we were getting in touch 

with a police commissioner [ ]who was the link between anyone who wanted communication and  the 

German authorities. 

It is not clear who made this arrangement, but in the narration it comes as a result of the overall 

conversation. 
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associations, where some members were involved in the resistance network while others 

were not or were “protected” by the authorities        

Furthermore, this story shows the contradictions the war-disabled were confronted with 

in their activity either as individuals or as an organized group. Hence deals with the 

broader issue concerning agency and repression. 

The demonstration held by the war-disabled was meant to prevent young men 

from being enlisted. If we consider the protesters demands mentioning the “pitiful state” 

of the disabled, it might even be deemed an antiwar act, while at the same time it 

opposed the further downgrading of parts of the population. The “memorandum”, also, 

referred to the “conquerors”, in other words it also disclosed the strong opposition to 

occupational force decisions.  All these dimensions could not possibly be described 

through the mere reference to communism and patriotism. My interviewee however had 

to deal with this given opposition in order to avoid punishment. 

I suggest that we are here confronted by discourse which gradually developed in 

the climate of the gradual polarization of the occupation and the civil war years. In this 

sense we are at the beginning of the suppression of a movement created at the 

crossroads of a social, political and national upheaval.299 

Another parameter linking the role of associations with cohesion and solidarity 

among the war-disabled can be seen later in the same account. My interviewee goes on 

with an interesting story. In one of the association’s meetings, where 

…we had indeed many communists, we had, so to speak, a serious opposition, and the 

atmosphere was electrified. Somebody comes and tells us: “ they have arrested 

Pavlos”, a disabled man  with both his feet cut off… 

The meeting was broken off and my interviewee ran to the police office to see what had 

happened. There, he realized that many of the war-disabled  

had broken the doors, and all the disabled had come, and there was a  war [fight] 

between the disabled and the  police, policemen were beaten down but unfortunately 

they managed to arrest three, three and they locked them inside [the police office]. 

Later, we went to the police commissioner, I cannot recall his name, and we told him 

how things were so that he would order [name] to release them. We went and found 

 
299 The issue is of a more general importance. My assumption implies that political radicalization 

developed in the occupation years was gradually trapped in polarization practices and discourses and 

finally completely repressed during the civil war. 
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them in a pitiful state and we took them to the hospital, yes, we took them to the 

hospital, they had got a sound thrashing. 

The incident indirectly emphasizes the unity and solidarity of the war-disabled -another 

possible dimension of political and social activity of an organized group. Even if my 

interviewee underlines his unbiased reaction and thus places himself at the top of the  

disabled collectivity, there is no reason to doubt his intention to defend them. Even if 

we exempt reasons of compassion, being indifferent to their fate would discredit his 

official position in the disabled association. 

Again, the episode shows the limits of the associations’ possibilities in the political 

field. Solidarity deprived the association of its connections to the authorities: the person 

ordered to release those arrested, informed against the mediator, the police 

commissioner with whom the association was in contact: the commissioner was 

immediately imprisoned.300  

Control of the associations was one of the goals of the Greek and foreign authorities. It 

seems that this proved quite difficult even with associations where membership was not 

clear. What my interviewee describes here, is probably that the solidarity among the 

war-disabled made things more complex.301  

In what follows I focus on practices of control practised in terms of violent 

repression. 

 

         Those  killed 

Several attempts to collect the names of those executed in the occupation years 

have been made by now.302 There are however still, question marks. Violations in arrest, 

detention and execution processes as well as the number of reprisals are the major 

reasons for these ‘gaps’. Converting killing into a mass everyday process meant that 

names “did not or should not matter.” Hence, both lives and many names were lost or 

deleted from post-war memory.  From what I gather one cannot say for sure that no 

 
300 The case reflects the role of  greek police and gendarmerie during the occupation years. Although their 

function for keeping safe the occupational regime is beyond any doubt, they sometimes covered or helped 

part of the resistant network.  Istoria tou Ellinikou Ethnous ( History of the Greek Nation), vol 16, 

Athens, Eldotiki Athinon, 2000, p.47 
301 It’s indicative that when starting to talk about the whole incident my interviewee explained how he 

finally became president:  

…after the president betrayed us to the Germans,, we dismissed him and they made me a president. 

This of course could raise some more general questions on how was the association’s board elected, what 

kind of relationships were there between the members and the foreign or Greek authorities  

 
302 See bibliography. 
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more war-disabled citizens were killed during events.303 It is, however, indicative that 

existing lists of the dead offered special attention in case of the war-disabled.304  

In one of the demonstrations mentioned above against obligatory civilian 

enlistment, on 24th  February 1943,  Dionisis Dimakopoulos was killed. Italians sent a 

cart to pick up the body, but the students did not let them take it.305 He was finally 

buried in the III Military Hospital yard. Dionisis Dimakopoulos was a member of the 

National Liberation Front and the Communist party as well as a candidate member of 

the National Federation of the War Disabled 40-41 Board. He was killed by a Greek 

policeman.306 

Another victim, also a member of the National Liberation Front and Communist party, 

was killed  during the demonstration on 25th  June 1943 while protesting against 

executions, arrest and the practice of taking hostages. Aleksandros Moschoudis, that 

was his name, had also been in the National Federation of the War Disabled 40-41 and 

he was one of the 15 demonstrators killed (and 75 injured).307 

On 22nd July there was a General (political) strike against the potential extension of the 

Bulgarian occupation.308 In the demonstration that followed thirty people were killed 

while three hundred were injured and five hundred arrested and imprisoned. Among the 

dead was the war-disabled, Antones Papadostavrakes.309  Papadostavrakes was injured 

 
303 S.D. , Oral testimony, 17/7/2003. One of my interviewees referred to twenty five war-disabled 

assassinated only in one demonstration.The interviewee mentioned the demonstration against civilian 

enlistment. 
304 Such catalogues had been registered in the context of resistance activity. The communist party edition 

is one of the most complete.  
305 This is an information taken from  Xiradaki,  Koula, Katochika-katalogoi ektelesthenton-fotografies-

enthymia apo ton apeleftherotikko agona 1941-1944 (Katohika-lists of the executed –photos-souvenirs 

from the liberation fight 1941-1944) VoII Athens 1979, who places the death on the 23rd of February. 

According to information taken in Epesan gia ti zoi- Iroes, martyres laikon apeleftherotikon agonon, 

Vol.III, Greek Communist Party, Athens, 1998, p.58  Dionisis Dimakopoulos had taken part in the 

demonstration of the 5th of March against enlistment and was killed there. 

During the mobilization on the 5th of March among the many who were killed there was  Giorgis 

Marinakis. Ex champion of the Greco-roman wrestling, Marinakis had been a policeman and left the 

corps when the occupation started. He was member of the National Liberation and the Communist Party 

and since 1942 commander of the VIII company of ELAS (Greek Popular Liberation Army) in Athens. 

He was buried in the III Military Hospital yard. Some sources refer to Marinakis as disabled but we 

cannot be sure. He is said to have been killed by Georgios Bouradas, the chief of the motorized units of 

the police. 

 
307 Alexandros Moschoudis was from the island of Limnos.  He was killed by a (Greek) policeman. 

Epesan gia ti zoi…p.151 
308 Extension of the Bulgarian occupation in the rest of the region of Macedonia provoked massive 

protests all over Greece. For details on the issue see  St’ armata, st’ armata-chroniko tis Ethnikis 

Antistasis 1940-1945…op.cit. pp.182-186 
309 St’ armata, st’ armata-chroniko tis Ethnikis Antistasis 1940-1945…. p.185-186 

Kotsakis Spyros, Eisfora…p.144 
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while holding the Greek flag.310  He was also buried in the hospital yard (of the I 

Military Hospital) by his colleagues.  

As a closing remark on this subunit I would like to underline the fact that the above 

cases of killings during demonstrations move away from the idea of a repressive 

massive attack. The identities of the dead as well as the role of Greek policemen, do 

tend more towards well selected targets. I would suggest therefore, that these cases are 

more akin to the practice of political assassinations and can be seen as evidence of the 

increasing political and social polarization which followed the first years of radicalism. 

 

The Funerals 

The dead bodies of the war-disabled killed would be gathered in the hospitals 

together with the injured victims of repression in demonstrations. In certain cases the 

dead bodies of the disabled would be kept to be buried in the hospital yards. Their 

funerals created another public ritual.  

Dionisis Dimakopoulos was the first to be buried like that. It is thus not a 

coincidence that diverse sources refer to his funeral. As we learn from G.K., who had 

also been in the resistance network, he was the first whose death was followed by a 

public ceremony. The interviewee introduced the subject after his reference to funerals 

of significant public figures.311  

S. D., member of the communist party and a resistant-disabled, remembers the death 

and the funeral of those killed on 24th February 1943 ( Dionisis Dimakopoulos) as well 

as the obituary S.D. wrote for him: 

We buried him in the 1st Military Hospital and I remember the following: that [sic] I 

said that the blood which ran from your veins has entered ours, our veins and makes us 

stronger. These are the words I remember from the obituary.312 

From the above example it is clear that the new ritual left a lot of space for discourse on 

the resistance to enter hospitals and be listened in public inscribing the dead bodies of 

 
310 When the nurses put him on the stretcher, a German shoot him point black. 
311 In fact this is not an accidental association since on the 28th of February  there was a huge 

demonstration during the funeral of Kostis Palamas, an old poet who had the value of a national symbol. 
312 S.D., oral testimony,  17/7/2003.  

S.D. was a pilot in the military aviation but he never fought  as he was affected by tuberculosis sometime 

before the war starts. He got injured during the occupation years for his resistant activity. S.D. has never 

stopped giving speeches in anniversaries, writing articles and he is a member in the board of the 

federation of the seriously war-disabled as well as the federation of the resistant fighters. Apart from the 

interview he gave me, I took copies of a small collection of photos concerning especially war-disabled 

and funerals in the hospitals. 
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the disabled in a context of martyrdom. To understand the dynamics of the ritual, 

however, we should first address the practice of burial as such. 

In the interwar years, funerals had been a costly practice and many poor families 

found it difficult to burry their relatives in a proper way. In contrast, well-off and/or 

important individuals ‘enjoyed’ a full ceremony. The presence of the community in 

villages or an urban space converted the funeral into a public memorable event and 

strengthened a feeling of general acceptance of the bereaved personality and life. This 

feeling, enhanced by the Christian tradition of martyrdom, was linked through national 

anniversaries to rituals of adoration of the fatherland. A very similar language of 

martyrdom was afterwards created by the members of the National Liberation Front, 

especially by the communist party in their public speeches and newspapers.  

When the war started, a funeral was a luxury and burial was not a given. To 

begin with, many soldiers had seen bodies of other soldiers, friends or enemies, lost in 

the snow, unburied, left behind after urgent retreat or just decomposing in the mud.  

Losing one’s life for the fatherland might imply an ugly death without a burial and this 

experience was fresh in the ex-servicemen minds.  

In the occupation years, uglier deaths occurred. Municipal carts carrying dead 

bodies to be buried in collective tombs was a common sight. Sometimes families did not 

even declare the death of a relatives just to take advantage of the food rations and secure 

their own survival. Dead bodies in public illustrated the level of living conditions that 

urban population had reached. They emphasized the fact that war had rendered human 

life cheap and that extreme poverty could make death in itself a burden, since it 

involved burial, or alleviation with the offset of guilt. The number of victims mass 

executions and reprisals had produced as well as the improper burial of these victims 

intensified the disruption of moral codes and had a disorganizing effect on everyday 

occupation life. Conversely: death might have been seen a “trivial” matter especially for 

those who had not lost a close person or for those who had been converted into 

‘indifferent’ spectators after suffering their relatives’ loss.  

Trivial or not the practice of burying the dead in the hospital yard accompanying 

the funeral with speeches, would gain additional value: as a “proper death” it was the 

counterpart of all those thrown into mass tombs. On the other hand, the dead bodies of 

the war-disabled encapsulated a continuity of time from the war period to the 

occupation present. The public event of a funeral would signify the community adopting 
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these dead bodies. Finally, discourse developed through such funeral speeches invited 

those alive to follow the example of the lost. A testimony, again for Dionisis 

Dimakopoulos funeral, discloses the way funerals functioned as events that enhanced 

cohesion:  

At three o’clock in the afternoon of that day the ritual of the burial was over. Fifty 

speakers in front of the conquerors and over the fresh tomb gave a speech on the fights 

and the greatness of the people and against the occupation armies and the false 

government of the country. In honor of the dead a nine days official mourning was 

proclaimed in all disabled hospitals.313 

According to Frixos Theofanides 2,000 disabled servicemen with the black ribbon (sign 

of mourning) on their lapels encircled the chapel in order to prevent Italian troops from 

taking it.   

In view of the fact that through victims of demonstrations there could be a 

public event promoting resistant imperatives, the funeral almost ‘overturned’ the terror 

of repression. It was this very ritual that the authorities wanted to avoid and why, 

according to R. MIlliex  the Italians had prohibited any kind of funeral procession 

outside the hospital and [allowed] only the possibility to bury the body  inside the yard 

between two and three o’clock.314 

After all, the whole procedure had surprised the authorities or, according to G.K.: 

There were more people killed. But with this first they did not expect it that we had this 

intention [to have a funeral]. Later, when we had more [dead]: “transportation is 

prohibited. We are going to bury them ourselves” said the Italians.315 

The same interviewee, referring to another case, remembers having managed to bury a 

dead body of a demonstrator himself (it is not clear if he was a disabled or not) before 

the Italian authorities could take it. The whole operation with characteristics of a siege 

came to an end when the Italians saw the fresh tomb. The incident is indicative of the 

fact that picking up, protecting and burying those killed or rescuing their body, could 

also restore the image of the on-going fight in the minds of those who experienced these 

 
313 Frixos Theofanides, in Epesan gia ti zoi-…op.cit. pp.264-265 
314 Milliex, Roger, Imerologio…  p.49.  and he goes on: On the walls, at the windows, everywhere  

disabled. I look at  one of them who cannot stop crying, his handkerchief on the eyes[…]Suddenly a  

thunderous voice: “one minute silence for the hero”. After that, invalids from other hospitals arrive and  

lay wreaths on the tomb. …… 
315  G.K., oral testimony, 16/9/2003 
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events. Again the process happened to be one that invited the disabled to identify 

themselves with active soldiers-fighters who protect their dead comrades.   

Not everyone though was able to accept the invitation and see himself as an 

active fighter. Ch.G. for instance, explains that  

We, in the wheel-chairs, did not go again because we took the rap. And they killed two 

or three, so to say, disabled among us and I did not go ever since.316 

It is reasonable to assume that more disabled would have reacted in the same way. How 

else if the price to be paid for participating became so high? 

         

         The hospitals’ ‘siege’ 

 

1943 was the peak of occupational violence as well as of clear indications of the 

subsequent polarization: violent repression of protests, hostage taking, massive 

deportations of Greek Jews into concentration camps and continuous reprisals 

especially executions and multiple village arsons.317  

In April 1943,  Ioannes Rallis took the lead of a collaborationist government, 

introducing a conservative and anticommunist regime in tune with new German 

priorities for the fight against Bolshevism. Very soon, on 7th April, the government 

passed a law anticipating the formation of four Security battalions, which gained 

considerable significance especially when in September 1943 the final Italian 

capitulation obliged Nazi forces to take full charge of the state of occupation.318 The 

previous subunit concerning the funerals of leading figures of the war-disabled has to be 

seen in this context. 

Between September and November 1943 leading war-disabled figures of the 

Federation 1940-1941 were arrested and executed. One of them Kostas Koukouvinos, 

 
316 Oral testimony, Ch.G. 28/12/2004. My interviewee participated afterwards in the demonstration of 

December 1944, after the liberation,  to suffer again the consequences of the first civil war massacre. I 

refer to his case in detail  in the pages that follow. 
317 Of course such practices do not concern only  the year 1943. To sum the destruction caused throughout 

the occupation  I would quote M. Mazower: When Liberation came, late in 1944,over a thousand villages 

had been razed. One million Greeks had seen their homes looted and burned down, their crops damaged 

and their churches despoiled. More than 20,000 civilians had been killed or wounded, shot hanged or 

beaten by Wehrmacht troops. See Mazower, Mark, Inside Hitler’s Greece…p.182 To this, one has to add 

victims of political polarization of the late occupation. 
318 On the formation of the security battalions see Kostopoulos, Tassos, I aftologokrimeni mnimi-ta 

tagmata asfaleias kai i metapolemiki ethnikofrosini, Athina, Filistor, 2005. 
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was caught in September. During his trial two more members of the federation board 

appeared as witnesses for the defence. The Greek –collaborationist -Special Security 

Service arrested them immediately.319 Finally, three of them namely, Dionisis Gonatas, 

Elias Tzamouranis, and A. Silivos were executed on 27th November 1943. 

More executions of war-disabled were to follow.320On 30th  November 1943, before 

daybreak, the security battalions, together with teams of the Special Security and Nazis, 

surrounded the central hospitals, entered violently and arrested 2,000 people according 

to the official press.321 

Written testimonies usually call the operation a “round up” or the “dissolution”, the 

“breaking” of hospitals. I adopt the word ‘siege’ in order to metaphorically emphasize 

the idea that hospitals were urban nuclei of ex-soldiers, self organization and resistance. 

The war-disabled had no means to defend themselves in this operation which indeed 

ended in  a “dissolution.” The official press of the time used the term “evacuation.” 

In what follows I address the issue using sources produced at the same period 

when the events mentioned took place. My intention is less an evaluation of the content 

or a comparison to what my oral sources provided. I focus instead on the perception text 

producers had of the event, the war –disabled and their activity. It is crucial to 

emphasize that although much importance is clearly attached to the discourse produced, 

my analysis shows that there is a clear line between victims and perpetrators.  

Finally, I attempt to link experience represented in my interviewees’ narrations tracing 

the impact of this  practice as well as transformations of this experience in post-war and 

even present day memory. 

 
319 Kotsakis Spyros, Eisfora…p.160 Epesan gia ti zoi-…pp.257-259, where there is a detailed description 

on the execution according to which the executioners had to wedge  Tzamouranis and Gonatas in rocks, 

pieces of wood and chairs in order to keep them standing given that the first had lost his limbs and the 

second was paralyzed.  
320  19 people were shot on the same day.  Following the newspaper Kathimerini 28.11.1943 they had 

been condemned to death in reprisal for the assassinations of greek policemen (it is refered in Epesan gia 

ti zoi…p.258).  Koula Xiradaki ( Xiradaki, Koula, Katochika…Vol.II) writes about 20 war-disabled that 

had been executed that day.  It does not seem right though as in another more informed document we 

have the complete list of names and those who were disabled are mentioned as such. (Epesan gia ti 

zoi….p.258-259) In this same source we learn that four war-disabled already imprisoned in Hatzikosta 

building, where a hunger strike was taking place for long , had been executed on the same date. Their 

names were: ANDRIKOPOULOS Dimitris, DOUVIS Giorgos, SAVOULIDIS Giannis and 

FOUSKAKIS Giorgos. (Epesan gia ti zoi…p259) 

 The situation led the Athens party organization to give notice to various of its members so that they could 

stop sleeping in the hospitals ( among them one of my interviewees, who was caught and injured a bit 

later) 
321 I do not necessarily accept  here the number given by the official press. Later sources and oral 

testimonies refer to more than 3000 people. On the other hand the government might want to announce a 

big number in order to convince the citizens that hospitals had   been a “threat.” 
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I 

The operation of the “hospitals’ siege” appeared in the official press (1/12/ 

1943) under the heading:  

“Evacuation of the so-called disabled from the hospitals –Thanks to government 

measures, bloodshed has been avoided- Prime Minister Mr. Rallis’ declarations on the 

whole matter.”322 

In this article Ioannes Rallis after mentioning the initial declaration of his government in 

April of the same year,323 reminded the readers of the benefits offered to the war-

disabled who were considered as he said, a national jewel. He then accused them of 

regarding this paternal affection and care as a state’s weakness.  

After referring to the cost of maintaining the hospitals, he stated that exhortations and 

threats by the government had not been listened to. In consequence, anarchy has 

increased to the point that, more than once, doctors and nurses, who want to do their 

duty, have been manhandled and these charitable institutions are administered by 

criminal bodies which obey only communist orders. 

 The prime minister went on to explain that evacuating the hospitals took place without 

bloodshed and for this he thanked the bodies of order. He only referred to one incident 

when a certain communist found the time to shoot and injure a body of the order, and 

suffered, of course, immediately the consequences of his murderous act 

Finally, Ioannes Rallis mentions the 2,000 who were arrested, of whom as he stated, 

very few were patients, he listed the things stocked in the hospitals among them drugs, 

food, cigarettes, clothing, valuables and communist press. In the end, he reminded  

readers that his government would always show the affection and care for the ill, law-

abiding civilians as well as their families. 

The whole operation was defined as a policing activity in order to crack down 

on the false disabled and consequently to benefit the real ones and protect the hospitals. 

The agent of the act was Ioannes Rallis’ government via its bodies of order but there 

was no mention on any kind of the Nazi forces being involved.  Rallis’ government, 

according to the text, had offered benefits, articulated advice and threats, defined the 

 
322 Eleftheron Vima, 1st of December 1943, no of issue 7566 also  Kathimerini 1st of December 1943, no 

of issue 9709 and Proia, 1st of December 1943, no of issue 19-26. 

Εκκένωσις των νοσοκομείων εκ  των εγκατεστημένων δήθεν αναπήρων χάρις εις τα ληφθέντα κυβερνητικά 

μέτρα απεφεύχθη πάσα αιματοχυσία-δηλώσεις του πρωθυπουργού κ. Ράλλη επί του όλου ζητήματος. 
323 The declaration among other things stressed on the eradication of punishment previously. Proia, 8th of 

April 1943, no of issue,18-132 
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real from the false war-disabled, protected charitable institutions, used state bodies to 

restore the order ( violently but without bloodshed). Initial reference to paternal 

affection and benefits in spite of the state’s financial difficulties as well as allusion to 

the prime minister’s declarations in April seeked to stress the idea of reliability and 

continuity.  

The war-disabled were considered national jewels and for this reason they were 

protected by this state. Those had no participation in the incidents. The act was thus 

directed against the false disabled, who had a negative role since they considered, 

always consistent with the article, the paternal care as weakness of the state. Some of 

these false disabled (not a negligible number) had occupied the hospital, shown 

disobedience and had even, occasionally, manhandled the sanitary personnel. 

According to the text, many had been vehicles of communist propaganda and had stolen 

public money. Considering what was allegedly found in the hospitals, the war-disabled 

were indirectly accused of being involved in the black market and the consumption of 

drugs. 

Hospitals where the siege took place and had been defined as charitable 

institutions had now become wickedness and anarchy’s dens. 

As a result of the evacuation 2,000 people were arrested, among them also 

disabled patients (without further clarification) or, as is given in the text: very few of 

those violently evacuated – and which amount to around 2,000- had been disabled in 

reality. The operation is said to have taken place during the night with almost no 

bloodshed and no information is given as to what happened to those arrested. 

The classification between “real” and “false disabled”, was blurred, but suggests 

the notion of deviance. Those who, according to the article pretended to be disabled 

were swindlers and thus had to be punished. The real disabled, on the other hand, were 

either passive subjects (national jewels) or belonged to the vague category consisted of 

either communists and anarchists, or were black marketers and drug consumers. In this 

classification one can trace stereotypes similar to the ones Nazi politics had promoted in 

order to criminalize resistance activities. Mark Mazower, analyzing the issue in the late 

occupation period, notes: “Bandits were not identified as members of an oppressed 

national group fighting for their freedom, but as subhuman criminals who refused to 

recognize the legitimate authority in their country.”  He thus explains how fighting 

against guerillas was converted into a “policing activity.” The war-disabled, if we 

follow this logic, could be considered as “bandits” of the urban space.  
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          II 

On 2nd December 1943 the communist underground press refers to the hospitals’ 

events  in two different articles. One under the heading: 

“Traitors with Schimana and Greeks with Greece-Greece will win” 

The second: “Germans take revenge of Greece-They plunge the traitor’s hands in Greek 

blood.” 

The first article covers the subject in half a paragraph -the whole article is a direct 

accusation of the collaborationists’ activity:  

        On the 30th of November the euzon battalions of Rallis with police spies surrounded by German 
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        SS invade the Albanian- war- disabled hospitals. They drag violently the living glory of  

        Greece, the Albanian fighters. Rallis’ bastards beat the mutilated bodies whose 

        wounds come    from glorious battles. And the brutal Rallis in order to defame the 

        heroes of freedom, states that they were   “anarchists” and they possessed hashish  

       and silk   fabrics.324The hardened beast seeks to depict the disabled as black marketers  

       and throw them the responsibility for the shroud of famine that the conquerors 

       and their treasonous tribe spread over Athens. 

 

          The second article in a similar tone includes information according to which,  

          physicians and nurses had been among those arrested and Rallis’ euzons  

          had pillaged disabled    belongings and hospitals afterwards. 

           The newsletter defined the siege as a crime against the nation (They plunge the 

traitor’s hands  in Greek blood) while it made it clear that its agents had a different 

kind of responsibility: Germans being the masterminds and traitors being their 

instruments. In the first article traitors were more precisely defined as Rallis’ euzon 

battalions325 acting together with police spies and the German SS. Following the 

headline’s message, they were not actually Greeks. In fact they were distanced from 

human characteristics as the words bastard, brutal and beast depict.326 

           Here we find one of the main themes that left-wing resistance embraced during 

the occupation period and long after, during the post war years: the opposition 

between the union of Greeks -that is where the entire population was or should 

belong-and occupiers with their collaborators. This national imperative in this case 

implied no differentiations and nuances either in the case of the Greeks or the 

collaborationist side.327  

             The same or an even stronger imperative goes for the war-disabled  who were 

depicted  as Greeks par excellence with powerful time-space bindings: the war-

disabled were thus the present living glory of Greece, having been Albanian fighters  

 
324 Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 2  December 1943 no 76, special edition. 
325 These battalions were called euzons because of their uniform that was characteristic of the national 

guard. 
326This kind of adjectives abound in the resistant, especially the communist  press.  It would be 

interesting to look for the context and the association between the  notion of violence of fascism and of 

the  non human  in order to understand better their function. On the one hand it would be interesting  to 

check to what extend occupiers activity could actually be considered a brutal act deprived as it was 

from any kind of  (military, cultural or political) code.  On the other hand it is also indicative that Nazi 

discourse used a very similar language in order to define their opponents characteristics. On the issue 

see  Mazower, Mark,  Inside Hitler’s Greece….op.cit. Chapter fifteen: Seeing the enemy.  
327 UNFINISHED FOOTNOTE   
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and heroes of freedom, a freedom which might after all come in the future. The war-

disabled thus acquired not only human qualities but also became a symbol 

“materialized” irrevocably through their corporeal existence as their mutilated bodies 

which had wounds and had suffered in glorious battles. It is interesting to note that 

this depiction of sacrificed does not contradict the public discourse on the war-

disabled, which emerged during the war. Both discourses maintain a cohesive image 

of the Greek hero but how close are they to the war-disabled reality? 

            The article does not refer to numbers and completely denies the accusation 

(and the possibility) of the disabled being black marketers or drug addicts. It 

definitely refutes the idea that the war-disabled had been anarchists and does not refer 

to them as communists. In subsequent issues of the same newsletter names are given 

of those who participated in the siege;328 there is also information on members of the 

medical staff who had been arrested. 

 

 

         III 

Another source, Chrestos Chrestides diary, mentions the same episode. The diary was 

contemporary to the events (I have no evidence of later alterations to the text): 

“2 December, 1943” 

“Evacuation of the war-disabled” 

The day before yesterday took place the evacuation of the disabled from the various 

hospitals, where they had been established and created an unbearable situation of  

license and genitsarismos.329 It is of course very sad for someone to take measures 

against the people who had been mutilated in the war. And there is no doubt that 

responsibilities exist of those who let the disabled-or better said, quite a lot of them- 

get gradually  out of control ( run wild) to the point of ending  up setting the pace to 

the entire disabled class. In any case, the act [operation] took place with sufficient 

order and they have gathered 2000 disabled I think. They are going to subject them to 

examinations and send them to their places - those proved healthy. It was high time 

 
328 The Nation traitor Kafetzopoulos, Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 10 December 

1943 no 77.. 

 
329 Genitsarismos: comes from the word genitsaros, that is the Turkish soldier who had become a 

muslim violently since his childhood. The word metaphorically refers to anybody who becomes a 

fanatic persecutor of his former like-minded. 
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for the hospitals to become again medical institutions and not […] a place of drones. 

But it is also a reason for all of us to be ashamed. 

The author partly upheld the name given officially to the operation, that is: evacuation 

of the war disabled. He did not refer to the false disabled. As to the reasons of the act, 

they were put forward in the opening of the text. 

 The evacuation, according to him, took place because of the unbearable situation 

invalids had created inside the hospitals. 

According to the author, the war-disabled were those who had been mutilated in the 

war and were thus ascribed a past value, which seemed to “fade” in the present 

leaving only a pitiful situation: it’s very sad for someone to take measures against 

these people.            Their overall evaluation was encapsulated in the word 

genitsarismos, evoking the idea of those who become fanatic persecutors of their 

former like-minded. The accusation implies that the war-disabled vaguely belonged to 

the same category as their opponents who, in turn, appear almost as their victims. The 

writer probably insinuated that the war-disabled had turned against the national body. 

He did not only blame the war-disabled: liability was put on those who let them get 

out of control. Is this the collaborationist government? Probably, yet in the account 

there is no clear reference to an agent. The author of the diary was very careful in his 

statements, either because he supported the act but had his doubts, or because if 

described the agent in detail he needed to link local with foreign authorities thus 

weakening his own argument (i.e. that the war-disabled had been out of control and, 

possibly, that they had been distanced from the national body).   

One interesting point he does make is that some invalids who had been out of 

control had set the pace to the entire disabled class, a remark that hardly attributes the 

possibility of an active role to the war-disabled: quite a lot of them had escaped the 

control under which they should be and the rest had been obviously manipulated by 

those ones. The observation, on the other hand, given by a non member of the parties 

concerned, sheds some more light on the war-disabled activity as well as their 

prevailing sympathies.   

The writer admits that the operation took place with order and quotes the same 

number (2,000) of those “rounded up” without making any distinction between true 

and false. Additional information is given concerning the invalids’ fate: they had to 

undergo a medical examination and those found healthy would be sent back to their 

hometowns. As we will see further on, the disabled were imprisoned. Perhaps the 
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writer did not expect what had happened, or had been misinformed or indeed some of 

the disabled underwent a medical examination.330 

The passage concludes with an ambiguous remark. The author appreciates the 

fact that hospitals had again become medical institutions (approving thus the 

government’s decision), but granted shame to all of us.  

Chrestos Chrestides’ testimony can be inscribed in the context of the social 

category where he belongs: the upper classes. He actually coldly consents the 

operation, emphasizing his faith in the institutional framework (hospital), while he is 

unwilling (or afraid) to give a name to the agent of the evacuation. He does however 

apportion some blame on those who let things get out of control and in the end, in a 

self critical utterance, extends the blame to all, including himself. In my opinion, the 

key to this evaluation is the substantial contradiction the writer grasps between the 

war-disabled official status and their decision to distance themselves from it.   

The author, who, in some pages back, described in his diary the emotion and 

admiration he felt seeing the war disabled visit to the monument of the Unknown 

Soldier, after their protest he faces the fact that they had decided to act otherwise. 

Their activity therefore is seen as a result of the inaptitude of the governing classes to 

which he potentially belonged. Unable to accept this contradiction and perhaps afraid 

of the political consequences of such activity, he prefers to see the disabled class as a 

category that should be controlled. He refuses thus to “concede” his class authority 

and regulative function. Trying to maintain a neutral position, he divests the war 

disabled of their right to self-definition and silently subscribes to their repression. 

 

        Memory of the “siege” 

E.T., now member of the Association of the Seriously War-Disabled,331 

recalled:  

Later we had been in the hospitals here, then we entered the hospitals , then we 

started the strikes[ ] the fight for survival in the hospitals  and started to form  

 
330 In one of my interviews there is a hint that war-disabled protested because the medical authorities 

tended to diagnose psychological disorders. This is an extremely important information that I never 

managed to check. I do know, however, that some of the war-disabled returned back to the VIII 

Military Hospital (Varvakeio). The information is given in  Kotsakis Spyros, EIsfora…op.cit. p. 159      
331 This association remained a left wing war-disabled association till now, included resistance war-

disabled  and it’s not a coincidence that, as will be seen by the testimonies, its members preserve the 

discourse on resistance fighters. It’s indicative that the general secretary whom I interviewed and  who 

had been injured in the occupation years insisted that I should only write the history of the resistance  

and the war- disabled who had participated in it. 
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committees and that’s how we went on and they broke up[disbanded] the hospitals , 

they took us to Piraeus street, how is this called, the prison? The prison of 

Chatzikosta. To the Chatzikosta prison; they broke [divided] us up there, they took 

again some, they killed them  and then they went and took some of them to the 

hospitals, others to prisons…in the mid time others left the hospitals and some 

returned.332                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

This extract offers a fragmentary account of the events linking the operation with the 

protests of the war-disabled inside (committees) and outside the hospitals. 

Additionally, it stresses the importance of their need to survive. In this sense the 

operation is defined as something breaking up, disintegrating (of something 

organized), rupture and repression at the same time. 

Moreover, the activity is represented as a collective process and the agents, who are 

not precisely defined, are only recognized by “we/us”, the resisters, and “they/them”. 

In using “we”, the interviewee identifies himself with a collective unit underlining the 

fact that the war-disabled acted as a united body but at the same time, he is also 

reinforcing both a personal past and a present position. Reference to a collectivity 

hardly leaves space for nuances like, for instance, individuals or groups that adopted a 

different attitude. One last point on the final outcome of the operation renders the 

invalids literally objects of imprisonment, transportation and execution. The pronoun 

used (“them”) is also due to the fact that the author managed to escape from prison 

and therefore cannot describe the imprisonment experience in detail. 

Another member of the same association introduced the same subject 

immediately referring to resistant activity:  

[in the hospitals] where we had lots of manifestations going on  at the time, that is the 

hospitals were since…since the occupation, when the war was over, there were 

resisters that is, they continued the war. Although others who were less seriously [ill] 

did this [?] but we continuously kept on the war. 

And he went on: 

I, after my surgical operations, after approximately a year, when the National 

Liberation Front was organized and so on, we begun the protest inside the hospitals 

and outside like, for instance, when the Bulgarians wanted to come, we had a 

demonstration, we had another one because they wanted to enlist us...eh…that is to 

 
332 E.T. , oral testimony, 15/9/2003 
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say, that the war-disabled were at the front line.  Additionally, it was in November 

1943 that they said, the occupational government and its organs, that the hospitals 

had been a nest [den], a communist nest [den] and in November 1943 the security 

battalions, the “tsoliades” made a raid [kanane dou]. And they caught the disabled 

from different hospitals, the ones with limps cut, the blind, and they transported them 

to Piraeus Street, to the Chatzikosta prison. 333     

This interviewee, K.T., regards the operation as a result of the fact that the war-

disabled had been at the front line. In other words, the repression was due to their 

resistance. The author introduces the subject naming those responsible for the act (the 

security battalions, the tsoliades) and attributes them the hospitals being characterised 

“communist dens.”  

It is interesting to follow the passage from “I” (after my surgical operations) 

to “we” (had demonstrations) and the distance made manifest through the “war-

disabled” who were at the front line, continued the war and had been arrested. 

K.T. had not been imprisoned (he found shelter in a hospital where no raid took place) 

and that may explain the distance he takes.  On the other hand, this change in 

identification might be seen as an effort for K.T. to categorize his own identity and 

action. He probably does not want to identify himself with the image of being an 

invalid;  he prefers to focus on the collective activity of resistance outside the 

hospitals (we) rather than the communist identity of which the war disabled had been 

accused.  It is indicative that this very interviewee refused to wear the war-disabled 

brooch throughout his life and repeatedly emphasized his place “at the front line” 

mentioning his activity in the years 1967-1974 under the Greek dictatorial regime, a 

point placing resistance in a broader political context to which he remained faithful 

for years. 

This testimony reveals the effort of the interviewee to define his activity 

through the impact of occupational discourse and the contradictions it brought about 

augmented by the fluctuations of Greek political history. The link between 

communism and the variety of activities called “resistance” became a tool during the 

occupation years for the collaborationist government to politically criminalize and 

therefore to use violent means of repression. 

 
333 K.T., oral testimony, 10/1/2004. 
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 In the political polarization, already evident in 1943, and the consequent 

political rupture of the civil war years the memory of these activities as a political and 

social resurrection had to be suppressed in the official and public discourse since they 

were a constant reminder of the affirmation of a large majority of the population to 

more democratic options.  

Later, in the post civil war years, and given the international acceptance of the 

resistance, “resisting” or “fighting” produced a coherent identity and therefore a 

means of re-legitimization for groups who recalled resistance in order to remind  

Greek society of what they offered and avoid or “soften” exclusion.  The other way 

around: possible abuses of power, wrong decisions and/or participation in the political 

polarization might provoke some sense of guilt among those involved in these 

activities. The above, together with official accusations against “communist activity” 

might generate concealment or suppression hidden behind allusions to “resistance” 

and therefore blurring once again its content.  It is possible that after 1989 and the 

collapse of communist regimes, emphasis on “resistance activities” has gained more 

importance. 

The identity of a fighter whom my interviewee discloses in 2004 has to be seen in the 

above context. For the war disabled, “resisting” offers an additional link between 

warfare and occupation, which distances them from the narrow category of an invalid 

that, as will be explained in another chapter, also created exclusion in the post-war 

years.  

As said above, both my interviewees managed to escape from prison.  The 

first found shelter in his cousin’s house and the second, previously warned, changed 

hospital the night of the siege.334 That is also why he goes on using the third person 

plural in his narration: 

In the II military hospital, where we belonged, they gathered all of them and they took 

hundreds to Chatzikosta and from there the most ringleaders (sic) so to say, for whom 

they could find evidence, that they had been more active, they transported them to 

Haidari, to Haidari camp, where there were a lot of disabled executed given that they 

executed during the war and during occupation more than 200 disabled. 

 
334 Executions of leading figures of the war disabled Federation previous to the “siege” alerted the 

National Liberation Front which had warned some of its war-disabled members to avoid sleeping in the 

hospitals. Kotsakis Spyros, Eisfora…op.cit.p.160 
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In Greek the expression most ringleaders ( protaitioi)  bears a slight insinuation of 

culpability. Did the war-disabled consider themselves guilty after being 

“criminalized”?  It would be reasonable to believe that the government’s accusations 

had an impact on a group such as the war-disabled. After all, self –administration in 

hospitals overturned hierarchies; resistance networks inside them had been a reality, 

small scale black marketing was a common practice in the urban environment and the 

fact that the war-disabled consumed drugs ( although never mentioned in oral 

testimonies) a high possibility. Apart from the above, imprisonment itself as a fact 

and as an experience might create a sense of guilt or shame.  

Another interviewee, member of the committee of his hospital, introduced the 

subject as follows: 

They, the Germans, arrested the whole committee, with serious disabilities,  with 

arms cut off, blind, with both legs cut off, other injuries  and they executed…-on the 

first of May that the 200 hundred had been executed335-  [ not audible]  and they 

informed and informed against and they betrayed,  that is. What happened, only those 

who suffered it know.336 

[Then lowering his voice almost with a sigh:] 

They took me to prison as well [I was also imprisoned] They took me to prison as 

well. In Pireos street there was an institution of someone called Chatzikostas. For 

children, and he had more institutions , from Ioannina he was, Ipirotes that is , he had 

made [institutions/donations] and till now….There , where now is the central branch  

of the Social Insurance Institute, that is where this hospital was. Made for children: 

floors, yards, all this. They took me to a dormitory where the Germans were taking 

[people] and executed…They did, they did [many things] over there. 

The whole paragraph with an uncommon emphasis on the details of what the 

prison used to be, brings in the issue of confinement. It strengthens the opposition: 

charitable establishment (orphanage)-prison. One might think that the contrast is not 

so successful since both institutions could function as places of supervising and 

discipline.337 I think however, that the interviewee wants to emphasize the opposite. 

By stressing the fact that the place, where he had been was a building structured for 

 
 
336 G.K., oral testimony, 16/9/2003. The interviewee was member of the same Association of Seriously 

War-disabled. 
 The emphasis is on the “I” but I keep the initial syntaxis (they…) in order to keep the agent clear. 
337 In the sense M. Foucault gives. 
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children, he distances the audience from the idea that he had actually been 

imprisoned. What is more, his description portrays the process of imprisonment and 

executions (officially announced as a policing act) as an abuse of authority, blind 

violence. The person who talks vacillates between the need to avoid shame and the 

wish to bring a charge. Additionally, he faintly alludes to the contrast that donations 

for the nation, like the Chatzicosta orphanage, had been converted to places of 

imprisonment by the Nazis and their collaborators. 

His account, after my question if the above happened when the siege took place, goes 

on:  

Yes, it was then. The Germans entered again and  again the hospitals with informers 

with spies and we , of course, those who had been like that, how to put it, the leaders, 

we did not have  one [the same] name every day. What was happening then was the 

Donnybrook Fair. We had made identity cards we had made [not audible]… 

And they come one morning and take 20. Then they come back and while we were 40 

in the beginning, in the evening they brought us 2, 3, 4 [] which  were not bodies but 

slaughtered lambs, like slaughtered lambs: neither did they talk nor  made a sound, 

nor did they walk. And they threw them in the ward. 

Here the narration alternates between guilt and pride for the practices of underground 

activity shared by the war-disabled in the hospital. Via the expression Donnybrook 

Fair (similar in Greek: tou koutrouli to panigiri) the interviewee apologizes for illegal 

practices but he represents himself as one of the activities ’ leaders. What follows, the 

executioned and the slaughtered bodies of those thrown into the wards, contrasts with 

the idea of   “anarchy” and celebration invoked by the set phrase “Donnybrook Fair”. 

The whole paragraph alludes to an indirect answer to the government’s accusations. 

After all, participation in a fair is something that ignores defects and implies a  

softening of inequalities. The opposite side, conversely, is having, according to the 

interviewee, another “fair”, a carnival, where violence exposes mutilated bodies and 

renders them lifeless animals ready to be consumed.  

          To shed some light on the historical background behind these statements, one 

needs to refer to the system of imprisonment set by the occupying forces: notorious 

prisons became places of physical and mental torture as well as ‘storehouses’ for 

people to be executed. Such prisons and camps are seen as part of the terror system 

the Nazi forces established especially after 1943. Among the places of confinement, 
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the Chatzicosta building founded as an orphanage in 1855 was indeed converted into 

a prison during the occupation period and the post war years. Another prison, Haidari, 

set up in September 1943, became the emblem of terror for Athens inhabitants. This 

one, was used as a transit camp, housed prisoners waiting for interrogations at SS 

Headquarters and kept hostages selected for mass executions. A number of the war-

disabled arrested during the “siege” were later transported there.338 

The interviewee mentioned above, managed to escape execution through 

bribery. He actually promised money to two of his guards asking them to inform 

members of his family living in Athens. He never learnt which one informed them but 

he did finally avoid execution and was dismissed.  

Several war-disabled activists of the National Liberation Front avoided 

imprisonment as they had been advised to keep away from the hospitals for a certain 

period. According to one of them, Manoles Roumeliotakes, after the liberation they 

tried to find the names of those executed and managed to collect two hundred and 

eighty three.339 

 

       The hospitals’ siege as a “suppressed” memory340 

 

Some of the war-disabled as seen in the previous subunit found ways to 

incorporate the hospitals’ siege in their narrations combining their view with the 

discourse on resistance developed during the occupation and in the postwar years. In 

what follows I direct my attention to a different case, an interviewee who did not 

include these events in his initial narration. I consider the case to be of special 

importance as I think that it highlights even more the impact of exclusion and 

violence in memory.  

 
338 The interviewee mentioned above, managed to escape executions through bribery. He actually 

promised money to two of his guards asking them to give notice to members of his family living in 

Athens. He never learnt which one informed them but finally he avoided execution and was dismissed.  

 
339 The author considers the recount short. Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Grammata….op.cit.p.126 
340 The psychological dimension of the word “suppress” ,  although not irrelevant with the issue, is not 

a matter of my concern. By suppress here I mean that the issue of the hospital siege was passed over in 

silence. 
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The case in point is Ch. G.’s341 testimony. Ch. G. was a member of a War- 

disabled and victims association which also included consumptives. My interviewee 

was indeed a tubercular342 and suffered from war injuries and frostbite as a result of 

which he had had both limbs partly amputated. I found Ch. G. in a small house in a 

poor neighborhood of Athens living with his second wife. He had three daughters by 

his first marriage, which ended with the death of his first wife. His income consisted 

of a pension and the rent from a kiosk. 

Ch. G. had started classical singing in the small town where he was born and 

lived as a teenager. He wanted to become an opera singer. After coming back from 

the War he kept studying for a short period in a musical academy in Athens with the 

help of an upper-class acquaintance he met during his hospitalization. 

The fact that he had stayed in Athens throughout the occupation years, worked as a 

singer in one of the capital musical theatres and kept in touch with a central hospital, 

made me ask him whether he knew something about the “siege.” The interviewee 

started crying asking me how I learnt about this story, a thing that made me stop the 

cassette recorder for some minutes.  It was clear that the possibility for a context to fit 

this story was actually offered in the course of our interaction.  

 

When Ch. G. started talking again, his narration was fractured and therefore 

mediated by my questions. The first thing my interviewee said,  apologizing and still 

crying was that he did not remember the names of all those killed. Then he explained 

to me, without giving any further details, that he had been incarcerated in Chatzikosta 

prison for forty days and managed to get out because he had had his limbs amputated. 

He kept repeating that others had been sent to Haidari camp where “they killed them”.  

He followed as such: 

It was said that they had killed three hundred. I do not know how many they  

killed. Maybe they killed less. But they killed the guys. Those were guys I knew. I 

don’t even know what…I have written down some names, Some of them I knew.  Ah! 

They were lost. I have written down some names but where do I have them, I have 

forgotten even their names, the guys…I knew them for a short period. Well I wanted 

 
341 Oral testimony, Ch. G., 28/2/2004. 
342 I have dealt more with the matter (i.e. invalids with tuberculosis) in the previous chapter where I 

tried to show the fragility of this group as they had become the victims of various exclusions. 
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to say that in 43, I do not know the date, we put black flags in the hospitals. And we 

shouted, we said: we are hungry. 

As a result of the protest the government gave them provisions and Ch.G. was able to 

get food from there. 

We were eating from there too, that‘s why I tell you I have many stories to tell. We 

were eating from there too. And I had recovered and that is why I could from 43 and 

so on, I was singing and I did what I did and I worked etc.  

The interviewee, as I said, responded immediately bringing in the subject of 

his killed acquaintances. He paid less attention to the number of the killed and insisted 

on the act (that they killed them) indirectly defining the operation as a massacre. He 

mentioned his intention to find the list of names he said he had written down and 

showed regret for having lost it. The unsuccessful effort to keep them alive in 

memory came as a contrast to the process of their intentional “annihilation”. In any 

case this first part of his story placed him in the closed community of the invalids 

mostly manifest through his weakness to mourn for their loss. 

The second subject that Ch. G. introduced concerned in brief the events that 

took place before the siege: war-disabled were protesting for food. According to my 

interviewee, the government started giving out more food as a result of the war-

disabled struggle. The remark, stated in the previous interviews with less emphasis, 

discloses the perception of my interviewee on how he managed to recover and have a 

life: through collective effort. 

Both issues introduced in this first part were in stark contrast to what I had already 

met in other testimonies. Ch. G. not only refused to distance from the invalids, but he 

identified himself with the victims, the executed, through his symbolical mourning. 

Additionally, he defined their activity as a struggle due to their need to survive. A 

struggle that was worthwhile and enabled him to lead a life in the city. This scheme of 

associated community and individual-collective agency is further developed in what 

follows: 

And I want to say that they went to the hospital, they caught us one night, we did not 

know, we were not… neither were we concerned with the partisans. With the Eamites 

[members of the National Liberation Front] maybe we liked them but we were not with 

them, we were with nobody. We, mutilated, what could we do, we offered what we 

offered in the war.  
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This is again a different approach of the ones seen before. The disabled, according to 

my interviewee had been the people sacrificed during the war. The partisans, on the 

other hand, were people they liked, but they were not with them. My interviewee, in 

other words, identified himself not with the partisans but with the group of the war-

disabled who were with nobody.  

His definition comes closer to the notion of the “class of the disabled” used many 

times in official and legal documents in the pre and mainly postwar era. The notion, 

theoretically re-establishing the war-disabled in the national corpus, meant that 

invalids of the war were a class of their own beyond political or ideological 

sympathies. The concept functioned as a key word in associations where the disabled 

from different wars had to be included. It invoked the concept of “national unity” 

fully emphasized throughout the War period and later on when a real sense of unity 

was disrupted by the events of the civil war.  

I believe that Ch. G. accentuates this idea as a consequence of his life trajectory and 

therefore this detail clearly brings his narration all the way to the interview present. 

He did not want to be considered as a “resistance fighter”, although his sympathies 

are more explicitly described in other parts of his interview. He needs however to 

remain close to the collectivity of the war-disabled. Identification with resistance 

groups would deprive him of benefits or lead him to multiple exclusions.343   

It is indicative that he had to change his membership twice. Following his testimony, 

the first association in which he had been a member had disintegrated after the “siege” 

and the second was, according to his judgment, “too active” politically. It is thus 

obvious that he tried to distance himself from political activity and the possible 

danger or exclusion that it might generate. This fear emerged in the occupation years 

and was intertwined with the hospitals’ siege. Following the narration of the operation 

we read: 

Eh…they came one night, all those who were in bed, they caught us, a disabled knew 

in there, from all the hospitals there was someone like a traitor as we said. Informers. 

There was one called, [name].  I remember him. [surname] was the surname. He was 

disabled indeed, he was disabled but his identity card, as I found out was German. 

 
343    Ch.G. refers in another part of his interview to the declaration he had to sign in order to confirm 

that he was not a communist. He doesn’t refer to the exact date and explains that the declaration had to 

do with his driving licence. The practice of signing declarations for political reasons had been common 

in Greek public life in the cold war period.    
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They took us to prison, they caught us and I find out, I had an acquaintance then in 

Security service, an officer, friend from my hometown - as I was singing everyone 

liked me. And he tells me: “Babi” [his nickname] he says, “ok”, he says,” I have you 

[your name] here marked with red pencil “ he says. They all had lists in General 

Security Service. But they also had my name. He tells me:” you were reading 

Rizospastes?” “ Eh”, I said, “I was reading at times.”  We had a teacher in the room 

and he found [the newsletter] and he was reading us sometimes. “Eh, and we 

sympathized, we were listening various things. I and everyone. And I was reading. So 

what? What if I was reading Rizospastes ? 

I know Mrs Tsaldari, I have never been, I have never informed against, I have not 

done anything neither have I done anything with the partisans and so on.” “You” he 

said “were giving provisions to the partisans”. “Eh, we give”, I said,” why, they are 

hungry.” I said the truth. Because it was the case that inside the hospitals we, who 

were taking…:, they gave us two, three eggs per day, they gave us some nuts, so to 

speak, provisions, they brought us something. And we took and we lived. And from 

these we offered. That is the truth. We offered. We offered to our fellow men those 

who suffered.  

But we did not know. Since they are opposed and the others said…[ that they are 

partisans] and so on, I say “what can I do, I take them [the provisions] since they, 

since they give us, I say let’s give something to someone else to eat. 

 

The interviewee began this part with an indirect accusation against the informer (who 

had a German identity card). Emphasis on this person almost lays the blame on him 

for the detention of my protagonist and the rest of the disabled.344 The informer is the 

only person who does not belong to the “ideal community” the interviewee creates in 

his narration. Hence the officer who interrogated him was an old acquaintance from 

his hometown. Again, in his hometown everybody liked my interviewee because he 

could sing. When asked on his activity in the hospital Ch.G. insisted that he was doing 

the same thing as everyone else, and mentioned his link to the upper class (Mrs. 

Tsaldari was an upper- class politician’s wife). Finally, he admitted offering 

provisions to those who could not have.   

 
344 Another testimony refers to the same informer who must have been quite well known for his activity 

. That of course doesn’t exclude the possibility that in his face the interviewee personifies also the 

traitor in general . 
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Acceptance and social links, highlighted in a difficult situation, would indeed 

help my interviewee to avoid condemnation and therefore amount to a very plausible 

account of what he needed to say. The overall argumentation however, appearing in 

his present version, shows his need to inscribe himself into a general community for 

the maintenance of which, he states, he was actually working (by offering food).345 

This argumentation gives him the opportunity to react to the direct threat of exclusion 

the interviewee suffered by reversing it: the excluded is the traitor; the accused has to 

be the one who informs against.   

This ideal community can be seen as the foundation of my interviewee’s 

positive recognition and consequently an anathema to stigmatization for his disability. 

It is furthermore (and probably had been) the necessary basis for Ch. G. to defend the 

right to act as he liked (and I was reading. So what?) and hand out the food he was 

given. Individual choice in his account creates no contradiction with his overall 

activity. Working for a whole at the same time that he may have the life he wishes, 

enhances his agency. The right to personal choice emerges even in conditions of 

imprisonment as he recalls it: 

Eh, that is what happened since then and little by little they took us to prison , they 

caught us in the night, and they tell us “ you are all communists and you who have 

your legs cut, the majority of you are communists”, he says. “You are the 

communists”. And they imprisoned us and we were for forty days in Chatzikosta. And 

we were eating boiled lentils. Leave aside what we were eating! Worms! We were 

pissing inside. We were pissing without legs. Imagine! We had the hell of a time and I 

remember I was coming out at the window (crying), my mother and my sister were 

coming below and I sung “ehete geia vrusoules”, I sung partisan songs. What can 

you say? What can you tell the Greeks? Were they Greeks? And the result is that now 

when I went to the Red Cross and I tell them this, this share that the Germans gave 

for those who had been imprisoned why you do not give them the money? 

-You refer to the indemnifications? 

Yes, the indemnifications. They have not given me anything, they do not give me. You 

are not entitled to they say. 

 In this last part of the story the interviewee brings in the experience of 

incarceration. In first plural (“us”) he introduces the issue combining it with the 

 
345 The idea of being liked and  of offering permeates the whole interview. In the same way Ch. G. 

deals with the fact that he fell in love and married his first wife who was a jew. 
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accusation brought about from the equation of the war-disabled to communists.  The 

result and the dreadful conditions the war-disabled had to face inside the prison 

subscribes to the idea that a crime had been committed and, in particular, by the 

opposite side, the one of the accusers. Again Ch. G. defines his own active response 

by stressing his reaction: he sung partisan songs. Finally, he reverses accusations 

refusing to admit he had belonged to the national corpus of those who made him 

suffer.  He, certainly, belongs to this national community, but they do not. 

Considering the intensity of the arguments and the way the interviewee 

highlighted his active role one would query why Ch.G had chosen to hide the memory 

of the siege.  

One reason can be found in the operation itself. It terrified my interviewee and made 

him feel afraid of further consequences. His incarceration had been a traumatic 

experience. His friends’ lives and names had been lost and he may have felt guilty for 

having survived and having somehow betrayed these friends by taking advantage of 

the official status. 

On the other hand, he did not completely avoid multiple exclusions that followed in 

the post war years. It is indicative that in another part of his interview, when asked on 

peoples’ attitude towards the war-disabled in the post-war era, he explained their 

vexation via their supposed perception that the disabled had been communists. The 

remark was surprising since the rest of my interviewees interpreted the same attitude 

to be a consequence of the war-disabled official benefits. There is every reason to 

believe that my interviewee feared exclusion as he was indeed a very sociable person 

and political stigmatization might also mean isolation or limitation of his ability to 

socialize.  

It is important to add that Ch.G. was probably just not considering himself a 

communist and did not want to define his activity as a communist one. In fact his 

narration reveals personal involvement, defending his rights, solidarity, agency. He 

wanted thus to avoid anything that might classify him externally in a way that he did 

not approve of. In other words, he refused to accept the opposition “communists 

versus patriots” as a legitimate one. 

In actual fact, inclusion in the war-disabled (heroes of the nation ) community 

apart from enabling him to take advantage of the pension and therapy that was crucial 

for his survival, would also place him in a larger social group and offer him some 

prestige. My interviewee therefore had adapted his narration of the past accordingly. 
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As a soldier in the Albanian war, he later found a job on national radio, where he 

worked for some years and got the opportunity to present his story in a television 

documentary. But for his resistance activity (whatever that was) he would be lost like 

his dead acquaintances in the same way that his name was probably lost in the Red 

Cross files when he asked for his share from German indemnifications.346 

Ch. G. was about to give me an account of his life close to the one that “fitted” 

the official story of the war. My initial explicit reference to the life of the war-

disabled and their difficulties may have somehow modified the context he usually 

faced. After all, I presented myself as a historian who had learnt about him from his 

association. My questions though exposed Ch. G. to the challenge of acceptance and 

inclusion of a part of his life that he used to hide. He avoided presenting his actions as 

a political choice, but the crucial thing is that his personal story presented some of the 

deeper (and traumatic) memories he had. It mostly revealed that Ch. G. was not 

allowed to voice aspects that actually affirmed his identity and choices in life. Hence 

the contradiction that emerged: Ch. G. had been an active agent in the occupation 

years. Violence and political repression though would make him “forget” this active 

part. 

Post-war official status might have empowered him somehow to be a subject/agent, 

but this happened only after partly converting the subject into an ‘object.’ 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                       

 
346 I cannot but assume the reasons why this happened. In a general conversation with the Red Cross 

responsible I was informed that not all names of those imprisoned were actually saved. On the other 

hand, I have to mention that a member of the Red Cross at the time of the siege had complained  for the 

conditions of  the war-disabled incarceration at the time of the operation. The information comes from 

an article in the underground communist press. Rizospastis, organ of the Greek Communist Party, 20th 

of December 1943 no 78. 
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Chapter 5: Rehabilitation and the making of the post-

war “war-disabled” 
 

       Introduction 

 

This chapter seeks to explore the interplay between an invalid’s institutional 

consolidation and their everyday life in the initial post-war years. 

The period under examination is the first and partly second decade of Post-War 

Greece: the era of re-building the Greek national state that took place following the 

devastating civil war. It is the time span when invalids who survived the occupation 

years tried to negotiate an improved status for themselves. Although this chapter has 

no strict ending date; the years 1949-50 when legislation on the war-disabled and 

victims of the War was finally passed, set a time limit after which, reference to 

institutional issues is rarely made. 

I turn my attention to the national and the institutional level and focus on 

national rhetoric and practices in the Post-War years.  

I discuss the extent to which the institutional framework constructs a social meaning 

for the war-disabled and establishes a set of practices concerning their rehabilitation.   

I attempt to outline the possible contradictions that this arrangement brings about in 

the social life of the war disabled and what the impact is on their perception of self 

and the War Itself. 
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 Rehabilitation is discussed here together with the notion of citizenship according to 

which the Greek Post-War state undertakes the integration of the war invalids in an 

attempt to re-establish hegemonic political values. I try to expose the way post-war 

Greek state takes control of invalids’ associations and corresponding networks after 

consequent exclusions  

Then I examine the benefits the disabled obtained, their economic and professional 

rehabilitation and propose analysis of the way they were received in broader society 

For this purpose I mainly use the theoretical tool of a stigmatization process.  

Before the unit ends I turn my focus on their memory. 

After the liberation invalids tried to rebuild their lives. For some, as is the case 

of most of my interviewees, this is a period when they started a family. This 

facilitated a qualitative analysis of subjectivity and gender relations in a family 

context within the framework of the hegemonic ideology of the post-war state. 

My interviewees avoided mentioning several facts concerning their everyday 

and personal life. Indeed, they did not refer much to, even less provide details on their 

everyday life or their personal relations. One reason may be that I presented myself as 

a historian and they initially identified me with someone who wanted to find out more 

about the war. However, given the fact that I always focused my attention on the 

difficulties they met during their life, when I first presented my project, this overall 

tendency to leave aside personal life has to be further explored. The same goes for 

references to strategies the disabled might have used in order to gain power at the 

institutional level and a possible surplus of professional privileges. Moreover, I often 

met silence as well as refusals for an interview meeting in the course of my 

investigation. 

What follows therefore is also an attempt to highlight part of these silenced or 

fading accounts and to explain them. My assumption is that through the narrative 

representation of their life, the war- disabled revealed the way in which they 

perceived  a dominant part of their subjectivity and repressed aspects that need to be 

controlled.347 I intend to show that the constitution of self procedure forms the 

background of the war memory the disabled produced. 

 
347 For a mode of subjectivity achieved by isolating certain experiences and aspects that are threatening 

to affect the dominant part of subjectivity see Flax, Jane, “Multiples: On the Contemporary Politics of 

Subjectivity”, Human Studies, vol.16, no 1-2, April  1993,p.46 
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       Corporeal and social adjustment: invalid vs. able-bodied citizen/man. 

 

In the course of my research, it proved quite tricky to recognize what kind of 

disability each of my interviewees had. Even in the cases, blindness exempted, when I 

could spot disability from the way my interviewees walked or talked, the disability 

was hardly visible. This impression was in strong contrast with war photos, which 

witnessed the common sight, veterans in their hospital beds, in their wheelchairs or 

with loose sleeves and false limbs, an everyday spectacle that disrupted a model urban 

landscape where citizenship and city had been linked to the idea of the ideal of male 

‘able-bodiness’. 

My interviewing war-disabled at the beginnings of the 21st century meant 

getting in touch with elderly people who had survived and had more or less been 

adapted to social requirements. Their appearance, in symmetry with this fact, created 

almost no feeling of disturbance. Disabled themselves, describing situations from the 

wheelchair to their “getting moving,” set it in a broader context. 

Walking or simply moving meant effort and practice in the case of G.K348 who 

explained, showing the parts of his artificial legs, how he managed to use them 

properly. His main motivation had been the fact that he wanted to attend school for 

adults and later apply for a job. 

 “Moving normally” might need the encouragement of an institution as in the case of 

K.M349 who realized by chance that he was walking without the aid of a cane when he 

left it behind at the hospital and had to go back to get it. The nurse who gave it to him 

insisted that he did not need it anymore. For K.Ch.350 who was a farmer, material 

need, professional ability and corresponding credits had been the driving force for 

overcoming bodily failings even in old age. According to his testimony, his son 

proudly stated that his father worked efficiently even with serious health problems.351 

 Finally, counterbalancing an obvious inability like blindness might lead to risky 

endeavours as proof of capability. That is at least one interpretation of the readiness of 

 
348 G.K., oral testimony, 16/9/2003 
349 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 
350 K.Ch., Oral testimony, 25/7/2004 
351 Self-worth as a product of working ability and the possibility of someone being a producer can be 

further analyzed in the realm of cultural history. Here I limit myself to mentioning it. 
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blind K. D.352 who did not hesitate, as told by his daughter, to get at the top of the 

house and repair the roof. 

Physical “ability” therefore, was not a goal to be reached only through 

compensation or official aid. Material need, was indeed a significant factor that made 

invalids literally “move” for additional income especially throughout the war years. 

Adjustments nevertheless, were contingent upon everyday social interaction and   

implied support from others. 

People with severe emotional and mental disabilities would probably not have 

managed to improve their state at all without encouragement and often found 

themselves in complete social isolation and poverty. This present enquiry does not 

deal with the war memory of people with  mental or emotional disorders but tries to 

remind the reader of their existence taking into account that in many cases of invalids  

non physical  disabilities might be present albeit not recognizable. On the other hand 

for extreme physical disabilities such as severe spinal injuries, institutional support 

played a major role but was not enough for them to be bed-ridden and leave hospital. 

A revealing 1948  photo from the newsletter O Ellin tes Nikis (the Greek of  

Victory)353 refers to the invalids who remained more than six years in bed due to 

paraplegia (spinal cord injury). They probably spent the rest of their lives in hospital 

where the photo was taken.354 

Bearing in mind the significance of the social environment for an invalid’s 

rehabilitation, one needs to look at problems in their everyday context. Invalids had 

been able-bodied men and could therefore remember what the physical ability, 

productive capacity and masculine rigour of an able-bodied person.355 Apart from this 

 
352 K.D., oral testimony,  25/1/2004 
353 O Ellin tis Nikis, dekapenthimeron agonistikon organon ton anapiron kai thimtaon polemou kai 

polemiston tis Elladas, year 1 issue 2, 2nd of February 1948. 
354 “...paralyzed men were helpless dependent on others for the most intimate care. Few families could 

afford to provide for them. They had to be bathed, dressed, bandaged. Only conscientious laborious 

nursing kept them alive. Many men were incontinent. Without enemas two or three times a week, 

pyelitis threatened death by the body’s own poisons. Bedsores were a constant worry. ...”from Kingsley 

Martin, Father Figures: A volume of Autobiography ( London 1966) cited in Deborah, Cohen, The War 

Come Home, Disabled Veterans in Britain and Germany, 1919-1939, California, University of 

California Press, 2001 
355 In most cases of mutilated the “memory” I am referring to had a strong corporeal presence. 

Petros Markakis was amputated on the 8th of February 1941. According to his text, after the operation 

he woke up suffering from unbearable pain. A sensorial illusion though made him believe that he felt 

his legs before he could see them. He was disappointed to discover that after a number of years this 

feeling was fading away revealing that even the illusion was not retainable. 

-Tell me, have they cut my legs? 

-No, said the nurse. 
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bitter memory, they also had to deal with everyday adjustments and survival as well 

as a new complexity: at the same time that they would have to adjust their physical 

functions and control information356 on their body-state in order to reduce the social 

impacts of disability, they needed to make it known that the failings were the outcome 

of the 40-41 war since this would provide them with the credits of a heroic present.   

What I have tried to illustrate above is just the starting point of an on-going 

process:  war-disabled rehabilitation in correlation with the ideal: able bodied-citizen-

man. What follows is an attempt to explore how the Greek state aimed to restore the 

invalids as citizens in Post war society 

Official status and the corresponding benefits were absolutely vital for the 

poorest and those with a lower educational background to survive. I do, therefore, 

address the following questions: How was this official status established and 

consolidated in the legislation of the years immediately after the War? What was the 

interplay between invalid associations and the Post-war state as regards this 

consolidation? In what way did society and individuals benefit from the advantages 

provided? What exactly were the complexities and the impact of this status 

concerning the broader social rehabilitation of the “war-disabled”?  

 
They wouldn’t let me lift the blankets to look beneath. I was almost convinced.  Because now I felt my 

legs aching down to the end down to the tiptoes, which before felt like dead. This illusion that kept on 

for months and years was deceiving me so much that I believed they had not mutilated me. It was the 

pain of the cut nerves that corresponded to the parts that were missing from my body. But even those 

deadened with time. Why would they not keep on for the rest of my life? They had been so beneficial. 

You wear a wooden leg and you are deceived that this is your real one. You feel like if the shoe gets 

tight or that your sole is tickling you. 

In this excerpt feeling the mutilated limp illustrates a common illusion for all those who, having their 

legs amputated, were deceived by the sensory nerves and felt as if they still had them. An evidence 

thus of just how present the missing of a body part was for them. 
 

 

 
356 Here information control has the meaning Erving Goffman gives in Stigma, that is of controlling 

information on disability in order to reduce the negative impact that disability might have in everyday  

interaction. See  Goffman, Erving, Stigma…..op. cit  
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The War-disabled and the rebuilding of the post-war state: becoming 

“loyal adherents.” 

        

         Rhetorical unity in times of disruption 

In her article on veterans in Post-war films Sonya Michel argues: On the 

national level, handicaps threaten to expose the entire political system, for they point 

to its vulnerability, its inability to protect all of its citizens. Even on the winning side, 

disabilities can signify the nation’s betrayal of its most loyal adherents.357 

In this section I address the process through which the disabled became the nation’s 

loyal adherents in the national rhetoric and practice within a historical context of not 

just political vulnerability but of political turmoil.  

The few months of war between autumn 1940 and spring 1941 marked the 

outset of a radical change in the political and social landscape of Greece. The exile 

government, which returned to power on 18 October 1944, was faced with the 

challenges of reorganizing the state in the light of the social and political reform 

already initiated in what Voglis Polymeris called “wartime radicalism.”358  According 

to the same author, reorganizing the nation- state was characterized by a strong sense 

of continuing pre-war state policies and state apparatus. Rebuilding the state took 

place in and through a devastating civil war.359  The main framework for rebuilding 

 
357 Michel, Sonya, “Danger on the Home Front: Motherhood, Sexuality, and Disabled Veterans in the 

American Postwar Films”, Journal of the history of Sexuality 1992, vol. 3 no1. And she goes on: 

Insofar as political skepticism and opposition are linked with feminization , postwar normalization  

requires a restoration of the veteran’s masculinity so that his signification of national triumph does not 

simultaneously constitute  an affront to hegemonic political values. 

The truth of the (theoretical) statement can be seen, just to give an example, on the case of Disabled 

Veterans in the III Reich.  On how Nazi propaganda had tried to undermine Weimar Republic by 

stating that disabled veterans had been treated as second class citizens. 

 Diehl, James M., “Victors or Victims? Disabled Veterans in the Third Reich” Journal of Modern 

history 59 (December 1987) pp.705-736 
358 For an extended examination  of the liberation and civil war’s events seen as a  case of  “nation-state  

rebuilding” see Polymeris, Voglis, Becoming a Subject: Political Prisoners during the Greek Civil 

War, New York –Oxford, Bergahn books, 2002, pp. 52-54  
359 Civil war and exclusion of political opponents are seen here as means for the reestablishment of the  

pre-war political and social framework. The issue is nevertheless broad. Searching however, the causes 

of civil war into the very structures of the Greek society as well as explaining how an internal conflict 

manifested itself and permeated society are still open problems to be addressed in Greek 

historiography. 
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were, apart from economic and financial reconstruction, instauration of cohesion, 

maintaining political stability and invigorating the national rhetoric. 360 

The present unit will not expound the process of that reorganization but will 

highlight the areas where the rebuilding of the state, in years of strife, intersects with 

potentially restoring invalids as national symbols.  

Incorporated in the national ‘iconography’ of heroes, invalids, together with WWII ex-

soldiers could enhance the rhetoric of Greek continuity.361  Even more so given the 

fact that the War-disabled had been an identifiable category even before the War 

unlike the resistant fighters whose recognition and definition proved quite problematic 

for the Post- war Greek state.362 Continuity and cohesion were crucial concepts for a 

society in civil strife. Projections of ex-soldiers’ past combat activity implied images 

of national cohesion as it brought in past public discourse of unity and pan-hellenic 

effort. Later on, reception of the civil war as a national war became possible via the 

introduction of the concept of “enemy within”363 which in turn converted war invalids 

of the “national army” during the civil war into “war-disabled.” 

Invalids of the war were a category that fitted perfectly in the state rhetoric of 

the first post-war years. They already had “fighting credentials” which might become 

firmer since the victorious part of the 40-41 war was analogous to the final outcome 

of the WWII. In opposition to several European countries who searched for the 

nucleus of resistances as a means of legitimating their role in post –war international 

politics, Greece had victorious WWII ex-servicemen.364  

 
 
361 Kotzias, Kostas, Ellas, o polemos kai i Doxa tis,  ( Hellas the war and her Glory) Athens 1947 ( 

USA 1943)  Also in the panegyric speeches of the National Academy during the celebration of the 28 th 

of October where the “ 40-41 epopee” is the last in the sequence of liberating fights. For instance in the 

panegyric of 28 October 1944 (first paragraph): The “ battle of Pindos” is added to the battle of 

Marathon and the whole infinite list of Greece’s liberating fights.  Konstantninos Amantos, “The 

Liberation of Greece and the 28th of October Anniversary” in Academy of Athens, 28th of October 

1940: panygerics of members of the Academy, Athens 1978. 
362 Only several right wing resistance organizations received recognition by the post war governments. 

The left wing resistance with the largest activity during the occupation was recognized only in the early 

80s under Andreas Papandreou government, while most of its members were persecuted after the 

liberation and the civil war years.  
363 Another way of defining the enemy in the post-war years was through its  “bulgarization”, that is, 

the equation of communists with Slavs which linked the civil war to the early 20th century  Greco-

Bulgarian conflict over Ottoman Macedonia. The result was the identification of anticommunism with 

nationalism. On the subject matter see Gounaris, Basil C.“Social Anticommunism in Nothern Greece, 

1945-1950”, in Carabott, Philip and Sfikas, Thanasis D. , (eds), The Greek Civil War: Essays on a 

conflict of Exceptionalism and Silences, Centre for Hellenic Studies, King’s College London, 2004 

 
364 Pieter Lagrou in his comparative study on patriotic memory and national recovery for France, 

Belgium and the Netherlands deals with the destabilization effects of the national defeat these countries 
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The war-disabled in official rhetoric would be second in a list of precedence, 

after the dead in a broader ensemble, the war victims, elevated to the heights of 

martyrs.  

In Kostas Kotzias overview of the 40-41 war edited in 1947 in Athens (first edition in 

1942 in the United States), we read: We bow to the Dead. The Glorified Disabled 

Heroes. The Injured. The fighter of Combat and the interior zone. The Widows and 

the Orfans of war, famine and bombardment.   

This overall accreditation also alluded to the nation-state’s care for its citizens much 

needed as a response to its previous failure to defend them and protect their lives.365 

Were war invalids “war-disabled” by definition in 1944? The invalids of the 

40-41 war did not form a corpus of male citizens who had to submit themselves to the 

state’s dictations and priorities. Many took active part in social mobilization during 

the occupation years.  If we focus on the capital of Athens, the collaborationist 

government executed numerous invalids, incarcerated and discursively tried to 

exclude others labelling them as not “real.” The testimony of   Ch. G.366 cited in the 

preceding chapter epitomises the terrorising effect of this exclusion on the memory of 

those who survived and were somehow incorporated in what was afterwards called 

the “family of the disabled.” 

It would be equally revealing to quote the testimony of K. M. who was, as he 

said, on the side of “the others” (the right wing) and therefore, in line with the 

occupational government politics, a “real disabled.” person. What he recalled took 

place during the December 1944 events,  that is two months after the previously 

mentioned Royal Decree for the official National Holiday. The encounter resulted in 

 
suffered.  Lagrou, Pieter, The legacy of Nazi occupation: Patriotic memory and national Recovery in 

Western Europe, 1945-1965, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000. 

Greece’s partly victorious defense created different possibilities.  
365  In the introduction : Heroism which resides in Greece has been elevated to new sublime heights. 

The history of the centuries of the Greek Race , with the unending  list of the martyrs of the Greek 

House of Fame (Pantheon) has been incarnated and personified  through/ by the Heroes of 1940 and 

1941. 

In  Kotzias, Kostas, Ellas, o polemos kai i Doxa tis,  ( Hellas the war and her Glory) Athens, 1947 ( 

USA 1943), p.416 Reference to the interior zone in the 1947 edition maybe alludes to the civil war 

soldiers. 

 
366 Ch. G., oral testimony, 28/2/2004. 
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33 days of fighting on Athens streets now considered as the first stage of the civil 

war.367   

K.M., originally from Crete, was in a central hospital when he learnt that he and his 

fellow invalids had just escaped a guerilla attempt to blast the building. This, 

according to the army troops who had taken over the top floors of the hospital,368 was 

due to the fact that  explosives put into the drainage system had been soaked through 

by the rain. Wondering why he would have to pay the price of the conflict ( Are we to 

blame? 369They, the leftist, fight the soldiers and in the end it will be us to pay the 

price.), K.M. turned to a friend of his, an invalid with an amputated leg, who had 

family in Piraeus. and expressed the idea that they escape danger and try to reach 

Piraeus on foot. Actually, not on foot. In a “vehicle”:  

I said: “you will sit on my wheelchair.”[explaining:] One of his legs was wooden and 

the other healthy.  

“Then I will sit on your legs.” …..[the idea was that they would sit one over the other 

and rail the wheelchair] 

It was a slopping [street]  from Ampelokipoi down to Omonoia….and I was thinking 

now that all the way would be wide open. 

The way was anything but clear. In Patision Avenue soldiers brought the wheelchair 

to a halt to warn the occupiers of the danger of being captured by the guerrillas. The 

protagonists doubting the warning (Why, we won’t harm them. Why would they bark 

up the wrong tree?)  moved on to Omonoia Square to find out  that all the streets had 

been blocked off with a wire fence. Unable to get through, they made up their mind to 

climb down to the old railway line and place the wheelchair across the rails in the 

direction of Piraeus.  

Having achieved this ‘impossible’ task, a number of police officers who had been 

watching them, approached with some advice: further on, the railway had huge wells 

full of rats. A bluff? My interviewee wondered, but thought it might be a friendly 

 
367 The “December events” are considered either the first or perhaps the second stage in the civil war 

between Right and Left that would explode into full scale war between 1946 and 1949. Questions as to 

whether they constituted the onset of a communist seizure of power or a spontaneous response of the 

left wing to right wing violence and provocation remain unresolved. The conflict  resulted in thirty 

three days of fighting on  Athens streets.  

 
368 And this might be an indication of the fact that hospitals as public buildings were needed for 

military operations in case of battle in the city centre. Their strategic position being important they 

should be deprived of patients with leftist affiliations. 
369 There is no way to check the incident. It might be true or an attempt to terrorize invalids. 
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warning. Eventually, the officers dragged the wheelchair off the rails and took the 

fugitives to a police station for interrogation: why did they have to carry a 

screwdriver, pliers and a couple of tools? Were they saboteurs? Their innocence 

established -the tools were needed to adjust their artificial limbs- the protagonists 

were finally set free.  

On their way back, debarred from the hospital due to the guards’ suspicion, they 

ended up knocking at the door of the first house they saw a light on. The owner 

opened the door and let them in. He was a grave digger –roaring good trade at the 

time. They asked to sleep in his hearse. Luckily, the man insisted that they sleep 

inside his house and he even offered them some food. 

This “road story” is an example of two men whose true status had not been  

consolidated, in fact it was more than ambiguous in the terrorizing pre-civil war 

atmosphere. Their physical disabilities did not save them from being considered as 

saboteurs, ironically equating them with able-bodied men or just confirming the 

general idea of an invalid’s involvement and activity.  Such bias did generate, 

nevertheless, dependence and insecurity especially among those who remained in the 

hospitals of Athens and had scarce economic resources. 370 

          

         National state and Associations: the making of the post- war “War-           

disabled” 

 

My main interest, in this section, is to explore the structure of associations and 

the process of their interaction with post- war governments. This brings me to touch 

upon the way the Post- war state dealt with invalids and the concept of citizenship 

thus promoted. Later, I examine how the ensuing rehabilitation was carried out at both 

the social and personal level. 

 
370 Surprising analogies of a similar atmosphere are found in  G. Seferis  bitter verses concerning the 

turbulent events of  December, written in 1944: ….To speak of heroes to speak of heroes: Michalis/ 

who left with open wounds from hospital / may have talked of heroes when, that night/ he was dragging 

his foot in the blacked –out city,/was screaming feeling our pain “in the dark/ we go, in the dark we 

move..”/Heroes move in the dark ( Yorgos Seferis Teleftaios Stathmos) 
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         Loyalty and “conversion”  

War-invalids and victims of war had set up a structure for a prospective 

network of associations which had the potential to be set up all around the country, 

with loose interconnections, a large number of members (male voters), obviously 

linked to the state apparatus (through an existent albeit incomplete institutional 

background), and, occasionally, with connections to military figures or 

organizations.371 What is more, this structure could be potentially extended through an 

increase in membership,  strengthening connections, and amalgamating with the WWI 

disabled as well as possibility for further control by the state. Given the obvious 

difficulties most of those concerned would have to overcome their dependency on the 

state and try to find a professional activity.  War-invalids and victims of war as 

members of associations were a segment of population that fitted the regime’s need 

for the recovery of the nation- state and institutional restructuring.  

The Post-war regime sought to bring the state mechanism under its firm 

control by rigidly excluding, persecuting and taking legislative measures against any 

adversaries. The framework, therefore, within which negotiations with invalid 

associations could take place, was mainly that of loyalty to the regime. Historical 

material on associations right after the liberation is scarce if not inexistent, but 

consolidation of a  “war-disabled” status did take place at a time when Post- war 

governments were striving to take control of associations such as workers’ unions, as 

part of an attempt to secure stability from the bottom up.372 

Although there is evidence of a variety of  political adherences, the impact of 

the left wing on invalid associations, especially in Athens, was very strong. As shown 

in the previous chapter, affiliation to the National Liberation Front had signified for 

many disabled among other things motivation for the assertion of their rights. The 

evacuation of hospitals in Athens by I. Rallis373 government in 1943 had been the first 

 
371 One major weakness of post war Greek government was the fact that it did not manage to assert any 

control over the countryside.   
372 Giorgos Margaritis explains the effort and final failure of Voulgaris’ government to compel 

obedience from the workers’ unions. The issue, in his opinion, proved that political stability was 

impossible given that the influence of the left wing camp on broader social strata  was indeed  very 

strong. Margaritis, Giorgos, Istoria tou ellinikou emfyliou polemou 1946-1949  (History of the Greek 

Civil War 1946-1949)  Vol I, Athens, Vivliorama, 2001.p.98 
373 I. Rallis after the liberation was sentenced to life imprisonment for collaboration and died in jail in 

1946 
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step towards a ‘purging’ of the disabled. 1943 is considered to be the initial year of the 

civil war.  

Conflict, initiated in 1944 resulting in overall polarization, excluded a large number of 

invalids affiliated to the National Liberation Front or those who sympathized with its 

aims. Many invalids followed the destiny of political prisoners. A case in point is that 

of  Manoles Roumeliotakes, who had been in exile from 1948 to 1962. He wrote his 

memoir during a period when he was on Ai Strates in 1962.374  

 

Despite the policy of exclusion a number of associations were left wing or 

communist in character or under the influence of the left up to 1948. This can at least 

be inferred  from an article written in 1948 in the first issue of the (royalist) newsletter 

O Ellin tes Nikis (The Greek of Victory) concerning a leading invalid association:  

We have taken over ESAP (National Federation of the War-Disabled 1940-1941) and 

entered its offices early,  the first morning and instead of facing the portraits  of the 

race’s heroes and saviours on the walls as well as the vow of the race, [=genos]  we 

faced the portraits of Markos and Tito and Dimitrof. And in place of the National 

Anthem and the adolescents’ Sacred Vow, slogans and commands of the  Moscow 

pioneers (sic) for the annihilation of our race. In place of the Holy Bible, our holy 

traditions whereby our people have been brought up and live, [we found] 

Velouhiotes’ poems and Moscow’s hammers and sickles.375 And we clicked our heels 

and elevated our eyes to the Almighty, we moved our thoughts to our dead, said a 

prayer for our purification and sat down.376 

The author of the article and future president of the ESAP entered and “sat down” in 

the Federation offices with the “assistance” of the legislative apparatus.  What he 

describes is the substitution of the “National Federation of War-disabled 1940-41” 

 
374  Roumeliotakis, Manolis, Gramma sto gio mou: apo ton polemo tis Alvanias ( letter to my son: from 

the Albanian war) Plethron, Athens 1981. The author who had lost his right arm in the war, spent his 

life in exile from 1948 to 1962.. In the introduction of his book he condemns the state for neglecting 

the invalids of war and persecuting those active in the resistance. He also denounces collaborationists 

who were offered “positions in the state apparatus.” Political prisoners as well as collaboration are 

dealt with in Polymeris, Voglis, Becoming a Subject: Political Prisoners during the Greek Civil War, 

New York –Oxford, Bergahn books, 2002.  

 
375 Aris Velouhiotis was a leading guerrilla figure of the left-wing resistance.  
376 O Ellin tis Nikis, dekapenthimeron agonistikon organon ton anapiron kai thimaton polemou kai 

polemiston tis Elladas, (The Greek of Victory: fortnightly organ of disabled and victims of war and 

fighters of Greece) year 1 issue 1, 2nd of February 1948. 
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board by another announced by the minister of the Army in the Official Gazette of 9  

July 1947: 

Taking into consideration the Legislative Decree 1708/42, the Cabinet’s 

749/1945 Act,  the antinational and anti-disabled activity of the Board, which 

transformed  its Offices to a Centre of Party Propaganda as well as the 

corresponding protests, we substitute the Board of the above Association: “National 

Federation of the War Disabled of 1940-1941” and we name the members listed 

below: 

(names following)377 

The decision for this removal of the National Federation’s board took place in 

a period of absolute polarization.378 Further information on this matter is not 

available. Nor is there any additional material in order to check what exactly 

happened to the members of the previous board given their “antinational activity”.379 

In the same newsletter, another article describes the six months’ task to be 

undertaken by  the new-born  Injured of War 1940-1941 Panhellenic Association 

established in order to substitute the two previous associations for those injured in 

war. One of these association “was directed exclusively by Communist party agents” ( 

always according to the article) while the other could not “fight the deceptive 

 
377 Official Gazette of the Kingdom of Greece , Athens 9 of July 1947. The excerpt is taken from the 

pamphlet: Panhellenic National Federation of War-disabled 1940-1941 and Hence. 

 In the pamphlet edited in the beginnings of the dictatorship we can follow a correspondence among the 

National Bank of Athens, the National Security and the War-Disabled Direction. The letters cover the 

time span between 1953 and 1963. Following the content of the first letter one can verify that P. 

Klonaris had a position in the National Bank of Greece and was displaced from his job to the War-

disabled association , “the biggest war-disabled association of all Greece” as claimed in the 

correspondence. In a letter of 1955 the bank called him back, provoking the National Security’s 

reaction which demanded that he be given permission for his stay at the head of the association. Given 

the bank’s decision to interrupt his employee’s salary, despite the positive response to the request, there 

appeared another letter from the War-disabled Direction with the appeal that he should not be  deprived 

of his wages. The outcome is not clear since the following and last letter of the National Security to the 

Bank mentioned that P. Klonaris had been fulfilling “ a national task of such  scale and  importance 

that he should legitimately be considered  among the chosen national minded elements who has served 

( =eksypiretw, the verb used has a meaning between “ serve”  and   “accommodate”) his country.”  

 
378 Dates coincide with the nomination of Napoleon Zervas, in the ministry of Public Order (January-

August 1947). Napoleon Zervas was a fervent anticommunist and leader of EDES, the main rival of 

EAM. During his tenure in July 1947, between 9.000 and 14000 citizens were arrested and deported to 

islands on the grounds of a fictitious plot for insurrection in the cities. For details see Polymeris, 

Voglis, Becoming a Subject.....op. cit. .p.61. 

 
379 According to Resolution 3 (18 June 1946) anyone who aimed to attach part of the whole of the 

country or assisted plans of the aforementioned aim, conspired or incited rebellion or came to an 

understanding with foreigners or organized armed groups or participated in  such treasonous leagues” 

was sentenced to death.  Cited in Polymeris, Voglis, Becoming a subject....op. cit. p.61 
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catchwords of the anarchists” apart from not being able to offer real relief in 

defending the rights of the war injured.380 

This piece of information illustrates the way by which new associations 

seeking to incorporate members of other existing associations with leftist affiliations 

could wipe the latter out and/or reduce their number. One cannot be sure of the extent 

of this practice but it shows how associations might function as pressure groups 

making use of anti-communism in accordance with the regime, in order to find 

arguments that would give weight to their claims.  According to Basil Gounaris’ 

article on the social dimensions of Anticommunism in Greece, “such groups included 

the union of war veterans (able and disabled, ex-hostages and ex-prisoners of war), 

victims of EAM /ELAS of retired non-commissioned officers of the army and the 

gendarmerie, and various other reservists.381 

This tendency as well as general unrest among the various associations 

between the years 1943 and 1948 is evidenced by Ch. G. who recalls his moving from 

one association to another for political reasons after 1943:  

……and [doesn’t clarify who] says: these are all communists. Because we were all 

invalids, we always helped. “Let’s make another association”. They made another 

association. […]but they got involved again.  [So] we stepped out and now we have 

entered this one [where he now belongs] […] All these associations! The rest were 

established afterwards. Eh, finally they stopped [establishing associations and/or 

getting involved in politics] Leftist, rightist, yellow, black, I was with the ones in the 

middle.382 

There seemed to be a very narrow space in the middle however. Ch. G. trying to 

explain in a time-contraction paragraph the pressure he got from parties, Post-war 

authorities and even religious organizations illustrates this fact: 

 
380 O Ellin tes Nikis, ….op.cit. 

 
381 The author mentions several “national” or “patriotic” associations and leagues appearing in Nothern 

Greece shortly after the Varkiza Agreement ( 12 February 1945). The study of their statutes reveals 

that the common denominator for these initiatives was to bring together “all national minded “ 

people….  The practice was followed by various population groups and syndicates like the “ National –

Minded Car Owners”, “National Minded Consumptives”, National minded Fire-Stricken”, the 

association of peddlers “Great Greece” and others. On the subject matter see  Gounaris, Basil C., 

“Social Anticommunism in Nothern Greece, 1945-1950”, in Carabott, Philip and Sfikas, Thanasis D., 

(eds), The Greek Civil War: Essays on a conflict of Exceptionalism and Silences, Centre for Hellenic 

Studies, King’s College London, 2004 p.179. 

 
382 Ch. G.,oral testimony, 28/2/2004. Change from first  singular to first plural doesn’t give a chance to 

realise to what extent this had been a personal or a collective decision 
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I was made to sign a declaration. That they had me for leftist. And I was not, I do not 

even know what a left wing, a right wing or a centre person is. I know only what man 

is. They have maligned me, when I was young, younger. Various people were coming 

here, religions, various. Even the parties: the parties [said:] get in here, do this,[they 

wanted] to make me a leftist, to make me…I loved [cared for ]man [human being] I 

wanted to offer. After all, I said, why would one suffer?383 

What Ch. G. is referring to when he mentions “signing a declaration”, is probably a 

declaration of repentance384 that is a formal statement renouncing left wing ideas, a 

practice officially used during the post war years.  

Polymeris Voglis who describes  this practice as a “technology of conversion”, 

dedicates a whole chapter to the issue focussing on political prisoners. Analysing the 

process as “a way to construct a passive consensus in support of the regime, to 

deconstruct the individual and to liquidate political prisoners’ community”, he also 

discusses the regime’s strategy of publishing those declarations so as to map the topos 

of the Left in public.”385 His comments offer a valuable insight into the lives of the 

invalids who had been imprisoned for their political ideas and might have to confirm 

their conversion publicly.  

In the previous  testimony Ch. G., incarcerated and set free, defended himself 

in terms of the universal value of humanism, which is a recurring motif in his life 

story and distances a lot from the resistance epic that glorified the fight against 

fascism. Given that he and his sister had been both repressed, it remains a question 

whether this “de-politicisation” of my interviewee’s narrative was also a product of 

the violence and “technologies of conversion” this man had suffered. 

Public verification of someone’s political beliefs and therefore political 

conversion extended to various similar practices.386 Although we cannot follow the 

exact process that concerned invalids, in the first issue of the newspaper O Ellin tes 

Nikis there is a revealing article by P. Klonares explaining his “hard labour/task” 

when he became president of the ESAP: 

 
383 Ch. G.,….op.cit 
384 Or a “loyalty certificate” with more or less the same function. On loyalty certificates there is more 

some pages below. Considering this case as a repentance declaration will offer the opportunity to deal 

with political prisoners. 
385 For an extended analysis on the practice and its use as well as its impact on the construction of 

subjectivity during the civil war years see  Polymeris, Voglis,... pp. 74-86 op.cit. 

 
386 Later on I will have the opportunity to refer to the loyalty certificates for anyone who wished to 

apply for a job or was already working in the public sector. 
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And that is where our hard labour [the sense is more close to heavy responsibility] 

starts, the reconstruction of the disabled ruins. And we move on. We place the 

invalids under the Greek flag, we instruct them, we let them know their fallacity.  They 

recover, first psychically, they dismiss the Satan and they endorse Jesus, they obtain a 

national conscience. We stare them with the smile on their faces due to the 

confession’s joy, acting with a sense of solidarity (fellowship), recanting the traitors, 

sympathising  for the sufferings that foreigner’s politics piled up and  being  ready for 

any sacrifice.387 

The excerpt, apart from disclosing an idealised depiction of the “conversion practice” 

in use, contains two key ingredients of the regime’s ideology: “endorsing Jesus” and 

“obtaining national conscience”  relegates to  the threefold: fatherland – religion – 

family.  

 

         State ideology and the structure of associations 

 

“The family of the war-disabled and war-victims” or “the class of the war-

disabled”, a category which created an analogy with the nation-state ideology, recurs 

in life narrations especially of those who had close ties with the association structures.  

D. A., a member of the Pireous Invalids’ Association, emphasizes: We belong  to the 

fatherland only.388  In the interview I conducted with the Confederation’s president in  

2003, he endorsed the concept offering an example of its more recent use. When 

asked on the gradual incorporation of the left wing resistance disabled (which took 

place in the 80s) he explained:  

All these people have been incorporated here. Political party issues have ceased. We  

have not a [political] party here.  There is no party here. Here there are 

disabled....What I believe, I believe. I leave it outside. My [political] belief is away 

from here. Here there is nothing. Here, I believe in the class, in the disabled. 

“Disabled and Victims’ Class.”389 

 
 
388 D.A., oral testimony, 16/9/2003. 

389 The excerpt shows how useful the concept has been for the years to come with a gradual 

incorporation of disabled from various wars. It did not however manage to rescue associations and 
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The concept implies that the disabled were a corpus immediately linked to the 

nation and extends beyond political or social divisions. The same implication is 

attributed to the expression “the aristocracy of the war-disabled and victims of war”, 

which additionally emphasizes the superiority of this group in terms of reference to an 

elite-class.390 

“De-politicisation,” seems to be one of the main components of this concept and is 

met in the narratives of several invalids while it is also at the very core of the rhetoric  

associations used. In the historical context under examination it alluded to a specific 

concept of citizenship that the Post-war state promoted. All through the fifties and 

sixties this “de-politicisation” meant loyalty to the regime and refusal of left-wing or 

communist sympathies , at times  overt anticommunism.391 It facilitated the inclusion 

of the civil war national army invalids as well as invalids of the non leftwing 

resistance section.392  

The ideological background to achieve unity, benefits and for some,  social 

elevation was  provided by 393 reference to the dead, handicapped, widows and 

orphans, all war victims that matched the associations’ “content.”  “War-disabled” 

and “class” or “family of the war-disabled” as categories lent a high proportion of 

flexibility to War-invalids since they ‘divested’ them of the cause of disability and 

distanced the group of disabled from any kind of social political or (economic) 

overtones, thus,  rendering them subjects under the protection of the nation-state.  

 
members from internal conflicts. It’s indicative that in this same interview the president invited an 

invalid from the national army (civil war) telling him: “come here, you are also a war-disabled!”  

After official recognition of the left wing “democratic army”, civil war “national army” soldiers’ 

identity was challenged. In the course of the same interview another national army invalid protested: 

they have recognized the democratic army’s (left wing) invalids. So what have we been? Non 

democratic? 
390 “The war-disabled, the victims, the injured and fighters constitute the national aristocracy of the 

nation.”  Zourdos, P. A. I falax tis thisias, (=the column of the sacrifice), Athens, 1954, p. 17 

 
391 In the official call of the 14th   and 15th  Panhellenic Conference of the National General 

Confederation of War –Disabled and Victims of War  (9-12 June 1963 and 30 May-2nd June 1965) one 

reads on the front cover,  among others, the phrase : “No to communism” written  on the left and right 

side of the “war-disabled” emblem. Although a full list of the Panhellenic Conferences is not available,  

I cannot but mention the fact that those years coincide the rise of the left in the Greek Parlaiment.1963 

is the year  when the Centre Union gained a percentage of 42% and the left United Democratic Union 

of 14% after the general elections on November 3rd.  In 1965 a center –left tendency in the governing 

party led to a constitutional clash.  
392 On 18th of December 1961 following the political shift that invigorated the left, invalids of the 

Resistance founded the Panhellenic Association of Disabled and Injured of the National Resistance 

affiliated to the United Democratic Left. (EDA).Extended analysis on societies would bring more 

insight on the interaction and politics of invalids’ associations in the 60s and 70s. 
393 The text that was in the footnote forms part of  the main text. 
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Practices such as national conferences enhanced the bonds among associations 

and functioned as a public forum for announcing and elaborating upon their demands 

and were also reminders of the war-disabled symbolic capital and confirmation of 

loyalty to the regime.   

Activities organised by associations such as social events in night clubs as well as 

annual meetings in spa towns (medicinal baths) bolstered bonds and socialization. 

They created public spaces of ideological elaboration, reconfirmation and 

remembrance. 

Considering the structuring of associations the concept might help build 

(mainly political) bonds among different units in places where control was difficult.  

Invalid associations had dissimilarities of institutional or symbolic status.394 

News from regional associations, their problems and concerns, activities like 

Panhellenic Conferences, visits of the royal couple mainly the Queen395 in hospitals 

with severely disabled, meetings in spa towns (medicinal baths) and gatherings in 

night clubs were events underscored in the invalids’ newsletters together with news 

on on-going negotiations for their demands. The other way around:  all questions 

concerning the War-disabled and victims of War were structured and restructured on 

the pages of the invalids’ press. Through this press the identity of the war-disabled 

was thus circulated all over the country. Scarce material on the subject does not allow 

us to trace differentiations in this imaginary community or its members. The 

newsletters found 

“speak for” association politics strongly tied to the monarch and the regime’s ideals. 

                     

                                                                                                                                                       

Institutional consolidation produced a wide network. Here are some of its 

main traits put down in a 1954 pamphlet.396 

 
394 An illustrative example of this is the competition between associations of the “Old” ( IWW) and the 

“ New” War-disabled. In the newsletter O Ellin tes Nikis there is information on the formulation of a 

committee for the associations’ unification. The article underscores that “ if he Old disabled are willing 

to cooperate in parity with the New Disabled and banish  the spirit of patronage, the unification will 

take place” O Ellin tis Nikis, year 1, issue 16, February 1949. The expected unification would take 

place in the Panhellenic Conference of the 29th of May 1949 
395 Visits of the Royal couple are given much emphasis in the (royalist) disabled press alluding both to 

the notion of state-protector and to the ideal of family. In 1954, in a pamphlet detailing the structure 

and achievements of the War-disabled and Victims’ Confederation the first figure representing  state 

authorities among few others is that of  the Queen visiting the invalids hospital.  
396Zourdos, P.A.,I falax tis thisias, (=the column of the sacrifice), Athens, 1954. 
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Invalid associations were organized in a pyramidal structure: at the first level 

associations formed federations on a regional level and these federations belonged to 

the General Confederation. In 1954, there were 220 associations with a total number 

of 85,000 members. Those of the WWI disabled had not been completely assimilated 

to the ones of the WWII although unification on the top had taken place by 1949. At 

least 12 had been associations concerning the l912-1919 war exclusively, while there 

was a very small number (8) where this assimilation was evident from the title. Most 

of the rest were met under the heading “association of war-disabled and victims”. 

Some titles referred only to the war-victims. They mainly concerned widows and 

orphans of the deceased who were sometimes on the boards of directors.  

Separate societies represented officers of the gendarmerie (horofylakes) who, 

according to the law, were deemed “war disabled”. Non-leftwing resistance group 

members were probably integrated while the title “Panhellenic Federation of the 

Disabled and Victims of War against the Insurrection” seen in the pamphlet’s list 

referred to those forces of the Greek army that had participated in the December 

events. 

Not all associations bore the title “national” (a possible indication of pending 

political differences?)  All association members were assigned the benefits of the 

corresponding legislation. The 40-41 war-disabled symbolically prevailed but formed 

only a small proportion of a wider group. Their amalgamation with the rest  of the 

invalids would distance the category “war-disabled” from WWII  rhetoric in broader 

society, particularly in urban settings rendering 40-41 war invalids more vulnerable to 

social criticism as can be seen further on. 
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Table 4: Benefits to the war-disabled according to the Emergency Law 1324/49 

Source:  The Legislation on War disabled and Victims of War protection and 

rehabilitation, (Nik. Gkikas ed.), edition of the newsletter Anapirikos Tipos ( 

Disabled press) Athens 1969. 

Article 3-1: The war-disabled enjoy apart from their pension, the following benefits: 

a) assignment of rural holding 

b) preferential sale of cigarettes and items of government monopoly ( matches, 

playing-cards, etc.) 

c) assignment for the concession of kiosks, cafés, small shops, barber’s shops and 

refreshment rooms ( bars) 

d) appointment in salary posts. 

e) transport facilities and discounts 

f) tax and tax stamp exemptions 

g) Medical, hospital and pharmaceutical treatment, medicinal baths and air-

treatment. 

h) assignment of orthopedic and scientific device and wheelchairs 

i) exemption from education fees up to higher education. 

j) vocational training 

k) housing 

l) various moral rewards and distinctions 

 

• 2 Victims of war enjoy the same benefits as determined in details in the 

following articles. 
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          Access to Benefits 

“War-disabled” benefits provided  a minimum common indicator for invalids 

to attain a  social and economic background. They softened existent economic 

diversity. Particularly in places such as the capital where the number of invalids was 

enormous and dependencies on a local/family background scarce, basic economic 

support prevented complete poverty and potential protest. In the urban environment 

the presence of multiple associations on the basis of a “disabled class” prevented 

different types of alliances. 

Negotiations for the consolidation of benefits between state actors and the 

disabled and victims’ representatives outlasted the civil war and it is not a surprise 

that their main demands were issued only in 1949 as an emergency law.397 Final 

sanction/ ratification took place in August 1950 and involved violent episodes in front 

of the Parliament. After various legislative steps by the Confederation and invalids 

protesting to avoid annulment, Parliament passed the law. The incident however, had 

resulted in a violent assault by the police.398   

Interestingly, activity in associations and the vindication of the demands of the 

disabled created a short (or long) “epic”. An illustrating example is the case of D. A., 

who recalled with pride his entering the parliament building after a fight between 

invalids and the police just before disabled legislation was finally sanctioned.399 The 

associations’ “epic” was a point of reference for strengthening subjectivity as the 

example by another interviewee illustrates. The interviewee (active in the right wing 

resistant organization of N. Zervas in Ioannina) when asked on the establishment of 

the relevant association and the vindication of the invalids’ demands underscored:  

 
397 Emergency law 1324/49. Official Gazette of the Kingdom of Greece, Athens 26 November 1949 
398 Anapirikos Tipos : panellinios efimeris ton anapiron kai thimaton polemou Ellados (Disabled Press: 

Panellenic newsletter of the Greek Disabled and War victims), year 1 issue 6, Athens 17 of August 

1950 

In the same issue we read a small note concerning a member of the parliament who denounces the 

invalids as “communist instructors.” This raised the editors reaction: on the head of the Confederation 

there are people more anticommunists than the deputy himself! 
399 D.A, oral testimony, 16/9/2003.  

The same interviewee mentioned, off the record, several cases of board members who had taken 

advantage of their positions to create a fortune as he said. Ironically in the course of the conversation a 

secretary passing by, left a catty question: “and what about you?” to which he got no answer as my 

interlocutor pretended not to hear. 
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It’s me who made the association of the disabled here in Ioannina. me, me, me, me 

personally. Me, personally, I repeat it. (he goes on to explain the way he found a 

place in order to house the offices of the first association.)  

Members of the boards, as well as disabled in touch with associations enjoyed 

direct access to negotiations for their benefits together with the possibility to enlarge 

their social activity and find a space for further recognition.  

Advantages for those who had been close to the associations’ hierarchies generated 

disapproval as to their “privileged status.” Economic, social and cultural 

opportunities. , as well as being able to use the voice of national rhetoric identified 

them with the authorities. Loyalty to the regime and previous links with the 

occupational authorities signified less neediness and enhanced suspicion. Discontent, 

even within associations, due to the inequality of opportunities, was evident, 

especially for those with little connections to the associations’ boards and political 

distance to the regime. That is how members of the associations’ boards inherited the 

name “disabled fathers” (=anapiropateres), an indirect accusation for patronage.  

Ch. G., recollects:  

...and I was not involved in the associations. Eh, as I had acquaintances, several 

people from there , acquaintances, nice guys, they were a bit ... not dyed (means 

politically affiliated), let’s say they tended to the right, but I did not care, I said my 

things and each of them......most of them , we used to call them  “fathers of the 

disabled” we called  them . They, if you entered the network, they...you also start to 

get bribed, and they all tried to..... they were hungry....they had not....and one was 

trying to get a kiosque, to get this, to get that so that he can live because the pension 

was petty. 
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Table 5: War-disabled pensions before and after 1951. The monthly allowances 

were added  by the emergency law of 1951( there is no evidence that there existed 

before)  

 

 source: Anapirikos Tipos, year 7, issue 67, 2ndOctober 1951 

 

 

Disability 

percentage 

basic Before the  

Emergency Law 

1939/1951 

After the 

Emergency Law 

1939/1951 

allowance 

10% 500 137.500 150.000  

15% 750 154.000 168.000  

20% 1000 154.000 168.000  

25% 1250 165.000 180.000  

30% 1500 165.000 210.000 60.000 

35% 1750 187.000 245.000 60.000 

40% 2000 187.000 280.000 100.000 

45% 2250 231.000 315.000 100.000 

50% 2500 231.000 350.000 150.000 

55% 2750 257.000 385.000 150.000 

60% 3000 280.500 420.000 150.000 

65% 3250 303.800 455.000 150.000 

70% 3500 327.200 490.000 200.000 

75% 3750 350.500 525.000 200.000 

80% 4000 374.000 560.000 200.000 

85% 4250 397.300 595.000 250.000 

90% 4500 420.700 630.000 250.000 

95% 4750 444.000 665.000 250.000 

100% 5000 467.500 700.000 525.000 
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         Professional opportunities  

Finding a job had not been impossible for invalids whose disabilities did not 

impede their fundamental physical ability. According to the law 1324 of 1949 they 

had a right to positions in salary posts. The interviewee mentioned in the preceding 

subunit of getting a permanent job in the national Radio through his acquaintances. 

He does not state a date but from other testimonies we can see that non leftwing war-

disabled were able to find jobs via clientele practices even before the consolidation of 

the law. 

 

Ch. K., a rightwing war-disabled pensioner, had escaped from his village because the 

communists were knocking off their adversaries. He found a job in a service 

belonging to the army and then in the Ministry of Transport, after having his child 

baptized by a deputy following the elections of 1946. A common practice in order to 

combine patronage with family bonds. During his interview he recalled: 

In 46? Sometime then. In 46 we had elections. And it was Fokas who was a candidate. 

And I supported him and he baptized my child. We became Koubari [the relation 

between the father and godfather] When I came here , I went to the koubaro and he 

placed me. 

His case can be set in the context of an electoral clientele extension to individuals and  

groups prone to specific political affiliations.400  

Thriving clientelism, in the Post- war years, one of the main characteristics of the pre- 

war politics, made its way through the associations.401 Members of the Parliament for 

various parties might enlarge thus their clientele. 

Ten out of my twenty two interviewees found a temporary or permanent 

employment in the public sector. In the public sector loyalty to the regime was crucial 

 
400 Ch. K., oral testimony, 13/1/2004. D. Gounaris dealing with various patriotic organizations already 

founded in 1945 in Nothern Greece points out: Behind these organizations one can easily trace well-

known political patrons, former and future members of the parliament for various conservative parties, 

working for the regrouping and enlargement of their clientele by evoking the people’s nationalist and 

anticommunist feelings. It was not all in vain.In fact, newspapers accounts provide ample evidence that 

during 1945-1946 the electoral campaign of various associations and unions were launched on the 

grounds of patriotism versus communism. 
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since it was controlled fully by the state in the Post-war years. The Emergency law 

516 of 1948 introduced what was called “loyalty certificates”. Anyone who wished to 

apply for a job or already worked in the public sector was examined by a “loyalty 

board” for his or her political beliefs and was required to sign a declaration of his or 

her loyalty. All those labeled disloyal were fired.402 

 

Invalids’ narrations on their professional activity in the public sector disclosed 

cases of corruption. In fact what the interviewees stressed was their own honesty and 

professionalism. It is also indicative that in all the cases I met there was no previous 

questioning from my part concerning these issues. 

D. A., a member of the Piraeus association’s board was working at the Piraeus 

Port Authorities (= Organismos Limenos Pireos) storehouse where they received the 

UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration) support:  

…..all colleagues raised their hands like this [he makes the gesture like begging for 

charity]: “spare me” and they took [various items] from the customs’ brokers. I was 

not taking anything and permitted nobody to enter the storehouse.403 

The testimony echoes a historical reality. In 1945 countries who had suffered during 

the War were given relief by UNRRA, which had no distribution mechanism. 

Distribution, therefore, was enacted by the state. G. Margarites notices that from April 

1945 the Greek authorities obtained a powerful weapon against their adversaries and 

at the same time a strong weapon for the execution of political exercise.404 “Loyal 

citizens’” were promoted to professional positions dealing with the distribution of 

food, thing which signified indirect “advantages” and enhanced clientele bonds. 

 
402 The information is taken from Polymeris Voglis work who also analyses the similarity of the law to 

Mac Arthur practices in the United States . Polymeris Voglis, Becoming a subject......op.cit. p.62 

The procedure is described as the legal process of controlling the serving and prospective public sector 

employees by Basil C. Gounaris, in Gounaris,Basil C.,“Social Anticommunism in Nothern Greece, 

1945-1950”, in  Carabott, Philip and Sfikas,Thanasis D., (eds), The Greek Civil War: Essays on a 

Conflict of Exceptionalism and Silences, Centre for Hellenic Studies, King’s College London, 2004, 

p.183. 

 
403 D.A., Oral testimony, 16/9/2003. Piraeus Port Authority in particular was the centre of a scandal 

concerning provisions’ distribution that triggered severe governmental crisis and the dissolution of the 

governing party. 

 
404 For the issue see Giorgos, Margaritis, Istoria tou Ellinikou Emfyliou Polemou 1946-1949 (History 

of the Greek Civil War 1946-1949)  Vol I, Athens Vivliorama, 2001. pp. 97-98. The author considers 

that the issue enhanced the leverage of the workers’ unions as it transformed them into decisive 

components of the political stability and locus of political rival between the right and the left.  
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G. A.405 who had previously been employed in reconstructing schools 

remembers with repugnance that the manager stole some of the iron reinforcement 

girders for the building. G. A.’s broken narrative was so incoherent, it was impossible 

to understand the details of how he (G.A.) was appointed to this position although 

most probably he found his job via political mediation. My interviewee introduced the 

matter when trying to explain why invalids were met with so much social suspicion. 

Being professionally employed in public posts enabled several invalids to take 

advantage of their positions and pursue corruption practices. There is no way to 

historically verify the extent of this phenomenon but consistent with the interviews, 

war-disabled status did not protect invalids from harsh criticism and their whole 

category being labeled.  Overall identification with those who were actually involved 

in corruption remained an open issue in their memories in line with their being 

socially labeled as “deceivers” rather than defenders of the nation. 

 

         

             

             Kiosks and small shops: public spots in urban space 

 

The War-disabled had the right to run a small shop (café, canteen or barber-

shop)  in a public building, or a kiosk in the city or town centre. 406 

According to legislation, the right for a concession to run a kiosk was given to 

disabled with more than 25% disability and from these those with the higher 

percentage of disability, material need and family duties. 

 To apply for a kiosk the invalid had to have his permanent residence (before 28th 

October 1940) in the town where he would establish the kiosk shop.407 This 

requirement would prevent a large number of invalids in Athens from setting up a 

small enterprise in the capital. Logically speaking, their moving back to their native 

town or village might offer them more professional opportunities (acquiring of a small 

shop or rural estate in their region). Invalids who were employed in the public or 

private sector or had been assigned rural estate were not eligible. It was clear that they 

 
405 G.A., oral testimony, 2/2/2004 
406 The disabled or victim has the right of “simple possession” of the kiosque, that is, he doesn’t own 

the kiosque as a family acquisition.  
407 Law 1324/49 article 19-1, an exception on the residence condition  was made for those who had 

100% of disability law 3183/55  
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could apply either for a small shop or a kiosk and they could not have both.408 In case 

the owner died, rights were transferred to the widow or the sons until they became 

adults or the daughters until the date of their marriage.  

Law determined the external appearance and dimensions of such kiosks: light beige 

wooden bedding, and a tent similar to the colours of the Greek flag (white and 

blue).409 In the course of time very few kiosks followed legislative rules concerning 

design and appearance. Goods sold there were also strictly laid down by the law.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

         Usually kiosks or shops were a profitable enterprise and there was considerable 

competition to acquire possession particularly in the town or city centre.410 Again 

there is evidence of the state required reassurance that the beneficiaries would be and 

remain loyal subjects to the state. In accordance to the 1949 law, a licence for a kiosk 

or a small shop could be withdrawn if the owner was condemned either for 

committing a crime under penal law, or for having been accused of an act defined by 

the law as one “ taken place at any time, against the territorial integrity or the 

national Security of the Country or the established regime.”411 

Kiosks were set up in central urban spaces and small shops (canteens) in 

public buildings. Canteens became spots where a lot of discussion took place while a 

kiosk apart from ‘hiding’ its disabled owner in a ‘log cabin’ could constitute a point of 

information exchange through the people going in and out and the newspapers they 

purchased. This is probably the starting point of kiosk owners being tagged as 

“informers” or “moles.”  This tag was closely connected to the concept of “traitor” 

and divested war-disability of any vestiges of heroism. In fact it reversed the concept. 

It is not easy to verify the extent of this practice of ‘informing’ but for its historical 

background one has to go back to the existing relations between the war-disabled and 

 
408 Legislative decree 1324/49 article 20. In reality this was a possibility since one of my interviewees 

explained that he had a small shop in his village and a kiosque in Athens. He was a member of an 

Athens’association. 
409 Common Ministerial Decision 1590001/3/7151/50: On the type and dimensions of the kiosques of 

the disabled see Gkikas, Nik.,(ed)  The Legislation on War disabled and Victims of War protection and 

rehabilitation, publication of the newsletter Anapirikos Tipos (Disabled press) Athens, 1969.  
410 In a pamphlet circulated during the dictatorship, possibly in the 70s, one follows a discussion or, to 

be more precise, a struggle on kiosques’ possession.  It seems that the change of regime offered the 

opportunity for some to enhance their leverage and demand alterations on the kiosque’s possession. By 

analogy, one might assume that similar struggles had been the subject matter for many invalids in the 

post-war years.  

 
411 Legislative decree 1324/49, article 2. 
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the occupational authorities, the assigning of kiosks to those more attached to the 

state’s ideology and later on, to the institutional support of the 1967-1974 dictatorship 

given to those backing the military coup. 

 This labeling did however affect those who were not involved in such practices, since 

it was extended to all kiosk owners and persisted in time. Even when I started this 

project some people on hearing my topic stressed that the war-disabled, especially 

kiosk owners, had actually been “moles.” More detailed information on the subject 

might bring an insight as to the role of the police and the local authorities. It is 

reasonable to believe however, that at an individual level, finger pointing would most 

probably enforce any informing activity since the war-disabled needed to endow 

themselves with power and counteract. Ironically, this practice and the consequent 

labeling of the whole category of the war-disabled also revealed the Knock-on effect 

at the micro-level of the frictions at the core of Post-war Greek society. Even today a 

segment of those citizens deemed “par excellence” defenders of the nation are 

remembered as people who betrayed people of the left who were officially 

stigmatized as “national enemies”  

 

 

         Remasculinization: political meanings from nation to gender 

 

In the previous pages I illustrated the way the Post-war Greek state through a 

policy of benefits, provided, a basis for the invalids of the WWII to become self-

sufficient.  

Invalids were considered to deserve the rights to enable them to gain minimum 

economic stability, thus support for social rehabilitation. These rights created a series 

of economic and political dependencies, and invalids still had to negotiate their 

standing in  broader society in order to achieve full rehabilitation.  

In this unit I will address the consequences of this status on  invalids 

attempting to regain standing as male in society and will focus on gender relations 

particularly at the family level. How did the level of masculinity achieved at the social 

level affect the relationships of these men? 

 Later, I will try to show how this status affected invalids in terms of a stigmatization 

procedure. Finally, I trace the way that the consolidation of their status in the social 
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framework shaped their subjectivity. How do invalids represent themselves when it 

comes to notions of disability and suffering? 

 

‘Re-masculinization’ 

For those who had been able to adjust their bodily functions, self sufficiency 

was an important factor in their effort to achieve a level of ‘normality.’  Integration of 

the war -disabled into everyday ‘normality’ involved their recovery and regaining their 

masculine role. Private life was part of this ‘normality’ and a crucial domain .      

Socializing with females, flirting, match-making, marriage and family life are fields 

rarely explored but which are still very important for the way invalids subjectively 

saw themselves versus the masculine ideal masculine citizen, able-bodied man.   

It is no coincidence that most of the interviewees I managed to locate were married 

men. Additionally, interviews for this project had been strongly conditioned by 

associations, my principal source for contacts. As a result a rough selection 

considering the mental, emotional, social and economic state of the people I talked to 

was limited to what the associations had allocated me. This fact, far from being a 

disadvantage, facilitated my restoring the link between state politics, associations and 

the rehabilitation of invalids. A few interviews conducted outside of association 

networks gave me some insight on the range of cases there was.  

Not all invalids, were successfully incorporated into the societal fabric of Post-

war Greece. Emotional and mental disorders had the foreseeable result that the 

disabled had problems in their social encounters which might prevent them from 

having close contact with women.412 In cases of mental disability hidden behind 

bodily or physiological disorders, the family environment and principally the presence 

of a woman was of critical significance. That does not however explain how women 

managed to adapt to the situation. 

G.K., amputated, lived most of his life as a bachelor. His testimony, extended 

and coherent, presented information on mild emotional confusion that he described 

manifested itself in anger and despair. G.K., as I found out later, had been a very 

good-looking man, who adjusted his bodily functions in the best way possible. During 

 
412 I found no evidence or further data to support any argument on aggression and violence from the 

invalids’ part but this does not exclude the possibility that family life included such incidents covered 

in the realm of privacy. An extended research including women’s testimonies would offer an insight on 

that level. It’s self evident that similar incidents in extra conjugal space are even more difficult to trace.  
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an off- the- record conversation, he let me know of a very short marriage, which 

ended in a conflict-divorce: he insinuated fraud on his ex-wife part. Less openly in his 

narration he also  touched upon a romantic relationship dating back to the occupation 

years. This romance soon ended when the beautiful young nurse, visible in a photo in 

my protagonist’s album, later fled to the United States.  

Taking into consideration Sonya Michel’s suggestion regarding the 

rehabilitation of American disabled veterans, that “ political meanings do not in fact 

disappear in the course of time but shift from a specifically nationalist register to one 

of gender”413 , my aim is to explore how this shift occurs examining how it is 

manifested in discursive and (less) in practical terms. In other words, I examine what 

life stories reveal about an invalids’ subjective perception of his masculinity mainly 

involving their rehabilitation especially their relations with women and family 

members. The issue raises questions as to private space as a field of control and the 

intersection of national politics with those emerging on the private level.  

Several of my interviewees were married before they went to the front. If we 

follow their accounts, problems in the family context did not appear to be a main 

issue. In the course of their testimony (and some further questioning) the War-

disabled vaguely referred to family continuity, not devoid of difficulties but with no 

real impediments either.414 Silence or scarce references go hand in hand with the right 

for privacy and a need to protect of aspects of life that might involve weakness and 

inferiority. 

Thus  one of my interviewees refused to make any comments at all when asked on his 

marriage.415  

 
413 Sonya Michael deals with the interconnection between re-masculinization and  cultural 

representation  analyzing movies on returned veterans. See Michel, Sonya “Danger on the Home Front: 

Motherhood, Sexuality, and Disabled Veterans in the American Postwar Films”, Journal of the History 

of Sexuality , vol. 3 no1, 1993, pp.109-128.  
414 The plan of the interview did not focus on matters of private life. Very general questions on family 

data in case of marriage provided the framework for essential remarks on the way disabled perceived 

their family and private life. My intention was on the one hand not to scare my interviewees by 

expressing too much indiscretion and on the other not to produce a more extensive narration on their 

private matters than the one they would be disposed of providing.  
415  A. N. ( false initiatives) decided to avoid my questioning on his marriage state: 

Question: Are you married ? 

A: yes but these things let them aside!  

From his testimony it is clear that he had been married just before the war started, on the 29 march 

1939. He had two daughters. He was wounded by a mortar shell. Most important is, in my opinion that 

during the interview he presented symptoms of emotional disorder and guilt for those who had killed. 
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            Returning from the front with a serious or minor disability would have come 

as a shock and cause frustration for many wives. There is no statistical or qualitative 

data however, to measure spouses’ reactions.416 Modifications in gender roles, which 

might have occurred, remained hidden or covered in the family interior and might not 

appear in public. At this point the issue arises of the dichotomy private-public as one 

that facilitates reproduction of given relations in the family realm via silence. Private 

life does not come out into the open, and there are fewer possibilities for it to be aired 

in a broader field by discursive means. 

K. D. did not refer to his family at all: his memories were emphatically 

selective due to a health problem. As his daughter had said, K. D. who was blind and 

had got married just before the war, adapted to the basic functions of everyday life 

despite his initial wish to commit suicide. With his wife’s guidance and help he 

managed to get out and about. K.D’s wife, always according to the daughter, planned 

to offer one of her eyes if there was a chance that her husband might partly obtain his 

sight. When she got seriously ill, K.D. attended her with great care, did all the house 

keeping and even found the way to give her the right medicine at the right time.417 It 

is difficult to tell if this relationship, becoming a reciprocal attachment initiated by the 

wife’s sacrifice, was imposed by social conditions or/ and personal options. We miss 

the wife’s voice here as she died before her husband. Social justification through her 

daughter’s words however, was emphatically present during the interview. 

Women who dealt with disabled husbands would need to find the stamina to 

endure more tasks and responsibilities than other women. Additional tasks in the 

home might prevent a wife from working outside the family even if they wanted to 

work. That might increase their dependence on their husbands’ pension and income. 

The mere existence of a woman meant practical and emotional assistance. At the same 

time, the possible consequence these marriages might have on a woman’s 

psychological and physical condition, as well as constraints involving their social 

status and emotional or sexual life, are a field still to be explored. Given reversals of 

balance generated in the family environment, power relations as well as control issues 

inside the family nucleus were often at stake as we see in what follows.  

 
416 Social parameters, mixed emotions and historical conditions, the on- going war, are additional 

parameters that cannot be evaluated in the present work. No testimony mentioned a divorce although  

separation is not the only criterion for an overall assessment of the consequences of disability for ex-

servicemen. 

 
417 As said by the daughter he used to opt for the right pills using his different trousers’ pockets.  
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          Women and War  

Before I proceed to take a detailed look at this subject, I need to provide a 

brief account of women’s roles in the pre-war era as well as the modifications or 

potential for modification which would take place during the War years.418 

Women in Pre-war Greece had no real political rights, i.e. did not have the 

right to vote. Nevertheless, their entrance into the professional arena was deemed a 

social reality.419 

In a historical context of economic and social crisis after the WWI, public rhetoric on 

women’s “natural destination” that is their roles as wives and mothers, was 

invigorated. At the same time, women’s activity outside the family space was deemed 

a field for state regulation.420  In the same vain, during the war months, female images 

had been introduced in the public picture as constituent parts of total national 

mobilization.  

The occupation gave rise to a broader texture of experience for the female 

population. Women generally in urban settings, would have to deal with the fact that 

men’s capacity as breadwinners was as good as non-existent given the huge inflation 

and social rupture. The Resistance movement alternatively, aside from political rights, 

introduced the possibility for women to take an active part and role in the resistance 

movement, which, although not devoid of internal contradictions, displayed the 

potential for a different female experience.421 

 
418 Some more details on the pre war Greek society can be seen in the “conclusion” on the invalids’ 

prehistory. An extended research on women in the pre war Greek society, exploring  differences 

between urban centres and country side, differentiations due to economic and social standing as well as 

comprehensive examination on the contradictions and alterations that the WWII brought in given  its 

overwhelming impact on social relations, is still missing.  
419Limited ( mostly for the upper social strata with the corresponding education) to instructional 

personnel and clerical staff while for those of the poorer social strata to professions like dressmakers, 

hairdressers or servants.  
420 The issue of what was considered as women’s natural destination and the way their professional 

activity was dealt by the state as well as a possible contextualization on a theoretical and institutional 

basis is explored  in Avdela, Efi, “ “Physikos proorismos kai o rolos tou kratous: mia protasi gia tin 

ergasia ton gynaikon tou 1940” in The Greece of  ’40, Etairia Spoudon Neoelenikou Politismou kai 

Genikis Paideias, Athens 1993 (1991date f the symposium), pp.125-152 

 
421 Women participated for the first time in general elections in april 1944 when PEEA (=Political 

commission of national liberation) called for general elections in order to form a political instrument in 

the liberated areas of Greece. In the National Council that was appointed five women counselors were 

elected. 

For  the significance and contradictions in women’s participation in the resistance movement as well as 

the way they recall this experience  see Hart, Janet, New Voices in the Nation: Women and the Greek 

Resistance, 1941-1964,,Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, 1996 
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Pre-war feminine roles, especially those which did not involve professional 

activity were more compatible with the constraints that women might need to bear in 

order to adapt their life if married to an invalid man. This is, therefore, an essential 

starting point on why the War-disabled might endorse the Post- war regime’s attempt 

to establish the pre-war order that involved the restoration of male authority and a 

wife’s presence as a dependent. This assumption, however, describes a disposition 

and is by no means a description of what happened in reality.  

Taking, however, into consideration the significant part women would have to play in 

the process of  re-masculinizing invalids and the psychological rehabilitation that was 

carried on in the home, I proceed to analyze accounts on gender relations invalids 

decided to put forward in their interviews.     

        

        Gender in associations and partnership. 

 

Female figures appear in life stories in different contexts. At the level of the 

associations there were numerous women, victims of war, who enjoyed pensions for 

the loss of their husbands (appearing in table VI). The extent to which widows’ 

benefits had been a vehicle for state control also through their relative dependence on 

associations is a significant issue that needs further examination. Women would lose 

the right to that pension if they married again, something that did not necessarily 

promote the family ideal.422  

In general women were underrepresented in the hierarchical structure of 

associations.  Some associations of victims, nevertheless, had women in their 

directing board, while a large association in Thessalonica consisted only by female 

members. In 1954, the General Confederation of the War-disabled and Victims had 

two female figures, one trustee (=eforos) in the directors’ board and one simple 

member.423   

 
 
422 The subject was discussed in the interior of the associations and I got echoes on the issue in oral 

discussions during my visits. 
423 Further examination on victims’ associations might illustrate an interesting aspect on the activity 

and influence of the women in society structuring. The first of the two women belonging in 

associations’ boards was the president of the National Association of war victims of 12-41 in the city of 

Volos and Magnisia and the second, the president of the 40-41 War Victims Association in 

Thessalonica. 
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In his interview I.Ts., the Confederation’s president, pointed out that war-victims  

(orphans included) made up the majority in invalids and victims’ societies.424 When 

asked on their co-existence with war-disabled in societies, he made things clear:  

Question: Were the war-victims part of the associations from the beginning...? 

A: It was the victims of war that had been numerous. We, the disabled, were few. But 

administering is another thing. No, I mean, you women are more competent than us, I 

do not underrate you, not at all. But with us, disabled, it is different: one [a disabled] 

gets along with a cane, enters, opens the door, cannot enter...The little woman over 

there....[what would she do] the way I go with the cane and the crutches....[is 

different] 

The idea was that when a disabled man entered to negotiate something, his status 

would provide him with more leverage than that of a woman’s. The point made here 

blurs gender ability and the visible disability of the invalids. It concerned symbolical 

status and administrative competence, underscored by the interviewee and reflected at 

the associations’ level. 

On the private level women came into view mostly as wives, partners or 

daughters of a War-disabled man. As a matter of fact, flirting and dating formed a part 

of War-disabled reminiscences relating to their life in the city centre, the place of 

origin  and hospitalization in the first months after the War.  

In the chapter on hospitalization I had the opportunity to refer to war-disabled 

encounters with nurses.  One of my interviewees got married to a nurse. Nurses would 

be the perfect match for the war-disabled, since, knowledge on their failings was 

translated into possibility to cope with them. Public discourse on their duty for the 

nation during the war strengthened an image which combined well with a cultural 

ideal of a woman’s caring ability. K. T. originally from Crete, got married in 1943 to 

a nurse he met in the hospital.  K.T. did not give more details on the issue, he did 

though provide an extended account on his resistance activity during and after the 

occupation. His wife had probably been an active resistance member in the hospital 

where she worked so the picture of the caring ability might be different if we had not 

missed her voice. K.T. had a very high percentage of disability since he had been 

amputated and suffered from more injuries to the rest of his body. He was a successful 

 
424 I. Ts., oral testimony, 13/2/2003. The statement is accurate and can also be verified in the war-

disabled press. More war victims were added in the associations during the civil war ( and more 

invalids of course).  
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tailor. His wife who “gave” him two sons stopped work after she got married and died 

before the interview took place.   

Providing a steady income through the pensions’ system made coupling an 

attainable aim for at least those invalids who suffered from less serious disabilities. 

Poverty and insecurity on the woman’s side might thus render a pensioner a qualified 

husband. At the same time, it enhanced the family ideal and created at least one 

dependent member. Emotional attachment can neither be overlooked nor measured at 

least in the context of the interview.425 

For unmarried war-invalids, finding a partner in the Post-war years involved  

opportunities for further socialization. Small communities provided disabled ex-

servicemen with more possibilities to create a sense of familiarity. Knowing each 

other,  their life story and failings, they would have to just take a step further.  

 K.M., once out for a stroll with his artificial legs, met and flirted openly with the 

cousin of another invalid’s wife when he saw her sitting in the kiosk next to her 

cousin. The match-making was carried out through the mediation of the cousin. The 

couple recalled and narrated this first incident with joy, with K.M. mentioning details 

expressing self assurance and underlining his active part:  

I reckoned she was good. I said: we will have a good life together. And next morning I 

talked to her cousin.426 

K.M.’s assertion, hinting at his potential to opt for a partner and provide affirmation 

of his wife’s personality, was not reduced in my interviewee’s narration by the fact 

that the marriage included match-making, something quite common in rural 

communities. His spouse had been totally supportive of him throughout the interview 

and possibly during his life.427 They got married in 1952 and had no children. 

P. K. listed many advantages including economic sufficiency, “invisible” 

disability and even resistance activity in a right wing resistance group. He got married 

in 1948 to a woman he had known before the war. Injured by a mortar shell, which 

 
425 The two roles, one of the nurturing woman and the other of the war-disabled hero elevated in 

national discourse and consolidated in resistance activity maybe facilitated the coupling. 

Although public images and rhetoric definitely created distorted images of reality it would be a  

mistake to underestimate emotional implication in the relationship between invalids and nurses. In 

another interesting account my interviewee mentioned with nostalgy the care he received by his nurse 

whose name was incidentally the same with that of his later wife. The interview took place in the 

association’s office and it was evident that the story had been mentioned before. 
426 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 

427 Unfortunately, I did not immediately realize the importance of age and extended biographical data 

on the invalids’ wives and  the insight information on the subject matter would bring in. 
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badly damaged one of his feet, he had a very good and steady job being a public 

servant. During the interview he showed me a photo from the occupation years, where 

he appeared in uniform as a member of a right wing resistance group and explicitly 

expressed self admiration:  

Don’t you fancy me?  

He asked in a way that definitely implied I could only reply in the affirmative. 

Stressing his masculine vigour in the course of the interview did not necessarily mean 

that the interviewee actually possessed it. It might, nevertheless, mean that the 

structuring of his subjectivity was quite firm and that, in this sense, even weak parts 

like health issues were seen and could be presented as positive elements.  

The presence of a woman’s voice though might alter the protagonist’s self 

presentation. The intervention of a wife revealed aspects of her husbands’ physical 

weakness and hardship almost silenced by the interview “protagonist” and indirectly 

alluded to her own tasks. In the previous example the interview changed direction via 

the wife’s contribution.   P.K.428 who explained that he had been strong and healthy 

enough to avoid septicaemia, asserted, hinting on his physical strength, that after a 

heart attack, he never went to see a doctor again. At that point his wife intervened to 

correct him: Yes, but now you have your legs suffering. 

And later again referring to his walking difficulties:  

Question: Do you have any problem when walking? That is you need a cane or you 

can walk? 

Interviewee: it’s only now that I use a cane. 

Question: You did not use it in the past? 

Interviewee: No. I took it two years ago, aged, that is. Much aged. I took it because I 

was afraid that in case I stub somewhere....and I thought : if I break something else 

now, there is nothing I can do. Yes. And that is how the story of the injury [the subject 

matter was his injuries] ended. Yes. 

Wife: In the mean time though he has got  scoliosis of the vertebral column, [turning 

to his husband] right? 

Interviewee: Ah! I have scoliosis. 

Wife: he has scoliosis. 

Interviewee: I have scoliosis because I lean on that side. 

 
428 P.K.,,Oral testimony, 3/2/2004. 
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Question: owing to the....? 

Interviewee: to the way of walking.429 

Despite the physical ability several invalids were able to restore, finding a 

partner had not been an easy matter and sometimes involved the mediation of third 

parties. 

Match-making was not uncommon in the Pre-war and war years, but it implied 

possible limitations in selective potential. Ε.Τ. met his wife through a colleague of 

his. He had had an amputation and had pieces of mortar shells in his legs and armpits. 

Having participated in the left wing resistance movement, he now worked as a 

cabinet-maker. E.T. was able to walk properly but his leg had swelled by the end of 

the day. Referring to his coupling, he said: 

I got married...They wanted very much to have me as a son-in law. Anyhow. They 

said: he is a pensioner ...... and it happened that I married her. Anyhow. We have now 

been married for 55 years.430 

E. T. far from expressing his masculine vigour, presented economic sufficiency only 

to degrade his potential in finding a partner. He got married in 1948 and his wife 

“gave” him two children. 

Another invalid, G. K. with only a slight defect in his left eye explained that he met 

his wife through his sister. She was his sister’s dress-maker. It is not clear whether the 

interviewee resented the fact that there may not have been any romance in his 

marriage story. He, nevertheless, commented on the qualities of his wife describing 

her as a nice person: eh.....that’s where I met her. Anyway. She was a good woman, a 

good mother, a good wife. Fine. We got two children. 

 
429 K..M., oral testimony 12/8/2003 

Women’s active role in the course of the interviews sometimes uncovered the significance of their 

presence together with more details on the invalids’ condition. 

It’s indicative that when I asked specifically on health problems, I got very short answers unless 

women figures, when present, interfered. 

 Ch. K.was not at all talkative about his health problems  The dialogue following my question on 

further problems with his leg was mediated by his wife:  

Interviewee: Every now and then I go to the hospital.  

Wife: Oh!! Very bad. Now they are truly bad. 

Question: Really? 

Wife: black, black…. 

Interviewee:  Every now and then I go to the hospital. 

Wife: he has still an inflammation….. 

Question: and did you have a problem on walking? 

Wife: always. It hurts him, even now it does. He walks but still it hurts him. 

 

 
430E.T. , oral testimony15/9/2003  
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The interviewee shifted to an account concerning his two sons, their studies and  

professional life.431  

Introducing a short “family epic” when touching upon their marriage was the 

case for some of the invalids I interviewed. Focusing on their children and 

grandchildren was a way for the war-disabled to voice their virility as well as a  

verification for their reproduction ability and their role as fathers. 

I.Ts, the president of the confederation, enjoyed economic stability. With a 

bullet in his spinal cord, he had an operation in the United States which restored him 

to health and avoided further problems. Although he was in the States, he did not take 

the opportunity to find a spouse although, in his words, the Greeks in the States: 

tried,... looked that their daughters...get married to a Greek , either due to their  

origins, or owing to their morality or because of us being who we were.....432 

In his testimony he actually expressed masculine vigour blurred with moral 

superiority  combined with national pride. I.Ts. finally got married in 1957 and his 

wife ‘gave’ him one son: 

I had a good little wife but I lost her two years now.....bad disease (lowers his voice) 

in the breast [he insinuates breast cancer]. Now I have a foreign [=kseni,  might also 

mean stranger] woman. A foreigner....What can you do? 

No more details were given concerning his marriage. His “little wife” – a diminutive 

implying indefinable inferiority- would contrast, in the testimony with images of 

women who helped the soldiers during the war. The narration at that point convenes 

with the rhetoric of the Albanian epic: 

Question: how did you reach the front? 

A: [his eyes misted over] We had no means. No tanks, no transport. The rifle on our 

backs, the ammunition on our backs. Even women were carrying it from the villages, 

the Greek women all conscripted (sic) even the old men [helped] and we fought on the 

first line. 

Heroic women who helped the soldiers, would bring the narration back to the 

Albanian epic reintroducing the context of national unity and, indirectly, the 

interviewee’s value. I.Ts’s reference to his wife, was followed by the one on the 

 
431 From which, one finished the Superior Military School where he entered with additional credits as 

he had been a “war-disabled son” and the other obtained a steady job in the public sector. 

 
432 I. Ts., oral testimony, 13/2/2003 
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woman he employed for house-keeping and who was a foreigner. Afterwards, he 

directed the narration to his son and the affection he felt for his grandson.  

D. A. with a slight disfigurement of the jaw, a steady job and active 

involvement in the invalids’ association, explained that he got married to a girl whom 

he met through a family acquaintance. Stressing that he had his first child just one 

year after his marriage, in 1946, he went on with a short family epic, related to the 

death of his second child. He proudly uttered the way he demanded that his wife not 

have an abortion in her fourth pregnancy. Providing a few more details on his 

engagement, he explained that he met her when asked to teach her French:  

I met my wife because I was friend of her brother who was at High school and I was 

at the French School. And we were friends together with another one called 

Papadopoulos and another, whose name was Kaltezis, and I was giving them classes 

of French and ....her godmother said: “would you teach Vasiliki as well? Eh and I 

gave her classes. After the first week....although she was very skinny, I was “green”, I 

did not know how the world was, because I went from school to home and from home 

to school.... 

D. A. shifted to an account of his school days and male classmates. His wife did not 

need to work again. Indirect criticism on her appearance (skinny) suggested the 

interviewee’s superiority blurred with a hint on his ignorance (green) which might 

slightly allude to the woman’s ability to seduce him. The wife, despite her skinniness, 

‘gave’ him four children, three sons and one daughter. 

Superiority in moral terms would be another issue in war-disabled testimonies 

linked to their mentioning gender relationship. Ch.G. worked as a singer at an opera 

house where he met his wife during the occupation years. He got married in 1947: 

I met her there, my wife, she was a Jew. They were chasing the Jews. Given that I was 

a passive (sic, means compassionate) man. I loved people very much and now, when   

I see someone, I help and I want to give something of what I have. If I have one 

drachma, I want to offer. And I took to her, she was a nice person and with her I got 

my three children. Now I lost her in an accident. And that’s why I remarried and got 

Mrs Kerkemeri, Nitsa, my Nitsa, who is also a nice person and she has the qualities of 

my previous wife. A person who ignored, the other [person] as bad. 

Ch. G., whose main theme in his interview had been the emphasis on humanism and 

moral values, included the story of his first as well as the second wife in this same 
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vein. Moral superiority emerged not only from the actual fact that the interviewee 

commented again and again on his love and affection for his first wife and mourned in 

another part of the interview, her sudden death, but also from the statement that links 

her Jewish origin to his compassionate character. Potential for selection is also quite 

evident: Ch. G. had had both his legs amputated and most probably suffered from 

tuberculosis as well, a thing that would have immensely reduced his selective 

potential. His wife ‘gave’ him three children.  

Several of my interviewees provided only elementary details of their personal 

and family life. Difficulties of the War-disabled in finding a partner and leading a 

normal private or family life also involved the weak points of their subjectivity. Few 

if none put romance and sex- appeal into words when dealing with the selection of 

their partners. Invalids were proud to provide evidence of their children’s existence 

and professional status while sometimes they shifted to a “family epic” instead of 

voicing aspects of their own private life.  Accounts, therefore, which do underscore 

their role in the family imply restoration of the masculine ideal in this domain.  Most 

invalids, even when they hint vulnerability, counter-emphasize selective potential, 

virility, reproductive capability and command or reorient narration towards their own 

moral value or national worth. An undervaluing the woman’s role is evident. 
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Table 6: amounts of pensions for the families of the deceased or disappeared 

before and after the Emergency law 1939/1951 

 

source: Anapirikos Tipos, year 7, issue 67, 2ndOctober 1951 

 

 

Widow (W) 

and children 

Children 

only 

basic Before the 

Em.Law 

1939/1951 

After the 

Em.Law 

1939/1951 

Widow 1 child 2.500 231.000 250.000 

W and 1child 2 children 

(1 under age) 

2.700 262.400 280.000 

W and 2 children 3 children 

(2 under age) 

2.900 286.100 310.000 

W and 3 children 4 children 

(3 under age) 

3.100 309.800 340.000 

W and 4 children 5 children 

(4 under age) 

3.300 328.500 355.000 

W and 5 or more 6 children 

(5 under age) 

3.500 347.200 370.000 

W and 1+1adult child 1+ 2 adult children 2.900 281.100 295.000 

W and 2+1adult child 2+2 adult children 3.100 304.800 325.000 

W and 3+1 adult child 3+2 adult children 3.300 328.500 355.000 

W and 4+1 or more 

adult children 

4+ 2 adult children 3.500 347.200 370.000 
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W and 1+ 2 adult children 1+3 adult children 3.100 299.800 310.000 

W and 2+ 2 adult children 2+3adult children 3.300 323.500 340.000 

W and 3+2 adult children 3+ 3or more adult 3.500 347.200 370.000 

W and 1 adult child 1 adult child 2.700 252.400 265.000 

W and 2 or more adult 

children 

3 or more adult 

children 

2.900 271.100 280.000 

 

 

 

 

 

         Silence and discrimination: a process of stigmatization 

Remaining silent about private life might denote a trauma within the family in 

cases of disorder, family violence or conflict. It might also be the outcome of social 

discrimination owning to the process of stigmatization in later Post-war years.433 

The official status of war invalids as “war-disabled” created a category that linked 

war-disability with a specific kind of citizenship the nation-state promoted in the post-

war years. Attributes linked to this category resulted in an identification of the “war 

disabled” to a “privileged group”. In this sense “war-disability” more than disability 

itself would be linked to opportunities, which invalids used and some abused.     

Connections between labeling and stereotypes in a society undergoing civil war and 

where poverty prevailed meant the outcome was almost inevitable. The “War-

disabled” therefore as a category always ran the risk of being deemed citizens 

enjoying “undeserved privileges”, “deceivers”, “informers of the police”, “corrupted 

public servants”. The extent to which many of them were able to counteract and/or 

avoid discrimination was dependent on their access to power, their willingness to 

 
433 To study this discrimination I find very useful the definition given by Link and Phelan in their 

article “Conceptualizing stigma.”  In their view “stigma exists when elements of labeling, stereotyping 

, separating, status loss and discrimination co-occur in a power situation that allows these processes to 

unfold.”  The article, apart from dealing with stigma in terms of a process,  involves the notion of 

power and power relations which I found most useful.  Dependence of stigma on power and power 

differences is considered indispensable in order to understand stigmatization procedure. The authors 

explain that stigmatization occurs also in the cases where members of a less powerful group create 

labels and stereotypes about a more powerful group.   

Link, Bruce G. , Phelan, Jo C.   “Conceptualizing Stigma”, Annual Review of Sociology, Vol. 27 

(2001), pp.363-385 
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attach more to the nation-state and therefore their endorsement of the national 

rhetoric. 

Erving Goffman talks about the transfer of the stigma from the disabled to 

people related to those stigmatized.434 If we add the fact that benefits were extended 

to the family members of the invalid person, Erving Goffman’s remark gains further 

value. In other words, the main source of social criticism, that is “undeserved 

privileges”, has a point of reference in the disabled person’s wife and children. 

According to the law, an invalid’s benefits could be passed on to their family 

members under certain conditions after their own death. On occasions the war-

disabled status facilitated the education of their offspring.  

Benefits and professional opportunities of children were linked to their father’s 

disabled status highlighting even more his role as a family head. Children who might 

be able to take advantage of these benefits would be expected to publicly confirm the 

official memory version or avoid referring to the subject principally if their private 

understanding of what war and disability had been was different from the official 

one.435  

For the wives of the invalids, reference to their husband’s value had to be in line with 

the official memory of the war and might indirectly either support their husband’s 

image and improve the overall esteem of the family, or defend themselves from 

attacks either on “marriages of interest” or “deceit”436 

The above comments shape the broader context within which I include the 

occasions when the children of the invalids rejected my visiting them on the grounds 

of their fathers’ bad health or bad memory. In one such case I found myself in the 

 
434 “ Thus the loyal spouse of the mental patient, the daughter of the of the ex-con, the parent of the 

cripple, the friend of the blind, the family of the hangman, are all obliged to share some of the discredit 

of the stigmatized person to whom they are related” Goffman, Erving, Stigma: notes of the 

management of the spoiled identity, New York, Touchstone, 1986 (1963), .p.30 
435 Complaint by the invalids, however, would not lack particularly when negotiation on special 

treatment taking place in the discursive realm of a “heroic past” failed. An additional parameter to that 

was time. Ch. G. explained how, many years after the war, during the 1967-1974 dictatorship, he tried 

to mediate in order to find a job for his daughter in a bank:  

Eh, I put the brooch on and I say to the director: “I am a War-disabled. My daughter has finished 

[means a certain education level] and she has several qualifications. Can’t we put her in a bank? “And 

what do you think a bank is?” [the director responded] And from then on my soul got cold. 

Failing to attain a position for his daughter my interviewee stopped wearing the war-disabled brooch. 

Probably, he thought that the brooch’s exchange value had expired.  

 
436 In a conversation I had with an invalid’s wife, she recalled that his husband was ashamed to go to 

the beach because of his mutilated leg. The woman told me how she encouraged him stressing that he 

should be proud and not ashamed.  
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house of a war-disabled serviceman ,having arranged an appointment on the phone.  

When I arrived, his daughter politely but strictly showed me the door, while her father 

consented silently giving me an embarrassed look. On another occasion the daughter 

of the invalid rushed into the room and interrupted the interview when her father 

mentioned that he had obtained a rural holding.437  

 

 

        Memory of “war-disability”: measuring suffering 

      

War injuries were officially ‘measured’ by medical boards and ex-servicemen 

were assigned a percentage of disability. This is how invalids obtained a right for 

compensation. Given that disability percentage might be a very specific way for the 

invalids to expose their suffering and associate it to their official status, in what 

follows, I address the way official recognition of disability appears in present 

accounts. 

In February 1941 the Ministry of the Army republished a small booklet that 

had initially been published in 1922.438 The booklet, which at the time of the war, 

became known as “Metaxa’s booklet” included a list of disability percentages. Before 

the front collapsed and a long time after, patients who had not completely recovered 

were examined by medical boards to be assigned war-disabled benefits. Medical 

committees during and after the war who examined hundreds of ex-soldiers, 

introduced a code and  practice that assessed war-disability by means of body 

measurements. Most of my interviewees remembered the procedure and, when asked 

on their disability percentage, they replied setting percentage numbers in a variation 

of contexts.  

G.A.439,who narrated his life story with the help of his daughter owing to a recent 

stroke, recalled spontaneously the 40% of disability he was assigned adding with 

 
437 The interviewee had previously referred to a small shop that he owned. In fact the daughter was in 

the kitchen listening from one opening our conversation with her father. After her entering, she never 

left the room anymore and kept interrupting the interviewee and his mother who wanted to add 

something.  
438 Kingdom of Greece, Ministry of the Army. Concise and Summary Table of Diseases and 

Disabilities  Percentages according to the   Law 2769 of 21 May 1922, Athens 27 of February 1941. 
439 G.A.,oral testimony, 2/2/2004 
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pride that he also got an allowance “honoris causa” My interviewee, therefore, 

reproduced official discourse440 and enhanced his symbolic capital through reference 

to the official state rhetoric. In another part of his interview though he differentiated 

his own case from “false invalids.” Official acknowledgement thus added value to the 

protagonist’s status but further clarification was needed for this status to be verified. 

G. A.’ s remark on “false invalids”, also  made by other interviewees in various 

contexts, alluded to the fact that some soldiers who had been malingerers finally got 

disability compensation441 or received official recognition after negotiating the 

percentage of only minor disabilities. Competition among the disabled who 

considered that some of their comrades had been assigned privileges that they did not 

deserve, is evident in the above cases. My assumption is, however, that far from that, 

remarks on truth and fraud reveal the extent to which the war-disabled depended on 

the perception society had of them. The matter could not be solved through mere 

reference to disability percentages or, to put it another way, official recognition was 

not a safe guarantor for invalids to socially secure their status.  

The term “false disabled” might defame all of them and would increase social 

discontent regarding the invalids’ “privileged status” in the years to come. Those who 

had not been victims of the war received a state pension and their mere existence 

raised doubts as to the recognition of those who had actually been injured or suffered 

chronic illnesses. It is indicative this matter tended to be emphasized by those with 

smaller disabilities, whereas those with visible 100% amputations did not underscore 

the issue.    Condemnation of malingerers by both society and fellow ex-soldiers 

would deprive official memory of their version of warfare as there were serious 

reasons for them not to voice their own experience, which would disclose their 

cheating442 and thus miss compensation. Indirectly, this silence would reinforce the 

heroic ideal which dominated the official memory since those who tried to escape 

 
440 In the History of the Greek Army [HAGS/AHD, A History of the Hellenic  Army 1821-1997 Athens , 

1999]we read: 

In May 1941 severely handicapped invalids –war victims, career and reserve officers and soldiers- 

were deemed “ honoris causa” to be on active service and were allowed to bear the insignia 

determined for invalids. Included in this list of invalids were those who, as a result of war wounds, had 

total loss of vision, lost both lower or upper limbs, were paraplegic or quadriplegic, and other 

categories of injuries at the discretion of the Supreme Medical Council.  

 
442 There is no need to say that it proved difficult to identify a malingerer in the course of my field 

research. In one case only when I reached a house of a disabled who claimed 40% of disability from 

injuries in his left hand had I got suspicions that this might be such a case. The man did not want to be 

interviewed claiming not remembering although he did not seem so old or ill. He had been an 

exception to other refusals or censorship by family members.  
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warfare could not breath a word about it and the ones who denounced another’s deceit 

would need the glory of the epopee to support their basic argument.443  

Even if quantifying seemed to ‘level’ and homogenize types of disability distinctions 

were made among the disabled especially those with no visible disability. The issue 

caused a lot of controversy as illustrated by D. A., an active member of his 

association, who resented the assignment of compensation for “pathological 

diseases”, because, as he asserted, many patients used false certificates to prove that 

their disease condition was a product of the hardships of war.444 

Regarding the whole matter of visibility’ those sick ex-soldiers who had already 

suffered social isolation owing to a pathological disease might also bear the stigma of 

having obtained compensation under false pretences. If they happened to find 

themselves in an environment with more war victims present, then they would 

possibly be thought of as unfairly privileged due to the pension they received. 

 Invalids with disorders or a pathological state which brought the fear of contagion, 

might share some of the war-disabled glory if they disclosed the reason of their 

disease. On the other hand the same people might prefer not to give their problem 

away because of the stigma it bore. Considering that their attitude possibly changed 

when finding themselves in different social circumstances one sees clearly the large 

spectrum of strategies they needed in order to adapt.445 

Interviewing indicates that even the disabled who had both visible war injuries 

along with other disease conditions avoided mentioning the latter.  A case in point is 

Ch G.446 who, referring to his high percentage (170%) of disability, coughed, adding 

that he was also given the pathological pension. Nowhere in his interview had he 

stated anything concerning a disease although his story strongly suggested that he 

suffered from tuberculosis. 

Emphasizing the fact that disability had been officially verified might just 

mean that it could not be officially denied.  In this sense, official recognition 

constituted a confirmation which could be used against possible future dispute. This 

 
443 Given, however, the time that passed since 1940, the above assumption useful as it might be for the 

first post-war years, turned out to be a simplistic dichotomy for 21st century.  
444 D.A., oral testimony, 16/9/2003. D. A. probably refers to the article of the law 1370/44 concerning 

the diseases caused by the war. The article includes a special reference to officers suffering from 

tuberculosis. 
445 For the strategies needed to a stigmatized personality see Goffman, Erving, Stigma: notes of the 

management of the spoiled identity, New York, Touchstone, 1986 (1963) 
446 Ch. G.,oral testimony, 28/2/2004.  
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purpose had been the subject matter for I.S.,447 an illiterate cattle breeder, who 

stressed without a hint of national or any kind of pride: 

I was official, with papers, I was not illegal (sic)  

I.S gave details on the way army officers checked that he had indeed been 

hospitalized and deserved recognition although, owing to his being sent to a private 

hospital, his papers were not found. The incident also brought to light the extent to 

which certain social categories of disabled were unable to claim what was theirs by 

right, by intervening in the bureaucratic procedure, and found themselves dependent 

on the good will of the institutional apparatus or the associations that dealt with 

official procedures. The example is also illustrative of the fact that the war-disabled 

needed to prove their disability and medical record to the same authorities that had 

been the official vehicle for this verification. The above interviewee, insinuated 

discomfort at the bureaucratic requirements identifying me indirectly with someone 

who had come to check up on him. After my questions on medical committees and his 

belonging to an association, he stated that he did what the papers said and added: 

What do they want from me after all these years? 

My interviewee thereby treated official procedure as something synonymous with 

constant control. His understanding of what disability was, was not in terms of 

percentages or the symbolic capital of a hero but through his perception of the state 

his brothers wre in on returning from the front: 

they came complete  

he replied to my question as to their physical  state, and caused general laughter as he 

used a French word ( complé) not really appropriate to describe a human body, which 

meant that they came back in one piece, that nothing was missing.  

For other interviewees, official verification was directly linked to the 

compensation they deserved. An “unfair judgment” is how P.K. thought of the 

assessment of his disability percentage:  

35%. [replying to my question on percentages] They have been unfair to me.448 

Later there was a revision  but I did not go. 

P.K., whose testimony included bursts of national pride, dealt with the matter 

of official measurement almost in terms of debit and credit: for him it was enough that 

he had found a job. As he explained immediately after providing information on his 

 
447 I.S., Oral testimony, 3/9/2004 
448 P.K., Oral testimony, 3/2/2004. P.K. was offered a post in the tax office. 
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percentage, he wrote a letter directly to Tsolacoglou , the Prime Minister of the 

occupational government and, very soon, saw his name in the newspapers: he was 

appointed a public servant. The fact that his father had been a military officer 

obviously added leverage to this request. His case, contrary to the previous one, 

brings to light that social and educational background as well as bonds with the armed 

forces might play a crucial role on the way ex-soldiers negotiated their rights, or 

whether they considered  they had rights at all. On the other hand, treachery was also 

involved given the fact that the protagonist turned a blind eye to the fact that he 

applied for a job to a government established by the forces he had actually fought 

against. 

If for P. K. negotiation of disability percentage had not been necessary for 

earning of a living wage, those invalids who found themselves not “disabled enough” 

to be assigned compensation, sometimes struggled for their entitlement to a pension.  

An example illustrating the above fact and providing a detailed account of the 

examination procedure is the one by K.Ch449 who raised the issue in a context that 

opposed obvious-real disability to the inability of the law to recognize it.  

Inability to see, a result of war injuries was indeed assigned 100% of disability by the 

law. K.D., a blind ex-soldier, recalled immediately his percentage despite other 

memory voids. His daughters’ husband then informed me that K.D. had to undergo a 

medical examination by the committee every three years,  

as if he could see again, for God’s sake!  It’s been sixty three years now, sixty four, he 

said. 

Compensation for war-disabilities, even for the most serious cases meant a life long 

examination procedure and therefore on-going dependence of invalids on 

confirmation by the state’s institutional apparatus.  

Before bringing this unit to a close I would like to give an example of body 

measurement recalled in a context much distanced from official recognition.  

K.T.  referred to his disability percentage in the course of his narration without 

previous questioning.   

…later I got married and created family and (not audible) two sons, I have 

grandchildren. I have great-grandchildren now. You see? Despite my disability which 

is , imagine that the Superior Medical Committee gave me 104% of disability. 105%! 

 
449  K.Ch., Oral testimony, 25/7/2004 
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The General Accounts Office reduced it, because they had the right as I had many 

ailments, that is,  one leg is amputated and the other is half a leg, backs, (sic), head, 

many things, because the bomb exploded and I was torn apart (sic). And they reduced 

it and they left me 80% of disability with right to compensation. And then I left 

Evagelismos (the hospital) and created family because when I was young,  I learnt a 

craft, I was a tailor And I set up a shop, despite the serious disability I have I set a 

tailor’s shop…..450 

In this example the percentage and official recognition appears as an almost 

unnecessary third voice. Serious disability confirmed by a superior authority 

strengthened my interviewee’s image of self only when in contrast with his life long 

achievements the main source of his pride. 

Official recognition provided war invalids  with minimum material support 

that helped them to survive in the War years, while for some of them, it was the 

prerequisite for better living and benefits they got later in the Post- war era. 

Disability percentages, however, an objectification of suffering, constituted an 

ambivalent factor in an invalids’ subjectivity. It was not a reliable framework for the 

distinction between true and false disabled nor was it a criterion for social acceptance 

-after all, percentages were not visible to any kind of audience. It did not prove to be a 

strong element of self reassurance since more was needed to be done for a life. 

Measuring, also meant inspection that is control and dependence as invalids needed to 

treat bureaucrats and assessments never ended. Standards changed over time and 

those with less severe injuries might find themselves in danger of being left without 

pension rights.  

 

 

        Body, memory and suffering 

 

My explicit interest in the invalids’ suffering and difficulties at the beginning 

of the interviews created lots of space for an extended testimony concerning their 

wounds. Surprisingly, they never provided a detailed account although their suffering 

might bring in evidence of their identity as “war-disabled” especially if linked with a 

 
450K.T., oral testimony, 10/1/2004 
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war epic. If I exempt several cases concerning wounding and hospitalization 

incorporated in the narration on warfare,451 suffering was not really an issue. In the 

course of the interviews, nevertheless, invalids referred to certain health problems but 

not laying much emphasis on the matter. They hinted at everyday affliction or pain 

which in discursive terms were represented in several ways. 

The wife of an amputated neighbour of mine452 who couldn’t  speak properly, 

explained that for years his wounds kept opening again and again. Both depicted 

affliction oscillating between victimization and reference to a chronic illness. My 

interviewee’s pride in his wounds came as part of the picture through somebody else’s 

eyes: the wife told me that each time their nephew offered to take her husband to the 

doctor, the boy repeated that his limbs “had saved Greece.”  The wounds thus in this 

incomplete narration, while reminding me of the man’s hardship, had at the same time 

only been presented as another’s recognition of his sacrifice. A third voice –the 

wife’s- had been made necessary for the purpose. 

Other testimonies represented pain as a physical dysfunction that might be 

dealt with by a shielding gesture. G.A453 needed to cover his head with his palm as a 

means of protection, whenever he coughed. He had lost a small part of his skull and 

coughing caused a stabbing pain inside his head. In this body language context, his 

wound acquired the quality of a daily routine. Once this information was given, while 

coughing, he did not mention the matter again. His daughter verified the statement 

adding a few more details.  

G. K.454, another interviewee, opened his life story reporting a nervous 

symptom. He let me know that the previous night he had not managed to fall asleep 

owing to a muscular twitch in his leg, which he directly associated with its 

amputation. I tended to interpret this introduction more in the sense of “gaining 

sympathy” in the context of the interview, a kind of  captatio benevolentiae which at 

the same time attested his  “difficulties”, thus inciting my indirect recognition of the 

suffering. 

 
451 I examine these references in the chapter on hospitalization and the last chapter on memories of the 

war. 
452 I have not included this testimony in the rest of my interviews considering that it was half done. It 

took place before my project begins. My interviewee suffered from throat cancer and could hardly talk, 

so the interview took place with his wife’s mediation. 
453 G.A., oral testimony, 2/2/2004 
454 G.K., oral testimony, 16/9/2003 
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More or less the same, I assume, happened with G. F.  but via body language. 

G. F., who had had his forearm operated on, rubbed it repeatedly as if to show me that 

he had been suffering ever since. (Or was it meant to be proof that he had actually 

received a shot wound?)455 

In all cases, allusion to everyday pain or problems set in a time period 

distanced from the actual war events, had been only indirectly brought in during the 

interview. Although I wanted to stress the importance I attached to their difficulties, 

that is, I established a context for traumatized subjectivity to be revealed, it is 

noteworthy that my interviewees did not attempt to invoke either suffering, weakness, 

or epic heroism. One might say that two complementary constituent parts of the “war-

disabled” identity, suffering and heroism had therefore faded. Or that they were 

indeed there but needed no emphasis –since I had already acknowledged them- and 

confirmation by a third voice, either mine or somebody’s else was mainly at stake. 

Testimonies on the whole disclosed an unwillingness to expose too many 

details on difficulties, health problems and suffering.456 One reason could be that 

invalids by exemplifying pain would divulge their overall weakness, jeopardizing 

their manliness.457 Inversely, silence and hints of gradual adjustment brought evidence 

as to  their strong will, a typically manly characteristic, to overcome their hardships. 

Their manhood had been strengthened by adversity.458  

There is, however, still no answer as to why adjustment needed to combine 

with the  external verification of their sacrifice. 

 
455 G. F., oral testimony, 20/8/2003. I should ask my interviewee the reason of this gesture but decided  

incorrectly to pretend that  I do not pay so much attention  and check how much he would insist on this 

gesture.  

 
456 In fact they hardly referred to their injuries even in their initial narration on warfare and sometimes I 

had to formulate the responding question.                       
457 Finally, a bodily adjustment would limit the movement of the blind K.D. who learnt to protect 

himself from banging his head since the physician had informed him that this would have fatal 

consequences. K.D’s story, far away from a war epic, revealed the overall  frustration of the 

interviewee. 

(K.D, oral testimony, 25/1/2004.) K.D.’s adjustment was represented to be imposed by the fact that he 

jeopardized his life, he was thus playing with death. 

 
458 D. Cohen examining the WWI British invalids’ public attitude comes to similar conclusions: 

 “ Stripped of youth’s callow vigor, disabled veterans exemplified a higher ideal. Their masculinity 

forged amid suffering, was expressed through self control and the denial of pain. This vision of 

manliness was not new. Victorians had prized a man’s stiff upper lip, judging his imperturbable reserve 

an important counterpoint to feminine emotion.” In  Cohen, Deborah, The War Come Home: Disabled 

Veterans in Britain and Germany, 1914-1939, University of California Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles 

London, 2001, p.130 
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To address this question, I would like to consider the historical context invalids found 

themselves in when the consolidation of their official status as “war-disabled” took 

place. 

WWII produced so much injury that the exact definition of who was suffering as well 

as how many victims the War produced, was vague. According to estimations 

between 1940 and 1944, 500,000 people had died (more than 7% of the population) 

1,770 villages had been burnt down, while 409,000 houses had been destroyed 

leaving 1,2 million people homeless.459  During what was later called the “ December 

Events” -a major civil war conflict- 7,000 people died, 12,000 leftists had been 

arrested by the British and 15,000 people had been taken hostage by the ELAS 

(National People’s Liberation Army). What followed created a complete rupture in 

the social fabric: full scale civil war. 

It is indicative that many of my interviewees, when asked what experience had 

touched them most in their life, recalled first and foremost the violent episodes of the 

occupation and the civil war460 while others mentioned similar events in different 

parts of their interviews.  

A.S.461 for instance, was one of the two interviewees whose village had been burnt 

down. After a detailed description of the episode which ended with the execution of a 

large part of the male population, he explained how he was finally rescued because a 

Nazi officer realized that he was a war-disabled citizen. His final salvation as well as 

reference to the raped women with whom he abandoned the village, created images 

illustrative of the contrast between male /female victims which faded in the case of 

my interviewee as his fate was ranked with that of the women.462  

 
459 For a detailed account on  war  loses and separate estimation on the extermination of the jewish 

population  ( 60.000) see Kalligas, Konstantinos,“Oi thysies kai oi apoleies tou Ellinismou kata ton 

B’Pagkosmio Polemo,” ( Hellenism’s sacrifices and loses during the  IIWW) in I Ellada tou 40 (The 

Greece of  ’40), Etaireia Spoudon Neoelenikou Politismou kai Genikis Paideias, Athens, 1993  

(proceedings of the conference  Athens, 19-20 April 1991)  
460 In other parts of this work I have tried to interpret several of these answers to the question in other 

contexts. It’s interesting that apart from two or three personal issues like the death of a relative etc. 

most interviewees referred to the war years although the question was trying to distance them from this 

period. 
461 A.S., oral testimony, 20/8/2003 

 
462 The testimony referred to the burning down of Damasta a Cretan village close to the city of 

Irakleion. My interviewee gained several benefits in the years to come. Conversely, raped women had 

no legal status as victims of war, not to mention that rape as such was hardly disclosed by the victims 

themselves. It is indicative that the narrator  had to lower his voice while referring to the subject of rape  

and he used the unusual albeit , in my opinion more accurate, word “unmake” (= dialio) 
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Whereas the above example signifies distancing from suffering and the notion 

of victims of war, for other interviewees, mentioning incidents of the later war years 

was a way to include themselves definitely in this group but for reasons that did not 

include disability. Ch. G.’ s  ability to walk without the use of a cane (and, as it 

seems, without wearing his disabled badge) did not prevent him from being arrested 

in 1942 and receiving an aggravated assault owing to his strong resemblance to a 

Polish spy. My interviewee reported the incident weeping and explaining that this had 

been only one of the many hardships he had to suffer in the war years.463 

Several interviewees had been victims of the War’s atrocities in various ways, 

or obtained first hand experience of what their fellow citizens suffered when they saw 

their houses or villages burnt, their relatives or neighbours executed. A narrative then 

based on suffering would not be valid enough to advocate a trait of war suffering not 

to mention that for those who attained privileges during the war, in contrast with war 

victims signified depreciation of their own value. 

 

With regard to the second trait that is absent from narration, that is the heroic 

epic woven into statements of suffering, certain points have to be made. Heroism in 

public discourse during the war was associated with the fact that victory would 

prevent destruction. It was linked to the notion of national unity projected into past, 

present and future generations.  Invalids who survived the occupation realized that 

national unity, in its official version, was nothing but empty rhetoric, while those who 

survived the civil war saw any seeming or remaining cohesion breaking into pieces. 

Immediately after what was called the “Greek epopee of the 40-41 War”, the National 

Liberation Front’s discourse and activity created heroes and heroines, portrayed the 

successors of Greek soldiers. The Post liberation regime, later, promoting victims of 

the civil war and National Army invalids as well as the non- left wing of the Greek 

resistance movement, looked for even more heroic figures. 

In other words, too many heroes or “heroes” emerged in the course of time, not to 

mention that it had been heroic enough for many people to make a living under the 

circumstances. In this sense, it might prove to be a contradiction for many of the war-

disabled to associate a heroic epic with suffering in the course of their narrations.  

 
463 Ch. G.,oral testimony, 28/2/2004. 
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The national rhetoric of the Post-war period, as seen further on in this chapter, 

endorsed the idea of national unity It is indicative, how the president of the War-

disabled Confederation , described the issue:  

We should not pose as heroes∙; “ only us and nobody else.” All Greeks have fought. It 

was not us alone. We received a shot wound by chance and were injured. But there 

are others who have fought better than we did. We should not take it like if we had 

been the ones and nobody else. All Greeks [did the same]. And if it was you, you 

would do the same. That’s how our race is.464 

The extract, leaving aside modesty and the hidden war epic, can be read in a different 

way: the war-disabled had not been War’s only victims. It provides therefore a 

significant insight into the role national rhetoric might have after WWII:  the war-

disabled of the 40-41 war had been only a part of a whole. 

 
464 I. Ts., oral testimony, 13/2/2003 
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Conclusion: Ex-soldiers and the War-disabled in 

Greece during the interwar years 1922-(1939)465  

 

 

 

         Introduction 

Dealing with the problem of the war-disabled in the interwar years 1922-1939 

is a very difficult task. The subject has been given little coverage in Greek 

historiography, and the sources that exist are extremely fragmented. Consequently, 

this chapter does not aspire to do any more than draw a faint line linking isolated 

documents while at the same time presenting secondary references and posing many 

questions, without trying to form a complete picture. More attention will be given to 

the vacuums that exist, directions of research and questions.  

The period I refer to (1922-1939) is examined asymmetrically. This is dew not 

only to the  unequal symmetry of the material, but also owes much to the fact that, 

although between 1922 and 1929 there is  an ‘explosion’ of a multidimensional, 

mostly political,  activity of the ex-soldiers, the following decade  bears the symptoms 

of  their inertia in the public sphere and is almost not present in the chapter. In saying 

this, however, I do not mean that their story is over from 1929 on; on the contrary. I 

have tried to  introduce some aspects of this ‘different’ story here in this work on the II 

World War war-disabled. This chapter, therefore, has to be seen as a ‘pre-history.’ 

 
465 By the term war-disabled I try to translate the Greek term “disabled of war”  referring to all invalid 

soldiers while  the notion of “veteran”, usually given by the international  literature, echoes higher 

hierarchical status. 
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 The end(?) of the ‘story’: an article  

 

On the last page of the newsletter Anapiriki466of April 15th 1929, a small 

article appears entitled The donation of the flag, wherein we learn that the «General 

Association of the War- disabled of Attica» addressed the then prime minister’s wife 

(Elena Venizelou) to help the association obtain a decent flag. 

         Mrs Venizelou agreed to come to their aid and, as she happened to be ill at the 

time, the board of the Association was called to receive a new flag from the prime 

minister himself. The prime minister welcomed the board with the following phrase: 

The invalids who have proved themselves worthy of the fatherland so far should 

continue to do so and not let themselves be led astray by the enemies of the country.  

Why does Anapiriki refer to this incident and what is the identity of the 

association that makes the claim? Why do they not have a decent flag and what are 

the possible meanings of the above act? What is the essence of this symbolic donation 

and is this a donation or an exchange? Where had the war-disabled (WWI) been in 

reality and in various discourses from the end of WWI until 1929? 

These are the questions I will try to answer in this conclusive chapter hoping that I 

will be able to provide an outline of the war-disabled in the interwar years. 

 

        The WWI and the population  

 

          The new-comers and the returned. 

 

            Before the outbreak of the Second World War, Greek society had been 

mobilized during the Balkan wars (1912-1913) and towards the end of the First World 

War. In 1919 Greek troops were sent to the Ukraine, and between 1919-1922  to Asia 

 
466 Anapiriki: Organon tis Genikis Enoseos Anapiron polemou Attikis kai Perihoron(=Organ, of the General 

Association of the war invalids of Attica and Regions) April 15th 1929 . The name Anapiriki means (the 

newsletter of the) “invalid”. The first issue of the fortnightly newsletter appeared on March 15 th 1929. 
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Minor. This last operation  critically modified  the composition of the population of  

Greek territory: quantitatively, by almost redoubling it, and qualitatively, by 

increasing the percentage of orthodox Greek –speaking people and the number of 

women and children in the overall population. This was the result of what was called 

“the interchange of population”, i.e. a huge operation of displacing people from both 

Greece and Turkey from their place of birth and residence and depriving them of their 

property. 

 

             Sick or disabled soldiers must have been a visible part of the population in 

Greece after the Balkan wars. The war in “Asia Minor” left   23,000 dead 50,000 

injured467  and more than 18,000 not accounted for. The final return of the Greek 

troops in 1922 coincided with an influx of 1,300,000 refugees, which began in 

1917.468 The majority of them were women and children. It can be considered that all 

of these people carried the “weight of history” on their shoulders as they had been the 

victims of the destruction of the war. Among those who returned, sick, wounded, 

insane, injured or disabled soldiers formed only a part of those who had experienced 

the warfare. 

            The country was no longer at war but the years of conflict continued to weigh 

heavily on Greece as such a large part of the population carried the memory of war in 

their bodies and psyche. This memory can be regarded as “trauma”, but the word still 

needs further definition in order to explain what exactly these people had suffered and 

how the initial suffering of the violence of the war added to subsequent hardships.  

Living conditions were extremely difficult, for all social strata a mix of natives and 

newcomers and also the returning conscripts. The above picture can be seen as an 

introduction to the consequences that WWI would have on the existing delicate 

“social question”, the problem of the post war Democracy to integrate these people 

into the productive and social tissue of the country. 469 

 
467 The number is estimated to be higher than the total number  of dead and disabled from the other 

wars in which Greece had been involved  since 1897. In the II Balkan War, however, the numbers are 

also rather high given the duration of the war: 2,500 dead and 20,000 injured. For more details see    

Margaritis, Giorgos, “Oi polemoi ” (“The Wars”), in I istoria tis Elladas tou  eikostou aiona ( The 

History of 20th Century Greece), Vol A2, p.186  Athens, Vivliorama, 2003. 
468 There were also refugees from Bulgaria, Russia, Serbia, Albania, Romania forming a large mosaic 

with different cultural backgrounds. 
469 For the accumulation of the social and economic problems since 1912 see  Leontaritis, G., “The 

conditions of living of the population” in Istoria tou Ellinikou Ethnous [History of the Greek Nation] 

vol. XV , Athens, Ekdotiki Athinon, pp.80-81 
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            Greece at the time was in the middle of a political and social upheaval, a 

national schism, a struggle between the advocates and the opponents of the monarchic 

regime. The schism can be seen, according to Christos  Chadziiosif  convincing 

argument470, as the rearguard action of the Democracy  at a time when it had to 

confront the difficulties arising from the “social question”. The economic crisis, the 

integration of large groups of people, the possibilities of the  intervention of the state 

were only some of the questions that were gradually arising, leaving space for 

continuous mistrust of parliamentary democracy and a search for alternative solutions 

to the activity of the state.471 

New political forces were arriving on the Greek political scene such as socialism, 

which in its Greek variation would give birth to three different political entities: the 

social democratic party, the communist party and the fragile agrarian party.  

Various “putsches,”472 on the other hand, friendly or hostile to the monarchy 

questioned the efficiency of parliamentary democracy or blended it with authoritarian 

choices. There seemed to be many proposals for the solution to the “social question.” 

The master narrative for the continuity of “national time”, not sufficient anymore,  

interacted or clashed with the new “revelational time” of the revolution, the kind of 

“medium term” socialist  proposal and the authoritative  “present  to eternity” rule.  

What remained was always the burning question as to how to correlate such proposals 

with the experiences of the past and present time of their receivers, and their 

aspirations for the future.473 In other words, how could a ‘safe’ link be established 

between everyday experience and the announcement or realisation of various social-

political programs. 

 
470 The argument is developed in detail in Chadziiosif, Chr., “Parliament or Dictatorship”, in I istoria 

tis Elladas tou  eikostou aiona  (History of the 20th Century Greece: 1922-1940 the interwar years), 

Vol B2 Athens Vivliorama, 2003 mostly pp.106-107 It bears the idea of intentionality especially in 

cases of coming elections. The author does not deny the importance of the division. He wants to 

highlight the political use or revival of the rupture. 
471 By “state” here I mainly refer to the government and the political parties of the time. Given the 

intervention of the army in the political life of Greece over the time-span under examination this notion 

of “the state” has also to be linked to the military apparatus. 
472 Showing the possible different starting points and scopes of the various interventions of the army is 

beyond my scope. I just refer to a common feature that this interventions had: the temporal suspension 

of the parliamentary and democratic procedures. Therefore I use the word  “putsch” in speech marks. 
473 Another parallel account in terms of political history of what Iam trying to depict here is given in a 

paragraph of Chr Chadziiosif: “In less than two decades the Greeks passed from monarchy to 

democracy and then back to the monarchic regime...During the same period the constitution(s) was 

violated by three dictatorships, while nine military putsches took place......During the same period, the 

electoral body was asked to give its vote seven times in parliamentary elections.....” 
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       From breach of rule to the anti-war movement 

 

            Discontent stemming from the conditions, the disillusionment and the long 

duration of the war was already visible during the Asia Minor expedition. 

This was reflected in the November 1920 elections’ results, which brought to power 

the political party that had promised to put an end to the conflict. The promise was 

not, however, kept, conscription continued and the war went on. 

G. Margaritits’s points out that only 10,000 soldiers per class were practically 

conscripted in the mobilization of one class that was supposed to provide more than 

25,000 men.474The author attributes this asymmetry to the unwillingness of the people 

to take part in the war: According to the same author, bands of deserters, decided to 

return safe sound and rich, causing  many problems for the Greek army. 

A “spirit” on the front against the rules of the war had grown back home into an anti-

war movement. The agitation that broke out in a number of provincial cities as in 

Volos in February 1921 and Thessalonica on 1 May of the same year had an overt 

anti-war character.475 It was, in addition, indicative of the close ties developing 

between increasing social protest and the anti-war tendency.476 

A testimony of organized  action, is a photo from 1922 depicting the 

imprisoned unionists of the General Confederation of Greek Workers (GSEE),who 

had been accused of sapping the soldiers’  morale at the Asia Minor front.477 

According to Demetres Livieratos478 a first nucleus, consisting of members of the 

Greek Social- labour Party  (SEK),  had already been active in anti-war propaganda 

before the end of the Asia Minor war. As a result, these members had been arrested 

and finally sent to various fighting units, where they carried on their activities 

 
474 Margaritis op.cit. p.180.      
475 Hatziiosif, Chr., op.cit  p.187 
476 These protests followed  a wave of large scale strikes that took place the previous year. 
477 I istoria tis Elladas tou  eikostou aiona (History of the 20th Century Greece: 1922-1940 the interwar 

years),Vol B2 Athens Vivliorama, 2003 p134. We do not have more information on the identity of the 

prisoners. Another  author refers to the arrest of the director of the Communist party  official 

newspaper and the general secretary for the same purpose in June 1922, in Alivizatos, Nikos,  Oi 

politikoi thesmoi se krisi (1922-1974)- Opseis tis ellinikis empeirias (Les institutions politiques de la 

Grèce  a travers les crises 1922-1974, (Paris, 1979), Athens, Themelio, 1986. 

 
478 Livieratos, Dimitris,Koinonikoi agones 1923-1927( Social struggles  (1923-1927), Athens, 

Kommouna, 1985 
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distributing newspapers and spreading information to the soldiers. The activity of this 

group is, however, considered to have been rather limited and not very efficient; it 

therefore had little influence.479 A further link to anti-war activity can be found in a 

small group of communists arrested just before the collapse of the front and released a 

few days after the end of Asia Minor war.  This group seemed to have been the 

nucleus mostly active in the organization of the Old Combatants movement. One of 

them Pantelis Pouliopoulos was already a leading figure of the communist party. The 

Old Combatants (Paleoi Polemistes) where the ex-soldiers who, returning from the 

front organized themselves in associations all over Greece.  

The war-disabled seem to move on in parallel with, but not totally separately 

from, the old combatants. According to D. Livieratos, they formed a separate 

association in the capital but, as we can see further on, they might belong to 

associations of ex-soldiers in the countryside. In 1921 the war-disabled demonstrated 

demanding free medical treatment, pensions and housing. They staged a further 

demonstration later the same year in front of parliament, and succeeded in forcing the 

government to pass law 27/69/1921 for the war-disabled and war-victims.480 They 

formed their first association in 1922, and later on they organized themselves into a 

Federation including victims of war, that is widows and children. 

So far, I have tried to contextualize the activity of the war disabled  by using 

the sparse, albeit valuable, information offered by some historians who  have dealt 

with the matter. There would seem to be a clear link between the new-born 

communist party481 and the new born old combatants movement an association that 

also influenced war-disabled activity. A question remaining to be answered is whether 

the anti-war spirit, the origin of the subsequent activity and demands, extended 

beyond the party’s initiatives. The complex interaction between the generations 

involved in the then recent conflicts and political parties becomes clearer if we take a 

closer look at the groups involved. The issues related to the structure of the 

associations, their activity at the local and national level, and the various affinities 

developed with other organized groups are especially important. 

 
479 To indicate this the same author refers to 60,000 deserters which, in his opinion, suggest the 

existence of  a “strong anti-war spirit” 
480 I have found no systematized legislation before 1929, but only some isolated decrees. This 

information about the law 27/69 is given by D. Livieratos.  
481 The Greek Social- labor party added “communist” to its name in 1920. 
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Another possible direction of research would be to examine a potential link to 

the European context and the corresponding activity of the war veterans and disabled 

of the First World War in Europe. Even more challenging would be to examine the 

link to the individuals themselves, their everyday life, their perception of self and 

their choices. 

 

 Associations 

 

  The term  “Paleoi Polemistes” in Greek or “Old Combatants” that I have used so far   

actually described  the Greek movement of ex-soldiers who shaped the corresponding 

organizations and later  the “Federation of the Old Combatants”, which appeared around 

1919482 and  had close links , as mentioned, to the communist party .  

An earlier organized group of ex-servicemen was the “League” or rather 

“Leagues of Reservists (=epistratoi), groups of discharged soldiers, who upon 

returning to their towns or villages in 1916 founded associations from which a 

genuine mass movement developed. These associations, which were directed by 

Royalist officers exerted enormous influence on the politics of 1916-1920, terrorizing 

the Venizelists (the liberal party supporters) and usurping legal authority.483 They are 

considered to be the first mass organization in Greek political history. Their anti- war 

feelings, were inscribed into the framework of a general refusal for any involvement 

in the First World War.484 

            “Paleoi Polemistes” on the other hand, came close to the “Ancients 

Combatants”, the French associations of World War I soldiers, being its literal 

 
482

This was also the title of their newsletter  the Old Combatant. 

483 For more details on the activity of these movements, see Mavrogordatos, George Th. , Stillborn 

Republic : Social Coalitions and Party Strategies in Greece 1922-1936, Berkeley, University of 

California Press, 1983 p. 72-73, 288.   

 It is possible, that given the departure of the Old Combatants in 1928 from the communist party, what 

followed might have included the  previous organization that officially did not exist by the end of 1920. 

There is no reason to believe that  invalids were exempted from these entities as the author refers to a 

leading figure who was a war disabled .  
484 Mavrogordatos, George Th. , Ethnikos dichasmos kai maziki organosi – oi epistratoi tou 1916 

(National Rupture and Mass Organization , the Reservists of 1916,) Athens , Aleksandreia, 1996. The 

author refers to the anti-war tendencies of the reservists providing the above framework. He actually 

considers the movement a “profascist” one. He refers, however, to a left- wing historian of the 50s who 

expressed some sympathy for those groups “as he might have been influenced by the subsequent 

emergence of the Old Combatants movement.” 
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translation. The similarity in names might not be a coincidence, as the French 

movement anticipated the Greek one, and some affinities were clear if not underlined 

as we will see later on.    

I would also suggest that the reception of the term in the Greek context would 

not be difficult as the name echoed a distant, glorious and partly mythologized past 

together with a more gender specific evaluation of the quality of the soldier. Although 

the word “combatant” or “warrior” does not relate to the structure or hierarchy of the 

official army, it bears though clear connotations with the “Greek revolution of  

independence” in 1821, the foundation –and revolutionary-event of the formation of 

the Greek state. In this sense, the word “warrior” carried a symbolic weight as it 

linked the recent historical past with a remote but glorious legendary event.485. 

Furthermore, the virtue of being a “warrior” was deeply embedded in some local 

societies in different regions of Greece, where a “warrior” was equal to the 

courageous man, the man par excellence.486 The fact that most of the members of 

these associations were very young as well as their origin and cultural background 

fitted the connotations of the term. 

 On the other hand it might “smooth” the difficulties of the (defeated) soldiers to 

reintegrate into the society. In point of fact, it re-established the connection of the 

soldiers with their social, local and cultural background. It might have even provided 

them with a feeling of superiority compared to the refugees, women and children in 

their majority, who were filling the country filling at the same time a large and 

cheaper tank for the needs of  the labour market. Moreover it offered them a feeling of 

slight moral superiority over those men who had avoided the war.  

]The Old Combatants associations, however, were not the only organized 

group of ex-soldiers. More reservists organizations appeared under the influence of 

the Venizelist (liberal) party after the end of the war.  Sophia Matheou487 explains that 

from December 1922 till the elections of December 1923 federations under the title 

“Sundesmoi Ethnikis Sotirias” (Federations for the Salvation of the Nation) emerged 

 
485 For the importance, as well as the permanence, of the discussion around the 1821 legend and the 

organization of the regular army ( first conscription law 1878) see G Margaritis., “Oi polemoi”…op.cit. 
486 I introduce  the word “warrior” here because I think that it better conveys the resonance that the 

word “combatant” had in the Greek context. In what follows then, the reader has to bear in mind that 

the Greek term “Polemistes” has this double value :it  translates the international term and refers to the 

ideal of the fighter. 
487 Sophia, Mattheou, “I Efimerida Kambana – organo ton Efedron kai dopion symferonton” (= the 

newspaper Kambana – organ of the reservists and of the local interests) , Mnimon, vol 10, Athens, 

Etaireia Meletis Neou Ellinismou,  1985 
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by the initiative of general Plastiras. These federations, which, according to the same 

author, were meant to include people from the whole spectrum of the Venizelist 

forces and replace the reservist (monarchic) associations mentioned before, had not 

proved generally successful at least in the beginning.488 The ideological background 

of these federations, reflected in their title will be briefly examined further on. 

 

         Organisations for the War disabled  

As I will try to show below, the distinction between the “Old Combatants” , 

the “Federation for the  Salvation of the Nation” and the war disabled was not very 

clear. A separate association under the name “War disabled and the victims of the 

war” already existed in Athens in 1921, later converted to a federation. Although 

there is strong reason to believe that many war-disabled had been included in 

organizations for ex-soldiers, I will try to point out some indications of differentiation. 

Apart from their different needs, the disabled of the war were not necessarily 

“combatants”. Their bravery was apparent but at the same time questionable.  They 

had, of course, taken risks and risk in most local communities was very much 

connected to the masculine ideal.489 Some of the disabled, however, might have had 

self-inflicted wounds, while others might have finally gained little knowledge of how 

to use a weapon. Moreover, although their wounds and amputated limbs were proof of 

their having been present at the front during the war, they themselves would barely be 

able to compete their able-bodied counterparts in peace time. Given the high 

unemployment of the interwar years, some might have had to beg to survive, drawing 

attention to their “uselessness.”  The name of their separate organization associated 

them with widows and orphans. Interestingly enough they never tried to exclude 

themselves from their ranks (even during post WWII years), although the demands for 

compensation might have been more powerful if related to numerically limited 

groups490. The issue needs further research so that it can be historicized without any 

 
488 Sophia Mattheou refers also to some exceptions. I also think that the development of the 

associations          in the 1930s shows the survival of this initiative. 
489 It’s difficult to connect this idea with Darwinism as I have not found yet any relevant material. Risk, 

however , is still considered a feature of manliness as Michael Hertzfeld has repeatedly showed  

( one example is in Hertzfeld, Michael, The Body Impolitic, Chicago, the university of Chicago Press, 

2004.) 
490 It is not self evident why the corresponding legislation included these benefits for these groups i.e. 

women and children. Nevertheless if we assume that benefits were linked to political influence there 

appears a reasonable explanation. Even in this case, however, and given that women were not voters, 

there is a need for further research. 
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idealisation. The inclusion of women in the associations’ ranks did not necessarily 

mean an alliance with women or wider social categories491.  

In the following paragraphs I will investigate the extent to which the war-

disabled broadened their activity and attempt to discover whether they tried to 

establish bonds with other social groups. Unfortunately, however, there is little 

material available providing information on the activity of the ‘others’, widows and 

orphans, thus turning the procedure of  interaction into an historical  account where 

the war disabled appear as leading agents.  

The Association of the War-disabled kept in close contact with the Socialist-

labour  Party through the activity of the party’s  youth organization in the hospitals of 

the injured and disabled and the “Shelter of the Fatherland “ (=Stege tes Patridas) an 

institution for the rehabilitation of war invalids. The youth organization distributed 

brochures, handbills and newsletters acquainting invalids with radical ideas. The 

party’s efficiency can be seen in the case of Stavros Verouhis who entered the above 

mentioned institution, after losing his sight during a bitter battle on the Asia Minor 

front, . S Verouhis who came in contact with the party during his rehabilitation, went 

on to   become both a leading figure of the association of the disabled and an 

important figure of the communist party.492   

It is not clear whether the war-disabled in general were under the influence of 

the communist party although there is some evidence to suggest that in the towns, 

where Old Combatants associations were founded, disabled and able-bodied soldiers 

belonged to the same group.  For example, in a reservists provincial newsletter in 

Crete, we find the case of an invalid candidate standing for the 1923 elections. The 

newsletter calls  reservists, invalids, workers, “peasants and slaves of the earth” to 

action. One may reasonably assume that the same or similar must have happened in 

other organizations elsewhere.  

Before examining more closely the role the communist party played in the 

lives of ex-soldiers in general, I will try to offer a brief introduction to the 

development of the unionist movement at the time. My starting point is that the Old 

Combatans organizations were akin to political ( non labour ) unions whose collective 

 
491 An episode that illustrates different reactions occurred in 1922:  the war disabled moved violently to 

a district with houses initially destined to them, when the government decided to assign it  to refugees. 

The conflict resulted in 14 arrests after the intervention of the army. D. Livieratos, Koinonikoi agones 

(1923-1927)…. op.cit. p.95 

 
492 In 1928 he followed one of the communist party groups with trotskist tendencies. 
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character as well as their expansion throughout Greece offered  the privileges of a 

well-structured network.  

 

         The Unionist movement and the Old Combatants. 

The Unionist Movement in general was a major problem for post- war 

governments who had to deal with the emergence of  different poles on the political 

scene. There is still the question as to what came first: was it the on-going labour 

agitation which gave rise to clearly defined organizations or was it the introduction of 

a new legal framework that promoted such organizations? The Greek Liberal Party 

had actually repeatedly expressed its interests in the unions and was concerned about 

their legal organization. The control of these unions was however the core issue .493 

On various occasions the activity of the unions lead to violent repression. In a 

massive protest in August 1923 against the labour law, the military revolutionary 

commission of Plastiras moved to confiscate the unions which lead to their final 

disintegration.494Despite imposed martial law, members of labour associations 

together with the Old Combatants carried out mass demonstrations all around Greece 

during the following months.495This is only one example of the regular activity of the 

Old Combatants together with the labour unions, which in some provincial towns met 

under the same roof in what was called Labour Centres (Ergatika Kentrra). Given the 

struggle of the communist party to take or maintain control over the labour centres the 

double link with the Old Combatants becomes clear. Ex-soldiers were disillusioned by 

the War, they had urgent needs, had an organized structure and they might form one 

more pole of protest. After all, they formed a massive group. Similarly the movement 

of the Old Combatants had spread to many provincial cities and now had a total of 

60.000 members. 

 
493  Regulations on the labour unions had been instituted by the liberal government through law 

281/1914. The influence of this law to the development of unionism in Greece is analysed in the article 

by Stavros Moudopoulos, “The 281/1914 law and  its influence in the development of the unionist” 

movement”, in  Mavrogordatos, G., Chadziiosif, Chr., (eds) Venizelismos kai astikos eksighronismos, 

Panepistimiakes ekdoseis Kritis, Irakleio 1992. Stavros Moudopoulos notes that the law introduced a 

statism, that is, a strict state intervention to the labour –unions with regulations that underlined  

legislative rather than political features in their function and scopes. 

 
494 Interestingly, because of the small number of police officers and their poor organization, the protest 

was suppressed by army troops. 
495 Livieratos, D., op.cit.p.36 
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This information, taken from an article by S. Marketos called “The Greek 

Left,”496was initially found in the British Foreign Office archives. It offers me the 

opportunity, thus, to proceed to the next subsection following two parallel lines of 

examination: the initiative of the communist party and its international context. 

To begin with, the British Foreign Office Archives noted that the people 

belonging to  groups such as the Old Combatants had war experience and most of 

them some sort of weaponry.497 The same source assumes that most associations were 

under communist party control, which the British presumably considered worth 

mentioning as the organization of Old Combatants was at the same time very much an 

international issue. 

 

        An international issue 

A number of Old Combatants’ associations all over Europe had become 

closely linked with “III International” a network of associations, after participating in 

the “International Conference of the Old Combatants and victims of the Army” 

(Internationale des Anciens Combattants et des Victimes de Guerre) that took place in 

Geneva on April 3rd, and May 1st and 2nd in 1920. Here, they gathered to salute 

Henri Barbusse’s initiative to declare “war on the war.”  

This whole operation needs further contextualization as it coincides with the 

demands of the III International for the “bolshevisization” of the communist parties. 

Its principles concerning the struggle against social patriotism and social pacifism, did 

indeed declare a sort of war on capitalism calling for a systematic campaign and 

agitation of the troops and, by extension, of ex- soldiers.  As the possibility of a future 

war against the Soviet Union could not be excluded, war had to be precluded.498 

These principles were explicitly cited among the 21 conditions for entering the 

Comintern and had been accepted just before the end of 1922 by the Greek 

Communist party. It is therefore even more explicable why the party had turned to the 

associations of the Old Combatants.  A young historian499 of the socialist movement 

 
496 Marketos, Spyros, “The Greek Left” in The History of 20th century Greece, vοlume B2, Athens 

Vivliorama , 2003, pp.135-139 
497 Public Records Office (PRO) FO371.8827/172, 6.8.1923. 
498 For an extended account on the strategy enacted by the III International see Marcou, Lilly, “ La 

IIIeme Internationale et le problème  de la guerre”  in  Les internationales et les  problèmes de la 

guerre au 20eme siecle, Rome, École francaise de Rome, 1987, p.27-50 
499 See Dimou, Augusta,  Paths towards Modernity: Intellectuals and the Contextualization of 

Socialism in the Balcans,unpublished Ph.D., EUI, Florence, 2003, p.342-343 The author underlines the 
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in the Balkans additionally maintains that the new direction was offering an 

alternative to younger members of the ex-soldier associations to express their 

dynamism through the Bolschevik experiment. According to Augusta Dimou, it was a 

matter of age that all these people eagerly grabbed and took on board these fresh 

ideas, which did not exclude the possibility of a war.  

 

        The Federation of the Old Combatants and victims of the army 

 

On 5-9 May 1924 the Greek “Old Combatants” associations decided, after a 

conference that took place in Athens, to form a Federation and integrate into H. 

Batrbusse’s International under the name  “Federation of the Old Combatants and the 

Victims of the Army”  

The statutes of the Federation were published in a small booklet500 together 

with H Barbusse’s inaugural speech at the Geneva Conference and proposal for action 

drawn up by P. Pouliopoulos, the general secretary of the Greek Communist Party 

who had also been involved in the antiwar activity on the Asia Minor front. 

            In his inaugural speech translated in Greek, H. Barbusse stressed the need for 

brotherhood among the ex- soldiers, reminding them that they had shared the same 

experience, which they should never forget. He claimed that the real cause of WWI 

had been the competition for economic profit and   went on to describe the soldiers as 

“workers of the war”. Work was a focal point of his speech which he elevated to 

supreme good, identifying, through an inversion, the non-working bourgeois classes 

as social parasites. He finally formulated the idea of the struggle of the classes and 

proclaimed his faith in the Soviet Union. 

            P. Pouliopoulos’ ninety page booklet continues in the same vein and is an 

attempt to place the above analysis in the Greek context offering an extremely broad 

social project. The account he provided elucidated both on the events of the recent 

past and went on to an interpretation of the social issue in the –then- historical 

present. He had separate chapters on the victims of war, the refugees, the peasants and 

 
impact of the new direction on the younger generations, especially on the student milieu, the “Old 

Combatants” and the “Marxist archive”, a trotskist tendency , which we will see further on. 
500 Polemos kata polemou: apofaseis tou protou panelliniou synedriou Paleon Polemiston kai thymaton 

Stratou( =War against war:resolutions  of the first panhellenic  congress of the Old Combatants and 

Victims of War) Athens, Diethnis Vivliothiki, 1975 (1924) 
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those who suffered from tuberculosis, systematizing the needs and demands of each 

of these categories in an effort to lend them cohesion. Finally, he listed the statutes of 

the Federation, whose aims were the: 

a)Struggle against  war and  militarism (the word in Greek is  “stratocracy”, which 

means the sovereignty of the army) and against “indigenous or foreign” causes of 

war. 

b) Defence of the material and moral interests of the Old Combatants and victims of 

the war in coordination with the struggle of the workers, peasants and refugees. 

c) Protection of the rights of the victims of the army (it is into this category that the 

war disabled fall): free medical treatment, sufficient pensions and financial aid as a 

response to the sacrifices they were compelled to make. 

g) Purse to resolve any local or general problem of the poor and working classes who 

made sacrifices during the war. 

 

            The project was indeed a huge one and was meant to incorporate and unify a 

number of different groups including, indirectly some parts of the population that did 

not seem to belong to the categories that had priority in the overall  initiative,  but that 

were in different ways affected by the war. In this sense it went far beyond the limited 

demands that each group might raise, and attempted to overcome, at least in theory, 

the rivalry that had developed among them.  

 

The war- disabled 

            Where exactly were the war-disabled in this discourse? 

First of all, the war disabled, as we have seen fell into the category of victims, victims 

as workers of war who had sacrificed their bodies defending a struggle for profit. It is 

particularly interesting that the author of the text characterised victims as not only of 

the soldiers who had lost their life at the front but also of those who had died in the 

prisons or had been executed by the court-martials, widows and orphans. The 

characterization deprived both disabled and able-bodied soldiers of the pride of their 

contribution to the war, but offered an alternative for the case of “cowardice” and 

desertion conjoining hereupon all of them through the concept of the “slavery” of the 

army that lead to a compulsory sacrifice. 
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At the same time, including the disabled in the category of “victims” answered 

their everyday needs, such as the need for an adequate pension and financial aid, but it 

also downgraded them to the level of a non- productive class in need of support. As 

we will see later this call for support would be successfully taken up by the national 

state. As for the widows and children they were worlds apart from being non- 

productive as a number of discourses would have described them as being.501The 

classification did, however, correspond to the reality of the structure of the 

associations that combined all three groups in the same organization. 

Another large entity for the war disabled to fit in might have been the one of 

the “workers”, the participant in the production procedure. There is no need to explain 

the well- known emphasis given to the “worker” by international communism.502The 

man, soldier –worker was also closely linked to the right to citizenship. To what 

extent, however, could the war-disabled adapt themselves to this architype? 

The aims of the Federation obviously included the rehabilitation of the 

disabled and their being employed , where possible. P Pouliopoulos, explicitly asked 

for the partial “manning” of companies with “victims” of war. Exulting work, though, 

might provoke ambiguous feelings among people that were not always able to be 

actually ‘productive’. The problem of lack of work, not only affected the war- 

disabled but also a broader social strata given the influx of refugees and the dramatic 

increase in population.   

By the same token, calling the citizens to be alert regarding the possibility of  

a new war and the need for a proletarian army implying a “militancy” in the ranks of 

the communist party, could function  both as an invitation and as a rejection for  

former soldiers with disabilities. The invitation to take up arms might recall a past of a 

previous active able-bodied self and bolster the need to participate actively in social 

life. On the other hand, as war had been the cause of their misfortune,  ex-soldiers 

might consider the idea  that this war had been useless if not harmful. Whereas 

“social” militancy evoked the idea of a different type of active involvement in social 

life, soldiering underlined the impotence of the disabled body. In fact the project 

 
501 Here of course, the fact that a financial aid was important or even vital for all those people is not at 

all denied. 
502 Cultural studies have also been concerned with the double figure of the soldier –worker not only in 

the post- war years but even in periods as remote as the 18th or 19th century, while ethnology has drawn 

important lines on this combination in traditional societies of 20th century Greece. For the moment 

however I will limit this dimension to the discourse under discussion.  
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presented by the general secretary of the communist party did not emphasize the 

possibility of another war, but only the exigency of prevention.  

The part of P. Pouliopoulos’ text concerning the consumptive, particularly 

soldiers, might open one more space for the war-disabled, although they were not 

explicitly mentioned.  Tuberculosis was the nucleus for the unification of a large 

group of people.  

The statistical data that P. Pouliopoulos referred to was drawn  from the most recent 

calculations of the Ministry of Sanitation of the time  reported to Greek newspapers: 

in Greece, in 1924  there were more than 50,000 consumptives in the third( last) stage 

of the illness, and 250,000 in the first and second.503 As a large majority of patients 

were ex-soldiers, P. Pouliopoulos considered improvements of army conditions 

hospitals and the sanitary regulations to be essential.504  

Including the consumptive in the overall project of political activity the Federation 

was dealing with the most fragile category of the victims of war. There were indeed 

many war-disabled who not only had to suffer the problem of their disability, but 

were also marginalized because of their disease. Some of them had already set up 

associations for TB sufferers. 

 

         Conclusions 

The sequence of wars changed the composition of the population and 

aggravated the already existing “social question”. Wars were also the catalyst for new 

political expression that tried to channel the dynamism of this unprecedented 

situation. The war thus functioned at the same time as a fountain of possibilities and 

as the main source of the crisis of democracy. 

It was the crisis of democracy that would be the focal point of a revolutionary vision  

that dealt with the ex-soldiers. The bourgeois democracy in line with this vision, had 

to be destroyed or overthrown even if -or principally because- emerging authoritative 

 
503 I do not have a way to check these numbers.  The fact that the government published such statistics 

has to be analyzed separately in the context of the measures taken and the direction of the policy. It’s 

indicative that the ministry’s name at the time was Ministry of  Sanitation. 
504  Underlining the differentiation on medical treatment and therapy between  rich who had better 

possibilities to be cured and poor who were condemned to asylums or live in the margins of the society  

he  reversed the argument that this general problem was no class specific. In this very interesting 

section P. Pouliopoulos uncovers the social  reasons of the  diffusion of the disease, while he developed 

similar arguments for the hospitalization process : the regrettable  conditions of the Greek hospitals 

were considered to be indicative of the upper classes desire  to a close confinement – effacement of the 

poor  inpatients. 
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regimes pointed to an alternative. A revolutionary imperative appeared , the subject of 

which would at the same time be a citizen and a soldier. There needed to be a unified 

subject comprising all the separate categories of society with their different cultural 

backgrounds, dissimilar notions of the political sphere, and various urgent needs.  

The war had also created a rift. The past was divided to two opposing realities: 

a peaceful but remote life and violence which really had existed. The present appeared 

to be equally as contradictory and inconsistent with general and specific needs 

demanding immediate action and solutions. The future was coloured with diverse 

aspirations. 505  

Bearing in mind the above framework created by the war, we need to trace the 

expectations of the war-disabled, whose present needs had been so much dependent 

on their participation in the war itself.  

Were they shaping an entity in themselves? The above effort to map them out 

in the new emerging discourses hardly gives them an ‘existence’. Conversely: were 

the new emerging categories, especially the one of the old combatants, and by 

extension the revolutionary proletarians crucial for them to be intergrated in a broader 

context? Did these categories create a new possibility of their empowerment as 

subjects far from the margins?  Did they offer them a common identity? Were they 

able to meet their social and material needs in a society of rivalries, the post-war 

society? What was their response? Did they create an alternative? Were they offered 

an alternative? 

In what follows I will try to answer these questions focusing mainly on the 

war–disabled at the local level and the dynamics they developed. Finally, I will 

examine the response of the national state to their demands through legislation and try 

to outline the impact of this interaction on the constitution of the war-disabled as a 

subject. 

 

 

 
505 The expectations of formerly well- off refugees were not necessarily the same as those in more 

necessitous circumstances, refugees or natives. Those who believed that they would soon go back, 

refused a more pragmatic view of their future. Women, the majority of the refugee population, had 

probably differentiated plans and needs from men or native women and soldiers’ widows. The 

communities transported in their entirety developed different dynamics towards the future and their 

environment than the dispersed families or isolated individuals. 
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         A local newspaper 

 

The local associations of ex-servicemen were not, as I have tried to show, 

something completely new. Above I mentioned that the reservists of WWI had 

formed anti-venizelist associations since 1916, and until 1919 had been a constant  

threat to political life. The ex-servicemen of the unsuccessful Asia Minor War shaped 

a new movement of old combatants, this time under the influence of the communist 

party. Together with them the Federations for the “Salvation of the Nation” fewer in 

number  but probably longer-lasting appeared. 

My aim here is to make use of the little material I possess in order to show the 

inherent dynamics of the whole movement especially at the local level. It is not 

possible, of course, to prove the impact of the local associations on their 

corresponding communities, but I will try to examine the rhetoric used by such 

associations in their local newsletters. A newsletter signifies the “crossroad” between 

the central (here in the sense close to the capital and to the centre of influence) and 

peripheral level of the movement. I argue that this crossroad position can be revealing 

in the conceptualization of the war disabled and ex-soldiers in the province, where the 

local environment functioned as a cultural space the dynamics and limits of which 

have to be taken into account. One more reason for this examination is the fact that I 

do not consider a given the overall identification of the associations with a political 

party.   

For that purpose I focus on the weekly newsletter H Foni tou Efedou, (=The 

Voice of the Reservist ), published and circulated in a big town (Herakleio) on the 

island of Crete in 1923. I also take into account two more brochures published in 1924 

in Corfou and in Kavala by the corresponding associations.506 All three show close 

links to the Old Combatants associations and the communist party. The Voice of the 

 
506 I owe this material to the historian D Livieratos who had the kindness to send me these photocopies. 

Unfortunately no similar material for the old Combatants press has been found in the National Library 

and the library of the parliament of Athens. Local archives would prove to be more fruitful. 
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reservist particularly was published by Emanouil Kakoudakis, a cadre of the 

communist party and an active member of the Labour Centre of Herakleio.507 

At the same time I will  provide a few comments  comparing the above material with  

another very similar newsletter the “Kambana”, of venizelist leanings, and close ties 

to the Federation for the Salvation of the nation, published on the island of Mitelene 

(=Lesvos) in 1923, which I came to know only through secondary sources.508  

 

        The “victims” and the “class” of reservists 

             According to the newsletter H Fone tou Efedrou the reservists were “victims”, 

together with the disabled, the refugees, the workers, the peasants and all the 

shattered slaves of life. Here one notes   the ‘unifying principle’ already evident in the 

Federation’s effort which reveals its political identity. The intention seems to be to 

broaden the category of victims and smooth out any remaining differences.  

Such “victims” were active in organizations and associations all over Greece and their 

doings were presented in a whole column dedicated to the subject. It is important to 

mention that these groups were at the time conceived as a network with flexible loose 

links. At this level the concept “victim” is not only broadened but also acquires the 

quality of an agent. These people, according to the newsletter, are active at a political 

and at a social level; forging alliances and defending their rights.509  

             In the following pages, however, the focal point narrows somewhat. The 

emphasis is put on the ones who have been completely “cut down” by the war 

together with their families, who suffered their temporal or definitive absence.510 

 
507 Em. Kakoudakis had been conscripted in 1915. Before the Foni tou Efedrou he was the director of 

the newsletter  “Ergatis –Laos” (“Worker” or “working People”). At the same time he had been an 

active member of he local rifle club. For more information on Em. Kakoudakis and his previous 

activity see Sophia Mattheou, “H efimerida tou Irakleiou Ergatis i Laos (1914-1915) Pospatheia gia tin 

organosi ton ergaton kai gia ti diadosi ton neoterikon ideon se mia eparchiaki poli” Mnimon, vol.13, 

Athens 1991 pp.140-193 
508The article of Sophia Mattheou, “I efimerida Kambana …” .Sophia Mattheou presents an exhaustive 

analysis of the newsletter having seen the whole body of the newsletter from 27th March 1923 to 19 

October 1924. She is able therefore to detect its development in the course of time. I, on the other hand, 

try to analyse just one issue (15 of December 1923) As a result I will limit my comparison to the 

concepts concerning the ex-soldiers, the nation  and the meaning of war. 

 
509  It is important to mention that this quality is gendered. Agency is somehow fading in the case of  

the  women and children who could express discontent. This might be only partly linked with the fact 

that women have no voting rights yet. Both cases, however, are different aspects of the same 

phenomenon: women were not considered citizens. 

 
510 Accordingly, the activities described in the newspaper centre around the family: for example, 

collections in support of the “orphaned families,” or participation in the funeral of an ex-serviceman 
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Most of the articles refer to the reservists. A whole page is dedicated to the demands 

of the reservists very similar to those pronounced by Pouliopoulos and to the struggle 

of the ex-soldiers from all over the country, with reports and letters on the subject. 

              The war-disabled do not form a separate group but they are visible. 

In fact the protagonist of the printed text, bolstered by a photo is disabled; the 

candidate of the coming parliamentary elections. The “victims” are encouraged to 

vote for their own candidate, a fellow war-disabled comrade. Through this call for 

action the procedure of unification takes on a new twofold dimension: first , action is 

taken directly to the national level, the parliamentary elections; second, the agent is 

identified with the victims. He is a victim par excellence. It is important to mention 

here that the photo shows a man in his military uniform but with no sign of disability. 

The contradiction produced can perhaps be explained by the fact that a visible 

deficiency is incompatible with the ideal of masculine strength or manliness. 

Disability therefore would affect the notion of citizen-soldier-candidate. In this sense, 

it reveals the limits of the revolutionary imperative. Nevertheless, it might also raise 

some questions as to the candidate’s perception of self.511  

            The proposal to promote a particular candidate is set within the framework of 

political legitimacy. It would seem to be an overall call to modernize the political 

system with the war as a starting point. The candidate is a representative of the 

victims, he belongs to their social class and, if we follow the text, 

will support sincerely the demands of the reservists, find the responsible for the war 

and, joining his forces with other reservists and socialist deputies, will  prevent a new 

war. 

            A similar argument seems to arise in Sophia Mattheou’s analysis of the 

newsletter Kambana. There, according to the author, the candidates have to defend 

the reservists’ demands together with general ones. Candidates have to secure social 

justice and social reform. They are not part of an existing class, instead they constitute 

a class of their own carrying out an historical mission: to create a “new world.”  

 
511 He might not want to be considered as a disabled or take a photograph as such. Photographers in 

Irakleion were not so rare especially for exceptional circumstances. Photographs though, were 

expensive. 
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The reason for the above is again the war: having fought for years such candidates 

possess the maturity of the “real Greek citizen.” Thus their participation in the 

parliamentary procedures is the nation’s only hope for salvation.  

  

 

The “war” and “those responsible for war” 

 

            As mentioned previously “war” is a concept with  unifying potency. “War,” 

according to the Fone tou Efedrou, describes the common experience of the 

categories called up for action and “war” is the enemy against which the above groups 

are fighting. ( It is indicative that one of the strongest arguments for action in the 

upcoming elections is that the future government might declare another war) War 

experience might also produce the “maturity” needed by the “real citizen” as 

“Kambana” maintains. 

The question concerning the responsibility for the war, in this case the defeat, was 

already an issue immediately after it ended. Very soon a trial took place and resulted 

to the execution of six political leading figures deemed responsible for the 

“disaster.”512  

            The word “war,” however, in the newsletter H Fone tou Efedrou, takes on a 

specific meaning and more importantly, has a specific agent. War is created by army 

leaders – the title “victims of the army” is indicative - and is decided upon by 

government. The latter, if we follow the main front- page article, represents the upper 

classes and is elected through the mediation of the various provincial caciques while it 

gains legitimacy by invoking the glory of the fatherland.513  

            To begin at the end,  “fatherland” here is strongly questioned through  a 

surprising metaphor:  A fatherland  which sends “her” children to be massacred in 

war, so as to achieve her expansion, is like a mother who devours her children in 

order to put on weight.( E Fone tou Efedrou page 2) 

 
512 The procedure is considered to have obscured rather than animated the question of political 

responsibilities. 
513 It is important to mention that these arguments do not assign special  responsibility to the king. 

Given the fact that the regime question was a very significant matter for this period the newspaper 

interestingly does not take sides for a democratic or a monarchic solution.  
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The metaphor makes use of a powerful image. The fatherland -with a feminine article 

in Greek 514- is often depicted as a woman.=mother=land, whose soil accepts the 

soldiers’ dead bodies.515 The idea of expansion echoes the Federation’s accusation of 

imperialism particularly with regards to the last War. The significant point, I believe, 

is the reversal of the “sacrifice” concept. It is not only that the sacrifice is futile, but 

that it is carried out for somebody else’s benefit. An implied contradiction between 

pregnancy and a woman being fat discredits the idea of a mother, strengthens the 

force of the imagery and extends the identification of the fatherland to a more class-

specific group. 

            On the same question, assigning responsibility, I have chosen to closely 

examine a second reference (where I also find a “war disabled” protagonist). This 

case  appears in the letters to the editor column and describes the war –victim relation 

through  a confrontation between a “war disabled” ex-soldier, the correspondent, and 

the Mayor of a Greek municipality.516 

The incident took place in a café, the typical gathering point (of men) in Greek 

villages and small towns. The question presented in direct speech pertains to the war : 

the Mayor points at  the ex-servicemen present in the coffee-shop, accusing  them of 

indolence. They should blame themselves and not the war for their joblessness. Proof 

that they are at fault, argues the mayor, is that they did not achieve anything even 

during the war ( i.e. they were defeated) The war was financed by taxpayers’ money, 

continues the Mayor, turning now to  the invalid man and telling him to  stop 

complaining and find a job. The argument at this point seems to collapse. The writer 

of the letter describes the Mayor’s annoyance when he gets an answer : how can a 

disabled man work without his arms, mutilated by the mayor’s war? 

 
514 The word “fatherland” is  an almost literal translation of the Greek word “patrida” also deriving 

from the word father. Grammatically however, is feminine. That’s why the metaphor is so easy and 

that’s the reason I do not opt for “motherland.” 

 
515 The idea of the land that devours soldiers is not part of the Greek imagery. The mother- land usually 

has positive rather than ambiguous connotations. For the examination of this imagery, however, there is 

a commentary in Hopkin, David, M., Soldier and Peasant in French Popular Culture 1766-1870, The 

Royal Historical Society, 2003. If my assumption is right and this imagery is absent from the Greek 

context, then the newspaper here introduces a novelty at  a political social and cultural level. It should 

also be noted that the final unification of Crete (and thus Irakleion) with Greece was realized in 1913. 
516 The incident is not necessarily authentic, but its authenticity has little relevance to the function the 

letter performs in the newspaper’s contents. It is, in any case, suggestive of  the extended diffusion of 

the movement’s ideas. 
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The line of reasoning reflects what I would call, a novel way of looking at and 

interpreting the war. The Mayor represents the politician who decides, and the 

capitalist who finances the war. The invalid therefore is their victim, not an individual 

responsible for his own misfortune. The equation that  work is tantamount                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

to  war is significant: it assigns “individual responsibility” for  unemployment. The 

outcome, however is the reverse: by defining who the “employer” is, the “employee” 

disclaims his   responsibility obviously now assigned to the Mayor. In my opinion the 

letter, which encapsulates much of the paper’s discourse, is revealing of what is a 

radical view of the interpretation of war. 

 

              Interestingly, “Kambana”  introduces a similar interpretation: the war 

phenomenon is the result of the state’s economic rivalries. Sophia Mattheou notes that 

this approach echoes leftist socialist ideas at the beginning of the war. She also detects 

the newsletter’s position against militarism. “Kambana”, however, does not go as far 

as to declare war on war. It places war within certain limits; distinguishes a war of 

aggression from defence of one’s country. Accordingly, it defends the notion of the 

fatherland and declares national rebirth: 

 A new Greece, will be created by the reservists and in general all the young people 

who belong to the vanguard (Kambana 20 July 1924)517 

 

Policy and legal regulation 

         

        The legal aspect 

Although the analysis in the previous pages has mainly focused on the reaction 

and  unification of the ex-servicemen, placing thus the overall  policy in the context of 

an attempt of the successive governments to deal with the “social question”, more 

refinement is needed. The term “social question” denoted a set of problems resulting 

from industrialization, including the degradation of the population, poverty, 

unemployment and strikes as well as the legal treatment of trade unions and collective 

 
517 As Sophia Mattheou comments, the newsletter, therefore, shows interest in the physical exercise of 

the young.  
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agreements. Its origins are found well before the first World War but, as in the Greek, 

case, it was with the war that the issue was so dramatically aggravated and new 

problems arose. 

 In what follows I would like to associate the above with party politics and 

specifically with the politics of the Liberal party.  

Between 1910 and 1916 the liberal (venizelist) government had tried to follow a 

trajectory of non- intervention in the employee-employer relationship. Later, between 

1918 and 1920, it adopted a more energetic scheme in an attempt to prevent social 

unrest and the danger of bolschevisism. Finally, throughout the quadrennial 1928-

1932 it decided to follow three lines: the introduction of social insurance , the passage 

of a law intercepting  the communist influence, and  compulsory mediation of the 

state in  labour relations.518 The law concerning the war-disabled and victims of war 

(law 4042/1929) is placed in this last phase. 

Protective policy for the ex-soldiers was a chance for the government to 

enhance its power, and avoid at the same time, the danger of the expansion of the 

social unrest and agitation. The Old Combatants’ associations had been violently 

dissolved by the dictatorship of general Pangalos already in 1925. More associations, 

however, existed  while  demands had obtained a dynamics that was beyond 

prediction.519 

The last example given in the previous subsection illustrates, in my opinion, these 

dynamics. A number of the ex-soldiers were unemployed, thus belonging to the mass 

of an inactive, (possibly useful) labour force.  Being politically alerted and unionized 

could also make them politically dangerous. In terms of everyday life one may 

legitimately imagine that the (disabled) soldiers shared the needs and possible 

depreciation of other groups. Through the associations’ movement, however, they 

might also have obtained the new value of   the politically active citizen (or constitute 

a privileged class for the salvation of the nation). Interestingly, this last quality was 

obtained by their participation to the war and not necessarily by their involvement in 

the productive procedure as workers for instance. They endorsed the idea of the right 

to compensation, but, as the brief  ‘case study’ of the newspaper shows, some also 

 
518 Liakos, Antonis, Ergasia kai Politiki stin Ellada tou Mesopolemou : to Diethnes Grafeio Ergasias 

kai i Anadysi ton Koinonikon Thesmon (=Work and Policy in Interwar Greece : the International 

Labour Office and the emergence of the social institutions), Athens, Idryma Erevnas kai Paideias, 1993 
519 The very fact that the previous case of the reservists had been under the control of the royalist party 

represented one more challenge for the liberal government to settle the problem of the ex servicemen. 
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discredited the function of the state, questioned its legitimacy, distrusted the national 

ideal and sought liability for their physical condition. Were they ex-soldiers, now 

citizens, in need who deserved a compensation for their service or veterans with a 

vision and political power stemming from their service at the war? Probably both of 

them. 

            The liberal party, according to many analysts, promoted the idea of the 

national progress through state intervention. During this last period of governing 

gradually lost control of the middle and petit bourgeois classes and had to face a 

strong opposition inside and outside the party ranks. The government at the time had 

to face also strong criticism for its liberal bourgeois programme, which according to 

the political adversaries was introducing a state intervention that was not needed. 

These views were embraced also by part of the press that stressed the clash of these 

“novelties” with the traditional values of the Greek family and society.520 

 

        The “disabled and victims of war-” legislation 

The legislation concerning the “war-disabled” and victims reached its final  

articulation in 1929. There was no systematized legislation before this time. Few 

documents have survived, but the scarce evidence of previous regulations informs us 

of a royal decree issued in 1913, which established a “commission for the 

examination of the problems of disability.” This last was possibly responsible for the 

“Institution for the Rehabilitation of the War- disabled” founded in 1919. The 

Institution functioned as a professional school for the invalids who were unable to go 

back to their previous professional activity. It taught them gardening, tailoring, or 

barbering, shoemaking, carpentry or saddlery.521 In 1918 there appears to have been a 

law passed that sought to oblige the private companies to reemploy those of their staff 

that had been recruited during the war. There were a lot of circumventions of this law, 

which, in any case referred only to employees and not specifically to the war 

 
520 See for instance  Chdsiiosif, Chr., “I venizelogenis antipolitefsi ston Venizelo kai i politiki 

anasyntaksi tou astismou sto mesopolemo” in  Mavrogordatos, G.,   

Chadziiosif, Chr.,(eds) Venizelismos kai astikos eksynchronismos, Panepistimiakes Ekdoseis Kritis, 

Irakleio 1992, pp.439-458. 
521 The information is taken from the entry disabled of   an important encyclopaedia of the 1950s.: 

Engyclopedikon Lexikon Helios, Athens, 195?I have not managed to gather more information on this. 

There is however a constant accusation by the Federation and more specifically P Pouliopoulos: the 

conditions of the Institution were deplorable and the possibilities of rehabilitation inexistent at least in 

1924. 
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disabled.522  In 1925 there appeared a decree “for the right of the retail trade to 

disabled and victims of war”. Considering the above laws there is strong reason to 

believe that the 1929 legislation was actually a systematization of   previous years’ 

isolated decrees, mainly based on the emergency law 2769 /1922.523 

Law 4042/1929 was a product of the  Liberal (Venizelist) Government of 1928-

1933.Under the title “for the protection and the rehabilitation of the disabled and the 

families,  victims of war”, in its 36 articles, the law provided for  the war disabled,  

their families, and the families of the deceased and the disappeared the right to a 

number of  benefits, which, for brevity’s sake, I classify in two categories. Benefits 

concerning  professional rehabilitation: 

• Assignment of kiosks, tenancy of coffee-shops in municipal or public 

buildings, possibility of tobacco trading, nomination in public and municipal 

positions, assignment of rural property. 

• Benefits referring to financial aid: allowance by the Victims of War Fund ( 

established for this purpose), relief from taxation and education fees, discount on bus 

fares and any future aid or payment whichever the Ministry council authorizes, 

provided it does not imply extra costs for the state.  

The law thus defined the category eligible for the benefits, as the “war- disabled” in 

close relation to the victims of war, women and children. It created a body of benefits 

and assigned new tasks to a Fund, whose function and members were also specified 

by the same law. It is important to mention that the Fund was under the auspices of 

the Ministry of Provision.  

             In what follows I’ll try to examine more closely the legislation’s function 

paying also some attention to concepts concerning legal notions and their 

implications.  

Before starting I would like to draw some attention to the definition of the group 

eligible for the aforementioned benefits. The definition given refers to the disabled 

and families that are victims of war. Article one provides a time span: “war” here 

 
522 Liakos, Antonis,  Ergasia kai Politiki stin Ellada tou Mesopolemou : to Diethnes Grafeio Ergasias 

kai e Anadysi ton Koinonikon Thesmon (=Work and Policy in Interwar Greece : the International 

Labour Office and the emergence of the social institutions), Athens, Idryma Erevnas kai Paideias, 

1993, p. 406.  In 1923 with an “exceptionally  vague and deficient”  

decree there was an attempt to solve the problem of  housing for the war disabled (together with other 

categories like pensioners, workers, refugees etc. ) 

 
523 Here there is a vacuum in my research as I have not found yet the “ letter of this law”.  
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refers to the wars since 1912, i.e. since the Balkan wars, (it was suggested  during the 

parliamentary debate that 1897war victims should be included).524 A central criterion 

for the distribution of the benefits was the percentage of disability which “measured” 

the amount of sacrifice establishing thus a system of quantification linking body 

damage and compensation. 

The prevailing feature of the group is that they form a group of victims of war. War 

here is an abstract phenomenon which produces victims but not perpetrators. From the 

definition one cannot distinguish any agent but the nation which is again an abstract 

entity.  Apart of the war disabled, as mentioned the victims of the war, that is “war-

dependent” people were also included. Their inclusion in the letter of the law was 

strictly conditioned by the fact that the head of the family was a war-disabled. 

In fact they enjoyed benefits as long as they were under the protection of their father 

(the sons before they become adults and the daughters until they get married). The 

same was not a fact with the families of the deceased who were deemed war-victims 

but under the immediate protection of the law. In these cases we may assume that the 

dominant figure –receiver of benefits was temporarily the widow (if not remarried).  

 

 Employment  

            “Right to employment” or, rather, “unemployment”, as a concept was not 

completely disconnected from the inclination to the “laziness” and “unwillingness to 

work” or at least it did not appear as a concept linked with the function of the 

economy from the beginning.  In mid 1850s  France, where  discussion about the right 

to work had implications for the institutional and legislative framework , the meaning 

of employment obtained a new legal value briefly described as a “right to work.” In 

Greece at the turn of the century the unemployed, which concept included the 

“slackers” and “beggars” had been obliged to abandon their cities.525 In 1927  a first 

attempt was made to have the unemployment problem considered in a legal regulation 

as a problem of the crisis of economy. The meagre unemployment benefit that the law 

provided ( for 45 days ) was immediately condemned by a parliament member as 

 
524 Indeed law 4164 of 4/6/1929 , that is of the same year, embraces all these categories. 
525 In Liakos Antonis, op.cit., p.397. 
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being a measure for the support of the parasites.526 After 1931 any insurance against 

unemployment was abandoned.527  

Among the P. Pouliooulos’s proposals, concerning the ex-servicemen as a group are 

the following: compensation from the state or the ex-employer, compulsory 

employment of ex-servicemen and victims in private companies for up to 10% of their 

total personnel, “manning” of the public services by  the same people 528 and finally, 

encouragement to the state to undertake some public works, thus providing jobs to the 

unemployed.529 ( demands for the rehabilitation of the reservists were also in the 

venizelist federations’programme)  

             The legislation, as systematized in 1929, offered to the war-disabled and 

victims a set of possible ( and not always achievable ) professional choices 

conditioned by the percentage of the disability. That is, the state had assumed the 

responsibility of finding some kind of employment only for the disabled, taking into 

account ( or compensating them according to) the degree of their disability. The 

disabled with 100% disability were the first to be given a kiosk or a coffee shop, 

although they would not be real owners and would have the right to lease (only if they 

were completely incapable of running the shop). The “partially” disabled instead had 

the right to a number of public posts: porters, foremen, postmen etc. They were 

expected to perform their duty and not become “completely useless”. The law 

provided a very limited possibility of professional training (through the future 

activities of a corresponding fund established for the purpose). 

During the parliamentary debate there appeared a strong disagreement on the matter. 

One of the members of the parliament  (P. Livathinopoulos) during the ongoing 

discussion attributed the inefficiency of the previous attempt to professional 

rehabilitation to the “factory” of the kiosks implying, (as did the municipal Mayor 

 
526 In  Liakos, Antonis,  op.cit. p.409 
527 Given this context, it can be imagined what the significance of unemployment insurance was for the 

victims of war, not only as a material but also as a moral and social support.  
528 “Manning” indeed is the correct term here as the measure was proposed together with the 

encouragement for the dismissal of the “ladies” civil servants when they did not belong to the category 

of “victims”  
529 It might be interesting that the local (Cretan) newspaper  included all the above adding: “the state 

should be obliged to offer employment to all the ex-servicemen.” 
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quoted some pages earlier)  that the invalids did not want to work or, worse,  that the 

kiosks were not meant to be a kind of work. To this view he added: 

I am saddened to see all those disabled in their kiosks. The same ones that I used to 

supervise during their training and for whom I knew that they had become master 

workers of the craft they  learnt, whereby they would of course make more profit. 

The inherent controversy of his argument  would not give an answer to the reason 

why the disabled preferred a kiosk , but would enhance the image of the parasite 

attributed to the war-disabled.530 

 

The “Compensation” 

            As I said before, the victims of the war enjoyed their rights mostly in terms of 

the idea of “compensation”. Compensation implied the concession of a kiosk or 

priority for a job in the public domain, pensions granted by the state, or the 

assignment of rural property. 

But was compensation at this time a self-evident concept, at least in the Greek legal 

vocabulary? It seems that the answer is: “not exactly”. 

            The closest example of a compensation right in the Greek legislation is found 

in law550  passed  in 1915 for the case of labour accidents. The law was virtually a 

copy of a similar French legislation  of 1898 and  generated many reactions as well as 

much discussion in the Greek context.531  It was considered a novelty as it raised the 

problem of social inequality through the impossibility (or difficulty) of the victim to 

prove the liability of his/her employer given his/her   lower economic state and 

economic dependency. The law  actually raised the issue of  “social justice”. 

Accordingly, it raised the question of liability of the employer for accidents and 

sickness.532 The linkage is, in my opinion, permitted, as  in the French example the 

war-disabled legislation was also based on similar principles connecting both cases, 

namely the war disabled and the civilian disabled ( by labour accident).  

 
530  It might also have an impact upon the professional future of the deputy who was indeed the 

responsible of the Rehabilitation Centre previously existed. 
531 For the discussions see A. Liakos op.cit. pp.385-386 
532 For an extended analysis on a comparative level see Hepple Bob, The Making of Labor Law in 

Europe: a Comparative Study of Nine Countries up to 1945, London and N York, 1986. 
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In  1917 the search for a  principle on the war disabled compensation in France  

involves the proposal made by an army doctor Charles Valentino in his work 

Accidents du travail et blessures de guerre533  

The law questioned the liberal ideology but at the same time enhanced the state’s 

intervention in the economic activity. The labour accident might be conceived as a 

precedent for the implementation of the idea of compensation by the entity, which 

was in a way the “employer” of the conscripts.534 Of  course the view that the  state 

might be identified with certain privileged social categories –as implied in the war 

disabled letter mentioned in the newsletter some page before- was  accordingly, 

distancing. Nor would the state be represented anywhere as a mere employer.  On the 

contrary, the law’s rationale was much closer to the idea of a concession of benefits, 

which, like the bestowal of a medal, would be offered as a favour and in 

compensation for damage incurred in doing one’s duty for the nation. In the 

instructions of the index cataloguing  the proportions corresponding to the degree of 

disablement first  published in 1922, the practitioners are encouraged to show 

accuracy and good intention in their diagnosis, so that the invalid gets the pension that 

the Nation is eager ( or volunteers ) to grant him.  

             The problem of liability is similarly solved. There is no reason to look for 

liability anywhere. The nation cannot be liable for what happens to the soldier, 

because the nation is an abstract entity. The soldier is equally not responsible, -

although he is found to be so in the case of dereliction of duty. The exchange between 

the state and the soldier is based on the following principle: the soldier sacrifices 

himself for the nation. 

            For the disabled , his body is proof of the sacrifice and the reason for a 

compensation grant. A missing limb thus is not merely a missing limb, product of an 

accident, or a violent action, but the result of a sacrifice, a duty. According to the law,  

if the ex- serviceman needs to be deemed a “war disabled,” he must consider his 

disability  the outcome of his duty to the nation.  

 
533 For more details on the proposals made and the lack of a compensation principle see Prost, Antoine 

Les Anciens Combatants et la Société Francaise 1914-1939, Paris, Presses de la Fondation National e 

des Sciences Politiques, 1977, p. 39-41. where also this work is cited  
534 Here the argument might be reversed if the research proves that any war disabled legislation 

preceded the law on accidents. The interaction however remains, not to say that it  provides more 

interesting suggestions. 
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The War Victims Fund 

            In 1920s Greece we witness the slow and piecemeal assumption of public 

responsibility for welfare. Any kind of state intervention, the idea of a financial aid 

granted by the state was very fresh.535 It is important to mention that the first 

regulations concerning the war victims, episodic and unsystematic though they might 

be, together with the above-mentioned law on the labour accidents, belong to the 

above category. There was no integrated scheme for social insurance until 1932. 

The issue of compensation for the war disabled as such entailed the broader problem 

of the non-definition of an “employer”, or rather the implied responsibility of the 

state. Hence it entailed the participation of the state as a delegate of the nation and the 

agent responsible for the military activity. The war pensions given to all the victims 

were provided by the state’s budget, but there were additional benefits, which actually 

made the difference, and were made possible through the foundation of the War 

Victims Fund. 

             The War Victims Fund was meant to cover the cost of a dowry for the female 

siblings or daughters of the war disabled or deceased as well as the disabled person’s 

medical treatment. Additionally, it was intended to settle the problem of the victims’ 

housing and be used for the construction of the kiosks and shops. It would pay for 

their professional training and provide an allowance for the purchase of tobacco 

articles. The foundation of an orthopaedic laboratory for artificial limps and a 

sanatorium were considered part of the project. 

            The Fund came under the auspices of the Ministry of Provision (or Welfare, 

the translation here is difficult as the word welfare is not the exact equivalent of social 

insurance), and drew its resources from fund raising, endowments and benefactions, 

rental from army, public and municipal  canteens and the tax on tobacco trade. In a 

way the whole plan combined the resources gathered by the philanthropic activity, the 

nation’s taxes and the war victims themselves. 

 
535 It is indicative that the first law of social insurance (including more than one labour branch and 

concerning the pensions due to old age, disability or  illness) passed in 1922 and its application after 

1924 owed much to the labour unrest of the years 1922’  and 1923’. For more details, see  Liakos, 

Antonis, op.cit. pp.392-395 
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The establishment of the Fund and more precisely the plan for an orthopaedic centre 

gave rise to an interesting remark during the parliamentary debate again by the deputy 

R Livathinopoulos: The Ministry appropriate to organize this Centre, R. 

Livathinopoulos insisted, is the Ministry of War. The war-disabled has suffered in the 

army and it is the army, which has to give him treatment with its medical services and  

hospitals. 

I find the remark important as it discloses a shifting of the overall responsibility for 

the war-disabled outside the authority of the army. A close examination of the Fund’s 

administration gives evidence towards this conclusion: not one of the members of the 

committee belonged to the Ministry of the War or any section of the army according 

to the law. Given the fact that this was not the case in the regulations put into practice 

before, wasn’t it that the liberal party gave priority to the notion of citizen against that 

of soldier and soldiering?   

 

Illness and tuberculosis 

            Among the responsibilities of the War Victims Fund presented above was the 

foundation of a sanatorium for consumptive. The problem of tuberculosis highlighted   

the possibility of the state’s intervention with regard to questions of health and the 

well-being of the citizens. It thus formed a privileged field for an extended activity 

and a step further towards a new meaning and the importance of the state’s 

function.536  The first measures against the illness included the introduction of a 

general scheme of social insurance.  

            As the problem affected not only the war –disabled but the army as a whole 

the responsibility of the state for public health was emphasized. Army and soldiering 

had long been linked with the contagious disease, and the consecutive wars had 

aggravated the problem. The large number of consumptive in the army, shaped new 

fields of negotiation: negotiation between  the state in order to impose its new role , 

and the groups suffering from the disease. Associations of war- disabled seemed eager 

 
536The enterprise for “public health” had already been a matter of concern for the international 

community. An indication of the renewed international interest and its reflection in Greece, was the 

continuous advisement of the representative of the Health Organization for an efficient treatment of 

tuberculosis. Advisement concerning the solution to the tuberculosis’ spread  in Greece was made by 

Andrien Tixier , director of the Department of Social Insurance of the ILO. The whole plan was part of 

the proposals of the International Labour Office delegation in Greece. For more details on the matter 

see  Liakos, Antonis, op.cit. pp. 333-335. 
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to discuss this issue.  In the newsletter of the war-disabled association of Attica537 

there is much material on the subject- matter. (It is not quite clear whether this was a 

new association or whether it was a pre-existing one.)538  The first issue of their 

newsletter ( 15 March 1929) presented an extended commentary on the 1929 law and  

the following two issues available to us focused on the foundation of the sanatorium 

for the army consumptive. The issues mainly consist of memorandums, parliamentary 

discussions and letters of protest from associations around Greece. 

            Here I focus on the rhetoric of the associations in order to discover the track of 

the basic arguments and also, the effect of this argumentation into the discourse as to 

the (re)definition of the war-disabled.539  

            To give an initial idea of the exchange presented in the newspaper, it must be 

made clear that there seemed to be no objection to the foundation of the sanatorium 

and that the legislation offered the necessary background for such an attempt. The 

discussion thus centres around the problems posed by the lack of resources and the 

appropriateness of the place where a sanatorium should be built. The financial issue, 

which is actually the core problem is closely linked with the final jurisdiction on the 

area. Was the Ministry of the Army or the Ministry of Provision responsible for the 

construction of the Institution? This is a subject that generates continuous friction.  

             The associations through their letters and memorandums suggest possible 

sources of money -always in the framework of the recent law-  make claims towards 

ministries and find the possibility to protest officially about the delays in the 

procedure supposed to resolve their general problems. (The newsletter presents an 

account of  the previous procedure taken place since 1927). 

In the on-going dialogue the war disabled  find the opportunity to highlight alliances 

in favour of their cause, like, for instance, the alliance with the Labour Centre of 

Athens, the reservists or the civil servants’ Congress. Finally it is worth mentioning 

that the issue refers both to ex- servicemen and soldiers serving in the army. 

 
537 Anapiriki op.cit.15 March, 15 April, 15 June 1929 
538 A gap was created by the dissolution of many of the Old Combatants associations after the military 

coup d’etat of Th Pangalos in 1925. It is not clear what the outcome of this was, especially because all 

my secondary sources refer to the same book., the information is in a footnote: Elefantis , Angelos G.,  

I epaggelia tis adynatis epanastasis: KKE kai astismos sto mesopolemo (Promise of the Impossible 

Revolution: the KKE and the Bourgeois fources in the interwar Period., Athens (Olkos, 1976) 

Themelio 1999. 
539 The extend to which it was also an anodyne matter can be verified by the Federations claims and 

demands. It is for that reason even more interesting to follow the somehow different rationales. 
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            The association of Attica, to begin with, in one of its memorandums to the 

parliament (in 1927) accuses the army of showing “an absolute indifference or rather 

a criminal conduct.” on the implications of the problem. Army and army life is 

deemed responsible for the spread of the disease. A letter of the same year sent to the 

newspaper by the corresponding Federation of the island of Mytilene540 stresses  the 

fact  that the foundation of the sanatorium would promote the ardour of the soldiers to 

serve their country and  at the same time would alleviate them and their families not 

to say, the society as a whole. The risk of soldiering then now focused on 

tuberculosis, a social peril,  is a problem to be solved : sanitary measures in the army, 

and in case of disease, “transportation” from  the barracks  to the sanatorium. No 

claim is made against militarism. Soldiering is not considered the danger that 

produces death. On the contrary, the issue is the army’s efficiency.  

             This line connecting the consumptive with society is  clear in a memorandum 

of the war-disabled association of Attica in 1929: consumptives are not innocuous like 

the rest of the disabled ex-servicemen. On the contrary they are dangerous because, 

associating with other people, they infect the family and, through the family, society in 

general.  The argument thus shifts from the denouncement of the army to the menace 

the soldiers embody. 

This description of the tubercular soldier as a public danger had already been linked to 

the nation’ s duty  in 1927  in a  resolution of the Panhellenic Congress of the 

reservists. The text contains a whole range of arguments. First it uses the parallelism 

of the labour workers, who are compensated for illness and accidents by their 

employees thus reminding the reader of the interplay between the labourer and the 

soldier. Second, it repeats that the soldiers belong to all kinds of social strata and that 

it is on them that the power of the state is based when it needs to counter a “foreign 

violence” or an “internal danger”. Finally, it stresses that the risk of contagion is 

particularly high for the families of the soldiers. The tubercular soldiers therefore, are 

highly dangerous because they associate with society, they are visible. They infect 

their family first,  society second and the whole nation or, as a vice president of an 

association put it, they degenerate our generation [sic] 

 
540 It is very likely that the Federation of  Mytilini is the one linked with newsletter Kambana. “Two 

points speak for that : the similarity of the rhetoric and the name “ Federation” 
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             The social importance of the issue linked with the financial aspect, which 

seems to worry a lot the agents involved, is evident in the episode described below: 

the deputy I. Papaflesas, in one of the parliamentary debates541  touches upon the 

state’s expenses, namely the huge amount of money spent for needs of secondary 

importance and to a number of individuals’ advantage. Consequently he   raises the 

issue of the repartition of the public money. The consumptives, in his speech, 

personify the nation or rather the Greek people. The Greek people’s sweat, he states, 

has to be spent for the reassurance of his health as no care has been ever taken for this 

black slave of the state. 

Accordingly, he proposes that the sanatorium be founded in a region of Greece where 

the inhabitants are ready to ....pay an extra tax on imported and exported goods for the 

sake of the public health. He, of course, wins a general applause. 

            The tubercular soldiers and ex-servicemen embody a moving danger. 

Tuberculosis dissolves any notion of ideal citizen. Tuberculosis links ex-soldiers with 

the rest of the nation but through a negative procedure:  contagion. 

 

Exclusions 

The legislative framework of the 1920s included units that would enhance the 

executive power and put under control social claims. The same year the “war victims” 

legislation was passed, a new unprecedented law was proposed in the Greek 

parliament . 

 The “idionym law” was the first Greek regulation concerning the so called “crimes of 

opinion” and was followed by a modification of the penal code. The law would 

condemn any individual disseminating communist or “similar” ideas that propagated 

the violent overthrow of the existing social order.  It gave the state the authority to 

arrest and imprison anyone who fell into this category, at the same time prohibiting all 

sorts of assemblies considered dangerous for   public security. The idionym was 

meant to defend not “external security” but “domestic order”. As a consequence 

extended forms of suppression were consolidated, and later enhanced by an even 

more authoritative version of the law during the military dictatorship in 1936. 

 
541 Parliamentary debates, 7th February 1929 
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            Nikos Alivizatos , who has written an exhaustive study on the legislation of 

those years attributes the initiative to the economic crisis, the political and ideological 

rupture (in other words the achievement of consensus through the shaping of an 

enemy) and the attempt of the communist party to enter the army ranks.542  Antonis 

Liakos , on the other hand, writing on the introduction of the social insurance he 

deems the idionym law as the necessary complement to the social insurance scheme 

regarding the problem of the “social question” The whole project, in his view, 

intended to prove that claims beyond the field of legitimacy would  be less opportune 

and efficient than inside it.543 

            The fate of all these associations bound to the communist party principles and 

scopes is not very well studied or known. As little evidence is available one might 

assume that some of their members followed a strategy of consent. It is also  possible 

that a number of their members were imprisoned or banished in remote and 

unfrequented islands544.   In any case the implementation of this new legal unit would 

regard those who had different views  as enemies of the nation.  

 

Epilogue 

            The chapter has started with the donation of the Greek flag by the Prime 

Minister and the corresponding dialogue indicative of the meaning of the exchange. 

The “war disabled” are given a present that symbolizes the wholeness of the nation 

for which they have been sacrificed. The flag is offered by the Prime Minister who at 

the time defends a party politics that would go beyond class interests and for the 

general progress of the nation. Moreover, it is the prime Minister who hands them the 

flag and not a representative of the military authority. The war disabled belong to the 

nation, they are citizens in need (with certain privileges) but not soldiers. The fact that 

they come from various social strata enhances the identity of the citizen-soldier as 

well as it constitutes a reason for the state’s intervention here promoted by the liberal 

party’s politics.  

             Additionally, they are offered the flag because they accept the meaning of the 

offering: being offered a flag means that their disability is equal to a sacrifice for the 

 
542 Alivizatos, Nikos, op.cit. pp 385-391 
543 Liakos Antonis, op. cit., p.445 

 
544 Alivizatos presents some statistics according to which 12.000 people had been imprisoned till 1932. 
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flag. They have proved worthy of the fatherland  so that their role in the future is to 

repeat the same -they should continue to do so, according to the Prime Minister 

speech, refers to their previous activity as soldiers and, as I propose, not to a political 

alertness.  Therefore they deserve the compensation in exchange of them endorsing 

this and not any other meaning, mainly they should not let themselves be led astray by 

the enemies of the country 

After all the enemies of the country have been excluded by the idionym, while those 

who form a “public danger” i.e. the consumptive must be isolated. Both groups are 

contagious.  

More over, the law improves the war-disabled  status by “re-establishing” their role as 

heads of the family and defines their “dependents”, that is wife and children. In a way 

it inverses the notion of their dependency. Maybe that is why they take the flag from 

the Prime Minister although they had initially addressed the Prime Minister’s wife… 
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